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Abstract

Background: The rollout of COVID-19 vaccines has brought vaccine hesitancy to the forefront in managing this pandemic. COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy is fundamentally different from that of other vaccines due to the new technologies being used, rapid development, and widespread global distribution. Attitudes on vaccines are largely driven by online information, particularly information on social media. The first step toward influencing attitudes about immunization is understanding the current patterns of communication that characterize the immunization debate on social media platforms.

Objective: We aimed to evaluate societal attitudes, communication trends, and barriers to COVID-19 vaccine uptake through social media content analysis to inform communication strategies promoting vaccine acceptance.

Methods: Social network analysis (SNA) and unsupervised machine learning were used to characterize COVID-19 vaccine content on Twitter globally. Tweets published in English and French were collected through the Twitter application programming interface between November 19 and 26, 2020, just following the announcement of initial COVID-19 vaccine trials. SNA was used to identify social media clusters expressing mistrustful opinions on COVID-19 vaccination. Based on the SNA results, an unsupervised machine learning approach to natural language processing using a sentence-level algorithm transfer function to detect semantic textual similarity was performed in order to identify the main themes of vaccine hesitancy.

Results: The tweets (n=636,516) identified that the main themes driving the vaccine hesitancy conversation were concerns of safety, efficacy, and freedom, and mistrust in institutions (either the government or multinational corporations). A main theme was the safety and efficacy of mRNA technology and side effects. The conversation around efficacy was that vaccines were unlikely to completely rid the population of COVID-19, polymerase chain reaction testing is flawed, and there is no indication of long-term T-cell immunity for COVID-19. Nearly one-third (45,628/146,191, 31.2%) of the conversations on COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy clusters expressed concerns for freedom or mistrust of institutions (either the government or multinational corporations) and nearly a quarter (34,756/146,191, 23.8%) expressed criticism toward the government’s handling of the pandemic.
Conclusions: Social media content analysis combined with social network analysis provides insights into the themes of the vaccination conversation on Twitter. The themes of safety, efficacy, and trust in institutions will need to be considered, as targeted outreach programs and intervention strategies are deployed on Twitter to improve the uptake of COVID-19 vaccination.

(JMIR Infodemiology 2021;1(1):e28800) doi:10.2196/28800
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic is emerging as one of the greatest public health threats in history, with over 140 million infections and 3 million deaths worldwide attributed to the SARS-CoV-2 virus as of April 2021 [1]. As transmission of COVID-19 continues around the globe, a COVID-19 vaccine is an important and valuable tool to reduce the spread of infection. Due to the critical need, the speed of vaccine development, production, and mass rollout has been faster than ever seen before, leading to concerns about vaccine efficacy and safety [2,3]. The intricacy surrounding COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy appears to be further reaching and fundamentally different than other immunizations [2]. Vaccine production cannot meet demand, requiring rollout plans for targeted subpopulations, and there are several types of COVID-19 vaccines being used within one country [2]. This has led to increased concern, mistrust, and confusion surrounding COVID-19 vaccination.

Despite the massive undertaking of vaccine development, a vaccination program is only as successful as its uptake. Vaccine hesitancy, defined as a delay in acceptance or refusal of vaccines despite their availability [4], was mentioned by the World Health Organization as one of the top 10 threats to public health in 2019 [5]. The effective rollout of a COVID-19 vaccine strategy may be obstructed by the beliefs and attitudes of vaccine-hesitant individuals worldwide [6]. A recent survey of US adults in April 2020 found that 23% of persons would not be willing to get vaccinated against COVID-19 [7]. In Canada, a survey in March 2021 demonstrated that 76.9% of Canadians were very or somewhat willing to receive a COVID-19 vaccine [8].

Vaccine hesitancy is a “multifaceted, deeply complex construct that may be rooted in the moral composition that guides our daily decision making” [8,9]. Studies have identified that vaccination decisions are shaped by multiple complex interactions between individual, community, cultural, historical, political, and societal factors [2,10]. There have been several metrics and scales developed and used to measure vaccine confidence and hesitancy [11-13]. The Vaccine Confidence Index (VCI) survey tool was developed to measure individuals’ perceptions on the safety, importance, effectiveness, and religious beliefs toward vaccines, which were identified as key drivers of public confidence in vaccination [11]. Another validated score measuring the psychological antecedents of vaccination is known as the 5C scale [13]. The 5C scale includes confidence (trust and attitudes), complacency (not perceiving diseases as high risk), constraints (structural and psychological barriers), collective responsibility (willingness to protect others), and calculation (information searching) [13].

Negative beliefs about vaccines may prevent the implementation of provococulation policies. Public health officials need to prioritize implementing strategies to help reduce these negative perceptions [14]. Traditional approaches to promoting immunization have assumed that inadequate knowledge of the associated risks and benefits drive hesitancy; however, this stance has proven to be ineffective as an intervention [15]. The source of the hesitancy is often both from lack of information and from lack of trust in institutions such as the government, physicians, and pharmaceutical companies [16,17]. Rather than just trying to enhance knowledge, a different approach to overcoming vaccine hesitancy for COVID-19 may be to focus on changing personal attitudes [15].

Prior studies have demonstrated that social media can help understand attitudes and behaviors during public health crises and promote health messaging [18-20]. Particularly, Twitter has been used for public health research and more specifically regarding COVID-19 [18,21]. A recent study aimed to characterize the main topics of Twitter conversations related to COVID-19 and identified four main themes including the origin of the virus, its sources, the impact on people/countries/economy, and lastly methods of mitigating the risk of infection [18]. Attitudes toward vaccination are, in large part, shaped by information and ideas individuals encounter through social media [22,23]. Social media is a principal informational forum for vaccination uptake with large proportions of content involving antivaccination messaging [22,24]. Reliable and accurate information on social media is often mixed with inaccurate, conspiratorial, incomplete, or biased messages [22]. A recent study evaluating vaccine hesitancy through content analysis of tweets in Canada identified major themes including safety, suspicion of economic or political motivation, knowledge deficit, opinions of authority figures, and lack of liability from pharmaceutical companies [25]. This study demonstrates the significant utility of using Twitter to better understand vaccine hesitancy at a population level [25]. However, a broader reaching and deeper understanding of current patterns of communication that characterize the immunization debate on social media platforms is needed to inform public health interventions aimed toward influencing attitudes on immunization [15,17,22,23].

This study used social network analysis (SNA) and unsupervised machine learning to characterize COVID-19 vaccine content on Twitter, which allows researchers to access the application programming interface (API). The use of machine learning in social sciences is expanding and has generated interesting methodological conversations on different approaches to study
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COVID-19 sentiment, attitude, and emotion [26-28]. With this study, we aimed to use social media content analysis to provide a further understanding of societal attitudes, communication trends, and barriers to COVID-19 vaccine uptake, at a critical time during the COVID-19 pandemic, just following reporting of initial vaccination trials. We hypothesize that these data will be critical globally for developing targeted outreach programs and intervention strategies on Twitter to impact COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy.

Methods

Study Data

Tweets published in English and French using specific words (“COVID” AND (“vacc” OR “vax” OR “immu”)) in either the content of the tweet or hashtag derivatives were collected through the Twitter API between November 19 and 26, 2020. This Boolean query was selected in order to maximize inclusivity without adding unnecessary noise to our data set. For example, with the query “vacc,” we effectively targeted all derivatives such as “vaccine,” “vaccines,” “vaccinated,” “vaccination,” “vaccinations,” and associated hashtags. Furthermore, it follows search queries from similar studies examining vaccine hesitancy and social media [29-31]. English and French were selected as they are two of the most common languages used on social media. The data set included several features, such as descriptive information about the user, username, content of tweets (hashtags, relationship among users such as retweet, replies, and mentions, etc), self-reported location of the user, number of followers, date of account creation, and time of tweet posting. Tweets were extracted using Twitter’s public streaming API allowing researchers to collect a random sample of tweets in real time of up to 1% of all public tweets published daily.

This time period was crucial in COVID-19 vaccination conversations on social media as it came a week after pharmaceutical companies (Pfizer and Moderna) announced successful trials of their COVID-19 vaccines [32,33]. For the first time since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020, social media conversations on vaccination were based, at least in part, on plausible empirical information about the efficacy and availability of a vaccine. We therefore wanted to evaluate the public’s initial reaction and response to COVID-19 vaccination. Few prior studies have included this time frame during the analysis period [30,34-36].

Social Network Analysis

In this study, we designed a data analytics workflow by first using SNA to identify social media accounts most likely expressing doubtful or mistrustful opinions on COVID-19 vaccination. This network was created using a weighted retweet directed network to represent connections between accounts. Although retweets are not a perfect indicator of like-mindedness, on aggregate, users have a proclivity to engage more with accounts that reflect some form of social or intellectual homophily [37]. Through SNA, we examined the underlying structure of community clustering within the broader social network exposed by online interactions, isolating different “communities” of like-minded users. The Louvain modularity method [38] was used to detect subclusters of online communities mentioning COVID-19 vaccination.

Natural Language Programming Analysis

Based on our SNA results, we developed an unsupervised machine learning approach to natural language processing by using a sentence-level algorithm transfer function to detect semantic textual similarity [15]. Our goal was to examine how antivaccine conversation clusters talk about or frame a possible COVID-19 vaccine without prior assumptions about the nature of the conversation. For this analysis, we first tokenized our sentences (tweets) and cleaned the data set, removing duplicates, stop words, symbols, numbers, punctuation, URLs, whitespaces, and stemmed words to their roots. We also added a language identifier to remove tweets in languages other than French or English and reduce noise in the data set. We then used DistilBERT [39], a knowledge distillation learning model, for sentence-level embedding. DistilBERT is a compressed version of BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers), which retains much of the computational accuracy of BERT without the environmental costs associated with high-dimensionality embeddings. DistilBERT positions all sentences (here tweets from the antivaccine conversation) in a multidimensionality vector space from which we can compare the semantic similarity of tweets.

We used an agglomerative hierarchical cluster model to identify a relevant number of clusters from the multidimensionality output produced by the DistilBERT computation, which provided us a measure to identify different topics of similar tweets. To infer topics from our clustering modeling, we used a bi-gram of term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf), which measures the originality of a word by comparing the number of occurrences of the word in a document (term frequency) and the number of documents with the word (inverse document frequency). This measure allows us to undervalue words that appear frequently in most documents (such as “the”) and provide little information, and overvalue words that appear sporadically in the corpus, but often in some documents. Topics were then inferred manually based on the cluster model and informed by the tf-idf output. Figure 1 illustrates our data analytics pipeline.
Figure 1. Data analytics workflow. NLP: natural language processing.

Results

In total, 636,516 tweets were collected from 428,535 accounts, for an average of 79,564 tweets per day. Figure 2 presents the cluster map of COVID-19 immunization conversations on Twitter between November 19 and November 26, 2020. We found a polarized conversation about immunization on social media.

During this observation period, a large proportion of accounts debating COVID-19 immunization on Twitter were connected and exposed to social media conversations promoting vaccination narratives. The largest cluster (green), comprising approximately 49.4% (n=211,549) of Twitter accounts, revealed a vaccine acceptant point of view. Based on degree centrality, the cluster seemed to overlap with more progressive-leaning political leaders, such as Hillary Clinton and US Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-14-NY), and mainstream news media, such as the NY Post, the Hill, ABC, and Reuters. A second provaccine cluster (orange) centered on the Indian COVID-19 immunization online debate, with political leaders, such as Rahul Gandhi and Press Trust of India (the largest news agency in India), leading the conversation.

As Figure 2 indicates, we also found two clusters opposite to these vaccine acceptant clusters exhibiting more vaccine hesitant narratives. There were 23.4% (n=146,191) of conversations on Twitter during this period of observation that can be directly attributed to vaccine hesitancy. First, in red, our study identified a large cluster comprising 88,892 Twitter handles accounting for 18.4% of all accounts in the cluster. These interactions from the Twittersphere in English originated mostly from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada, and gravitated around accounts of prominent antivaccine physicians and organizations, right-wing activists, show hosts, such as Rush Limbaugh in the United States and Simon Dolan or Michael J Blair in the United Kingdom, and some alternative news organizations, such as...
Breitbart News. In this conversation cluster, we found an overlap between ideologically leaning advocates, especially those associated at the margins of right-wing or Conservative parties, and antivaccine online conversations. We found considerable cross-pollination between accounts originating from all across the English Twittersphere, demonstrating the internationalization of COVID-19 vaccination conversations on social media. Second, in blue, a smaller cluster representing 2.7% (n=11,509) of accounts appeared to be shaped around Francophone (from France and Québec) vaccine hesitant conversations.

**Figure 2.** Twitter retweet cluster of COVID-19 vaccination (November 19 to November 26, 2020). The vaccine acceptant cluster (n=211,549), vaccine hesitant cluster (n=88,892), Indian vaccine acceptant cluster (n=28,713), and French vaccine hesitant cluster (n=11,509) are seen. Nodes represent specific Twitter accounts, while edges represent retweet activity between accounts. Presented are the four largest online communities mentioning COVID-19 vaccination.

Examining the COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy narrative during this observation period provided key insights on what drives attitudes. As shown in Table 1, our unsupervised machine learning analysis identified 12 specific archetypical vaccine hesitancy tweets (we tested a different number of clusters between 9 to 20). Social media content highlighted concerns over the efficacy and the safety of a possible COVID-19 vaccine fitting into the 5C scale domain of confidence. Five broad categories focused on vaccine efficacy in our data set. The first topic (topic 3 in Table 1) regrouped tweets suggesting that attempts to produce a COVID-19 vaccine, especially using mRNA technology, remain tentative. These tweets highlighted our failure to develop an HIV vaccine with mRNA and that existing mRNA vaccines for COVID-19 have not been tested enough to demonstrate efficacy. The second category of vaccine hesitancy tweets concentrating on efficacy (topic 2) focused on a comment made by Sir John Irving Bell on November 20, 2020, that existing vaccines were unlikely to completely rid the population of COVID-19. The third and fourth vaccine efficacy topics (topics 7 and 8) grouped together tweets from prominent physicians arguing that existing polymerase chain reaction testing is flawed and that there are no indications of long-term T-cell immunity for COVID-19. The last topic highlighted (topic 10), which obtained subsequent media attention, suggested that as much as 25% of the population would have contracted COVID-19 by the time a vaccine would be rolled out, and consequently, the vaccine would be unnecessary to reach herd immunity.

As for the concern of vaccine safety, we found two broad groups of tweets. The first (topic 5) highlighted a classic antivaccine story where an emergency medical technician/fire rescue was required to get TDAP (tetanus, diphtheria, and pertussis) boosters and had complications. Although not specifically addressing the issue of a COVID-19 vaccine, these tweets emphasize how existing antivaccine narratives have created a baseline from which some individuals frame a COVID-19 vaccine. The second topic (topic 9) centered on tweets in French framing a COVID-19 vaccine as a poison and suggesting that mRNA technology has not been tested yet and would be harmful.

Although safety and efficacy concerns remain a major component explaining COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy, it is only half of the story. As we examined the content of tweets of users integrated in the vaccine hesitancy online cluster, we found a large proportion of those interactions that emphasized a concern for personal freedom and/or some form of mistrust of institutions. In the 5C scale of psychological antecedents of vaccination, confidence in vaccines includes trust in the system that delivers the vaccines and the motivation of policy makers who decide on the need of vaccines [13]. Tweets were framed in three directions. First, a large percentage of such tweets (n=45,628, 31.2%) expressed some criticism toward the government’s handling of the COVID-19 crisis, especially decisions to curb individual freedom. COVID-19 immunization is framed as the right of individuals to decide for themselves whether or not to be vaccinated. Any indication that governmental authorities might require vaccination is perceived...
as a direct attempt to limit individual freedom. Two main topics (topics 1 and 12) highlighted mistrust in government policy, with one condemning the Johnson government in the United Kingdom for proposing that individuals vaccinated for COVID-19 could receive “freedom passes” and one criticizing Denmark’s decision to cull its mink population to halt the spread of a coronavirus variant. Some topics (topics 6 and 11) expressed mistrust in multinational corporations, most notably airline companies, such as a Qantas, who suggested that vaccination should be made compulsory for international travel. This decision is framed as a direct restriction of personal freedom by multinational corporations, and some users made a direct reference to populist narratives suggesting that these policies would only affect commercial flights and elites would be able to avoid vaccination while using private flights.

Table 1. Inferred topic analysis of the COVID-19 vaccination hesitancy cluster (November 19 to November 26, 2020).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Topic keywords bi-gram (tf-idf)</th>
<th>Inferred topic</th>
<th>Tweets (N=146,191), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Countries test, results multinational, multinational companies, the Johnson, commie, passes two, proposing freedom, commie proposing, full commie, Johnson government, gone full, government gone</td>
<td>Trust in the government</td>
<td>33,578 (23.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tanked economy, tweet day, bell, disturbing tweet, day professor, most disturbing, bell talking, professor sir, irving bell, john irving, irving, sir john</td>
<td>COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy: Efficacy</td>
<td>30,576 (20.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Produced cell, unlicensed produced, lines aborted, shots wont, HIV/AIDS, won’t walk, test enough, infection enough, antibodies past, enough effective, enough antibodies, past infection</td>
<td>COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy: Efficacy</td>
<td>28,818 (19.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Presi, COVID literally, one two, presi im, corner presi, literally around, im sitting, sitting thinking, thinking incredible, incredible one</td>
<td>Support for Trump’s management of the COVID-19 crisis</td>
<td>11,631 (8.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>nick healthy, jer, emtfire, gau nick, jer gau, damage jer, dayprofessor sir, tweet dayprofessor, dayprofessor</td>
<td>COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy: Side effects</td>
<td>9579 (6.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Passports we, elite continue, the elite, commercial flights, fly private, breaking qantas, ceo confirms, you’ve vaccinated, compulsory international, international, confirms proof, proof you’ve</td>
<td>Trust in multinational corporations</td>
<td>9286 (6.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Attacked, attacked since, since apr, apr highlighting, highlighting imp, viciously, imp tcell, sarscov, despite published, published COVID, viciously attacked, ive viciously</td>
<td>COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy: Efficacy</td>
<td>7896 (5.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Label new, staff form, group label, jabs poison, longterm tcell, immuinity cases, watch interview, interview dr, science longterm, discussing hysteria, phd discussing, dr phd.</td>
<td>COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy: Efficacy</td>
<td>6921 (4.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Arn caca, quand, faire, arn, bonjour, confinement vaccin, avec, caca, confinement, vaccin contre, contre le, le vaccin</td>
<td>COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy: Side effects</td>
<td>2822 (1.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Coronavirus im, pr quarter, newspapers, im delighted, delighted mainstream, mainstream newspapers, newspapers picking, picking pr.</td>
<td>COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy: Efficacy</td>
<td>2320 (1.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Fly must, want fly, begins if, must take</td>
<td>Trust in multinational corporations</td>
<td>1586 (1.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Protestors, force in, could force, COVID law, authorities could, Denmark, proposed forced, protesting proposed, protestors protesting, in Denmark, Denmark protestors, law authorities</td>
<td>Trust in the government</td>
<td>1178 (0.8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A final residual category (topic 4) in the vaccine hesitancy conversation singled out a tweet by radio host Rush Limbaugh mentioning that two COVID-19 vaccines were now approved and praising President Trump’s management of the crisis. This tweet was widely circulated in the vaccine hesitant conversation cluster and underlines the reality that any conversation on COVID-19 immunization, and to some degree, vaccine hesitancy clusters on social media, intersect with broader clusters structured by current political polarization.

Figure 3 presents the approximate distribution of these inferred topics in COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy clusters identified during this observation period and allows us to understand what shapes an individual’s attitude toward a COVID-19 vaccine. First, as this data set was collected right after the news of positive trials of COVID-19 vaccines by Pfizer and Moderna, more than half of the tweets (n=76,531, 52.4%) mentioned vaccine efficacy and raised suspicions on whether creating vaccines using mRNA technology was achievable or whether immunization would be long-lasting. With respect to vaccine safety, only 8.5% (n=12,401) of the social media debate in vaccine hesitancy clusters doubted its safety. Second, nearly one-third (n=45,628, 31.2%) of conversations on vaccine hesitancy clusters on Twitter expressed concerns for freedom or mistrust of institutions (either the government or multinational corporations). These results suggest that one key determinant of vaccine hesitancy is trust in institutions. It suggests that vaccine confidence building is a problem of shaping attitudes toward COVID-19 vaccines, which falls into the realm of health policy, as well as promoting social/political trust, which falls more into the realm of politics.
Figure 3. Distribution of inferred topics in COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy clusters on social media. This figure presents the aggregated results of inferred topics in vaccine hesitancy clusters from Table 1.

Discussion

Principal Findings

We analyzed more than 600,000 tweets over 1 week just following the announcement of successful COVID-19 vaccine trials, to characterize and understand global public perceptions and attitudes surrounding the COVID-19 vaccine and themes driving vaccine hesitancy. Our analysis revealed contrasting conversations about COVID-19 immunization on social media with both vaccine acceptant and vaccine hesitant clusters. Identified were the main themes driving the vaccine hesitant conversation at that time, including concerns of safety, efficacy, and freedom, and mistrust in institutions (either the government or multinational corporations). A main theme was the safety and efficacy of mRNA technology and side effects. The conversation around efficacy was that vaccines were unlikely to completely rid the population of COVID-19, polymerase chain reaction testing is flawed, and there is no indication of long-term T-cell immunity for COVID-19. Nearly one-third (31.2%) of the conversations on COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy clusters expressed concerns for freedom or mistrust of institutions (either the government or multinational corporations). A main theme was the safety and efficacy of mRNA technology and side effects. The conversation around efficacy was that vaccines were unlikely to completely rid the population of COVID-19, polymerase chain reaction testing is flawed, and there is no indication of long-term T-cell immunity for COVID-19. Nearly one-third (31.2%) of the conversations on COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy clusters expressed concerns for freedom or mistrust of institutions (either the government or multinational corporations).

The main themes identified in this study fall under the domain of confidence using the 5C scale. Confidence is a measure of a person’s level of trust in vaccine safety and efficacy, as well as in those involved in vaccine administration including policy makers and health professionals. Studies have shown that confidence is positively correlated with attitudes toward vaccination, knowledge of vaccination, and trust in health care, while it is negatively correlated with conspiracy mentality and medical harms [13].

The speed of development, production, and mass rollout of a COVID-19 vaccine has been unprecedented and has led to concerns around the safety and efficacy of vaccination. A common theme identified at that time was concern regarding mRNA technology. mRNA-based therapeutics have been used for cancer vaccines in the past; however, compared to other vaccine technology, it has not been clinically tested to the same extent [40]. Dror et al published results of a survey in which 70% of the general public responded with concerns about the safety of the COVID-19 vaccine [41]. We identified that less than 10% of the social media debate in vaccine hesitancy conversations during our observation period doubted its safety. Nevertheless, as COVID-19 vaccines are rolled out, it is highly probable that antivaccine social media conversations will transition from arguing about efficacy to questioning vaccine safety.

Mistrust in institutions has emerged as a predominant theme of vaccine hesitancy conversations on Twitter. Prior literature has reported mistrust in doctors, government sources, and pharmaceutical companies as reasons for hesitancy [16]. Governments are directly involved in many aspects of vaccine development, from funding to eventual safety approval. Individuals who believe the government is incompetent or malicious may not trust that these functions have been carried out in an appropriate way. Trust in government covaries strongly with generalized trust in other people and feelings of connectedness to others in society [42-48]. These measures of “social capital” in turn have been linked with reduced willingness to contribute to public good [43]. For example, there is a link between government trust and willingness to pay taxes [49]. Conversely, increased ethnic or political fragmentation, which creates feelings of division in society, has been shown to reduce the quality of the government and reduce physical distancing during the COVID-19 pandemic [50,51]. Because
the COVID-19 vaccine has public benefits that go beyond individual protection, individuals with low social trust may be less willing to contribute to the public good by getting the vaccine. Furthermore, recent studies using survey data have been increasingly associating trust in the government with COVID-19 behavior and vaccine hesitancy, and our social media data add to this literature [52,53].

There is extensive literature examining both individual and aggregate correlates of trust. At the individual level, trust is positively correlated with education [54] and civic engagement [42]. Aggregate measures of social trust vary with the actual performance of the government, and poor economic growth, high crime, mass protests, and political scandals appear to reduce the trust of citizens in the government [55,56]. Conversely, increasing transparency in the government appears to improve public trust in authorities [57]. Highlighted is the importance of building trust in institutions, which needs to be incorporated into models aimed at targeting vaccine hesitancy in addition to the traditional pillars of communication, information, and cognition.

Globally, persons are challenged with an overabundance of information on COVID-19 and COVID-19 vaccination, in which misinformation has been disseminated rampantly, likely fueling hesitancy [58]. Yaqub et al, highlighted in a critical review of vaccine hesitancy that “hesitancy is not a rare phenomenon or confined solely to antivaccinationists; it includes people who have not yet rejected vaccination. Focusing on only vaccine uptake rates and neglecting underlying attitudes is likely to underestimate the challenge of maintaining vaccination coverage in the future” [16]. We demonstrated that social media analysis provides insights into societal attitudes, communication trends, and barriers to vaccine uptake that must be considered when developing strategies to address vaccine hesitancy.

The strength of this study lies in the methodology undertaken, which involved a bottom-up approach for the identification of cases and SNA. Previous studies have generally adopted a top-down approach to data collection, isolating known antivaccine accounts and analyzing its content and diffusion. Although critical in understanding the structure and nature of antivaccination framing on social media, such methods run the risk of selection bias. Moreover, by analyzing tweets in both French and English, we were able to broaden the scope of our vaccine conversation clusters, increasing the generalizability of this work. The noise of this analysis was minimized by linking the vaccination keywords with “COVID.”

Limitations
There are several limitations in our work. Although social media is increasingly used as a source of information and social interaction, even on matters related to health policy, it is an environment where participants self-select themselves in the population and is not a representative sample of the general population. In this sense, our results reflect a specific conversation around COVID-19 vaccination, and studies focusing on other social media platforms (eg, Facebook, WhatsApp, Reddit, and YouTube) and more traditional news media would offer a more complete overview of how antivaccine narratives are structured. Demographic segmentation of these clusters was not possible as further background information on the individuals in each cluster was not available; however, this would be a valuable component to future research. Our analysis was done on data collected right at the onset of news confirming the successful clinical trials of COVID-19 vaccines by Pfizer and Moderna. Our research offers a baseline from which we can understand the evolution of the online debate about COVID-19 vaccination. However, our assumption is that such a conversation will evolve and change throughout the pandemic, and we should expect the saliency of antivaccine arguments (safety, efficacy, and trust in institutions) to fluctuate as new information and policies are put in place. Future research is needed to monitor the COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy conversation through adopting a dynamic approach by collecting tweets over longer time periods and analyzing the patterns of change over time. Finally, as data were collected through the Twitter streaming API, the sample we analyzed may not have been fully randomized. The Twitter streaming API tends to overrepresent central users and is influenced by Twitter’s sampling algorithm. Furthermore, given the size of the data set, we could not remove bots, which may have potentially skewed certain results.

Conclusions
The recent global rollout of COVID-19 vaccination has brought vaccine hesitancy to the forefront in managing this pandemic. Hesitancy in accepting COVID-19 vaccination is fundamentally different from other vaccinations due to the new technologies being used, rapid development, and widespread global distribution. Attitudes on vaccines are largely driven by online information, particularly information on social media. We demonstrated that social media content and network analysis provides insights into societal attitudes, communication trends, and barriers to vaccine uptake. Identified themes driving the vaccine hesitant conversation included concerns of safety, efficacy, and freedom, and mistrust in institutions (either the government or multinational corporations). These themes will need to be considered as targeted outreach programs and intervention strategies are deployed globally in attempts to change personal attitudes on Twitter and improve the uptake of COVID-19 vaccination.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has affected people’s daily lives and has caused economic loss worldwide. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the pandemic has increased depression levels among the population. However, systematic studies of depression detection and monitoring during the pandemic are lacking.

Objective: This study aims to develop a method to create a large-scale depression user data set in an automatic fashion so that the method is scalable and can be adapted to future events; verify the effectiveness of transformer-based deep learning language models in identifying depression users from their everyday language; examine psychological text features’ importance when used in depression classification; and, finally, use the model for monitoring the fluctuation of depression levels of different groups as the disease propagates.

Methods: To study this subject, we designed an effective regular expression-based search method and created the largest English Twitter depression data set containing 2575 distinct identified users with depression and their past tweets. To examine the effect of depression on people’s Twitter language, we trained three transformer-based depression classification models on the data set, evaluated their performance with progressively increased training sizes, and compared the model’s tweet chunk-level and user-level performances. Furthermore, inspired by psychological studies, we created a fusion classifier that combines deep learning model scores with psychological text features and users’ demographic information, and investigated these features’ relations to depression signals. Finally, we demonstrated our model’s capability of monitoring both group-level and population-level depression trends by presenting two of its applications during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Results: Our fusion model demonstrated an accuracy of 78.9% on a test set containing 446 people, half of which were identified as having depression. Conscientiousness, neuroticism, appearance of first person pronouns, talking about biological processes such as eat and sleep, talking about power, and exhibiting sadness were shown to be important features in depression classification. Further, when used for monitoring the depression trend, our model showed that depressive users, in general, responded to the pandemic later than the control group based on their tweets (n=500). It was also shown that three US states—New York, California, and Florida—shared a similar depression trend as the whole US population (n=9050). When compared to New York and California, people in Florida demonstrated a substantially lower level of depression.

Conclusions: This study proposes an efficient method that can be used to analyze the depression level of different groups of people on Twitter. We hope this study can raise awareness among researchers and the public of COVID-19’s impact on people’s mental health. The noninvasive monitoring system can also be readily adapted to other big events besides COVID-19 and can be useful during future outbreaks.

(JMIR Infodemiology 2021;1(1):e26769) doi:10.2196/26769
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Introduction

Background

COVID-19 is an infectious disease that has been spreading rapidly worldwide since early 2020. It was first identified on December 31, 2019, and was officially declared as a pandemic by the World Health Organization on March 11, 2020 [1]. As of September 15, 2020, COVID-19 has infected 216 countries, areas, or territories with over 29 million confirmed cases and 930,000 confirmed deaths [1]. In response to the pandemic, over 190 countries have issued nationwide closures of educational facilities [2], and many governments have issued flight restrictions and stay-at-home-orders, affecting the everyday lives of people worldwide.

Mental disorders were affecting approximately 380 million people of all ages worldwide before COVID-19 [3]. Previous psychological studies have shown that mental disorders lead to many negative outcomes including suicide [4,5]. However, these studies face two challenges. First, it is known that individuals with mental disorders are sometimes unwilling or ashamed to seek help [6]. Second, it is oftentimes infeasible for psychological studies to obtain and track a large sample of diagnosed individuals and perform statistically significant numerical analysis.

Multiple studies have investigated the economic and social impacts of COVID-19 [7,8], and various studies have shown that COVID-19 has greatly impacted people’s mental health worldwide. These studies found that there are higher rates of depression, anxiety, posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and stress symptoms reported during COVID-19 than before [9]. Females, young age groups, students, and low education groups are especially susceptible to depression during the pandemic [9]. The pandemic negatively affected individuals’ mental health because of the changes that it brought to life. For example, it has been shown that after nationwide lockdowns people experienced high levels of stress because of social isolation [10]; the fact that a large proportion of the population is not wearing masks also makes people experience high levels of anxiety and depression [11]. For individuals with mental disorders, their need is amplified; the study by Hao et al [12] suggests that, during the pandemic, psychiatric patients reported more moderate to severe anger and impulsivity as well as concerns about their physical health, as opposed to the healthy controls, and that ideal remote mental health services such as telepsychiatry consultation and home delivery of medications could not be fully established due to the sudden lockdown [12].

Given this pressing situation, we would like to quantify mental health conditions of the general population during the pandemic. Nevertheless, the data source selection is critical for overcoming the two challenges mentioned previously. In the past decade, people have been increasingly relying on social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram to express their feelings. Social media can thus serve as a resourceful medium for mining information about the public’s mental health conditions [13-17]. The public have long been known to search online for information about diseases and medical issues [18]. COVID-19 is no exception. Indeed, using social media, public opinions on personal face mask use [19] and COVID-19 vaccine uptake [20,21] have been investigated. Existing research has also studied the predictive power of online medical consultation, online medical appointment, and online medical search in forecasting regional outbreaks and found online medical consultation to be the most predictive [22]. Furthermore, a recent longitudinal study on the mental health of the Chinese population during the pandemic has found that dissemination of health information via radio was associated with higher levels of anxiety and depression, and suggested television and the internet as alternatives [23]. Therefore, we believe social media platforms like Twitter offer a solution to the challenges, as they enable us to perform a large-scale quantitative study on mental disorders in a noninvasive fashion.

As shown in Figure 1, we used data from the ForSight by Crimson Hexagon plot [24] to plot the word frequencies of several mental disorders on Twitter, including “depression,” “PTSD,” “bipolar disorder,” and “autism,” from January 1 to May 4, 2020. Note that we excluded false-positive tweets that contained misleading phrases such as “economic depression” or “great depression.” We noticed a rapid growth of the word frequencies of these mental disorders starting from March 17, when the pandemic spread across most of the world. Past research has suggested that depression is more pervasive than other psychological disorders during the COVID-19 period [9]. Similarly, we found that the word “depression” occurs substantially more frequently on Twitter compared to the other three mental disorders. Accordingly, depression is likely to be triggered most frequently by COVID-19, and we focused on understanding COVID-19’s impact on depression in this study.
Prior Work

The potential of machine learning models for identifying Twitter users who have been diagnosed with depression was pioneered by De Choudhury et al [25], who analyzed how features obtained by Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) were related to depression signals on social media and how that can be used for user-level classification on a data set containing 171 depression users. The data was collected by designing surveys for volunteers through crowdsourcing. Following this work, Coppersmith et al [26] used LIWC, 1-gram language model, character 5-gram model, and user’s engagement on social media (user mention rate, tweet frequency, etc) to perform tweet-level classification on a data set containing 441 depression users.

The CLPsych 2015 Shared Task data set containing 447 diagnosed depression users [27] was published in 2015 and was favored by a wide range of studies [28-30]. The data was gathered by regular expression search in tweets in combination with manual annotation. Among these studies, the performance of traditional machine learning classification algorithms (decision trees, support vector machines [SVMs], naive Bayes, logistic regression) on 1-grams and 2-grams was investigated by Nadeem [30]; Jamil et al [28] used SVM on bag of words (BOW) and depression word count along with LIWC features and NRC sentiment features; Orabi et al [29] explored the performance of small deep neural network [architectures]—one-dimensional convolutional neural network (CNN) and bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) with context-aware attention—and achieved the best performance (87% accuracy) on the task.

The CLPsych 2019 Shared Task data set containing 447 diagnosed depression users [27] was published in 2015 and was favored by a wide range of studies [28-30]. The data was gathered by regular expression search in tweets in combination with manual annotation. Among these studies, the performance of traditional machine learning classification algorithms (decision trees, support vector machines [SVMs], naive Bayes, logistic regression) on 1-grams and 2-grams was investigated by Nadeem [30]; Jamil et al [28] used SVM on bag of words (BOW) and depression word count along with LIWC features and NRC sentiment features; Orabi et al [29] explored the performance of small deep neural network [architectures]—one-dimensional convolutional neural network (CNN) and bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) with context-aware attention—and achieved the best performance (87% accuracy) on the task.

The CLPsych 2019 Shared Task [31] focused on evaluating Reddit users’ suicide risk based on their posts, for which Matero et al [32] applied a pretrained Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [33] embedding to encode the data. Suicide risk assessment on Spanish tweets was also studied by Ramírez-Cifuentes et al [34]. We argue that our task is different since few detected depressive Twitter users express suicide intent, while all the positive suicidal users in the suicide risk data sets should be viewed as in late stages of depression [35,36]. There are also some studies that performed depression detection on Reddit users [37-39] with sample sizes of less than 1300 Reddit posts. By contrast, we used the transformer-based models in our study, which have been shown to achieve state-of-the-art results in a wide range of natural language processing problems [33,40,41].

In addition to these two challenge data sets, several studies attempted to gather their own data of various forms. Tsugawa et al [42] performed analysis of models using BOW, latent Drichlet allocation (LDA) [43], and social media engagement features on a data set containing 81 Japanese-speaking depression Twitter users collected by crowdsourcing. Zhou et al [44] used ubiquitous multimodal sensors and performed in-depth analysis on users’ social media content, social network, webcam video, and user interaction on a sample of 5 depression users. Detecting depression from Spanish tweets using sentiment and emotion lexicons was used by Leis et al [45]. Zhang et al [46] performed observational analysis of the relationship between deteriorating depression and behavior changes when engaging with Google search and YouTube on 49 depressive college students. Shen et al [47] proposed a multimodal dictionary learning method that used topic, social media
engagement, profile image, and emotional features to learn a latent feature dictionary that performed well on a data set of 1402 users with depression, the largest Twitter depression data set used to the best of our knowledge. Given the skyrocketing word density of “depression” in Figure 1, we show that a substantially larger depression data set can be quickly constructed from the COVID-19–related tweets within several months.

Goal of the Study

Although the time series plots of keyword frequencies in Figure 1 offer an intuitive reading of depression’s general trend in the population, they are apparently filled with noise and lack plausible explanation to be an accurate representation. To generalize beyond keywords, we would like to train machine learning–based models to identify depression on social media. Reddit automatically gathers posts of the same topic into “subreddits”; however, as pointed out by Pirina and Çöltekin [38], labeling posts completely according to subreddit names causes categories to be topic-specific and cannot be generalized to regular social media text. Moreover, depression prediction models can potentially be used on the population level [48], but none of the work mentioned in the previous section applied their models to the general Twitter population on the fly.

Therefore, the main objectives of this study are to develop a method to create a large-scale depression user data set in an automatic fashion so that the method is scalable and can be adapted to future events; to verify the effectiveness of transformer-based deep learning language models in identifying depression users from their everyday language; to further improve the depression classification model using explainable psychological text features and to examine their importance in classification; and, finally, to use the model for monitoring the fluctuation of depression levels of different groups as the disease propagates.

Methods

Data Collection

First, we identified users with depression from 41.3 million COVID-19–related tweets posted by about 36.6 million users from March 23 to April 18, 2020. We collected the COVID-19–related tweets using the keywords “corona,” “covid19,” “covid19,” “coronavirus,” “#Corona,” “#Covid_19,” and “#coronavirus.” From these tweets, we looked for signals that can tell whether the user has depression from both the text and the user profile description.

Empirically, we observed that many Twitter users with depression described themselves as “depression fighters” in their descriptions. Some of them may also post relevant tweets to declare that they have been diagnosed with depression. Inspired by Coppersmith et al [26], we used regular expressions to find these authors by examining their tweets and descriptions. Building upon their method, we further extended our regular expression search based on some patterns we noticed on depression-related terms did not appear in their past 200 tweets or descriptions as our control group. Users in this group were not considered to have depression (nondepression group). Once we found the targeted Twitter users, we used the Tweepy application programming interface (API) to retrieve the public tweets posted by these users within the last 3 months since the time of posting the depression-related tweet, with a maximum of 200 tweets per user. We chose 200 tweets because, on average, it is roughly the number of tweets posted by an individual within a 3-month time span, which is the length commonly adopted by previous work [25,26]. If a user was identified from the description, we limited the time scope from January 18 to April 18, 2020.

Data Analysis

Personality

Previous psychological research has shown that the big five personality traits (openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism) are related to depression [49,50]. In particular, low extraversion, high neuroticism, and low conscientiousness were associated with depressive symptoms [50]. We estimated individuals’ personality scores using IBM’s Personality Insights service [51]. For each individual, we aggregated all their tweets into a single textual input and used the Personality Insights API to obtain the scores. The minimum number of words for using the API was 100, and we were able to retrieve 4697 (91.2%) of the 5150 users’ scores. Summary statistics are shown in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Sentiments

Besides personality, we hypothesized that individuals’ sentiments and emotions could also reflect whether they were experiencing depression or not. Sentiment analysis is widely-used in deciphering people’s health and well-being from text data [52]. We estimated individuals’ sentiments using the Valence Aware Dictionary and Sentiment Reasoner (VADER). VADER is a lexicon and rule-based model developed by researchers from the Georgia Institute of Technology [53]. We aggregated a user’s tweets into a single chunk, applied VADER, and retrieved its scores for positive and negative emotions. In Figure 2, we reported the VADER score distributions of positive emotions and negative emotions among the depression and nondepression groups. Compared with individuals with no have/developed/got/suffered from X depression,” “my X depression,” “I’m healing from X depression,” and “I’m diagnosed with X depression,” where X is a descriptive word such as “severe” and “major” (X can be empty as well). In descriptions, we further added phrases such as “depression fighter/sufferer/survivor” to the regular expression list; we removed users that had “practitioner” and “counselor” in their descriptions to exclude mental health practitioners. The remaining users captured by the regular expressions were considered to have depression.

In the end, 2575 distinct Twitter users were classified into the depression group. Of 200 randomly sampled users in the depression set, 86% were labeled positive by human annotators. We randomly selected another 2575 distinct users so that depression-related terms did not appear in their past 200 tweets or descriptions as our control group. Users in this group were not considered to have depression (nondepression group). Once we found the targeted Twitter users, we used the Tweepy application programming interface (API) to retrieve the public tweets posted by these users within the last 3 months since the time of posting the depression-related tweet, with a maximum of 200 tweets per user. We chose 200 tweets because, on average, it is roughly the number of tweets posted by an individual within a 3-month time span, which is the length commonly adopted by previous work [25,26]. If a user was identified from the description, we limited the time scope from January 18 to April 18, 2020.

Summary statistics are shown in Multimedia Appendix 1.
depression, those with depression tended to exhibit both stronger positive and negative emotions.

**Figure 2.** Distributions of positive and negative emotion scores among the depression and nondepression groups. VADER: Valence Aware Dictionary for Sentiment Reasoning.

---

**Demographics**

Previous psychological studies have shown differences in depression rates among people of different ages and of different genders [54-56]. Research has shown a U-shaped relationship between age and depression, with depression reaching its lowest level around the age of 45 years [54]. Women are known to be substantially more likely to have depression [57]. To estimate the age and gender of the user, we adopted the M3-inference model proposed by Wang et al [58]. The M3 model performs multimodal analysis on a user’s profile image, username, and description. Following M3’s structure, we labeled each user with a binary gender label (as approximation) and a one-hot age label among four age intervals (≤ 18 years, 19-29 years, 30-39 years, ≥ 40 years), which were then used in our fusion model. Of the 5150 users, we were able to retrieve 5059 (98.2%) users’ demographic information.

**Linguistic Inquiry Word Count**

We used LIWC—a well-validated psycholinguistic dictionary [59]—to capture people’s psychological states by analyzing the contents of their tweets. LIWC is a dictionary-based linguistic analysis tool that can count the percentage of words that reflect different emotions, thinking styles, and social concerns, and captures people’s psychological states. Zhang et al [60] applied LIWC to the tweets of US working adults to analyze the influence of COVID-19 on their well-being; some LIWC features in college students’ YouTube and Google search logs have been shown to correlate with their Patient Health Questionnaire-9 depression scores [46]; Coppersmith et al [26] showed the relationship between the use of the first person pronoun (which is one of the LIWC features) and depression [26].

We chose 8 features that were analyzed in previous works [26,61,62] and 7 other features that we found relevant to our study. Similar to the methods of Chen et al [63], we then applied LIWC to the concatenated tweets of individuals. **Figure 3** shows the linguistic profiles for the tweets of the depression and nondepression groups. Both the depression and nondepression groups exhibited slightly positive tones, with negligible differences. The tweets of the nondepression group showed more analytical thinking, more clout, and less authentic expression than those of the depression group. The tweets of the depression group scored higher in both positive and negative emotion categories than the ones of the nondepression groups, which suggests a higher degree of immersion [64]. Moreover, the tweets of the depression group also showed more anxiety and anger emotions, and included more swear words—the anxiety, anger, and swear scores of the depression group were 50%, 22%, and 45% higher than that of the nondepression group, respectively—which is consistent with the findings of Coppersmith et al [26]. Death-related words appeared more frequently in the tweets of the depression group, which echoes Stirman and Pennebaker [62]. Similar to these 2 studies, we found more first person singular usage in the tweets of the depression group.

We also found that the tweets of the depression group expressed more sadness emotion and used words related to the biological process more frequently. Although there is no clear link between biological process–related words and depression, this finding shows that people with depression may pay more attention to their biological statuses. The power score for the tweets of the nondepression group was higher, which reflects a higher need for the power according to the findings of McClelland [65]. By comparing the work scores of the depression and nondepression groups, we found that the users of the nondepression group paid more attention to work-related issues as well.
We used the proportion of tweets with mentions, number of responses, unique user mentions, user mentions, and tweets to measure the social media engagement of each user, as did Coppersmith et al [26]. To better understand the difference of social media engagement between the depression and nondepression groups, we added 0.1 to the number of responses, unique users mentions, user mentions, and tweets, and took the logarithm. By applying the Mann-Whitney rank test, we found that, except for the number of unique user mentions, other features were statistically different ($P < .05$) between the depression and nondepression groups. The users of the depression group posted more tweets and replied more. They tended to post fewer tweets with mentions, while the number of mentions for the depression group was larger, which suggests that when users of the depression group posted tweets to interact with other users, it involved more users.

**Tweet Chunking and Preprocessing**

We performed stratified random sampling on our data set. We first sampled 500 users to form our testing set. On the rest of the users, we progressively added users to the training sets and recorded the performance of the models trained on sets of 1000, 2000, and 4650 users. All the training and testing sets have a 1:1 (depression:nondepression) ratio.

Jamil et al [28] have shown that one single tweet does not contain enough signals to determine whether a user has depression. Thus, we concatenated consecutive tweets of the same user together to create tweet chunks of 250 words and labeled the chunks based on the user's label. Given an input sentence, the transformer tokenizer first splits each word from the input sentence into word-pieces and then vectorizes them for computation. The 250 words roughly corresponded to the maximum 512 input word-pieces allowed by transformer-based language models including BERT [33] and Robustly Optimized BiLSTM Memory Pretraining Approach (RoBERTa) [40]. This limitation is due to the self-attention mechanism in the transformer, whose time complexity scales quadratically with the input sequence length.

We preprocessed the text using the tweet preprocessing pipeline proposed by Baziotis et al [66]. We adopted this method especially due to its capability of marking Twitter-specific text habits and converting them to special tokens such as “<allcaps>” (capitalized words), “<elongated>” (repeated letters), “<repeated>” (repeated words), etc. For example, “YESSSSS, I love it so much!!!” after preprocessing will be in the form of “Yes <allcaps> <elongated>, I love it so <repeated> much! <elongated>.”

After chunking and preprocessing, on average, each user had 6-7 text chunks, making the actual sizes of the 4650-user train-validation set and the 500-user testing set to be 29,315
and 3105, respectively. The preprocessed tweet chunk data sets were then passed to deep learning models for training.

**Deep Learning Models**

We used deep learning models to perform chunk-level classification. We set up two baseline models, multi-channel CNN and BiLSTM with context-aware attention (attention BiLSTM), as described in Orabi et al [29], which achieved the best performance on the CLPsych 2015 data set. We used the pretrained GloVe embedding (840B tokens, 300d vectors) [67] augmented with the special tokens added during preprocessing. The embedding weights were further trained jointly with the model. Recently, transformer-based deep learning language models have achieved state-of-the-art performance in multiple language modeling tasks. We trained three representative transformer-based sequence classification models—BERT [33], RoBERTa [40], and XLNet [41]—with their own pretrained tokenizers augmented with the special tokens for tokenization. We chose to use the base models for all of them since we found no noticeable performance gains using their larger counterparts.

**Signal Fusion**

We ran the models on all the tweet chunks of the same user and took the average of the confidence scores to get the user-level confidence score. There were 4163 (89.5%) out of 4650 users remaining in the training set and 446 (89.2%) out of 500 users in the testing set whose entire features were retrievable. We then passed different combinations of user-level scores (personality, VADER, demographics, engagement, LIWC, and average confidence) to machine learning classification algorithms including random forest, logistic regression, and SVM provided by the scikit-learn library [68]. We only used the explainable LIWC features mentioned in the data collection section for training the classifiers.

**Training Details**

During training, we randomly split the train-validation set to training and validation sets with a ratio of 9:1. We used Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 7e-3 and weight decay of 1e-4 for training attention BiLSTM. We used Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 5e-4 for training CNN. We used AdamW optimizer with a learning rate of 2e-5 for training BERT and RoBERTa, and 8e-6 for training XLNet. We used the cross-entropy loss for all our models during training. We used the stochastic gradient descent optimizer with adaptive learning rate, with initial learning rate as 0.1 for training SVM and logistic regression classifier. We recorded the models’ performances on the validation set after each epoch and kept the model with the highest accuracy and F1 scores while training until convergence. We manually selected the hyperparameters that gave the best accuracy and F1 scores on the deep learning models.

**Results**

**Chunk-Level Classification**

In Table 1, we report our classification results at the chunk level on the testing set. Our evaluation metrics included accuracy, F1 score, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC), precision, and recall. One immediate observation was that, regardless of the model type, the classification performance improved as we increased the size of our train-validation set. This shows that for building depression classification models it is imperative to have a large number of training samples. At the same time, it also confirms that the larger number of training samples in our experiments was indeed an advantage.

Another observation was the performance gain of transformer-based models over BiLSTM and CNN models. The CNN model slightly outperformed BiLSTM, which replicated the findings of Orabi et al [29]. We observed that BERT, RoBERTa, and XLNet invariably outperformed BiLSTM and CNN regardless of the size of our training set. In particular, the XLNet model recorded the best AUC and accuracy of all the models when trained with our full training set.
User-Level Classification

Next, we report our experiment results at the user level. Since XLNet trained on the 4650-user data set outperformed the other models, we took it for user-level performance comparison. Our experimental results demonstrated a substantial increase on the user-level scores of XLNet shown in Table 2 compared to the chunk-level score shown in Table 1. This indicates that more textual information of a user yields more reliable results on determining whether the user has depression. Building on the user-level XLNet scores, we further included VADER, demographic, engagement, personality, and LIWC scores as signals. We first used all features and compared the performance of random forest, logistic regression, and SVM. We noticed that SVM achieved the best scores on accuracy and F1, slightly surpassing logistic regression. Thus, we used SVM for testing the performance when using part of the features collected.

The results are shown in Table 2. The results have shown that using VADER, demographics, and social media engagement features alone does not help the classification by much. Classifiers using personality features and LIWC features perform relatively better. We then used these five feature groups and obtained a better result (accuracy 71.5%; F1 score 72.0%). However, the classifier was still outperformed by XLNet, showing that the transformer-based models indeed worked better on depressive Twitter text modeling compared with other approaches. We further increased the classifier’s performance by using all the features, namely, VADER, demographics, engagement, personality, and LIWC features, and the averaged XLNet confidence score; the performance of the three machine learning algorithms did not vary much, and the SVM classifier achieved the best accuracy (78.9%) and F1 (79.2%) scores.

In an attempt to investigate what specific textual features besides those extracted by XLNet have the most impact on depression classification, we calculated the permutation feature importance on the trained random forest classifier using the VADER, engagement, personality, and LIWC features with 10 repeats. The importance scores of individual features are shown in Figure...
4. Among the LIWC features, “i,” “bio,” “power,” “sad,” and “authentic” are shown to be important in classification. Among the five personality features, “conscientiousness” and “neuroticism” were shown to be closely related to depression cues. We did not observe a strong relation between VADER sentiment features or social media engagement features and the depression signals. As for the LIWC sentiment features, only “sad” and “anxiety” were shown to be relatively important. It is worth noting that LIWC’s “sad” and “anxiety” categories each referred to about 150 words. By contrast, more than 7500 words or features fell in to the negative category in VADER. The insignificance of VADER features can be attributed to the more focused nature of LIWC.

Table 2. User-level performance (%) using different features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>AUC&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VADER&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>54.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographics</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>61.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>61.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>72.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIWC&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>76.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V + D + E + P + L&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>78.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLNet</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>84.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All (random forest)</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>84.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All (logistic regression)</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>86.4&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All (SVM&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>86.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>We used SVM for classifying individual features.
<sup>b</sup>AUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
<sup>c</sup>VADER: Valence Aware Dictionary and Sentiment Reasoner.
<sup>d</sup>LIWC: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count.
<sup>e</sup>V + D + E + P + L: VADER + demographics + engagement + personality + LIWC.
<sup>f</sup>Italics indicate the best performing model in each column.
<sup>g</sup>SVM: support vector machine.

Figure 4. Permutation importance of different features. LIWC: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count; VADER: Valence Aware Dictionary for Sentiment Reasoning.

Application Results

In this section, we report two COVID-19–related applications of our XLNet based depression classifier: (1) monitoring the evolution of depression levels among the depression group and the nondepression group, and (2) monitoring the depression level at the US country level and state level during the pandemic.
We chose to use XLNet because of its simplicity as a stand-alone model, as it performed comparably to the fusion model.

**Depression Monitoring on Depression and Nondepression Groups**

We took the 500 users from the testing set (n=500), along with their tweets from January 1 to May 22, 2020. We concatenated a user’s tweets consecutively from January 1 one by one until reaching 250 words and labeled this chunk’s date as the date of the author posting the tweet that was in the middle of the chunk. We grouped 3 days into a bin from January 1 and assigned the chunks to the bins according to the labeled date. We ran the XLNet model on the preprocessed tweet chunks and recorded the confidence scores. We trimmed the upper and lower 10% of the data to reduce the skew in the score distribution. We then took the mean of the scores for each time bin and plotted the depression trend shown in Figure 5. We further took a moving average of 5 time bins to smooth the curves.

**Figure 5.** Aggregated depression level trends of the depression and nondepression groups from January 1 to May 22, 2020. Since users with depression have a substantially higher depression level, we used different y-axes for the 2 groups’ depression levels to compare them side by side.

Two immediate observations followed. First, depression level among users in the depression group was substantially higher than that in the nondepression group. This held across the entire observation period from early January to late May 2020. Second, and more importantly, the depression levels shared a strikingly similar trend among the two groups.

Delving deeper into these curves, we marked three important time points on the plot—the first confirmed case of COVID-19 in the United States (January 21, 2020), the US National Emergency announcement (March 13), and the last stay-at-home order issued (South Carolina, April 7). In January, both groups experienced a drop in depression scores. This may be caused by the fact that people’s mood usually hits its lowest in winter [70]. From the day when there was the first confirmed case in the United States to the day of the announcement of the US National Emergency, the trends of the depression and nondepression groups were different. The depression level of the depression group went down slightly, while the depression level of the nondepression group went up. Aided by psychological findings, we hypothesized that depressive users were less affected by negative events happening in the outside world because they focused on their own feelings and life events, since they were mostly affected by negative events that threatened them directly [71] and more interactions with the outside world gave them more negative feedback [72]. Moreover, the depression levels of the depression and nondepression groups both increased after the announcement of the US National Emergency.

To better understand the trend, we applied the LDA model to retrieve the topics before and after the announcement of the US National Emergency. Each chunk of the tweets was assigned 5 weights for each of the 5 topics. We labeled the topic of the highest weight as the dominant topic of this chunk of the tweets and counted the frequency of each topic shown in Figure 6. Details about the keywords of the topics are reported in Multimedia Appendix 1. Before the announcement, the two most frequent topics of the depression and nondepression groups were the discussions about US President Donald Trump and...
about school and work. The third most frequent topic of the nondepression group was about health while that of depression group was about entertainment. This supports the difference of the depression level trends of the two groups. After the announcement of the US National Emergency, the most frequent topic of the depression group was depression and anxiety during COVID-19, while this was the third most frequent topic of the nondepression group. Further, all 5 topics of each group were about COVID-19. This shows that, when people mostly talk about COVID-19, depression signals rise for both groups.

Figure 6. Topic distributions of depression and nondepression groups before and after the announcement of the US National Emergency.

**Aggregated Depression in COVID-19**

To investigate country-level and state-level depression trends during COVID-19, we randomly sampled users who had US state locations stated in their profiles and crawled their tweets between March 3 and May 22, 2020, the period right before and after the US announced a National Emergency on March 13. Using the same logic as in the previous section, we plotted the change of depression scores of 9050 geolocated users (n=9050) sampled from the 36.6 million users mentioned, excluding those used for training, as the country-level trend. For state-level comparison, we plotted the aggregated scores of three representative states—economical center New York on the East Coast that was highly affected by the virus, tech center California on the West Coast that was also struck hard by the virus, and the less affected tourism center Florida in the southeast. Each selected state had at least 550 users in the data set to validate our findings. Their depression levels are shown in Figure 7.

The first observation of the plot is that depression scores of all three states and the United States behaved similarly during the pandemic; they experienced a decrease right before the National Emergency; a steady increase after that; a slight decrease past April 23, 2020; and another sharp increase after May 10. We also noticed that the overall depression score of Florida was substantially lower than the US average and the other two states. Since Florida had a lower score both before and after the virus outbreak, we hypothesized that it has a lower depression level overall compared to the average US level irrespective of the pandemic.

We calculated the topics at the state level after the announcement of the US National Emergency. As shown in Figure 8, the most frequent topic was the government’s policy on COVID-19. California and Florida were the states that paid relatively more attention to this topic compared to the US average and New York State. Florida also talked more about the life change during COVID-19. Another finding was that people in New York talked more about the hospital news, likely because the state contained the majority of cases in the country by May 22, 2020 [73].
**Figure 7.** Aggregated depression level trends of the United States, New York, California, and Florida after the announcement of the US National Emergency.

**Figure 8.** Distributions of the top 5 topics (state level) after the announcement of the US National Emergency.
Discussion

Principal Results

In this study, we developed a practical pipeline that included first gathering and cleaning a large-scale Twitter depression classification data set quickly in response to an outbreak, then training an accurate depression signal detection model on this data set, and finally applying the model to monitoring public depression trends. We analyzed the depression level trends during the COVID-19 pandemic, which shed light on the psychological impacts of the pandemic. Our main results were fourfold and corresponded to the four objectives listed in the Goal of the Study section.

First, using a stringent yet effective regular expression-based search method, we constructed by far the largest data set with 5150 Twitter users, including half identified as depression users and half as control users, along with their tweets within the past 3 months and their Twitter activity data.

Second, we developed a chunking and regrouping method to construct 32,420 tweet chunks, with 250 words each in the data set. We progressively added data to our training set and showed experimentally that the performance of deep learning models improves as the size of the training set grows, which validates the importance of our data set size. We compared the models’ performances at the chunk level with the user level and observed further performance gain, which added credibility to our chunking method.

Third, we built a more accurate classification model (with 78.9% accuracy on n=449) upon the deep learning models along with linguistic analysis of dimensions including personality, LIWC, sentiment features, and demographic information. A permutation importance test showed that conscientiousness, neuroticism, appearance of first person pronouns, talking about biological processes such as eating and sleeping, talking about power, and exhibiting sadness are closely related to depression cues.

Finally, we showed the feasibility of the two proposed methods for monitoring the change of public depression levels as the disease propagates by aggregating individuals’ past tweets within a time frame. Our method can target different groups of people, and we showed the depression trends of identified depression and nondepression groups (n=500), and of groups at different geolocations (n=9050). The temporal trends showed that the nondepression group’s depression level rose earlier than that of the depression group, which we explained by psychological theories and LDA topics extracted from key time points. We also found that New York, California, Florida, and the United States in total all shared a similar depression trend, with Florida having a substantially lower depression level, which was also verified by LDA topic analysis.

Practical Implications

Our study has practical implications. For example, upon detecting a rise in depression levels in a certain area, internet-based intervention services can be recommended by the social media platforms to the users. An intervention for depression commonly recommended is cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), which is a type of therapy that targets one’s irrational thinking patterns and unadaptable behavioral patterns [74]. During the COVID-19 period, digital-based CBT can be adopted. It has shown to be effective in reducing symptoms of mental disorders [75,76]. At the same time, it is also cost-effective and practical during the pandemic [75]. In addition to digital-based CBT, social media–based suicide prevention messages have also shown to be effective [77] and can be sent to individuals at risk.

Limitations

Although our data collection method is fast and fully automatic, we acknowledge that the same limitations exist as noted in detail by Coppersmith et al [26]. Specifically, the users with depression captured by us can only represent a subpopulation (those who use Twitter and are willing to disclose their conditions) of the general depression population, and we cannot guarantee that the control group was not contaminated.

Comparison With Prior Work

The data set used in this study containing 2575 depression users was much larger than those used previously, which contained 1402 depression users at most. De Choudhury et al [48] demonstrated that depression prediction models can potentially be used at the population level. However, to the best of our knowledge, all Twitter user depression identification studies reviewed in the introduction section focus on either tweet-level or user-level classification rather than applying the model to analyzing the mental health trends of a large population. To our knowledge, we were also the first to apply the transformer-based models (BERT, RoBERTa, XLNet) to identifying depression users on Twitter using a large-scale data set and to monitor the public depression trend.

Conclusions

COVID-19 has infected over 100 million people worldwide [1], virtually bringing the whole world to a halt. During this period, social media witnessed a spike in depression terms. Against this backdrop, we have developed transformer-based models trained with by far the largest data set on depression. We have analyzed our models’ performance in comparison to existing models and verified that the large training set we compiled was beneficial to improving the models’ performance. We further showed that our models can be readily applied to the monitoring of stress and depression trends of targeted groups over geographical entities such as states. We noticed substantial increases in depression signals as people talked more about COVID-19. We hope researchers and mental health practitioners find our models useful and that this study raises awareness of the mental health impacts of the pandemic.
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Abstract

Background: Massive community-wide testing has become the cornerstone of management strategies for the COVID-19 pandemic.

Objective: This study was a comparative analysis between the United Kingdom and China, which aimed to assess public attitudes and uptake regarding COVID-19 testing, with a focus on factors of COVID-19 testing hesitancy, including effectiveness, access, risk perception, and communication.

Methods: We collected and manually coded 3856 UK tweets and 9299 Chinese Sina Weibo posts mentioning COVID-19 testing from June 1 to July 15, 2020. Adapted from the World Health Organization’s 3C Model of Vaccine Hesitancy, we employed social listening analysis examining key factors of COVID-19 testing hesitancy (confidence, complacency, convenience, and communication). Descriptive analysis, time trends, geographical mapping, and chi-squared tests were performed to assess the temporal, spatial, and sociodemographic characteristics that determine the difference in attitudes or uptake of COVID-19 tests.

Results: The UK tweets demonstrated a higher percentage of support toward COVID-19 testing than the posts from China. There were much wider reports of public uptake of COVID-19 tests in mainland China than in the United Kingdom; however, uncomfortable experiences and logistical barriers to testing were more expressed in China. The driving forces for undergoing COVID-19 testing were personal health needs, community-wide testing, and mandatory testing policies for travel, with major differences in the ranking order between the two countries. Rumors and information inquiries about COVID-19 testing were also identified.

Conclusions: Public attitudes and acceptance toward COVID-19 testing constantly evolve with local epidemic situations. Policies and information campaigns that emphasize the importance of timely testing and rapid communication responses to inquiries and rumors, and provide a supportive environment for accessing tests are key to tackling COVID-19 testing hesitancy and increasing uptake.

(JMIR Infodemiology 2021;1(1):e26895)  doi:10.2196/26895
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Introduction

As the number of COVID-19 cases accelerated globally in early 2020, many public health experts advocated for widespread rapid testing that could complement other containment strategies, such as hand washing, contact tracing, and quarantine, and that should be viewed as important as face covering, social distancing, and vaccines [1,2]. There are two widely accepted types of tests as follows: (1) a nucleic acid test, which is a polymerase chain reaction test that detects RNA (or genetic material) specific to the virus, and (2) an antigen test, which is a rapid turnaround virus test from a lateral flow device that can process COVID-19 samples on site without the need for laboratory equipment. Community-wide COVID-19 testing helped public health investigators understand the prevalence, contagiousness, and mortality of the disease [3], and has made it possible for communities to exit lockdowns and rapidly control potential resurgences while awaiting a safe vaccine. China, Singapore, Germany, and South Korea have been among the most early and aggressive countries in utilizing widespread frequent rapid tests (offered freely to residents) as a central pillar of their multipronged epidemic control strategies. In China, mass testing has been employed as a standard procedure in places where new outbreaks of COVID-19 surfaced [4]. During the resurgence in Beijing in June 2020, 3.56 million individuals at risk were tracked and tested [5], and the outbreak was quickly brought under control. In contrast, countries, such as the United Kingdom and Japan, had delays in rolling out mass testing [6], and asymptomatic individuals and high-risk populations (ie, health care workers) were not able to access testing in the pandemic’s early stage due to limited capacity [7]. Two and a half months after nationwide lockdown, on May 28, 2020, the United Kingdom eventually launched the National Health System (NHS) Test and Trace program, a “world-beating system” that the Prime Minister had pledged to deliver as a central part of the government’s COVID-19 recovery strategy. By July, people with COVID-19 symptoms could receive a test from the NHS without charge, and those engaged in high-risk jobs were promised regular testing by the UK government [8,9]. However, since it was introduced, the program has been repeatedly criticized for not meeting expectations. As the pandemic response progresses, the challenge of conducting COVID-19 mass testing will transition from inadequate testing capacity to inadequate uptake [10] due to pandemic fatigue, test anxiety, stigmatization, rumors, misinformation, fear of isolation and quarantine, and other disincentives.

Infodemiology, first introduced by Dr Gunther Eysenbach in early 2000 as the epidemiology of (mis)information [11], is an emerging field of research on the distribution and determinants of user-contributed health information and misinformation across the internet or in a population, with the ultimate aim of improving public health and public policy [12]. The COVID-19 pandemic created a paradigm shift in communication and infodemiology, as widespread negative health and socioeconomic impacts were observed to be caused by two concurrent pandemics (the novel coronavirus and misinformation). Social listening in the context of public health has been found to be an effective tool that offers real-time big data on public sentiment and opinions for informing and assessing governments’ risk communication strategies and public reactions, especially during acute epidemic outbreaks, such as the 2009/2010 H1N1 [13], 2013/2014 Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) [14], and 2014 Ebola [13] epidemics. Unlike traditional research methods (eg, surveys or in-depth interviews), where opinion gathering is limited to interactions between researchers and participants, social listening allows for a rapid and thorough scanning of a multilevel dynamic information environment for digital opinions derived from public contributions, interactions, and interinfluences without researcher involvement. Social listening investigates public understanding and experiences of an event (ie, risks and countermeasures), which, as depicted in Stuart Hall’s audience reception theory [15], are shaped by their individual sociocultural backgrounds and life experiences.

At-risk individuals refusing or avoiding testing could undermine a community’s epidemic control and reopening strategies. Public health experts and decision makers must monitor public sentiment and acceptance toward testing and understand the root causes of testing hesitancy. To date, research has mainly focused on COVID-19 vaccines [16] and other nonpharmaceutical measures, such as lockdowns, social distancing, and mask wearing [17-20], leaving COVID-19 testing hesitancy and avoidance underinvestigated. The United Kingdom and China have highly active microblog users and have experienced initial COVID-19 outbreaks, lockdowns, and resurgence, yet mass testing was introduced in these two countries at different stages of response. As such, this infodemiology study aimed to assess public attitudes and uptakes of COVID-19 testing in the United Kingdom and China, with a focus on the factors of testing hesitancy, including effectiveness, access, risk perception, and communication.

Methods

Data Collection

We collected microblog posts from popular social media platforms in the United Kingdom and China. We assessed Twitter tweets (the United Kingdom) and Sina Weibo posts (mainland China) mentioning COVID-19 testing from June 1 to July 15, 2020, after the launch of the NHS Test and Trace system in the United Kingdom and the mass testing campaign in Beijing, China, during COVID-19’s resurgence and before another resurgence in Xinjiang Autonomous Region, China. We used the Meltwater platform [21] to collect Twitter tweets and Weibo posts. The keywords used for collecting tweets or Weibo posts were “covid test,” “covid19 test,” “covid-19 test,” “coronavirus test,” “test for covid,” and “test for coronavirus” (“核酸检测” in Chinese). Overall, 59,919 tweets from the United Kingdom (including 11,249 tweets from London) and 313,092 Weibo posts from China (including 82,743 Weibo posts from Beijing) were collected with the location and time they were sent. Weibo posts were downloaded daily so as to minimize possible bias resulting from posts being removed by authorities. We also downloaded the account profile of each Weibo post, from which we extracted gender, age, and education for analysis. Only human-contributed opinions/conversations on Twitter and
Weibo were included for analysis. Tweets or Weibo posts from news and organizational accounts, and tweets/posts generated by bots were identified by keyword matching, and then examined and removed by researchers. Duplicate tweets/posts, tweets/posts with identical text but from different accounts, retweets, and quotes without comments were removed. After removing posts that did not meet the inclusion criteria, we randomly sampled 10% of the tweets and posts by day for coding. In total, 3856 tweets from the United Kingdom, including 794 tweets from London, and 9299 Weibo posts from mainland China, including 3155 posts from Beijing, were included for formal analysis. Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the workflow of the inclusion and exclusion processes of the tweets and Weibo posts.

Analyses of accounts of social media users (Multimedia Appendix 2) suggested that our data of social media posts were well-representative of the entire social media user base. We found that 92.8% (3581/3856) of tweets in the United Kingdom and 97.5% (9067/9299) of Weibo posts in China were single posts sent by unique users.

To assess data representativeness, we compared Weibo users’ demographic data in our study with the “Weibo 2020 User Development Report” [22]. This report showed that active female users accounted for 54.6% of the user base and that the user base is skewed toward young users; 78% of Weibo users are under 30 years old. Not all Weibo users’ profiles were available, and in our data set with users’ profiles, 67.6% (5940/8784) of users were female and 70.6% (2705/3830) were under 30 years old. Our results showed that our demographic profiles were comparable to the overall user profile reported by Weibo.

**Data Analysis**

This study employed content analysis of social media data in relation to COVID-19 testing [23-25], complemented by contextual epidemic data. COVID-19 epidemic data from the United Kingdom and mainland China were derived for trend analysis [26,27]. We plotted the trends of daily new COVID-19 confirmed cases in the United Kingdom and China to describe the epidemic context where mass testing programs were introduced.

We identified and classified social media posts that expressed personal opinions/discussions on COVID-19 testing. Public attitudes toward COVID-19 testing were manually screened and coded based on the three different positions one might take as follows: dominant (understanding and accepting the objectives of the test), negotiated (reacting with a mixture of acceptance and rejection), and oppositional (opposite to the dominant position and completely rejecting the test) [15]. To investigate the determinants of public attitudes toward COVID-19 testing, we employed a deductive approach with a coding framework that was adapted from the World Health Organization’s “3Cs” model of hesitancy toward vaccination [28], and this “3Cs” model was also applied for other public health behaviors, such as COVID-19 testing. The coding framework, presented in Multimedia Appendix 3, covers major factors of COVID-19 testing hesitancy, including confidence (degree of trust in the effectiveness and safety of the test), complacency (perceptions of personal risk associated with the disease and test), and convenience (influencers of the decision to get the test, eg, availability, affordability, and geographical accessibility), as well as communication (information inquiries and rumors about COVID-19 testing) [29].

In execution, we first developed a codebook with code definitions. Then, two researchers (YS and QW) coded a subsample of 500 posts independently, and when appropriate, refined the codebook. When necessary, SentiWordNet [30] was referenced. Using the final codebook, another subsample of 200 posts was independently coded to check the intercoder reliability. Cohen κ [31] was used to measure intercoder reliability, which reached κ=0.825 after the final revision. Lastly, during the formal coding phase, four coders were trained and divided into two pairs of coders (YS and JP, and QW and YZ). Each pair independently coded a subset of tweets/posts, with a third coder (QW or YS) checking and resolving any disagreements.

A descriptive analysis was performed to show the percentage of topics for both Twitter and Weibo data. The time trends were plotted for percentages of tweets or Weibo posts with various attitudes toward general COVID-19 tests by week. Geographical distributions of post numbers and percentages of oppositional attitudes across the United Kingdom and mainland China were plotted by regions or provinces. The chi-square test was used to determine differences in attitudes or behaviors toward COVID-19 by gender, age, and education.

**Results**

**Epidemic Context: Daily New COVID-19 Case Numbers in the United Kingdom and China**

From June 1 to July 15, 2020, daily new COVID-19 confirmed cases demonstrated a decreasing trend in the United Kingdom, stabilizing at around 50 in London (Figure 1). With the decrease in new cases, the COVID-19 Alert Level in the United Kingdom was downgraded from level 4 to level 3 on June 19, representing that the COVID-19 epidemic was in general circulation with a demonstrable reduction in the number of cases and deaths [32]. On June 29, Leicester became the first city in the United Kingdom to undergo a local lockdown after a resurgence of cases. Concurrently, daily new cases in China fluctuated under 60, with the majority being in Beijing. There were no more local confirmed cases in Beijing after July 6.
Social Listening: Public Attitudes Toward COVID-19 Testing

**Overall Analysis**

In the United Kingdom, 64.6% (2390/3700) of tweets across the country and 69.2% (520/751) from London showed dominant views on individual COVID-19 tests in general. Moreover, 30.7% (1136/3700) of tweets from the United Kingdom and 22.6% (170/751) from London showed negotiated views on individual tests, while 4.7% (174/3700) across the country and 8.1% (61/751) from London opposed it. In China, about 30% of posts (country wide: 2649/8879, 29.8%; Beijing: 848/2991, 28.3%) showed dominant views on COVID-19 tests in general. Moreover, over 60% of posts (country wide: 5454/8879, 61.4%; Beijing: 1839/2991, 61.5%) showed negotiated views, and 10% or less (country wide: 776/8879, 8.7%; Beijing: 304/2991, 10.2%) opposed it. For example, tweets/posts with dominant views on individual COVID-19 tests included “need larger testing capacity and faster results,” negotiated tweets/posts included “does one need to have a covid-19 test before travelling to the US,” and oppositional tweets/posts included “30% of negative coronavirus tests are wrong.” Individuals in the United Kingdom (23/2075, 1.1%) and London (6/530, 1.1%) showed less opposition to government-led community-wide mass COVID-19 testing than did those in mainland China (76/1594, 4.8%) and Beijing (58/661, 8.8%). For example, tweets/posts with dominant views on community-wide mass COVID-19 testing included “support NHS and care workers routine weekly COVID-19 tests” and oppositional tweets/posts included “why would people with no symptoms take a test that tells them they’re sick.” A total of 2487 tweets from the United Kingdom expressed discontent with governmental COVID-19 testing practices, including taxing tests, voting against routine testing for front-line workers, publishing wrong or untimely data, and other complaints. In
China, 304 Weibo posts questioned the necessity of having to obtain test results before travelling, visiting doctors, etc.

**Figure 2.** Percentage of tweets or Weibo posts with attitudes toward individual COVID-19 tests and community-wide tests from June 1 to July 15, 2020. UK: United Kingdom.

**Time Trend Analysis and Geographical Mapping**

Time trend analysis (Figure 3) showed that, in the United Kingdom, posts with dominant attitudes toward individual COVID-19 tests first increased from 54.5% (533/978) to 86.5% (1066/1233) and then dropped to 38.6% (180/466) after the enactment of The Health Protection (Coronavirus) Regulations in July 2020 [33], while tweets with oppositional attitudes increased from 1.9% (19/978) to 16.3% (76/466). In China, Weibo posts with dominant attitudes reduced from 54.1% (380/703) to 7.3% (30/412) during this period, while those with negotiated attitudes increased from 33.9% (238/703) to 85.7% (353/412) and posts with oppositional attitudes slightly dropped from 12.1% (85/703) to 7.0% (29/412). Regional analyses (Figure 4) showed that the percentage of tweets/posts in opposition to testing generally corresponded with low cases in their respective regions, with the exceptions of London (64/852, 7.5%) and the East Midlands (8/157, 5.1%). Oppositional tweets mostly worried about false negative testing results and that someone could get infected after testing negative, leading to more cases. Weibo posts from Beijing showed a slightly higher level of oppositional attitudes than London (304/3155, 9.6%), mostly questioning the cost-effectiveness of implementing mass testing when daily new cases in China fluctuated under 60.
Figure 3. Percentage of tweets or Weibo posts with attitudes toward COVID-19 testing by week and daily new cases from June 1 to July 15, 2020. UK: United Kingdom.
Self-Reported Uptake of COVID-19 Tests

Overall, 4.6% (178/3856) of tweets across the United Kingdom and 4.9% (39/794) from London reported intending to undergo or having undergone COVID-19 tests (Table 1). In the United Kingdom, driving forces for undergoing testing included personal health needs due to possible exposure, symptoms, or worry (37/86, 43%), mandatory testing policies for travel (30/86, 35%), and mass community-wide testing led by the government (19/86, 22%). Comparatively, more Weibo users reported having undergone COVID-19 testing in China (3318/9299, 35.7%) and Beijing (1462/3155, 46.3%). A total of 1600 Weibo posts (1600/9299, 17.2%) from China reported driving forces for undergoing testing, including community-wide testing led by the government (784/1600, 49.0%), mandatory testing policies for travel (659/1600, 41.2%), and personal health needs due to possible exposure, symptoms, or worry (37/86, 43%).
Government-led community-wide testing was reported to be the main driving force for undergoing testing in Beijing (543/824, 65.9%).

Table 1. Uptake of COVID-19 tests in the United Kingdom and mainland China.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uptake and driving forces</th>
<th>United Kingdom (N=3856), n (%)</th>
<th>London (N=794), n (%)</th>
<th>China (N=9299), n (%)</th>
<th>Beijing (N=3155), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-reported uptake of COVID-19 tests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan to take a test</td>
<td>178 (4.6)</td>
<td>39 (4.9)</td>
<td>3318 (35.7)</td>
<td>1462 (46.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have taken a test</td>
<td>35 (0.9)</td>
<td>7 (0.9)</td>
<td>811 (8.7)</td>
<td>417 (13.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving force for taking a COVID-19 test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal health needs</td>
<td>143 (3.7)</td>
<td>32 (4.0)</td>
<td>2507 (27.0)</td>
<td>1045 (33.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory testing policies for travel</td>
<td>86 (2.2)</td>
<td>25 (3.2)</td>
<td>1600 (17.2)</td>
<td>824 (26.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community-wide testing by governments</td>
<td>37 (1.0)</td>
<td>14 (1.8)</td>
<td>163 (1.8)</td>
<td>64 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others taking COVID-19 tests</td>
<td>19 (0.5)</td>
<td>2 (0.3)</td>
<td>278 (2.4)</td>
<td>543 (17.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Major Factors of COVID-19 Testing Hesitancy

Convenience: Access to and Experience With COVID-19 Tests

In the United Kingdom, 1.1% (43/3856) of tweets shared their experiences of undergoing COVID-19 tests, of which, 69.8% (30/43) reported being uncomfortable, 16.3% (7/43) reported being nervous, and 14.0% (6/43) reported no discomfort (Table 2). Comparatively, more Weibo posts shared the overall experience of taking a COVID-19 test from China (753/9299, 8.1%) and Beijing (221/3155, 7.0%). Furthermore, 9.2% (356/3856) of tweets in the United Kingdom and 16.6% (132/794) of tweets in London discussed the logistical process of obtaining a test, including access to an appointment, wait time to undergo testing, including queues and heatstroke while waiting, wait time for test results, and others. Discussions about the logistical process of obtaining a test in China (2005/9299, 21.6%) and Beijing (754/3155, 23.9%) mostly about the wait time to undergo testing received significant attention (China: 1579/2005, 78.8%; Beijing: 557/754, 73.9%).

The price of COVID-19 tests was mostly mentioned in London (53/794, 6.7%) across the United Kingdom (96/3856, 2.5%). These discussions included calls for free testing and dissatisfaction with high expenses, complaints about self-paying without reimbursement by medical insurance, and satisfaction with free-of-charge testing when available. In China, 6.4% (598/9299) of posts across the country and 6.2% (196/3155) from Beijing discussed the price of COVID-19 tests. The discussions included satisfaction with free-of-charge community-wide testing by governments and different attitudes toward self-paying prices, being either reasonable or burdensome. Regarding priority groups for COVID-19 testing, tweeters in the United Kingdom mentioned support for weekly testing for NHS staff and care staff and calling for priority testing to be extended. In China, posts concerning priority groups for COVID-19 testing referred to support for people with possible risk exposure, taxi drivers, and couriers to receive priority testing.

Table 2. Convenience of COVID-19 tests in the United Kingdom and mainland China.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Convenience of COVID-19 tests</th>
<th>United Kingdom (N=3856), n (%)</th>
<th>London (N=794), n (%)</th>
<th>China (N=9299), n (%)</th>
<th>Beijing (N=3155), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experience of taking a COVID-19 test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel uncomfortable</td>
<td>30 (0.8)</td>
<td>5 (0.6)</td>
<td>476 (5.1)</td>
<td>118 (3.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel nervous</td>
<td>7 (0.2)</td>
<td>2 (0.3)</td>
<td>234 (2.5)</td>
<td>70 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not feel uncomfortable</td>
<td>6 (0.2)</td>
<td>1 (0.1)</td>
<td>111 (1.2)</td>
<td>43 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistical process of obtaining a COVID-19 test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to an appointment</td>
<td>25 (0.6)</td>
<td>8 (1.0)</td>
<td>93 (1.0)</td>
<td>52 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wait time to take a test</td>
<td>53 (1.4)</td>
<td>19 (2.4)</td>
<td>1579 (17.0)</td>
<td>557 (17.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wait time for the test result</td>
<td>82 (2.1)</td>
<td>10 (1.3)</td>
<td>174 (1.9)</td>
<td>114 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>211 (5.5)</td>
<td>99 (12.5)</td>
<td>186 (2.0)</td>
<td>48 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribute to medical staff</td>
<td>69 (1.8)</td>
<td>15 (1.9)</td>
<td>1914 (20.6)</td>
<td>480 (15.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price of COVID-19 testing</td>
<td>96 (2.5)</td>
<td>53 (6.7)</td>
<td>598 (6.4)</td>
<td>196 (6.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority groups for COVID-19 testing</td>
<td>665 (17.2)</td>
<td>9 (1.1)</td>
<td>271 (2.9)</td>
<td>101 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Confidence and Complacency Toward COVID-19 Tests

In both the United Kingdom and China, social media users expressed a high perceived risk of the COVID-19 pandemic (United Kingdom: 139/152, 91.4%; China: 789/813, 97.0%) (Table 3). Moreover, 4.3% (164/3856) of tweets across the United Kingdom and 6.2% (49/794) from London concerned the effectiveness of COVID-19 tests, and of them, 20.7% (34/164) across the United Kingdom and 32.7% (16/49) from London expressed confidence in its effectiveness, while 79.3% (130/164) across the United Kingdom and 67.3% (33/49) from London expressed doubts. In China, 4.5% (417/9299) of posts across the country and 5.2% (164/3155) from Beijing concerned test effectiveness, and of them, 65.9% (275/417) across China and 62.2% (102/164) from Beijing expressed confidence in its effectiveness, while 34.1% (142/417) across China and 37.8% (62/164) from Beijing expressed doubts.

Table 3. Confidence and complacency toward COVID-19 tests in the United Kingdom and mainland China.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confidence and complacency</th>
<th>United Kingdom (N=3856), n (%)</th>
<th>London (N=794), n (%)</th>
<th>China (N=9299), n (%)</th>
<th>Beijing (N=3155), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confidence: trust in COVID-19 tests</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern on the effectiveness of COVID-19 tests</td>
<td>164 (4.3)</td>
<td>49 (6.2)</td>
<td>417 (4.5)</td>
<td>164 (5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust tests to be effective</td>
<td>34 (0.9)</td>
<td>16 (2.0)</td>
<td>275 (3.0)</td>
<td>102 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubt the effectiveness of tests</td>
<td>130 (3.4)</td>
<td>33 (4.2)</td>
<td>142 (1.5)</td>
<td>62 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration date of COVID-19 tests</td>
<td>1 (0.3)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>87 (0.9)</td>
<td>42 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidental risks due to COVID-19 tests</td>
<td>14 (0.4)</td>
<td>3 (0.4)</td>
<td>206 (2.2)</td>
<td>113 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Complacency: perception of COVID-19 risk</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception of COVID-19 risk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>152 (3.9)</td>
<td>45 (5.7)</td>
<td>813 (8.7)</td>
<td>299 (9.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>139 (3.6)</td>
<td>44 (5.5)</td>
<td>789 (8.5)</td>
<td>286 (9.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13 (0.3)</td>
<td>1 (0.1)</td>
<td>24 (0.3)</td>
<td>13 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Communication: Information Inquiries and Rumors Related to COVID-19 Tests

Information inquiries and rumors about COVID-19 tests (Table 4) could be found on both UK and Chinese social media platforms (United Kingdom: 75/3856, 1.9% and 55/3856, 1.4%; China: 517/9299, 5.6% and 192/9299, 2.1%, respectively). The main information inquiries (22/75, 29.3%) mentioned in the United Kingdom about COVID-19 testing were “how many people have received a test” and “delay in sharing testing data with English councils,” while in China, 48.2% (249/517) of information inquiries were “whether tests are needed before travelling somewhere” and “how much it costs to take a test.” Concerns included the duration (expiration) of test results and incidental risks associated with COVID-19 testing, such as cross-infection and threat of asymptomatic infection from crowd gathering. Posts mentioning unproven expositions about or interpretations of COVID-19 testing–related news, events, or problems were labelled as rumors (including fake news and misinformation). For example, rumors in the United Kingdom included “COVID-19 test results were falsified” and fake news included “4 Tory MPs voted against weekly COVID-19 tests for NHS and care staff.” Comparatively, rumors in China included “medical staff earned money by COVID-19 tests” and fake news included “positive testing results for [person name] in [place].”

Table 4. Communication around COVID-19 tests in the United Kingdom and mainland China.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication around COVID-19 tests</th>
<th>United Kingdom (N=3856), n (%)</th>
<th>London (N=794), n (%)</th>
<th>China (N=9299), n (%)</th>
<th>Beijing (N=3155), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information inquiries about COVID-19 tests</td>
<td>75 (1.9)</td>
<td>21 (2.6)</td>
<td>517 (5.6)</td>
<td>137 (4.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumors about COVID-19 tests</td>
<td>55 (1.4)</td>
<td>12 (1.5)</td>
<td>192 (2.1)</td>
<td>27 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attitude and Uptake of COVID-19 Tests by the Characteristics of Social Media Posts

Tables 5 and 6 show the univariate analysis of the attitude and uptake of COVID-19 tests across sociodemographic characteristics using Weibo data from China. Male Weibo users and those over 30 years old were more likely to have a positive attitude toward individual COVID-19 testing (P<.001), but male users were less likely to have a positive attitude toward mass community-wide COVID-19 testing led by the government (P<.001) (Table 5). Additionally, females, users under 30 years old, and those with a bachelor’s degree or higher were more likely to take a COVID-19 test (P≤.001), and there was no significant difference in the reasons for undergoing COVID-19 testing (Table 6).
Table 5. Attitude toward COVID-19 tests by characteristics for Chinese Weibo posts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Attitude toward individual COVID-19 tests</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Attitude toward community-wide COVID-19 tests</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dominant, n (%)</td>
<td>Negotiated, n (%)</td>
<td>Oppositional, n (%)</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2844</td>
<td>989 (34.8)</td>
<td>1587 (55.8)</td>
<td>268 (9.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>5940</td>
<td>1626 (27.4)</td>
<td>3814 (64.2)</td>
<td>500 (8.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8784</td>
<td>2615 (29.8)</td>
<td>5401 (61.5)</td>
<td>768 (8.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-30</td>
<td>2705</td>
<td>680 (25.1)</td>
<td>1793 (66.3)</td>
<td>232 (8.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-90</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>420 (37.3)</td>
<td>602 (53.5)</td>
<td>103 (9.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3830</td>
<td>1100 (28.7)</td>
<td>2395 (62.5)</td>
<td>335 (8.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s degree or above</td>
<td>2297</td>
<td>704 (30.6)</td>
<td>1387 (60.4)</td>
<td>206 (9.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or below</td>
<td>6582</td>
<td>1945 (29.6)</td>
<td>4067 (61.8)</td>
<td>570 (8.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8879</td>
<td>2649 (29.8)</td>
<td>5454 (61.4)</td>
<td>776 (8.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Uptake of COVID-19 tests by characteristics for Chinese Weibo posts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Uptake of COVID-19 tests</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Driving force for taking a COVID-19 test</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Yes, n (%)</td>
<td>No, n (%)</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2844</td>
<td>808 (28.4)</td>
<td>2036 (71.6)</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>5940</td>
<td>2470 (41.6)</td>
<td>3470 (58.4)</td>
<td>1170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8784</td>
<td>3278 (37.3)</td>
<td>5506 (62.7)</td>
<td>1583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-30</td>
<td>2705</td>
<td>1187 (43.9)</td>
<td>1518 (56.1)</td>
<td>506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-90</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>316 (28.1)</td>
<td>809 (71.9)</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3830</td>
<td>1503 (39.2)</td>
<td>2327 (60.8)</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s degree or above</td>
<td>2297</td>
<td>922 (40.1)</td>
<td>1375 (59.9)</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or below</td>
<td>6582</td>
<td>2395 (36.4)</td>
<td>4187 (63.6)</td>
<td>1162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8879</td>
<td>3317 (37.4)</td>
<td>5562 (62.6)</td>
<td>1606</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Principal Findings

This infodemiology study assessed public attitudes and opinions around COVID-19 testing, including both individual and government-led mass testing, by monitoring and analyzing digital conversations in the United Kingdom (Twitter) and China (Sina Weibo) with a framework of testing hesitancy (confidence, complacency, convenience, and communication). Overall, there was a higher level of support toward individual and mass COVID-19 testing in the United Kingdom and London than in mainland China and Beijing; most opposition originated from the capital cities. Time trend analyses showed that discussions about individual COVID-19 tests were mostly dominant in the United Kingdom, while Weibo posts in China showed a rise of negotiated views over testing. There were much wider reports of public uptake of COVID-19 tests in mainland China than in the United Kingdom. Personal health needs (e.g., possible exposure, symptoms, and worry), mandatory testing policies...
for work or travel, and government-led mass testing were the main driving forces for people to undergo testing in both countries, with differences in priorities between countries. The Chinese public posted more about uncomfortable experiences and logistical barriers to testing, whereas people in the United Kingdom posted more about prices and priority groups for testing. Perceived risk of the COVID-19 disease was high in both countries. Only 5% or less of the posts discussed test effectiveness, and of them, Chinese users expressed confidence in its effectiveness, whereas British users displayed doubts. Rumors related to COVID-19 test administration and results were identified. In China, females, those under 30 years old, and those with a bachelor's degree or higher were more likely to undergo a COVID-19 test.

Overall, discussions about COVID-19 in both countries showed low complacency (high perceived risk) for the COVID-19 disease and high confidence in testing, which translated into high levels of public support for testing. The cited driving forces for testing (personal health needs in the United Kingdom versus government-led mass testing or mandatory testing policies for travel in China) also reflected the epidemic situation and testing policies implemented in each respective context. Our data showed that, as daily new cases decreased and COVID-19 testing became routine, a negotiated position toward COVID-19 testing became the majority view, leading to an increase in acceptance and uptake behavior when needed. Epidemiologists have argued that widespread dissemination of cheap and rapid tests might be as effective as a vaccine at interrupting coronavirus transmission by identifying and isolating people with the virus when they are most infectious [1,34]. Integrating “complacency (risk perception)” of the disease and “confidence” of testing in messaging by emphasizing the importance of timely testing during an acute epidemic could increase acceptance and uptake.

“Convenience” of testing, including accessibility, frequency, and sample-to-answer time, was a popular topic of digital discussion and also one of the most important factors for effective screening, being an even higher priority than the analytical limits of detection [34]. Inquiries and rumors related to COVID-19 testing pointed to the lack of a frequent and factually correct information campaign. Furthermore, regional analysis showed an association between opposition views toward testing and low case counts, with the exceptions of London and the East Midlands, mostly because of worrying about false negative testing results and worrying that someone could get infected after testing negative, leading to more cases. Inquiries, concerns, and rumors identified during social listening call for rapid communication responses. These findings demonstrate a need for effective emergency risk communication strategies during a public health crisis that are informed by real-time and disease surveillance data to keep up.

In China, strong evidence indicates gender differences in attitudes toward mass community-wide COVID-19 testing, with more female residents supporting government-led testing. Consistent with the audience reception theory, our data showed that the public is a diverse heterogeneous set of people with varying experiences and needs. They access, process, and react to messages differently based on their individual backgrounds and views. Tailoring engagement strategies to the target community will be critical in increasing acceptance toward COVID-19 testing and other containment measures.

Limitations
This study has some limitations. First, there is an inherent bias shared among all studies that utilize social media data, where users might present themselves differently online (eg, inflated perception) and/or represent a skewed younger population [37]. Nevertheless, findings from this study had very limited influence by curated perceptions as the investigation mainly focused on how aggregated social media data constituted a dynamic digital environment regarding COVID-19 testing, and how such an information environment affected individuals’ acceptance of control measures during a pandemic. Moreover, this study captured routine data from populations that may not be represented in traditional research designs. The opinions gathered via social listening could be less biased than those derived from traditional research methods, such as surveys and
interviews, where unintended errors could be introduced by how questionnaires were presented and implemented (eg, reporting bias and acquiescence bias). Second, we were unable to extract demographic data from all Twitter and some Weibo profiles due to privacy restrictions, and the authenticity of the retrieved data was not directly verifiable. We therefore conducted account analyses of available Weibo profile data to assess data representativeness, which indicated a satisfactory level of comparability to the data in the official Weibo report. Third, data were downloaded daily to avoid the possible interference of comment removal by authorities. Lastly, the findings from this study are mostly exploratory and might not be generalizable due to the small sample size of posts reviewed (approximately 10%). A further investigation employing machine learning algorithms for big data analysis is needed.

**Conclusion**

Policy makers tackling factors of COVID-19 testing hesitancy should focus on complacency, confidence, convenience, and communication in relation to testing. There is a need for more comparative studies to identify differences and similarities across populations and experiences with COVID-19 testing. Future infodemiology studies should integrate public and epidemic data (eg, traditional media, social media, polls, and disease surveillance data), both online and offline, and employ machine learning to enable rapid real-time analysis of big data for epidemic preparedness and response.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has been widely described as an infodemic, an excess of rapidly circulating information in social and traditional media in which some information may be erroneous, contradictory, or inaccurate. One key theme cutting across many infodemic analyses is that it stymies users' capacities to identify appropriate information and guidelines, encourages them to take inappropriate or even harmful actions, and should be managed through multiple transdisciplinary approaches. Yet, investigations demonstrating how the COVID-19 information ecosystem influences complex public decision making and behavior offline are relatively few.

Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate whether information reported through the social media channel Twitter, linked articles and websites, and selected traditional media affected the risk perception, engagement in field activities, and protective behaviors of French Red Cross (FRC) volunteers and health workers in the Paris region of France from June to October 2020.

Methods: We used a hybrid approach that blended online and offline data. We tracked daily Twitter discussions and selected traditional media in France for 7 months, qualitatively evaluating COVID-19 claims and debates about nonpharmaceutical protective measures. We conducted 24 semistructured interviews with FRC workers and volunteers.

Results: Social and traditional media debates about viral risks and nonpharmaceutical interventions fanned anxieties among FRC volunteers and workers. Decisions to continue conducting FRC field activities and daily protective practices were also influenced by other factors unrelated to the infodemic: familial and social obligations, gender expectations, financial pressures, FRC rules and communications, state regulations, and relationships with coworkers. Some respondents developed strategies for “tuning out” social and traditional media.

Conclusions: This study suggests that during the COVID-19 pandemic, the information ecosystem may be just one among multiple influences on one group’s offline perceptions and behavior. Measures to address users who have disengaged from online sources of health information and who rely on social relationships to obtain information are needed. Tuning out can potentially lead to less informed decision making, leading to worse health outcomes.

(JMIR Infodemiology 2021;1(1):e27472) doi:10.2196/27472
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Introduction

One critical concern emerging during the COVID-19 pandemic has been the infodemic, defined as excessive information that spreads rapidly, may be deliberately or inadvertently misleading, complicates emergency risk communication, and encourages lay publics to engage in harmful actions during this public health emergency [1-5]. Neither this phenomenon during epidemics
nor investigations of it are new. Infodemiology—“the study of the determinants and distribution of health information and misinformation”—emerged in the late 20th century and was shortly thereafter conceptualized as a field of study [6,7]. Infodemics as informational companions to epidemics developed with the first SARS epidemic and continued subsequently during the H1N1, Ebola, and Zika public health emergencies [8-10]. The World Health Organization Director General popularized the term in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, declaring, “We are not just fighting an epidemic; we’re fighting an infodemic” [11].

The current pandemic has catalyzed numerous social media–listening investigations to monitor, evaluate, and respond to circulating misinformation and disinfection during this infodemic [4,12-14]. In identifying problematic narratives and measuring their online spread, one key theme cutting across many such analyses is that the infodemic is a threat; it rapidly overwhelms users with contradictory and misleading information and encourages them to make risky or harmful decisions [5,6,15-19].

How this complex information ecosystem influences offline behavior—real-life choices and practices—is a critically important question during the COVID-19 pandemic, although it remains insufficiently investigated [20]. Media analyses, psychology, and anthropology have addressed this interaction between online information interpretation and offline behavior differently.

Drawing from the fields of communication, marketing, and computer science, social media analyses have detected the emergence and spread of COVID-19 misinformation and characterized narratives and concerns of users [21-24]. Such analyses can shed light on public concerns about public health measures, yet they offer less insight into real-life practice [25,26]. Islam and colleagues found a correlation between online stigmatization of, and offline violence toward, Asian populations [27]. Although such correlations are compelling, they do not question the specific agents of this violence with the aim to understand how they obtained and interpreted online narratives and decided to act upon them.

Behavioral studies drawing from psychology often measure the influence of social and traditional media on psychological states or on health behaviors [28-34]. During the COVID-19 pandemic, these studies focused primarily on misinformation and disinformation, evaluating the language of media users or employing closed questionnaires to assess subjects’ media use and offline emotions and behaviors [35-43]. For these researchers, attending to cultural differences (eg, around mask use) can illuminate divergent psychological states [44]. These studies yield important insights into the psychological impact of misinformation and disinformation. In concentrating on misinformation and disinformation, they characterize and aggregate individual responses, but risk neglecting underlying sociocultural, political, and economic conditions that may inform the emotional and behavioral responses of specific social groups.

Although not well known by other fields, anthropological contributions to evaluating rumors and infodemics are two-fold. First, over the past three decades, anthropologists and ethnohistorians addressing epidemic crises and biomedical research have been less preoccupied with distinguishing truth from rumors than with understanding specific social groups’ perceptions and actions, and the factors shaping them [45-50]. Tappan [46] and Graboyes [47], in particular, contend that rumors of blood theft offer rich insight into East Africans’ criticisms of biomedical research, in addition to reflections on the political, economic, and social inequalities that late colonialism imposed. This anthropological perspective on rumors, and more broadly an insistence on the valuable insights drawn from evaluating all information, rather than sifting out misinformation and disinformation from a broader body of circulating information, has informed both online ethnographies and research on the current COVID-19 infodemic [8,51-54]. A second contribution of anthropology, as well as other field-based qualitative social sciences, is a preoccupation with situating a social group’s specific understandings and practices within their broader sociocultural, political, and economic contexts [55]. This preoccupation necessitates the use of multiple methods that permit anthropologists to capture what informants say, think, and do, and to gain insight into the multiple influences that shape those words, thoughts, and actions.

These two anthropological concerns frame our central question and our approach in this study. Our question focuses on how the COVID-19 infodemic has affected offline public behavior. We investigated whether and how social and traditional media influenced risk perceptions and behaviors of a heterogeneous social group in the Paris region of France: French Red Cross (FRC) volunteers and workers. Specifically, we conducted quantitative and qualitative social listening and analysis of Twitter, its links to other media, and selected print media in France from April to October 2020. This popular microblogging site, its links, and selected print media served as a proxy for public debates around COVID-19. Simultaneously, we evaluated how FRC volunteers and workers experienced and portrayed the influence of social and traditional media on their risk perceptions, their engagement in FRC field actions, and their protective behaviors.

**Methods**

**Site and Population Description**

This study has been carried out in the Ile-de-France region (Paris region) of France, a region comprised of eight departments that cover the city of Paris and its suburbs, with a population of 12.1 million people.

The population investigated in the study consisted of FRC salaried workers and volunteers carrying out operations in the Ile-de-France region. The FRC is a nongovernmental organization providing critical support for France’s public health system during the COVID-19 pandemic, organizing and conducting diagnostic testing and emergency medical services. An estimated 42,800 volunteers in this region are mostly lay people undertaking social assistance activities (eg, food assistance; outreach for elderly, homeless, or other vulnerable populations; and support for school-age children), but a small proportion (less than 5%) serve as rescue workers, physicians, nurses, nursing assistants, and technicians performing...
emergency and first aid response and providing health care. The FRC’s 4200 salaried workers provide medical, material, and legal assistance to vulnerable populations in specialized centers and manage the logistics of FRC activities, as well as financial and other donations. The FRC’s major presence in the humanitarian landscape makes it a useful organization to investigate during the pandemic.

The FRC was also selected because in early March 2020, prior to France’s first lockdown, the French Red Cross Foundation contacted our research team, requesting that we investigate how the COVID-19 pandemic affected FRC workers and volunteers. Given that the COVID-19 infodemic was a serious global concern, we eventually decided to explore whether the changing information ecosystem affected workers’ and volunteers’ motivations: their decisions to participate in FRC field activities, as well as their self-protective measures.

Data Collection

Twitter Social Listening and Selected Media Evaluation

We collected data through Twitter and selected traditional media to capture a range of COVID-19 public health debates. Social and traditional media form part of an informational ecosystem: social and traditional media mutually influence one another and, at times, overlap [56].

From April to October 2020, we conducted social listening of COVID-19–related messages on Twitter and tracked COVID-19–related debates in traditional media. Using custom scripts in R (version 4.0.2; The R Foundation) and the rtweet package, we submitted daily keyword-based “coronavirus OR COVID” queries to the Twitter application programming interface. All matching organic tweets—not retweets—in French from accounts declaring a France-based location were collected.

Additional queries were added based on emerging themes from interviews or from traditional print media. These queries addressed lockdowns (keyword: “confinement”), hydroxychloroquine (“hydroxychloroquine”), vaccines (“vaccin”), and masks (“masque”). Such queries characterized narratives about epidemic events and identified scientific and public health debates emerging from interviews or from Twitter data.

To supplement this source, we also viewed linked sources (eg, articles, videos, radio programs, and websites) and followed three of the top five daily newspapers covering a range of political positions—Le Monde, Libertation, and Le Figaro—to identify changing debates around COVID-19 [57]. Linked sources provided additional contextual information about the tweet and provided additional content on new debates. We also participated in an international WhatsApp group of researchers sharing diverse media sources from around the world to track new and ongoing pandemic debates. These combined sources served as a proxy for key public debates over public health measures and biomedical investigations; they supplemented our inquiries in Twitter and contributed specific questions about online and media debates concerning the pandemic in our qualitative interviews.

Semistructured Interviews

From June to October 2020, we conducted 24 semistructured individual interviews with FRC volunteers and workers. The interview guide (Multimedia Appendix 1) addresses informants’ training, their activities before the pandemic, and how these activities changed with pandemic emergence, lockdown measures, and deconfinement. Crucially, it explored participants’ risk perceptions of COVID-19 and their decisions to participate or not in FRC activities. The interview guide also included questions about traditional and social media and the informant’s use of them.

Our analyses of social listening and media tracking enabled us to ask specific interview questions about whether and how specific traditional and social media debates had influenced a participant’s emotional responses, decisions, or practices. Even if individual participants did not use Twitter specifically, we nevertheless asked questions about their understanding and interpretation of current public debates over public health measures and biomedical investigations, as well as whether these debates influenced their risk assessments, their decisions to continue field FRC activities, and their adherence to protective measures. All interviews were conducted in French and recorded with informant consent.

Recruitment

The FRC compiled a randomly selected database of 9000 volunteers and workers in the Ile-de-France region, stratified by proportion of volunteers and workers, gender, department, and age. We recruited interview participants by randomly selecting their names from this database and contacting them via FRC email.

Data Analysis

Twitter Social Listening and Media Tracking

We conducted weekly quantitative and qualitative analyses of collected tweets. We evaluated top hashtags, expressing them as a percentage of weekly totals. Our qualitative analysis involved thematic coding of a random sample of all tweets (100 per week), from which we would identify the most frequently mentioned debates to raise in interviews. This random selection enabled us to pick up tweets, including conspiracy-related narratives, that might otherwise have been flagged or filtered out by an algorithm before they could trend.

An initial coding grid for tweets contained four major themes: risk perception, control, interpretations, and key actors and groups. To examine Twitter users’ perceptions of epidemic risk, we coded perceived viral origins, transmission and severity, and individual or social group susceptibility to the virus. For the control theme, we evaluated how Twitter users understood the efficacy, safety, and accessibility of preventive, diagnostic, and purportedly curative measures and devices (eg, masks, contact tracing, and distancing). The interpretations theme focused on narratives of viral origins and those profiteering from the pandemic. The key actors and groups theme categorized descriptions of specific actors or social groups.

Linked materials (eg, articles, other tweets, videos, and websites) were also evaluated for content. If the message alone was
insufficiently clear, coders evaluated contextual tweets, as well as titles and descriptions of linked material. A short synthesis of contextual material was noted with the code to support thematic analysis. Two coders reached a coding agreement of Cohen κ=0.65 [58]. Divergent coding occurred when coders evaluated users’ perceptions of effectiveness of protective measures; in some cases, coders focused on the tweet’s content, and in others, on its broader context and linked content. Another disagreement was related to users’ attitudes toward protective measures (ie, those favoring or opposed to control measures and mandatory enforcement of masks or vaccines). Here, divergent coding resulted because control measures and mandatory enforcement (ie, masks, distancing, and limits on group sizes) were closely related. Coders discussed and, when necessary, modified code definitions to reflect consensus.

We consolidated biweekly social listening of pandemic discussions into short reports summarizing COVID-19 discussions. This analysis focuses primarily on the COVID-19 mask queries.

**Interviews**

All interviews were transcribed and integrated into NVivo software (2020 version; QSR International). The first author conducted the thematic coding of the interviews, building on the Twitter codebook by adding categories related to FRC activities, FRC actors’ motivation and engagement, and protective strategies. Team members wrote memos that formed the basis of our analysis by synthesizing coded content and detailing linkages across codes.

**Ethics**

The protocol received ethical approval from the Institut Pasteur Institutional Review Board (IRB 2020-03) and was reviewed and approved by the FRC ethics committee. All study participants received an information notice and provided informed consent.

**Results**

We collected and statistically analyzed 9,648,000 tweets, evaluated 1400 tweets qualitatively, and conducted 24 semistructured interviews with 8 FRC workers and 16 volunteers.

**Twitter Social Listening and Supplemental Media Tracking**

**Overview**

Through Twitter-based social listening and supplemental media tracking, we followed discussions about COVID-19 control, risk perceptions, key actors and groups, and interpretations of purported origins and those profiteering from the pandemic. The supplemental media tracking guided our inquiries into newly emerging concerns on Twitter.

**COVID-19 Risks**

Between June and November 2020, many Twitter users discussed disease severity (n=127), most of whom (n=104) depicted COVID-19 as a dangerous disease, whereas a minority (n=23) described it as a mild disease affecting only the elderly; they compared it to seasonal influenza. The pandemic’s social consequences, particularly its social and economic costs and heightened exposures for marginalized social groups and frontline workers, were often emphasized (n=75). Uncertainties about the virus, specifically concerning transmission, mutations, and long-term consequences, also figured in discussions (n=59). A few users also shared diverging interpretations of the virus origins as being zoonotic, laboratory made, or 5G related (n=9).

**Masks as Control Measures**

Debates about the utility of masks, their scarcity, and changing policies regarding their use made masks the most discussed control measure for the study period in our social media–listening data.

Concerning the utility of masks, several users (n=14) echoed authorities’ and scientists’ calls to wear masks. Certain users (n=10) evoked COVID-19 susceptibility and severity as justification for mask wearing (n=10), whereas others (n=14) did so on the grounds that masks could prevent transmission, with a few contending that masks “would not be enough.” Mask opponents, however, contested the legitimacy of political and scientific authorities who insisted on mask wearing (n=5), citing their own or others’ clinical experiences of mask use. Some also asserted that masks were ineffective: they “do not protect from COVID,” the virus “passes through” the mask, or masks “protect others but not yourself.” Two users emphasized the ineffectiveness of masks by observing that other countries successfully managed the pandemic without imposing masks or by insisting that handwashing was more important. Another two users claimed that COVID-19 would have no effect on them, one arguing that it was not a severe disease and the other claiming that the virus “did not exist.”

Debates over mask safety also emerged. Those considering masks to be safe (n=3) linked their claims to articles maintaining that masks did not reduce oxygen intake or asserted more generally that safety concerns had not surfaced over extensive mask use in the past. Mask opponents (n=4) countered claims of mask safety; some argued that they reduced oxygen intake—an especially serious concern during the summer, when the French state made them mandatory—whereas others contended that masks provoked skin conditions or were fabricated “in dirty places.”

Certain Twitter users criticized obligatory mask wearing as a ploy for political or economic gain. For some (n=5), mask regulations were a means of economic profiteering; the French government could “sell masks” or “collect fines,” retailers could become “rich” from mask proceeds, or “Chinese made the virus and sell the masks.” For others (n=11), masks were one tool in the arsenal of interests by politicians who sought to impose a “sanitary dictatorship,” to surveil citizens by embedding a “tracking device” in the masks or literally “muzzling” them.

Unequal access to masks also emerged as a subject of debate. Some attributed the mask shortage to poor governance (n=7) and others argued that masks should be distributed free of charge (n=11).
How social media users did or did not integrate masks into their daily lives was an additional debate. For some (n=8), masks were inconvenient in the workplace, on sunny days, and for makeup wearers. Others (n=4) found mask policies that recommended frequently changing or washing masks unrealistic; one offered tactics to evade mask use, and another claimed to wear masks to “avoid the fine.” Some users (n=10) argued about appropriate contexts for mask wearing, suggesting that they be worn only in closed spaces and by at-risk individuals and deploring constant reminders to wear masks. These arguments were countered by those who sought to make the best of mask wearing (n=3), maintaining that masks were a small price to pay for safety or offering tips for more comfortable mask wearing.

Some pro-mask users criticized inappropriate mask wearing (n=35), which included “no-maskers,” those wearing masks “under the nose” or “in the pocket,” and those who removed masks altogether to talk or smoke. They publicly denounced “no-maskers” (n=13), communicating descriptions of offenders to named authorities, recounting scenes of “no-maskers” driven out of public spaces, and deploring violence and resistance to calls for mask wearing.

Finally, state and regional changes in mask-wearing policies catalyzed many users to communicate new rules (n=44); some users interpreted these changes as governmental incoherence (n=8), whereas others (n=4) complained that traditional media outlets “talked too much” about masks (see Multimedia Appendix 2 for mask-related coding tree).

**In-depth Interviews**

**Interview Population**

A total of 427 volunteers and workers were randomly invited from a contact database provided by the FRC to share their experiences anonymously and to provide recommendations for the organization. The response rate was 5.6% (24/427); 24 FRC workers and volunteers between the ages of 31 and 70 years participated in qualitative interviews (Table 1). Interviews did not collect data on the educational level of participants (see Multimedia Appendix 1 for the interview guide).

**Table 1. Gender of interviewed French Red Cross workers and volunteers.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Participants (N=24), n (%)</th>
<th>Volunteers</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>5 (21)</td>
<td>10 (42)</td>
<td>15 (63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>2 (8)</td>
<td>7 (29)</td>
<td>9 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7 (29)</td>
<td>17 (71)</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Social and Traditional Media Provoked Anxiety, Uncertainty, and Disdain**

All interviewees agreed that COVID-19 was dangerous for themselves, for the elderly, and for those with comorbidities. One-half contended that the persistence, volume, and contradictions in social and traditional media coverage cultivated deep uncertainty and/or anxiety. A few participants disdained claims of certainty expressed by social media users and commentators. Although some informants valued continuous media coverage encouraging public adherence to preventive measures or, in the case of social media, promoting FRC visibility or alternatives to traditional media coverage, most informants were critical. Social media networks, including Twitter and Facebook, came under particular criticism, reproached by FRC participants as uncontrolled sources and disseminators of rumors that undermined effective public health strategies. Social media users, they claimed, uncritically accepted rumors and, as a result, perceived themselves as an authority. Another critic, a retired industrial engineer and now FRC volunteer, lamented the following:

> You know there is something that is hurting society badly nowadays, and that is social networks. It disintegrates society at the speed of lightning. So as soon as someone on a social network says, “The vaccine causes this, it causes that, there are risks, there are things,” it is seen, 10, 20, 30 thousand times and there you have it: it ignites.

Responses varied when we encouraged informants to identify how social and traditional media influenced their work offline during the pandemic. Some participants noted that internet-borne misinformation did not pose real-life problems for their daily field activities. Indeed, the retired engineer could not identify specific ways that social media had influenced FRC work, but nonetheless insisted that it did. He acknowledged, “I cannot link it to that...I could not tell you that there is an influence of social media or not...[although] I personally believe it.” Several other respondents, however, found that traditional and social media production fanned their disquiet. Media production was “anxiety-producing” (“anxiogène”), and several expressed disdain for the relentless criticism of experts, who seemed not to be concerned with the consequences of their remarks for listeners. One former hospital worker and volunteer observed the following:

> I have never seen as many professors [as I have on TV] than during COVID. Every evening, there was a new one, saying, “We should not have done it this way, we should do it that way,” or “Not at all, we should have used x treatment,” [or] “It was not this, it was not that.” That was incredibly anxiety-producing for the average person...The epicenter was the unknown.

Other informants echoed this uncertainty and anxiety, bemoaning traditional media outlets’ desires to attract viewers and readers and to elicit their fuller engagement with disseminated information. One worker described media outlets
as “horrendous,” always in “search for a buzz.” He opined, “Me, I find that horrendous...Because it puts people into a terrible state of mind, the term that summarizes everything: it’s anxiety-producing.”

Hence, several informants identified traditional and social media as exacerbating their uncertainty and anxiety, but also recognized that it remained difficult to pinpoint how social media and media productions influenced specific offline actions, either their own or those of other FRC workers.

“Tuning Out” as a Coping Strategy

One strategy reported by participants was to “tune out” traditional and social media, by “shutting down” their televisions or “logging off of Facebook.” For certain informants, turning off social and traditional media feeds resulted from an effort to reduce information-provoking anxiety and uncertainty. For others, turning off social media feeds stemmed from a desire to avoid excessive misleading information, or from a need to shut out unduly negative, repetitive claims. Hence, one volunteer claimed, “I cut off my Facebook and Twitter...I just stopped all that idiocy,” whereas another said of traditional media, “they [only] recounted the deaths, the hospitalizations, etc. I’d had enough...I didn’t want to listen anymore.” In such cases, workers and volunteers relied on the expertise of knowledgeable family members and the FRC to provide information and advice.

Turning off media feeds was not foolproof. One FRC worker who avoided social media feeds inadvertently found in her Facebook feed a news report suggesting a link between children with COVID-19 and Kawasaki syndrome, just as schools were about to reopen in France. At that point, she decided not to seek further information about the subject; she sent her children back to school and returned to volunteering with the FRC.

Traditional and Social Media: One of Multiple Influences on Decisions to Participate in Field Activities

The COVID-19 pandemic exacerbated needs among marginalized populations in the Paris region and imposed heightened demands on responding organizations, including the FRC, but multiple factors shaped individual workers’ and volunteers’ decisions to participate in FRC field activities that potentially brought them into contact with people suffering from the disease.

Social and traditional media coverage and commentary of ongoing FRC activities was one salient influence and, in some cases, galvanized our informants’ decisions to participate in field activities. Informants discussed television and social media depicting FRC support to transfer COVID-19 patients from overwhelmed hospitals to less busy ones, as well as the new Croix-Rouge chez vous (Red Cross at your home) platform, a call center–based service to deliver food and medicine to at-risk people confined to their homes and to provide psychological counseling. Workers and volunteers signaled that this media coverage heightened their desire to participate in field activities. Our informants underscored the pandemic as a singular, urgent, “historical” moment and their pride in contributing to FRC interventions. One volunteer noted, “It’s the first time for any volunteer who is alive today, at the Red Cross...at least in France we had never lived a crisis of such magnitude. We had all been trained since day 1 at the FRC for this kind of catastrophe.” A worker proclaimed,

“...we have all been very proud of what the Red Cross has done during this crisis. I think that whatever the domain, we have seen our colleagues in trains [patient transfers via high-speed railway, depicted on national television], in social outreach.

Nonetheless, decisions to return to FRC volunteering and work resulted from multiple factors. The influence of social and traditional media conjugated with perceptions of personal and familial health risks from exposure to COVID-19, family obligations concerning childcare and gendered expectations, income, employer pressures, and FRC regulations.

Our informants reported that FRC colleagues and family members relentlessly called and shared information over the phone and through messaging apps, such as WhatsApp, to influence their decisions and to remind them of familial obligations. Several participants faced active discouragement to participate in field activities by family members worrying about their health or that of other family members. One volunteer reported WhatsApp discussions of familial pressures among her fellow volunteers:

The most experienced [volunteers] asked themselves, “COVID, we don’t know what it is. I have a wife, I have kids, do I go into the field or not?” The fathers started a discussion...I think there were a couple of people under pressure from their wives, who were saying, “You shouldn’t go into the field.” So they would come to the crisis center [to volunteer] and then return home...to be there for snacks, baths, etc. They would “do the Red Cross” behind the scenes, and afterwards, in the evening, they’d be [at home] in “daddy mode.”

In addition to these familial obligations were gendered expectations. Several women volunteers and workers discontinued field activities because they had primary responsibility for childcare during school closures, although one man assumed childcare activities so that his wife could continue her field activities, even though this decision reduced family income.

Employer and related financial pressures were also important. A volunteer withdrew from FRC field activities at the request of her employer, who worried about workplace COVID-19 transmission. One worker received a request from the FRC not to work remotely, but instead to be paid for part-time unemployment because she had children to care for. Because the family could not cope financially with her partial unemployment, the worker and her husband found a family member to help care for the children.

Finally, certain volunteers did not decide at all: the FRC forbade volunteers aged 70 years and older, as well as volunteers and workers with existing comorbidities, to participate in any field-based activities. Although we heard reports of a few volunteers and workers circumventing these restrictions or participating through distant support, this measure made the decision for the volunteers and workers themselves.
Informational and Institutional Influences on Daily Protective Practices

For workers and volunteers engaging in FRC activities during the pandemic, how to carry out their work safely remained an important, daily consideration. Widely circulating, contradictory information about the virus and nonpharmaceutical prevention measures was just one factor shaping their everyday practices on the job or in the field. Other factors included state regulations, FRC institutional measures, communications and ethos, as well as coworker relationships and practices.

Several study participants noted that social media rumors and misinformation circulated among some FRC workers and volunteers, but they were divided about their effects on offline activities. Some contended that misinformation about mask effectiveness and its associated offline behaviors (eg, consequent refusals to wear masks) could pose problems for implementing certain activities. They also perceived misinformation attributing the origin or voluntary spread of the virus to a specific group as dangerous, for such claims contradicted the International Federation of the Red Cross principles of “humanity,” “unity,” and “universal.” Others considered this misinformation “ridiculous” and maintained that it would not affect volunteer or worker practice.

Multiple FRC institutional influences hindered the circulation of inaccurate information or diminished its effects on workers and volunteers and encouraged good protective practices to limit COVID-19 transmission (eg, mask use, physical distancing, and frequent handwashing). The FRC implemented an internal communication strategy, issuing bulletins and holding webinars to summarize information concerning protective equipment, other protective measures, and changing knowledge about SARS-CoV-2. It developed an internal “Frequently Asked Questions” page on its internal website to respond to worker and volunteer questions. Although FRC communications personnel recognized that workers and volunteers developed their own Facebook and WhatsApp groups, they built internal social networking tools and produced engaging and humorous social media content on the FRC action.

Several informants contended that the FRC institutional ethos, materialized in its uniform (Multimedia Appendix 3), compelled adherence to specific behaviors, including mask wearing. One male volunteer, when asked about how social media rumors about COVID-19 and protective measures might affect volunteers, reflected the following:

When you wear a uniform, I think that you execute the instructions that were given. There is a chain of command, and it is there to make sure that things will be respected. A uniform, I think that the moment we put it on, we put our personal opinions aside to focus on the mission.

Coworkers, notably those who had fallen ill with COVID-19 and returned to work, also influenced adherence to protective practices. An older volunteer noted the following:

It’s simple: everyone at the local unit knows that I was contaminated. I arrive in the morning with my mask on, so they see me arriving and say, “right, we have to wear the mask” [laughs]...but it does not come naturally; if I am not there, they don’t wear it...Because they did not have an experience of COVID, they don’t feel that the mask is of any use. The problem is that for a while, they were told that masks were useless, then they were told that they are useful but only in public transport, and, finally, they were told that they are useful everywhere. You see, it’s not easy for people to understand.

Yet not all our informants complied with FRC measures or coworker influences, reporting that normative measures could be negotiated in practice. Some, for instance, complained that FRC communication strategies contributed to the infodemic and exacerbated anxiety. One worker opined the following:

I think...that...[FRC management] should communicate about things that really happen, and not those that may not happen. All of those things that generate a huge amount of anguish and are never going to happen...In our service, for certain people, that generates a lot of anxiety...Instead, they should give themselves time to see what happens...to reflect and to put into place in collaboration with the teams, not to put the cart before the horse.

Echoing online and traditional media controversies, certain participants complained that some protective measures—floor distancing marks, one-way corridors, and disinfection routines around everyday objects—were not scientifically justifiable or realistic. Mask wearing preoccupied many informants, nearly half of whom expressed confusion about changing official discourses around masks. Actual mask wearing, they reported, varied considerably. One worker negotiated her mask-wearing practice through her daily interactions with coworkers. She noted, “I share the office with a colleague...I ask, ‘What do we do? Mask or no mask?’ I ask as if we needed to ensure that everyone present would be on the same page.” When asked if this was “a form of sanitary consent,” she responded, “Yes, that’s right.”

Discussion

Overview

Anthropological investigations of social media narratives are relatively few [8,59,60]; however, they fit into a much longer tradition of situating such narratives into social, political, economic, and historical relationships and understandings of rumors, risks, and practice [50,61-63]. This mixed methods study sought to determine whether the COVID-19 infodemic, particularly online and media debates about viral risks and protective measures, affected FRC workers’ and volunteers’ decisions to return to work and their protective practices in the Paris region. It analyzed two distinct data sets: (1) social media (Twitter) and selected traditional media and (2) qualitative interviews with volunteers and workers in one of France’s most important nongovernmental humanitarian assistance organizations, the FRC. Its contributions lie in an anthropological analysis of the influence of online debates around the virus, its risks, and protective masks on one group’s risk perceptions, decisions, and daily practices. We show that
although online debates did affect FRC workers’ and volunteers’ emotions, decisions to return to work, and protective practices, other influences also played a role on their responses to the COVID-19 pandemic. Figure 1 summarizes the interactions between online COVID-19 debates and offline responses among FRC workers and volunteers in our study.

Figure 1. Factors shaping French Red Cross (FRC) volunteer and worker activity decisions and workplace masking practices.

Emotional Responses, Risk Perception, and Decision Making

We found that the COVID-19 infodemic incited anxiety, uncertainty, and, in some cases, disdain for expert opinions among interviewees. This response is coherent with other studies that found that social media can elicit emotional responses among users [28,29], including during the COVID-19 pandemic [35,38,39,43,64]. In some cases, FRC volunteers and workers protected themselves from the infodemic by shutting off social and traditional media or by relying on the FRC or on knowledgeable family members, colleagues, and friends. Although an adaptive response, tuning out and relying on social relationships can lead to less informed decision making and possibly worse health outcomes. New measures to reach such populations should be developed.

How the infodemic shaped FRC volunteers’ and workers’ risk perceptions and, ultimately, their decisions to return to field activities appears more complex. Although the information ecosystem provoked anxiety and uncertainty among our informants, other factors shaped their decisions: family, friends, colleagues and employers, financial concerns, and gendered expectations and norms influenced decisions to participate in FRC field activities. Risk perceptions and decisions to conduct field work did not simply entail epidemiological risks, but also social risks (ie, alienating family members encouraging one to return to the field or not), financial risks (ie, losing income), professional risks (ie, countering the wishes of one’s employer), and even a risk of losing one’s own sense of self-worth [63,65,66]. Our interviews suggested that the linkage between COVID-19 media debates and offline perceptions and decision making is far from straightforward. These decisions were contingent on the personal, familial, sociopolitical, and economic relationships in which volunteers and workers were embedded. Our anthropological lens thus contributes to prior studies of online influences on offline perceptions and behavior by accounting for these multiple factors in shaping decisions [8,54].

Daily Protective Practices

Online social and traditional media debates around protection from COVID-19 comprised one factor among several that affected the daily protective practices of FRC volunteers and workers. Mask wearing could be inconsistent, which was explained by our informants as the consequence of a volatile, dynamic informational environment that, at times, discounted the effectiveness of masks. State regulations and FRC messaging and enforcement, in particular, did much to reinforce mask wearing among workers and volunteers, although our field evidence also suggests that masking could be a socially situated practice; an individual’s past history (eg, COVID-19 infection) and social relationships with coworkers or volunteers also played into mask-wearing practices.

Anthropological Analyses of Infodemic Narratives

In contrast to many COVID-19 infodemic studies that conducted network or sentiment analyses [67-70], we employed an anthropological analysis of our evidence: we analyzed all claims, rather than triaging data as “true” or “false” and focusing solely on “false” information [19,21,71,72]. This approach has been useful in a pandemic, when biomedical and public health uncertainties about the virus have persisted and knowledge and policy have changed rapidly. Moreover, in evaluating epidemi
narratives regardless of their truthfulness, we followed a useful anthropological tradition of exploring local understandings of risk, misfortune, sorcery, and the occult in their political, economic, and sociocultural contexts [45,73-77]. Examining the claims and circulation of epidemic narratives as neither true nor false helped us to better understand online narratives as well as their offline influences.

Evaluating only “false” narratives about masks would have neglected the changing narratives of masks in traditional and online media, the confusion that such changes precipitated, and their consequent erosion of public trust in health authorities and political leaders. Early in the pandemic, many authorities, including those in France, claimed that surgical or cloth masks would not prevent COVID-19 transmission and that lay publics would not use masks correctly. Moreover, multiple questions about transmission remained unresolved, including those about fomites, sexual contact, and aerosolized transmission [78-81]. In July 2020, French regulations around masks were implemented. Online debates questioning the effectiveness and necessity of masks reflect this changing knowledge, echoing Eysenbach’s observation that the early pandemic period must work with the “best evidence at the time,” not immutable claims to truth [6]. Claims that masks would usher in a “sanitary dictatorship” and surveil populations are not simply “false.” From an anthropological perspective, they yield rich insight into how certain French lay publics experienced current state public health measures for pandemic control as oppressive. Suspicions of state surveillance or ambitions of dictatorship did not spring forth suddenly in 2020 but have built on earlier political tensions. From 2017, the government has faced protests and massive strikes over retirement reforms, tax policy, police violence, budget cuts, and the climate crisis, among other concerns, as well as the rise of the Gilets Jaunes (“Yellow Vests”) as a new political opposition group [24,82,83]. Further examination of social and traditional media debates through an anthropological lens will be useful to open up specific online debates, to situate them in longer-term political, economic, and social tensions.

Principal Results
This study found that social and traditional media were just one of many influences on FRC workers’ and volunteers’ decisions to work in the field and on their daily protective practices. FRC informants reported that social and traditional media provoked anxiety, uncertainty, and disdain for commentators’ claims to expertise. They also sought to “tune out” traditional and social media as a means of coping emotionally with persistent COVID-19 pandemic coverage.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, French Twitter users and their beliefs, claims, or preoccupations are not representative of all populations in France or in the Paris region. For this reason, we undertook an iterative approach to media tracking, social listening, and interviews: selective media tracking influenced our social listening queries, and we used both as a proxy to identify major pandemic debates and a general typology or narratives about which we could ask our FRC informants during their interviews. Moreover, although captured tweets numbered in the millions, our qualitative analyses of a random sample of those tweets could only evaluate a small proportion of their online narratives. We were, thus, unable to address all online narratives through this analysis. Nevertheless, 1400 tweets are a substantial number for qualitative analysis, fitting into a range of similar thematic analyses of tweets [84-86].

Second, only a small proportion of FRC actors use social media, including Twitter, making it difficult to track how participants engaged with online information. We coupled our Twitter analysis, however, with selective media tracking to ensure that we had a proxy for major debates. This weakness is simultaneously an advantage, in that our informants experienced the informational environment as a complex, multi-sourced, contradictory onslaught of information, and not through the framework of a single social media platform.

Third, we were unable to conduct numerous interviews, although 24 is generally acceptable for publishable qualitative research. Our interviews do not reflect the perspectives of all FRC workers and volunteers in the Paris region. We initially hypothesized that our informants, because of their participation in a nongovernmental organization assisting people in humanitarian emergencies, were less likely to experience the influence of the infodemic, or perhaps less likely to admit to this influence. Recent literature, however, shows that frontline workers are highly likely to suffer from the infodemic and that US nurses were uncertain about or opposed to receiving COVID-19 vaccines [64,87]. Our qualitative approach helped to mitigate these limitations. The small sample size and the flexibility of our qualitative interviews allowed us to pursue lengthy conversations, cultivate nonjudgmental interactions, and build trust with informants during the interviews.

Anthropological interviews can yield rich data concerning how informants perceive risks, describe decision-making processes, and explain their protective behaviors, and they can situate these narratives and practices in a broad context of social, political, and economic relationships. They cannot, however, shed light on what people do in practice. Two lockdowns and the FRC’s heavy workload during the pandemic have hampered our efforts to undertake field observations of FRC activities. We supplemented our insights by meeting with FRC field actors and by the first author’s observations of FRC outreach actions.

Conclusions
This study found that the social and traditional media narratives about COVID-19 and protective practices had an important emotional influence on interviewed FRC workers and volunteers. Excessive, rapidly circulating, and misleading information produced by the social and traditional media was only one of several factors, however, that affected FRC workers’ and volunteers’ decisions to contribute to field activities and to pursue daily protective practices, namely masks. Additional investigation of online narratives and expanded qualitative investigation, including observations of their offline influences among larger population samples, will be crucial to develop further insights. Moreover, measures to address users who have disengaged from online sources of health information and who rely on social relationships to obtain information are necessary.
Tuning out can potentially lead to less informed decision making, leading to worse health outcomes.
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Abstract

**Background:** Information and opinions shared by health care providers can affect patient vaccination decisions, but little is known about who health care providers themselves trust for information in the context of new COVID-19 vaccines.

**Objective:** The purpose of this study is to investigate which sources of information about COVID-19 vaccines are trusted by health care providers and how they communicate this information to patients.

**Methods:** This mixed methods study involved a one-time, web-based survey of health care providers and qualitative interviews with a subset of survey respondents. Health care providers (physicians, advanced practice providers, pharmacists, nurses) were recruited from an integrated health system in Southern California using voluntary response sampling, with follow-up interviews with providers who either accepted or declined a COVID-19 vaccine. The outcome was the type of information sources that respondents reported trusting for information about COVID-19 vaccines. Bivariate tests were used to compare trusted information sources by provider type; thematic analysis was used to explore perspectives about vaccine information and communicating with patients about vaccines.

**Results:** The survey was completed by 2948 providers, of whom 91% (n=2683) responded that they had received ≥1 dose of a COVID-19 vaccine. The most frequently trusted source of COVID-19 vaccine information was government agencies (n=2513, 84.2%); the least frequently trusted source was social media (n=691, 9.5%). More physicians trusted government agencies (n=1226, 93%) than nurses (n=927, 78%) or pharmacists (n=203, 78%; P<.001), and more physicians trusted their employer (n=1115, 84%) than advanced practice providers (n=95, 67%) and nurses (n=759, 64%; P=.002). Qualitative themes (n=32 participants) about trusted sources of COVID-19 vaccine information were identified: processing new COVID-19 information in a health care work context likened to a “war zone” during the pandemic and communicating information to patients. Some providers were hesitant to recommend vaccines to pregnant people and groups they perceived to be at low risk for COVID-19.

**Conclusions:** Physicians have stronger trust in government sources and their employers for information about COVID-19 vaccines compared with nurses, pharmacists, and advanced practice providers. Strategies such as role modeling, tailored messaging, or talking points with standard language may help providers to communicate accurate COVID-19 vaccine information to patients, and these strategies may also be used with providers with lower levels of trust in reputable information sources.

(JMIR Infodemiology 2021;1(1):e33330) doi:10.2196/33330
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health information; trust; health care provider; COVID-19; vaccine; mixed method; communication

Introduction

Background
The rapid onset of the COVID-19 pandemic has created a secondary “infodemic” of health information challenges globally [1,2]. Health information about COVID-19 has proliferated in news media and social media (ie, web-based applications for creating or sharing content and social networking), and has rapidly evolved as scientists and public health professionals learned new information about the transmission and management of SARS-CoV-2 [3,4]. The real-time availability of new scientific and health information on COVID-19 has undoubtedly aided pandemic response but has also created information challenges for health care providers and the public in navigating misinformation, contradictions, and complexity [5]. Understanding how to effectively navigate a complex health information environment is an essential component of pandemic response for health care providers, who must apply changing information about the COVID-19 pandemic to practice.

Prior Work
Despite growing reliance on the internet as a source of health information, many individuals still rely upon health care providers to learn new health information [6,7]. There is strong evidence that physicians, nurses, and other health care providers are among the most trusted entities for health information [8,9]. Although having up-to-date pandemic knowledge is essential for health care providers to educate the public, in the COVID-19 pandemic, health care providers are challenged to keep pace with ever-growing health information on SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19 [5]. Although there is much literature on health care professionals as a trusted entity for health information among the public, including information about COVID-19 vaccines [8], less is known about who health care professionals themselves trust for health information.

How health care providers learn new COVID-19 information and convey that information to patients is especially important in regard to COVID-19 vaccines. Evidence suggests that health care provider opinions about vaccines and vaccine recommendations can affect patient decisions about vaccines [10-12]. Though nearly 70% of the US adult public has received at least one dose of a COVID-19 vaccine as of July 2021 [13] and more than 80% of health care providers have received a COVID-19 vaccine [14,15], vaccination levels vary substantially by locale, and there are still sizeable populations of adults that are unvaccinated. Health care providers have the potential to address barriers to COVID-19 vaccination and increase vaccine confidence as the US vaccination strategy shifts from mass vaccination to more traditional clinic-based administration of vaccines [16-18].

Study Purpose
Given the high level of public trust in health care professionals for health information, the health information literacy of providers is essential for appropriate patient education and communication about COVID-19 vaccines. However, to date, there have been few studies about the specific sources that health care providers rely on to find trusted health information and how these sources affect their discussions about COVID-19 vaccines with patients. The purpose of this mixed methods study was to investigate which sources of information about COVID-19 vaccines are trusted by health care providers and how they communicate COVID-19 vaccine information with patients.

Methods

Design
This study used an explanatory-sequential mixed methods design with data from a web-based survey followed by qualitative interviews [19]. The study took place from March to May 2021 at Kaiser Permanente Southern California (KPSC), an integrated health system with approximately 15 hospitals, 235 clinics, and over 20,000 clinic employees. A one-time survey was sent to KPSC health care providers to assess COVID-19 experiences, COVID-19 perceptions including trusted sources of information, and demographics characteristics. We also conducted semistructured interviews using Rapid Assessment Procedures (RAP) for qualitative research [20,21] to further investigate health care provider perspectives on trusted sources of COVID-19 vaccine information. The study was approved by the KPSC Institutional Review Board, and all participants gave informed consent.

Survey Procedures
KPSC health care providers were eligible to participate in the survey if they were actively practicing in the KPSC health system at the time of the survey and had access to a web-enabled device to complete the survey (phone, tablet, computer). We engaged leadership in medicine, nursing, and pharmacy to email the survey opportunity to their staff. Two reminder emails were sent from clinical leadership, and they were also provided with study flyers to post at hospitals and clinics.

Survey Measures

Outcome Measures
The primary outcome was a survey item asking providers to select which sources of information they trusted for learning about COVID-19 vaccines among the following: government entities (local, state, or federal), their health system employer, mainstream news (television, print, radio), social media, personal contacts, physicians, and other, where participants could specify other sources with free text. The categories were not mutually exclusive, allowing respondents to select multiple sources.

Exposure Measures
The primary exposure was self-identified provider type (physician, advanced practice provider [Physician Assistant or Advanced Practice Registered Nurse], nurse [Registered Nurse or Licensed Vocational Nurse], pharmacist, and other). We also examined demographic and health history characteristics of the
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Survey Procedures
KPSC health care providers were eligible to participate in the survey if they were actively practicing in the KPSC health system at the time of the survey and had access to a web-enabled device to complete the survey (phone, tablet, computer). We engaged leadership in medicine, nursing, and pharmacy to email the survey opportunity to their staff. Two reminder emails were sent from clinical leadership, and they were also provided with study flyers to post at hospitals and clinics.

Survey Measures

Outcome Measures
The primary outcome was a survey item asking providers to select which sources of information they trusted for learning about COVID-19 vaccines among the following: government entities (local, state, or federal), their health system employer, mainstream news (television, print, radio), social media, personal contacts, physicians, and other, where participants could specify other sources with free text. The categories were not mutually exclusive, allowing respondents to select multiple sources.

Exposure Measures
The primary exposure was self-identified provider type (physician, advanced practice provider [Physician Assistant or Advanced Practice Registered Nurse], nurse [Registered Nurse or Licensed Vocational Nurse], pharmacist, and other). We also examined demographic and health history characteristics of the
sample, including gender, age, race/ethnicity, and history of testing positive for COVID-19.

**Rapid Qualitative Assessment Procedures**

Qualitative data were collected to further elucidate perspectives on COVID-19 vaccines among health care workers. As part of the survey, respondents had the option to indicate their willingness to be contacted for a follow-up interview. From those participants who volunteered to be contacted for an interview, we stratified potential interviewees by provider type (physician, pharmacist, nurse) and whether they had received a COVID-19 vaccine (yes/no). We then contacted 10 participants in each of these six groups (physician-acceptor, physician-decliner, pharmacist-acceptor, pharmacist-decliner, nurse-acceptor, nurse-decliner, 60 potential participants total) to ensure that interviews reflected a range of experiences and perspectives regarding COVID-19 vaccine confidence and hesitancy among providers. Interview participants were offered a small gift as an incentive for their time.

Interviews were conducted by authors KC and JC, who are experienced researchers with a background in conducting qualitative research and using semistructured interview guides. KC has a background in nursing and health services research, and as such, she conducted all interviews with nurses. JC has a background in public health and health services research and conducted all interviews with physicians and pharmacists.

Semistructured interviews with providers who either accepted or declined the COVID-19 vaccine were conducted using RAP [20,21]. An interview guide was developed with open-ended questions and probes about providers’ experiences with information about COVID-19; the vaccines; and how they receive, gather, and appraise various information sources. Perspectives on educational resources or other interventions that could be used to support vaccine confidence were also explored. Interviews were conducted by a member of the research team with experience in qualitative research, took place by telephone, and lasted approximately 15 to 30 minutes each. Interview data were digitally recorded and then transcribed for analysis and triangulation with survey data.

**Analysis**

For quantitative survey data, we used chi-square tests to compare health care providers (physicians, physician assistants and nurse practitioners, pharmacists, nurses, others) by which sources of information they had indicated that they trusted. Analyses were conducted using R version 4.0.3 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing). We systematically analyzed the qualitative data using inductive thematic analysis [22-24]. A member of the research team reviewed the interview transcripts for data familiarization and generated codes with attached segments of data that were relevant to the research question. These codes were reviewed by study investigators, collapsed or broadened to ensure good fit with the data, and organized into themes and subthemes. To enhance credibility, the technique of member-checking was used, where stakeholder representatives from each provider group (nurses, physicians, pharmacists) reviewed and provided feedback about preliminary analyses. Themes were further refined to capture the most salient patterns in the data and then triangulated with quantitative data to gain deeper insight about providers’ experiences with COVID-19 and vaccine information.

**Results**

**Sample Description**

A total of 3164 potential participants opened the survey, 3052 verified eligibility and consented to the survey, and 2948 went on to complete the survey. The sample comprised 45.0% (n=1326) physicians, 40.2% (n=1184) nurses, 8.8% (n=259) pharmacists, and 5.7% (n=169) advanced practice providers (Table 1). The majority of respondents were female (n=2051, 69.6%) and White (n=1087, 36.9%) or Asian (n=1153, 39.1%). About 8% (n=240) of respondents reported a history of testing positive for COVID-19, and 1.9% (n=55) of the sample reported being currently pregnant. Among the total sample, 91.3% (n=2683) reported receiving at least one dose of a COVID-19 vaccine.
### Table 1. Sample description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Participants (N=2948), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*<em>Age (years)<em>a</em></em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-30</td>
<td>65 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-40</td>
<td>811 (27.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-50</td>
<td>1027 (34.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-60</td>
<td>697 (23.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-70</td>
<td>313 (10.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;70</td>
<td>34 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2051 (69.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>891 (30.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>6 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provider type</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>1326 (45.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced practice provider</td>
<td>169 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacist</td>
<td>259 (8.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>1184 (40.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race/ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>1087 (36.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American/Black</td>
<td>98 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latinx</td>
<td>340 (11.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>1153 (39.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American/Alaskan/Hawaiian</td>
<td>18 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>167 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>85 (2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ever had COVID-19</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>240 (8.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2536 (86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>172 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Received at least one dose of a COVID-19 vaccine*b</strong></td>
<td>2683 (91.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plans to recommend COVID-19 vaccines to patients</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will recommend</td>
<td>2203 (74.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will recommend if asked</td>
<td>593 (20.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>99 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will not recommend</td>
<td>47 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aOne participant did not provide information on age.

*bNine participants skipped this question.

### Survey Results: Comparison of Trusted Information Sources by Provider Type

The most trusted source of COVID-19 vaccine information across all health care provider types in our sample was government agencies (n=2513, 84.2% of the sample), followed by KPSC (n=2191, 74.3%). The least frequently trusted source of COVID-19 information by health care providers in our sample across all provider types was social media (n=691, 9.5%). When comparing information sources by provider type, there were significant differences for three information sources: government agencies, employer, and news media. More physicians trusted government agencies (n=1226, 93%) than nurses (n=927, 78%) or pharmacists (n=203, 78%; P<.001). For trust in one’s
employer, there were differences for physicians compared with nurses and advanced practice providers. Although advanced practice providers trusted their employer at a frequency of 67% (n=95) and nurses at 64% (n=759), 84% (n=1115) of physicians reported trusting their employer for information about COVID-19 (P=.002). Overall trust in news as a source of information was lower for all provider groups (P=.003), but physicians (n=66, 27%) and pharmacists (n=351, 25%) more frequently reported trusting news media than advanced practice providers (n=29, 21%) or nurses (n=231, 20%). When compared to other provider groups, nurses generally reported lower levels of trust in nearly all information sources.

**Interview Results**

A total of 32 interviews were conducted across all provider/vaccine groups (15 nurses, 8 pharmacists, 9 physicians). Of these, 17 interviewees indicated that they had declined the vaccine (10 nurses, 4 pharmacists, 3 physicians). In this analysis on experiences with information about COVID-19 and COVID-19 vaccines, we report on two overarching themes among provider vaccine acceptors and decliners: processing information in a health care work context likened to a “war zone” during the pandemic and communicating information to patients.

**Theme: Processing Information in a Health Care Work Context Likened to a “War Zone”**

The first theme reflects provider accounts of navigating the constant influx of new information during the COVID-19 pandemic while also managing fluctuating work demands and protecting their own health and safety in a workplace, described by several participants as a “war zone.” As one nurse-decliner stated:

> It was absolutely horrible. Patients were dying every day. Lots and lots of death that I witnessed there, lots of strain on staff. Physically, mentally, it was hard.

The war zone work environment was characterized by unpredictability, with one nurse-decliner recalling, “it didn’t really seem like anyone knew what was going on,” while another nurse-decliner described work as “different every day.” Several providers recalled being unexpectedly “deployed” to COVID-19 units and having to adapt to rapidly changing information, patient volume and acuity, and work responsibilities. One nurse-decliner explained, “there was no warning, this was pandemic world.” Providers also observed the impact of these conditions on quality of care. One nurse-decliner stated, “there was no choice. [...] We couldn’t provide the same level of care.”

**Subtheme: Valuing Transparency**

Participants described how they evaluated COVID-19 and vaccine information in these circumstances. Many providers emphasized the need for transparency and “more balanced information,” particularly in the context of government and corporation-led dissemination, with one nurse-acceptor stating:

> It would be helpful if [...] people knew that it wasn’t just these two [pharmaceutical] companies or the government that was supporting it.

Another nurse-decliner shared:

> It’s very one-sided, the information that’s being given out. People have a false sense of security thinking they’re vaccinated because they don’t think they can still get COVID. It fits the narrative.

**Subtheme: Acknowledging Ambiguity**

Providers also questioned the oversimplification of COVID-19 information and vaccination decisions, with one nurse-decliner explaining, “It didn’t answer our doubts.” Part of this questioning stemmed from their firsthand experiences with unfolding information early in the pandemic. A nurse-decliner remembered:

> Trying to preserve PPE [personal protective equipment], when we weren’t really sure how [the virus] was transmitted.

Many participants felt that oversimplification and lack of transparency contributed to feelings of hesitancy, distrust, or questioning. Instead, there was a preference for open acknowledgment of the complexities and limitations of available information, and respect for multiple points of view. As one pharmacist-acceptor pointed out, little attention was paid to “figuring out what those issues are [related to hesitancy] and addressing those issues.”

In making sense of COVID-19 information, participants also described the need to recognize the biases in their professional experiences. One nurse-decliner shared:

> As healthcare workers sometimes our perspectives can be skewed, toward really bad. We’re not going to see people that have mild cases. I have to remind myself, “This isn’t what everyone is going through that has COVID.”

**Subtheme: Appraising Various Sources of COVID-19 Information**

Participants shared their perceptions of various sources of information related to COVID-19 vaccines. As displayed in Figure 1, nearly all providers identified major governmental entities such as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) as their primary source of trusted COVID-19 vaccine information, and this was generally consistent in interviews as well. However, a small subgroup of providers—most often, nurses—expressed misgivings about government sources during the interviews. As one nurse-decliner noted of information from the CDC:

> It changes all the time so it’s really scary. It’s a lot of changes. It’s kind of hard to rely on data when data is practically new all the time.

Another nurse-decliner perceived changes in information and discrepancies with other organizations as reasons to distrust the CDC, stating:

> I’m really not trusting what the CDC is saying, just because they have just been going back and forth...They’re contradicting what the World Health Organization is saying. I really question the FDA [Food and Drug Administration], I question the CDC.
One nurse-decliner appreciated the visual information provided at the county level by local government officials, explaining, “I’m very visual, I need to see the graphs, I need to see the trends.”

Participants also reported strong levels of trust in the information provided by their health system employer. Some described using updates from their employer as a reference in their clinical practice, but others noted the challenge of keeping up with the constant barrage of information from management. As one pharmacist-acceptor stated, “After a while, you keep posting things on the wall and it just ends up being wallpaper.”

Trust in mainstream news as an information source was low across all provider groups, with one nurse-decliner sharing, “I stopped watching the news.” Although overall trust in social media was comparable to mainstream news, some providers emphasized the credibility of personal testimonies, or what one nurse-decliner called “real life experiences, real life realities,” shared on such platforms. Another nurse-decliner used social media as an information starting point, explaining:

“I definitely get most of my news from social media, from Instagram. Then I go research it for myself to make sure it’s true.

The public social media accounts of frontline physicians were also mentioned as trustworthy information sources.

In addition to the major sources of information listed, many participants described how they relied on their own personal experiences with COVID-19 as an information source in their perspectives about the vaccine. For some, the experience of personally becoming ill or caring for ill family members provided information about COVID-19 that was distinct from other conventional information sources, and these experiences influenced their perspectives on vaccine decision-making. One nurse-decliner said:

“We actually ended up having COVID. I still can’t taste very well, I still can’t smell very well, I’m not 100% back to where my energy level was and that’s part of why I’m still hesitant to get the vaccine.

Another nurse-decliner shared:

“I actually had COVID a few weeks ago, and my views on the vaccine have truly changed. It’s been rough. […] I still feel congested, still have a mild cough, don’t have 100% energy.

In sharing about loved ones who had COVID-19, a physician-acceptor stated, “most everyone survived thankfully but I do have friends who still have symptoms.” Finally, some providers explained that no single source of information was sufficient in the context of rapidly evolving information, with one physician-acceptor stating, “for me, the key is to have multiple sources of information.”

Theme: Communicating Information About COVID-19 and Vaccines to Patients

The second overarching theme relates to how health care providers communicate COVID-19 and COVID-19 vaccine information to patients. Many participants described the impact of a changed work environment, specifically a shift to telehealth, which resulted in “limited face-to-face encounters with patients” and required new approaches to sharing information.

Subtheme: “Being a Role Model Matters”

Many participants who had received the COVID-19 vaccine believed it was their professional responsibility to serve as an example to patients. They described the impact of disclosing their own personal vaccine experiences in conveying information to patients. One nurse-acceptor explained:

“When you see me, and I’m like, “Hey, I’m three months out from my second dose and I’m doing fine,” I’m a witness that it’s OK.

Similarly, a physician-acceptor stated:

“I think it does help to say as a physician that I’ve been vaccinated and that it was fine for me and that I believe in it. Being a role model matters.

Subtheme: “Tailoring the Message”

Many participants recognized a need to “tailor the message” in communication with patients to reflect individual preferences and values. In some instances, this meant framing the risks of vaccines in the context of benefits; for example, focusing the discussion on serious risks such as hospitalization, death, and
other long-term consequences. Tailoring the message also involved consideration of incentives that might resonate with an individual patient. In some cases, participants discussed the vaccine as a path back toward normalcy, with one physician-acceptor stating, “it can allow us to get back to normal life again, and that’s exciting.” For others, the health and safety of others—loved ones or the broader community—was used to invoke collective responsibility and an opportunity to help, particularly with patients who did not perceive COVID-19 as a serious threat to their own health. Tailoring the message was also important in preserving patients’ sense of autonomy in vaccine decision-making. One physician-acceptor explained, “these are the options, these are the pros and cons, take your pick.”

In tailoring vaccine messaging, providers discussed prioritizing some patients over others considering available vaccine safety data and perceived patient risk. One pharmacist-acceptor reflected on how they would discuss the vaccine with young women and stated:

I wouldn’t encourage them as much, especially to females who are of childbearing age, because I don’t want to recommend something that prevents them from having a child.

Another pharmacist-acceptor said, “for the young healthy crowd, I wouldn’t push it as much as the older group.”

**Subtheme: Recognizing Social, Political, and Historical Factors**

Recognizing broader contextual factors in COVID-19 vaccine communication was an important consideration for participants. Several providers emphasized the technical nature of COVID-19 information and challenges in communication with people who lacked foundational science knowledge. For example, a nurse-acceptor said:

I don’t think there’s enough information out there to explain to the medical staff, EVS [environmental services], housekeepers, people who aren’t knowledgeable in the science aspect. Even nurses, some nurses, they don’t understand what mRNA does.

Another nurse-acceptor reflected:

You have these highly educated physicians, but then you have people who aren’t as educated who don’t have as much resources to get the education. It should be fair and equal.

Concerns about political and historical reasons for not getting vaccinated were also raised by participants. One physician-acceptor shared:

Nurses that I’ve spoken to and tried to encourage vaccination, what I’m aware of is, there’s actually a history in the Philippines where Sanofi rolled out a kind of mandatory dengue vaccine, and I think the government profited off of it but many children died. And, so there’s a lot of pressure, people tell me, from their family or others that are still living in the Philippines not to be vaccinated.

There was recognition that groups with specific social, political, and historical meaning around vaccination would benefit from tailored communication approaches. Ultimately, many participants found it “very difficult to convince someone to do it if they truly do not believe in it,” in the words of a pharmacist-acceptor.

**Discussion**

**Principal Results**

In this mixed methods study of COVID-19 vaccine experiences and perceptions, we examined the information sources that health care providers use and trust, and how they have navigated the COVID-19 *infodemic* [1]. Providers generally trusted government health sources—specifically the CDC, noted in qualitative interviews—and the health system where they practiced. They had less trust in news media and social media. Though these patterns were consistent across provider types, we found small differences in trust by provider type. Nurses, pharmacists, and advanced practice providers had less trust in information from government sources, their employer, and the news compared with physicians. Qualitative interviews suggested that this mistrust stemmed from frequently changing and at times conflicting information about COVID-19 from the government, challenging and even traumatic pandemic working conditions, and perceiving COVID-19 vaccine information to be “one-sided” such that it did not fully resolve providers’ questions and doubts. These experiences and perceptions may reflect differences in pandemic working conditions by provider type, leading to differences between physicians and other providers. For example, some physician specialties were able to provide care via telehealth during the pandemic, while nurses had a direct patient-facing role and may have found changing or conflicting information difficult to integrate with a traumatic or stressful pandemic clinical context. Health care providers have been significantly challenged by keeping abreast of the latest understanding and guidance on COVID-19 clinical practice in the midst of misinformation, a high volume of new scientific information, and errors in or misunderstanding of the latest science [25,26]. Providers have faced the difficult task of integrating evolving, incomplete information into their practice while also needing to take immediate action for their patients and manage potential implications of information changes for their own personal health and safety [27].

Providers who had received a COVID-19 vaccine shared strategies for how they communicated information about the vaccines to patients but also recognized that convincing patients who did not believe in the vaccine was challenging. These strategies included role modeling the benefits and safety of the vaccine by disclosing their vaccination status as providers, tailoring the messaging to patient concerns, and recognizing structural forces that might contribute to vaccine hesitancy in specific demographic subgroups. Health care providers described the challenge of making sense of and sharing technical data with diverse groups of patients while avoiding oversimplification and confronting misinformation about vaccines in the public. Other strategies for vaccine messaging have been proposed based on principles of social, communication, and behavioral
science, such as prosocial appeals, framing recommendations positively, and making strong or presumptive recommendations for vaccination [28]. Our findings suggest that health care providers are weathering the challenge of providing patients with accurate information about COVID-19 vaccines but also that additional support for clinicians may be needed from public health entities and health systems so that they are fully prepared with messaging and educational tools. This may include standard messaging strategies and patient educational tools that providers can tailor. Additionally, there may be a need for interventions to reinforce health care provider trust in reputable information sources to ensure that providers are prepared to give accurate, quality information to patients.

Limitations
This study had strengths and limitations that should be considered in interpreting its findings. The study used mixed methods, which allowed us to explore health care provider perspectives on COVID-19 vaccine information in greater depth than a survey alone would allow. The sample was large and diverse, representing multiple provider types and race/ethnicities. Study limitations were the cross-sectional and self-report nature of the survey. The study used voluntary response sampling, which did not allow for determination of an exact response rate or number of potential participants reached, which may have oversampled providers with favorable views about COVID-19 vaccines. However, levels of vaccination reported by providers in our study are consistent with other similar surveys and national averages, suggesting that the sample was reasonably representative [14,15,29].

Sources of trusted information assessed in our survey were not necessarily exhaustive of all sources providers may rely upon, although we provided an option for providers to write in an other response for sources not included in the survey response list. Finally, qualitative results were intended to explore quantitative findings in greater depth within our sample and thus are not necessarily generalizable. With qualitative research, there is risk for interviewer bias in data collection and coding/analysis, but we attempted to mitigate these risks by using a consistent interview protocol and using a team approach coming to consensus about codes and themes.

Conclusion
Scientific evidence on the prevention and treatment of COVID-19 has been changing rapidly since the onset of the pandemic in early 2020. Early in the pandemic, the World Health Organization (WHO) passed a resolution on the COVID-19 response that included the importance of managing the infodemic in controlling the COVID-19 pandemic [30]. The WHO called for the provision of reliable content and science-based data to the public, measures to counter misinformation, and prevention of information activities that undermined public health response. As the uncertainty of the pandemic and the politicization of vaccines continue, there is a need to, first, ensure that all health care providers receive accurate information from reputable information sources that they can trust and, second, to ensure that health care providers have informational tools available to give quality information and recommendations to patients about vaccines.
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Abstract

Background: More than 6 million people are affected by inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) globally. The World IBD Day (WID, May 19) and Crohn’s and Colitis Awareness Week (CCAW, December 1-7) occur yearly as national health observances to raise public awareness of IBD, but their effects are unclear.

Objective: The aim of this study was to analyze the relationship between WID or CCAW and the public health awareness on IBD represented by the Google search engine query data.

Methods: This study evaluates the impact of WID and CCAW on the public awareness of IBD in the United States and worldwide from 2016 to 2020 by using the relative search volume of “IBD,” “ulcerative colitis,” and “Crohn’s disease” in Google Trends. To identify significant time points of trend changes (joinpoints), we performed joinpoint regression analysis.

Results: No joinpoints were noted around the time of WID or CCAW during the study period in the search results of the United States. Worldwide, joinpoints were noted around WID in 2020 with the search for “IBD” and around CCAW in 2017 and 2019 with the search for “ulcerative colitis.” However, the extents of trend changes were modest without statistically significant increases.

Conclusions: These results posed a question that WID and CCAW might not have worked as expected to raise public awareness of IBD. Additional studies are needed to precisely estimate the impact of health observances to raise the awareness of IBD.

(KEYWORDS inflammatory bowel disease; ulcerative colitis; Crohn disease; google trends; trend analysis; online health information; awareness; chronic disease; gastrointestinal; trend; impact; public health; United States)

Introduction

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a global disease with an increasing prevalence in newly industrialized countries, and rising cases have been documented in every continent [1]. Recent systematic reviews have demonstrated that IBD is increasing in such countries [2]. Globally in 2017, there were 6.8 million cases of IBD with an increased age-standardized prevalence rate from 1990 to 2017 [2]. Within the United States, it was estimated that more than a million adult Americans had IBD [3,4].

Research into IBD, however, is largely underrepresented despite its prevalence owing to the multifactorial nature of the disease [5]. Global efforts have been made to raise the awareness of IBD. In 2010, the World IBD Day (WID) was created by the European Federation of Crohn’s and Ulcerative Colitis Association and patient organizations to increase IBD awareness and to provide education about IBD to the public [6,7].
Similarly, Crohn’s and Colitis Awareness Week (CCAW) was created by a US Senate resolution in 2011, with goals of encouraging all people in the United States to engage in activities aimed at raising awareness of IBD among the general public [8].

Disease awareness and health promotion campaigns are created to increase public health education, and awareness, and ultimately change behavior [9]. Approximately 200 health awareness days, weeks, or months are on the US National Health Observances calendar [10], and nearly 70% of these health awareness occasions have been introduced after 2005. Despite the increasing number of awareness initiatives, there is a lack of data regarding evidence of their effectiveness and impact [11]. This lack of data highlights the need for greater evaluation and quantifiable metrics to determine the impact of health behaviors on a global scale.

Because web-based searches are a predominant source of access to health awareness–related information, internet searches are a reflection of engagement between the public and resources, which increase disease awareness. Searches are individual proxies for public disease awareness and provide insight into the effect of dissemination of information via global public health days and weeks. Google Trends (GT) is a novel, open-source, freely accessible resource that allows researchers to analyze Google search query data [12]. An analysis regarding the efficacy and public health behaviors that resulted from IBD awareness initiatives has not been done previously. We aimed to perform a hypothesis generation if the WID or CCAW effectively increased the public health awareness for IBD through GT data by using joinpoint trend analysis.

Methods

Data Source

GT is a data source generated from the total Google search data [13]. These data are available to the public, and GT has been used in multiple social, public health, or global health research to dig into the public attention [14–25]. Surrogate of the public attention in GT is the relative popularity of specific search terms or topics in a certain category (eg, health), place, and time range. The relative popularity is defined as a relative search volume (RSV) with a scale of 0-100 (0 being the lowest popularity) [14,19–21]. The RSV correlates with how popular the terms are at a certain time point.

Search Input

We followed protocols noted by previous studies [17,19,21]. Briefly, we accessed data between July 11 and 13, 2021, and chose [Inflammatory bowel disease], [Ulcerative colitis], and [Crohn’s disease] as search inputs. The location of the search included United States and worldwide.

Search Variables

To specifically obtain the popularity of the disease-related search inputs, all searches were done with a “disease” option in the Health category (with a “disease” option, search volumes of subtopics or relevant themes are included). We chose each full year from 2016 to 2020 as search scales to visualize weekly trends of the RSVs (each year contains 52 or 53 weeks; the WID occurred in the 20th week of 2016-2019 and in the 19th week of 2020; CCAW occurred in the 48th–49th week in 2016-2019 and in the 49th-50th week in 2020).

Statistical Analyses

We used a joinpoint regression model with the Joinpoint Regression Program version 4.9.0.0, March 2021 [26] to analyze the RSV data and their time trend. This software enables us to identify time points called joinpoints, where a temporal trend significantly changes. We defined the analysis criteria to look for up to 3 joinpoints. The weekly percentage changes between trend change points were determined with 95% CIs. The threshold for statistical significance was defined as a P value <.05, suggesting the level at which the slope differed from zero.

Ethical Considerations

The publicly available data published by GT are utilized in the project [13]. This study was approved by the institutional review board of the Okayama University Hospital with a waiver for informed consent since the study intended to retrospectively analyze open data (1910-009). All research methods were performed in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations.

Results

Trends in the Search Volume of Inflammatory Bowel Disease

Table 1 and Figure 1 describe the trends and trend changes of the weekly RSVs for “inflammatory bowel disease” in each full year from 2016 to 2020. With respect to the search results in the United States, no joinpoints were observed throughout the period. Regarding the search results worldwide, there was a joinpoint at the 45th week in 2019 before which a significant increase in the weekly percentage change of 0.2% (95% CI 0.1-0.4) was observed. In 2020, a joinpoint was noted in the 17th week (3 weeks before WID), after which there was a significant weekly increase in the RSV by 0.3% (P<.001). Further, the third joinpoint was observed in the 48th week (a week prior to CCAW). However, no joinpoints were noted from 2015 to 2018 around the time of WID or CCAW.
Table 1. Trend changes in the relative search volumes of inflammatory bowel disease in 2016-2020.^

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country, year</th>
<th>Period 1</th>
<th>Period 2</th>
<th>Period 3</th>
<th>Period 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weeks</td>
<td>Weekly percentage change (%) (95% CI)</td>
<td>Weeks</td>
<td>Weekly percentage change (%) (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States, 2016</td>
<td>1-52</td>
<td>-0.1 (-0.4 to 0.2)</td>
<td>N/A b</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States, 2017</td>
<td>1-53</td>
<td>-0.2 (-0.5 to 0.1)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States, 2018</td>
<td>1-52</td>
<td>-0.2 (-0.5 to 0.2)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States, 2019</td>
<td>1-52</td>
<td>-0.3 c (-0.6 to 0)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States, 2020</td>
<td>1-52</td>
<td>0.1 (-0.2 to 0.4)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide, 2016</td>
<td>1-52</td>
<td>0 (-0.2 to 0.2)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide, 2017</td>
<td>1-53</td>
<td>0 (-0.2 to 0.1)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide, 2018</td>
<td>1-52</td>
<td>0 (-0.2 to 0.2)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide, 2019</td>
<td>1-45</td>
<td>0.2 c (0.1 to 0.4)</td>
<td>45-52</td>
<td>-2.6 (-5.4 to 0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide, 2020</td>
<td>1-13</td>
<td>-2.5 c (-3.6 to -1.4)</td>
<td>13-17</td>
<td>4.6 (-4.9 to 15.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aPeriods were separated as Period 1-4, when the trend changes were statistically detected in the joinpoint regression analysis during the study period.

bN/A: not applicable.
cSignificantly different from zero (P<.05).

Figure 1. Trends in the relative search volume of inflammatory bowel disease during 2016-2020. Weekly relative search volumes for the search term “inflammatory bowel disease” are described. World Inflammatory Bowel Disease day occurred in the 20th week of 2016-2019 and the 19th week of 2020; Crohn’s & Colitis Awareness Week occurred in the 48th to 49th week in 2016-2019 and the 49th to 50th week in 2020. The number of slopes is determined by the number of joinpoints identified by the analysis. Joinpoints are the time points when statistically significant changes in the linear slopes are noted. RSV: relative search volume.

Trends in the Search Volume of Ulcerative Colitis

Table 2 and Figure 2 describe the trends and trend changes of the weekly RSVs for ulcerative colitis in the designated period. In the search results of the United States and worldwide, a big surge was observed in the 3rd week in 2016. In 2020, a joinpoint was noted in the 16th week (4 weeks before WID), after which a nonstatistically significant but considerable weekly RSV increase by 3.7% (P<.001) was observed until the 24th week.

For worldwide results, there was a prominent joinpoint in the 49th week (CCAW) in 2017. No other joinpoints were observed around the time of WID or CCAW in 2016 or 2018 to 2020.
Table 2. Trend changes in the relative search volumes of ulcerative colitis in 2016-2020.\textsuperscript{a}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country, year</th>
<th>Period 1</th>
<th>Period 2</th>
<th>Period 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weeks</td>
<td>Weekly percentage change (%) (95% CI)</td>
<td>Weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States, 2016</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>80.2\textsuperscript{b} (40.1 to 131.8)</td>
<td>3-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States, 2017</td>
<td>1-53</td>
<td>0.2 (0 to 0.4)</td>
<td>N/A\textsuperscript{c}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States, 2018</td>
<td>1-52</td>
<td>0.1 (–0.1 to 0.3)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States, 2019</td>
<td>1-52</td>
<td>–0.3\textsuperscript{b} (–0.4 to –0.1)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States, 2020</td>
<td>1-16</td>
<td>–2.8\textsuperscript{b} (–4.0 to –1.6)</td>
<td>16-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide, 2016</td>
<td>1-52</td>
<td>–0.3\textsuperscript{b} (–0.6 to –0.1)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide, 2017</td>
<td>1-46</td>
<td>0.1 (0 to 0.2)</td>
<td>46-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide, 2018</td>
<td>1-52</td>
<td>0 (–0.1 to 0.1)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide, 2019</td>
<td>1-46</td>
<td>0 (–0.1 to 0.1)</td>
<td>46-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide, 2020</td>
<td>1-52</td>
<td>0 (–0.4 to 0.3)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Periods were separated as Period 1-4, when the trend changes were statistically detected in the joinpoint regression analysis during the study period.

\textsuperscript{b}Significantly different from zero (\textit{P}<.05).

\textsuperscript{c}N/A: not applicable.

Figure 2. Trends in the relative search volume of ulcerative colitis during 2016-2020. Weekly relative search volumes for the search term “ulcerative colitis.” Except for the 16th week (4 weeks before World Inflammatory Bowel Disease Day) in the United States and the 49th week (Crohn’s and Colitis Awareness Week) worldwide in 2020, no other joinpoints were noted around the time of World Inflammatory Bowel Disease Day or Crohn’s and Colitis Awareness Week during the designated period. RSV: relative search volume.

Trends in the Search Volume of Crohn disease

Table 3 and Figure 3 describe the trends and trend changes in the weekly RSVs for Crohn disease in the designated period. Between 2017 and 2019, there was no remarkable trend change in both the United States and worldwide. In 2020, joinpoints were observed in the 8th week, the 16th week, and the 24th week in the United States. For worldwide, joinpoints were observed in the 10th week, the 14th week, and the 24th week. However, there were no joinpoints around the time of WID or CCAW throughout the period.
Table 3. Trend changes in the relative search volumes of Crohn disease during 2016-2020.a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country, year</th>
<th>Period 1</th>
<th>Period 2</th>
<th>Period 3</th>
<th>Period 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weeks</td>
<td>Weekly percentage change (%) (95% CI)</td>
<td>Weeks</td>
<td>Weekly percentage change (%) (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States, 2016</td>
<td>1-52</td>
<td>0.1 (–0.1 to 0.3)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States, 2017</td>
<td>1-53</td>
<td>0.1 (–0.1 to 0.2)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States, 2018</td>
<td>1-52</td>
<td>0.1 (–0.2 to 0.4)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States, 2019</td>
<td>1-39</td>
<td>0 (–0.3 to 0.2)</td>
<td>39-52</td>
<td>–1.5 (–2.8 to –0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States, 2020</td>
<td>1-8</td>
<td>2.3 (–0.4 to 5.1)</td>
<td>8-16</td>
<td>–4.5 (–7.0 to –1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide, 2016</td>
<td>1-52</td>
<td>0 (–0.1 to 0.1)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide, 2017</td>
<td>1-53</td>
<td>0 (–0.1 to 0.1)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide, 2018</td>
<td>1-52</td>
<td>–0.1 (–0.3 to 0.1)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide, 2019</td>
<td>1-52</td>
<td>–0.2 (–0.3 to –0.1)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide, 2020</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>2.2 (0.6 to 3.8)</td>
<td>10-14</td>
<td>–8.7 (–16.4 to –0.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aPeriods were separated as Period 1-4, when the trend changes were statistically detected in the joinpoint regression analysis during the study period.
bN/A: not applicable.
cSignificantly different from zero (P<.05).

Figure 3. Trends in the relative search volume of Crohn disease during 2016-2020. Weekly relative search volumes for the search term “Crohn’s disease.” No joinpoints were noted around the time of World Inflammatory Bowel Disease Day or Crohn’s and Colitis Awareness Week throughout the period. RSV: relative search volume.

Discussion

This study evaluated how the global campaigns for promoting IBD, such as WID and CCAW, affected public awareness by using the RSVs of GT data as a surrogate. Although there were several significant joinpoints for IBD, Crohn disease, and ulcerative colitis, overall, the results in this study posed a hypothesis that WID and CCAW might not have affected the public interest in the United States and worldwide. Rather, the RSVs seem to have been affected by timely topics. For example, in the 3rd week of 2016, when there was a significant increase in the RSV of ulcerative colitis in the United States, a famous US singer-songwriter reportedly passed away due to the disease. In March 2020, when significant trend changes were observed in the United States and worldwide, a well-known American comedian revealed that he had Crohn disease. Similarly, when the same comedian was featured in a film about a man who has Crohn disease in June 2020, there were trend changes both in the United States and worldwide (24th week). Only in 2017 worldwide, considerable trend changes in the RSVs for...
ulcerative colitis were noted around CCAW, although the weekly percentage change was not statistically significant. Given the rapid increase in the global prevalence of IBD with increasing health care costs, raising public awareness of IBD is a pressing global health issue. While one would think that people may be more aware of IBD, given the rising number of IBD cases worldwide, more efforts are needed to rigorously evaluate if public awareness of IBD has trended up or not.

Since 2020, the dramatic challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic have greatly affected our lives, which might have affected the public interests for IBD as well. Because immunocompromised patients may be vulnerable to COVID-19, there were concerns about whether patients with IBD might be more susceptible to COVID-19 and have worser outcomes [27]. In a cross-sectional questionnaire, patients with IBD were apprehensive about the COVID-19 pandemic, as they felt more vulnerable to COVID-19 owing to their condition and their immunosuppressive therapies, including biologics. Many patients also felt disturbed, depressed, and tense when thinking of the infection [28]. To provide solid supports for patients with IBD during the pandemic, further efforts to increase public awareness of the entity are crucial. One example of a successful public health awareness campaign is the annual breast cancer awareness campaign [29], which achieved appropriate identification of targets, early involvement of the key stakeholders such as celebrities with the condition, and utilization of smartphone apps or eHealth platforms even during the current pandemic.

This study’s strength is that this is the first hypothesis-generating study to see the extent of public awareness of IBD in the United States and worldwide by using the GT database. Using the open data, we could quantify the current trends of general interest in IBD. However, several limitations need to be addressed. First, owing to the nature of GT, the results of this study only included results from those who had internet access and sought health-related information via Google search. Given the high internet penetration rates—approximately 90.4% in North America and 60.1% worldwide [30]—and high US Google search market share of approximately 83% [31], GT is considered a good surrogate of public awareness. Second, GTs are proxies for engagement. Sentinel surveillance such as surveys may be needed to clarify the findings. Third, the potential effect on RSVs may lag the intervention by weeks, and it is uncertain how long the effects of the intervention would last, making it challenging to assess the impact of the intervention as RSVs. Fourth, there are confounders such as separate media coverage of the disease, which are difficult to identify and account for the uncertainty about how to attribute to the independent variable of interest. Further, incorporating the analysis of Google search query data of the actual public awareness campaigns (in this case, WID and CCAW) might be a preferred approach to reduce confounding factors and directly evaluate the effects of these health observances to garner an audience. However, the RSVs for WID and CCAW were too few to conduct a joinpoint analysis during the study period (Multimedia Appendix 1). No joinpoints were noted around the time of WID or CCAW throughout the period. Regarding WID, there were spikes in the RSV in the week of WID on May 19 (worldwide search in 2016 to 2020 and the US search in 2018 and 2020). Otherwise, the RSVs were consistently zero. For CCAW, GT could not return queries since there were too few Google searches using the term. Despite these limitations, our approach is interestingly novel to generate hypotheses on campaign effectiveness or ineffectiveness in the public awareness of IBD.

In conclusion, using the GT data as a surrogate, our study posed a possibility that WID and CCAW might not have successfully improved public awareness toward IBD. There is a need to look deeper into how to precisely assess the public awareness and improve public awareness using these health observances based on good examples.
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Weekly relative search volumes of World Inflammatory Bowel Disease Day and Crohn’s and Colitis Awareness Week in 2016-2020.
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Abstract

Background: In 2018, JUUL Labs Inc, a popular e-cigarette manufacturer, announced it would substantially limit its social media presence in compliance with the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) call to curb underage e-cigarette use. However, shortly after the announcement, a series of JUUL-related hashtags emerged on various social media platforms, calling the effectiveness of the FDA’s regulations into question.

Objective: The purpose of this study is to determine whether hashtags remain a common venue to market age-restricted products on social media.

Methods: We used Twitter’s standard application programming interface to download the 3200 most-recent tweets originating from JUUL Labs Inc’s official Twitter Account (@JUULVapor), and a series of tweets (n=28,989) from other Twitter users containing either #JUUL or mentioned JUUL in the tweet text. We ran exploratory (10x10) and iterative Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic models to compare @JUULVapor’s content versus our hashtag corpus. We qualitatively deliberated topic meanings and substantiated our interpretations with tweets from either corpus.

Results: The topic models generated for @JUULVapor’s timeline seemingly alluded to compliance with the FDA’s call to prohibit marketing of age-restricted products on social media. However, the topic models generated for the hashtag corpus of tweets from other Twitter users contained several references to flavors, vaping paraphernalia, and illicit drugs, which may be appealing to younger audiences.

Conclusions: Our findings underscore the complicated nature of social media regulation. Although JUUL Labs Inc seemingly complied with the FDA to limit its social media presence, JUUL and other e-cigarette manufacturers are still discussed openly in social media spaces. Much discourse about JUUL and e-cigarettes is spread via hashtags, which allow messages to reach a wide audience quickly. This suggests that social media regulations on manufacturers cannot prevent e-cigarette users, influencers, or marketers from spreading information about e-cigarette attributes that appeal to the youth, such as flavors. Stricter protocols are needed to regulate discourse about age-restricted products on social media.

(JMIR Infodemiology 2021;1(1):e29011) doi:10.2196/29011
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Introduction

Following the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s) call to curb underage e-cigarette use and increasing criticism of JUUL’s youth-oriented “Vaporized” campaign [1], JUUL Labs Inc announced it would limit its social media presence. As part of the FDA agreement, JUUL deleted its official Facebook and Instagram accounts, reduced its Twitter activity, and removed older Twitter posts that could be attractive to youth or interpreted as marketing to youth [1].

FDA can regulate what JUUL and other e-cigarette manufacturers can post on official social media platforms [2]. However, the FDA cannot regulate posts about JUUL by customers or influencers, who can identify their posts as JUUL-related by using hashtags—short words or phrases preceded by the ‘#’ symbol that label the content of a social media post and cause the post to appear in users’ keyword searches. Hashtags spread social media content rapidly [3] and are therefore used for branding and marketing of certain products for mainstream appeal [4]. Any social media user (including paid or unpaid social media influencers, retailers, or enthusiastic consumers) can use hashtags to spread content about any topic, including age-restricted products subject to federal regulations. Alcohol, for example, is heavily marketed through hashtags [5-7], though much social media content about alcohol does not originate from official corporate accounts.

Marketing research further suggests that hashtags are used as branding or marketing ploys to promote age-restricted products including alcohol [7] and tobacco [8] on social networking websites. Using hashtags for age-restricted products may help circumvent age-gates, which are already proven to be ineffective at deterring underage engagement with age-restricted products [9]. Thus, any effort by JUUL Labs Inc to curb marketing to underage users may be stunted by the presence (and popularity) of vaping-related hashtags not subject to regulations imposed on manufacturers.

Indeed, the prevalence of JUUL-related hashtags on Instagram increased after JUUL reduced its own social media presence [1]. This suggests a limitation to FDA regulations wherein age-restricted products can still be marketed separately from official company platforms. By consequence, age-restricted items that are popular among youth including alcohol, tobacco, and e-cigarettes remain overtly visible and marketable to this audience, despite official corporate positions that denounce such use.

Regulation of harmful social media content is a critical public health issue [10]. To our knowledge, however, no study has compared verified corporate accounts versus similarly related hashtags from noncorporate posters to examine the effectiveness of social media regulation efforts. This study uses an inductive approach and natural language processing (NLP) modeling to examine differences in JUUL’s official, regulated Twitter account @JUULVapor, JUUL-related content posted on social media. Our study is guided by three research questions:

1. Do people’s social media posts about JUUL provide evidence of greater reach and visibility of JUUL Labs Inc’s official Twitter account @JUULVapor?
2. Can we leverage Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic models to dissect JUUL-related corpora?
3. What are salient content differences between @JUULVapor and tweets published by social media users containing either #JUUL or “JUUL” within the tweet’s text?

Collectively, findings from our study will contribute to discourse about information diffusion via social media. We hypothesize that despite JUUL’s efforts to scrub their social media platforms of youth-oriented content, hashtags about JUUL remain pervasive and highly visible to youth.

Methods

Data

Data for this study were procured by leveraging Twitter’s application programming interface (API). From the API, we collected two corpora unique to this study: (1) @JUULVapor’s Twitter timeline (n=3200 tweets, the maximum number of most recent tweets posted by a single user allotted for download through the standard API), hereafter referred to as the @JUULVapor corpus (January 1 to May 31, 2021) and (2) a 1-month collection of tweets containing #JUUL or “JUUL” (n=29,989 tweets), referred to as the #JUUL corpus (May 1 to June 1, 2021). For the #JUUL corpus, specifically, we performed a Bot analysis [11] to remove tweets that originated from nonhuman accounts (n=135). No Bot analysis was required for the @JUULVapor corpus considering those tweets were pulled from JUUL Lab Inc’s official Twitter account. We performed this procedure to ensure that discourse captured in subsequent analyses originated from humans and not an automated program. Upon removing bot accounts, 2 raters independently reviewed the text of the #JUUL tweets and removed any from the corpus that were not expressly about e-cigarettes or vaping (n=23). An author of this study also cross-checked tweet IDs in either corpus to ensure there was no accidental overlap in tweets (ie, the same tweet appearing in both the @JUUL and #JUUL corpora). Note that our total sample inclusive of both corpora (N=33,189 tweets) exceeds the mean observed sample size of collected tweets in a meta-analysis of public health social media studies (n=10,000) [12].

Analysis

Our research questions are exploratory. Thus, we chose to use LDA topic models, a Bayes-driven, unsupervised NLP method, to examine differences in themes for the @JUULVapor and #JUUL corpora. LDA and related topic modeling analyses have been similarly leveraged in other health contexts, including studying discourse about the COVID-19 pandemic [13] and map themes among corpora of age-restricted products [14].

While previous studies generate topic models for differing corpora, qualitatively review differences between corpora, and discuss the meaning of those differences, our study takes a 2-step approach. The first step broadly examines themes for a fixed set of topics or words per topic (ie, 10 topics and 10 words per topic). Valdez et al [15] have provided examples of
exploratory topic models in practice. The second step uses an iterative topic model analysis that meta-analytically generates models with an increasing number of topics per corpus (ie, 1 topic, 2 topics…20 topics) [16]. This analysis generates a coherence score for each iteration, such that higher scores are equated with better model fit and interpretability. We used this second analysis to identify the optimal number of topics per corpus and further refine the models (ie, eliminate redundancy and noise) for maximum interpretability. To ensure the validity of our coherence scores, we selected a random sample of 50 tweets per corpus and matched each tweet’s content to a respective theme identified by the topic model. We successfully placed each tweet within a topic, suggesting our topic models were both coherent and precise.

Procedure

Our workflow is detailed in Figure 1. Upon downloading and cleaning the @JUULVapor and #JUUL corpora, we performed the following. First, we calculated standard descriptive statistics for each corpus, including the average number of likes, retweets, and number of tweets that originated from Verified accounts, or accounts reviewed to ensure they are owned and operated by a specific person (research question 1). Second, we performed an exploratory 10×10 topic model for the #JUUL and @JUULVapor corpora and qualitatively compared differences between them. Lastly, we performed an iterative analysis to identify the optimal number of topics and again qualitatively reviewed the topic model for each corpus for differences (research questions 2 and 3).

Figure 1. Conceptual framework guiding our study. LDA: Latent Dirichlet Allocation.
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Results

Descriptive Differences

We identified differences in total retweets and favorites per corpus. On average, content in the @JUULVapor corpus, JUUL Lab Inc’s official Twitter handle, was retweeted 1.29 times (SD 16.77 times) and favorited 0.25 times (SD 4.49 times). For the #JUUL corpus, tweets were on average favorited 0.41 times (SD 4.74 times) and retweeted 4.53 times (SD 52.07 times). Exactly 237 tweets in the #JUUL corpus originated from verified twitter accounts. Given that such a marginal number of tweets originated from a verified account, we did not perform statistical tests to determine whether scope and reach were significantly different between verified and nonverified accounts.

Exploratory Topic Models

Table 1 outlines an exploratory topic model for the @JUULVapor corpus. This topic model represents a condensed version of JUUL Lab Inc’s 3200 most recent tweets delineated by 10 topics and 10 words per topic. The themes in the @JUULVapor’s topic model were generally interpretable. Five of the topics in the @JUULVapor topic model contained references related to customer support or product warrant-related queries—which we interpreted as responses to complaints about JUUL associated products. Words recurrent among this body of topics include please, dm [direct message], sorry, thank, contact, and customer for support-oriented topics; and JUUL, device, limited, warranty, information for warranty-related topics. This model also referenced adult product use (ie, legal, adults, and age) and acknowledgement of underage use and underage use prevention (ie, underage, prevention, minors, market, and seriously)—which we interpreted as responses to complaints about JUUL associated products. Words recurrent among this body of topics include please, dm [direct message], sorry, thank, contact, and customer for support-oriented topics; and JUUL, device, limited, warranty, information for warranty-related topics. This model also referenced adult product use (ie, legal, adults, and age) and acknowledgement of underage use and underage use prevention (ie, underage, prevention, minors, market, and seriously)—which we interpreted as responses to complaints about JUUL associated products. Words recurrent among this body of topics include please, dm [direct message], sorry, thank, contact, and customer for support-oriented topics; and JUUL, device, limited, warranty, information for warranty-related topics. This model also referenced adult product use (ie, legal, adults, and age) and acknowledgement of underage use and underage use prevention (ie, underage, prevention, minors, market, and seriously)—which we interpreted as responses to complaints about JUUL associated products. Words recurrent among this body of topics include please, dm [direct message], sorry, thank, contact, and customer for support-oriented topics; and JUUL, device, limited, warranty, information for warranty-related topics. This model also referenced adult product use (ie, legal, adults, and age) and acknowledgement of underage use and underage use prevention (ie, underage, prevention, minors, market, and seriously)—which we interpreted as responses to complaints about JUUL associated products. Words recurrent among this body of topics include please, dm [direct message], sorry, thank, contact, and customer for support-oriented topics; and JUUL, device, limited, warranty, information for warranty-related topics. This model also referenced adult product use (ie, legal, adults, and age) and acknowledgement of underage use and underage use prevention (ie, underage, prevention, minors, market, and seriously)—which we interpreted as responses to complaints about JUUL associated products. Words recurrent among this body of topics include please, dm [direct message], sorry, thank, contact, and customer for support-oriented topics; and JUUL, device, limited, warranty, information for warranty-related topics. This model also referenced adult product use (ie, legal, adults, and age) and acknowledgement of underage use and underage use prevention (ie, underage, prevention, minors, market, and seriously)—which we interpreted as responses to complaints about JUUL associated products. Words recurrent among this body of topics include please, dm [direct message], sorry, thank, contact, and customer for support-oriented topics; and JUUL, device, limited, warranty, information for warranty-related topics. This model also referenced adult product use (ie, legal, adults, and age) and acknowledgement of underage use and underage use prevention (ie, underage, prevention, minors, market, and seriously)—which we interpreted as responses to complaints about JUUL associated products. Words recurrent among this body of topics include please, dm [direct message], sorry, thank, contact, and customer for support-oriented topics; and JUUL, device, limited, warranty, information for warranty-related topics. This model also referenced adult product use (ie, legal, adults, and age) and acknowledgement of underage use and underage use prevention (ie, underage, prevention, minors, market, and seriously)—which we interpreted as responses to complaints about JUUL associated products. Words recurrent among this body of topics include please, dm [direct message], sorry, thank, contact, and customer for support-oriented topics; and JUUL, device, limited, warranty, information for warranty-related topics. This model also referenced adult product use (ie, legal, adults, and age) and acknowledgement of underage use and underage use prevention (ie, underage, prevention, minors, market, and seriously)—which we interpreted as responses to complaints about JUUL associated products. Words recurrent among this body of topics include please, dm [direct message], sorry, thank, contact, and customer for support-oriented topics; and JUUL, device, limited, warranty, information for warranty-related topics. This model also referenced adult product use (ie, legal, adults, and age) and acknowledgement of underage use and underage use prevention (ie, underage, prevention, minors, market, and seriously)—which we interpreted as responses to complaints about JUUL associated products. Words recurrent among this body of topics include please, dm [direct message], sorry, thank, contact, and customer for support-oriented topics; and JUUL, device, limited, warranty, information for warranty-related topics. This model also referenced adult product use (ie, legal, adults, and age) and acknowledgement of underage use and underage use prevention (ie, underage, prevention, minors, market, and seriously)—which we interpreted as responses to complaints about JUUL associated products. Words recurrent among this body of topics include please, dm [direct message], sorry, thank, contact, and customer for support-oriented topics; and JUUL, device, limited, warranty, information for warranty-related topics. This model also referenced adult product use (ie, legal, adults, and age) and acknowledgement of underage use and underage use prevention (ie, underage, prevention, minors, market, and seriously)—which we interpreted as responses to complaints about JUUL associated products. Words recurrent among this body of topics include please, dm [direct message], sorry, thank, contact, and customer for support-oriented topics; and
Lab Inc’s seeming attempt to distance itself from controversial aspects also associated with its brand. Other topics that emerged in this model including “Recycling” and “Warranty.” Recycling-associated tweets generally referenced the importance of recycling used JUUL cartridges (which are disposable). We interpreted warranty as a topic related to customer support—namely ways in which customers can secure refunds if products are defective.

Table 2 outlines an exploratory topic model for the #JUUL corpus, which is a random collection of tweets discussing JUUL but not originating from JUUL’s official Twitter timeline. This topic model represents a condensed version of a months’ worth of tweets about JUUL, which were identified by either using #JUUL or containing the word “JUUL” in each tweet’s text. The themes in the #JUUL topic model were somewhat interpretable, though less so than the @JUULVapor corpus reflecting greater content diversity. For example, topics that were somewhat vague, yet still referenced vaping, were labeled as a “General Vape” topic, which comprised seemingly unrelated words related to various aspects of vaping but not necessarily related to JUUL as a brand. Words recurrent among these topics include *vape, JUUL, hit, smoke, smoking, take,* and others. Beyond vague references to vaping, several clearer topics also emerged; these include a topic about marijuana and cannabis, the intersection of vaping and cigarettes, and a topic about nicotine, which we collectively interpreted as youth-appealing narratives about vaping. Note, topics consisting of “nicotine” or “flavors” are entirely absent from the @JUUL 10×10 topic model, which may be indicative of JUUL Lab Inc’s attempt to distance itself from web-based controversies and present a cleaner image.

**Table 2. A 10×10 topic model of a collection of tweets referencing JUUL Lab Inc and vaping. Redacted tweets refer to specific mentions which cannot be published per Twitter’s data use agreement.**

**Table 1.** A 10×10 topic model of JUUL Lab Inc’s official Twitter timeline (n=3200 tweets).

**Iterative Topic Model**

Iterative analysis revealed the optimal number of topics given the total number of words in each corpus. Figure 2 plots the coherence score, which measures the semantic similarity of words in each topic, per corpus [17]. Peaks in the graphs denote the optimal number of topics for each corpus. For the @JUULVapor corpus, there were 2 optimal topics (coherence score=0.36) (Textbox 1). Both topics were interpreted as referring to either responses to customer’s
concerns or complaints about JUUL products. Topics from the general topic model that centered on underage use, purchasing, and recycling were absent. This may suggest, at least partially, that the renewed purpose of JUUL Lab Inc’s official Twitter account is to field customer complaints and comments.

For the #JUUL corpus, there were 4 optimal topics (Coherence score=0.50) (Textbox 2). These topics were more diverse than the @JUULVapor corpus; containing topics related to marijuana, vape/smoking, general vaping, and vaping-related damage. Here, there is more emphasis on the elicit side of vaping/smoking, and youth appealing narratives. These topics stand in sharp contrast with the #JUUL Optimal Topic Model (Textbox 1), which only revealed customer support–related topics.

**Figure 2.** Coherence score plot by corpus. The X axis represents the total number of topics; the Y axis represents coherence score per iteration.

![Coherence score plot by corpus](image)

**Textbox 1.** Topics sharply contrasting the #JUUL Optimal Topic Model (coherence score=0.36). The topics in bold represent the theme; bulleted words represent the words per topic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer complaints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• JUUL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• hi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• hey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• frustrating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• must</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• definitely</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• please</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• sorry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• hear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• hi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• hey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• contact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Textbox 2. Iterative topic model for #JUUL (coherence score=0.5). The topics in bold represent the theme; bulleted words represent the words per topic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marijuana</th>
<th>General vape</th>
<th>Vaping/smoking</th>
<th>Vaping damage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vape</td>
<td>vape</td>
<td>vape</td>
<td>vape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cbd</td>
<td>vaping</td>
<td>vape</td>
<td>use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>juice</td>
<td>people</td>
<td>pods</td>
<td>use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vaping</td>
<td>smoke</td>
<td>hit</td>
<td>lungs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pen</td>
<td>pen</td>
<td>nicotine</td>
<td>cigarettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vapejuice</td>
<td>new</td>
<td>smoke</td>
<td>cause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shope</td>
<td>lungs</td>
<td>back</td>
<td>enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vapelife</td>
<td>covid</td>
<td>day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weed</td>
<td>already</td>
<td>think</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cannabis</td>
<td>day</td>
<td>hitting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The topics in bold represent the theme; bulleted words represent the words per topic.
Discussion

Principal Findings

This study examined the use of hashtags to indirectly market age-restricted products on social media. We leveraged the Twitter API to archive and compare 2 corpora specific to e-cigarette use with LDA topic models. The first corpus (ie, @JUULVapor) contained 3200 tweets derived from JUUL Lab Inc’s official Twitter account. The second corpus (ie, #JUUL) contained a month’s worth of tweets (May 1 to June 1, 2021) that contained #JUUL or mentioned JUUL within the tweet text (n=28,989). When the corpora were compared, we identified several telling observations within each corpus, which showcase disparate uses in @JUULVapor vs #JUUL. These partially include the @JUULVapor corpus seeming compliance to prevent underage marketing versus an array of random, youth-appealing content in the #JUUL corpus. Below we discuss these differences within the scope of their current literature delineated by each research question.

RQ1: Evidence of Greater Reach in the #JUUL Corpus

Our first research question asked whether content about JUUL contained evidence of greater reach and visibility than content posted on JUUL’s official Twitter account. Reach and visibility, here, was measured by the average number of likes and retweets per tweet in each corpus. Our findings suggest that, overall, content about JUUL, and e-cigarettes more broadly, are clearly visible on social media spaces via hashtags. This finding corroborates a large body of work that suggests hashtags are often used to quickly distribute branding and product marketing information [4,18,19].

Regarding content, tweets in the #JUUL corpus were, on average, retweeted and liked with greater frequency than content posted by @JUULVapor. That content in the #JUUL corpus was retweeted more often than @JUUL is perhaps not entirely surprising. As mentioned previously (and throughout the remainder of the discussion), content in the #JUUL corpus contained topics of discussion that are inherently appealing to youth, versus content in the @JUUL corpus that seemed to unilaterally focus on customer complaints. For example, in the #JUUL corpus, we observed mentions of flavors (ie, mint, mango, and cucumber), cannabis vaping (ie, vape cartridges), and meme/joke-sharing, all of which are inherently conducive appealing to youth and higher post engagement. Additionally, as hashtags are used for rapid content organization of content, it is likely any social media user (agnostic of age differences) can see content posted by #JUUL, including those who did not expressly seek this information themselves.

RQ2: LDA Topic Models as Tools to Contrast Corporate Corpora With an Assortment of Related Tweets

Beyond the reach and scope of tweets, we also investigated whether LDA could be leveraged to identify content differences in corporate versus lay user social media accounts. LDA topic models have been historically leveraged in an exploratory capacity to consolidate an overwhelming amount of text data into manageable chunks (ie, themes) that represent the most salient components of that text data [20,21]. For example, prior studies have used topic models to explore the underlying thematic structures across a broad range of corpora, including studying discourse about societal events [13], identifying alcohol branding strategies [14], and mapping publication histories of leading Health journals [22]. As topic models become increasingly used in the social and medical sciences, it remains debatable how these models can be used to test applied, rather than exploratory, hypotheses [22]. This includes ample discussion how topic models could theoretically be used to inform possible digital e-health interventions [23,24] and to construct bots from topic modeling data that meaningfully identify mental health distress [25].

To our knowledge, LDA topic models have not been used in either exploratory or applied capacities to compare social media content originating from a specific corporation and a collection of tweets about that product (though not necessarily originating from the corporate account). Our findings show that such models can be leveraged for this purpose, evidenced by our findings that identified qualitative differences in content between the @JUULVaporVapor and #JUUL corpora. We used exploratory models as a standardized metric to generate the same number of topics and words per topic for each corpus. We then ran iterative models to identify the optimal number of topics within each corpus (ie, improve granularity and precision of the models). Gethers and Poshyvanyk [26] provide more insight into granularity and relational topic models.

We contend the combined use of exploratory and iterative model may provide a conceptual framework for future topic modeling studies. For example, exploratory models may uncover broad themes in a corpus. Iterative models will then only identify highly salient (or themes of highest priority) given a corpus. The range of topics uncovered by the iterative models may highlight how broad or narrow the corpus is in scope—more themes equate to broad content in a corpus, few themes indicate narrow scope or focus. For our study @JUULVapor’s two optimal topics, contrasted with four in the #JUUL corpus, suggests the content in the @JUULVapor corpus was much narrower and more defined; for @JUULVapor, that is customer support. More topics in the #JUUL corpus suggest the content

- safe
- damage
- irreversible
- vanishvaping
- clear
was more diverse, containing a wider array of underlying themes; that is, more youth-appealing narrative. More research is needed to identify optimal use of exploratory and precision topic models in a research context. However, we encourage the use of both exploratory and iterative models when comparing corpora of vastly different sizes.

**RQ3: Implications for Content differences between @JUULVapor and #JUUL**

Our final research question posited whether content differences identified between corpora were meaningful. Across each analysis, we identified differences that clearly distinguished each corpus, including vastly different ways in which e-cigarettes were mentioned and discussed between @JUULVapor and #JUUL. This includes, as mentioned, a narrow scope of content in the @JUULVapor corpus, versus more diverse, often youth-appealing content in the #JUUL corpus. This finding, coupled with increased engagement in the #JUUL corpus supports extant research that hashtags are effective means of disseminating age-inappropriate content rapidly [3,27]. Nonetheless, deeper insights into topic nuance are needed.

First, cursory insights into JUUL Lab Inc’s corporate Twitter account show a seeming attempt to comply with FDA regulations barring youth marketing. In 2018, JUUL Labs Inc had been accused of using corporate social media accounts to market to youth and, in compliance with court orders and regulations, scrubbed their social media histories of youth-appealing content. Our inability to collect any deleted tweets suggests a natural limitation to social media research; namely that deleted content is truly removed from archives and cannot be accessed. However, remaining tweets posted by @JUULVapor—that is, those analyzed in this study—showcase a semiactive Twitter account almost entirely devoid of marketing content. Indeed, both exploratory and iterative topic models, the majority of topics and words per topic for @JUULVapor were customer support oriented. A review of individual tweets further revealed that the majority of posts were corporate response to complaints about JUUL products (eg, TWEET Hi there, we’re sorry to hear that. You can access troubleshooting tips for your JUUL device at…). This shift in content may indicate that JUUL is trying to position itself as a responsible company, similar to the corporate responsibility advertising campaigns used by Big Tobacco companies to present a respectable image while selling a dangerous product (eg, TWEET Minors should not use any nicotine product and we take the prevention of underage use of JUUL very seriously) [28].

By contrast, themes in the #JUUL exploratory and iterative models were more diverse and contained several references that may be appealing to youth. For example, the #JUUL corpus contained references to cartridge flavors, which have been banned in the United States because they are attractive to youth but are still legal in disposable JUUL-like products [29]. Although the JUUL company is no longer actively promoting flavors, it appears users continue to associate the JUUL product with flavors, including mango, cucumber, mint, and others. Beyond flavors, we also observed a high co-occurrence of flavors with “marijuana.” Marijuana was prominent in the exploratory #JUUL model (ie, topic 2) and retained its prominence during the iterative model. This suggests a significant portion of the #JUUL corpus contained references to cannabis. Interestingly, few tweets or topics directly mentioned JUUL (the company). JUUL not being expressly mentioned topics indicates few tweets expressly mentioned JUUL and marijuana together in the same post. However, despite not mentioning the brand directly, the web-based conversation regularly discussed the use of vape products for marijuana, which may be at least partially explained by JUUL’s evolution in mainstream vernacular form a noun (ie, JUUL products) to a verb (ie, JUUL’ing, a specific and colloquial term for “vaping”). We also observed profanity in the #JUUL topic models, which was entirely absent in @JUULVapor (eg, TWEET Bro, we are all [expletive] high on this vape). Profanity may indicate the presence of younger social media users [30].

Although the #JUUL corpus contained youth-appealing content (ie, profanity, high mentions of marijuana, and flavors among other indicators), we also observed topics in both @JUULVapor and #JUUL corpora detailing antivaping-related advocacy. For the #JUULVapor corpus, perhaps unsurprisingly, this may provide evidence that JUUL Labs Inc complied with court orders to stop marketing to underage users (eg, TWEET today we’re implementing a series of new measures that build upon or existing efforts to reduce underage use). For the #JUUL corpus, this may also suggest a substantive body of antivaping-related advocacy that adopted a hashtag strategy to spread their messages more effectively (eg, #vanishvaping). However, evidence of antivape advocacy in either corpus does not suggest that the messaging effectively deters youth use or substantively changes the wider web-based conversation. Rather, in some cases, there seem to be additional sarcastic comments that offset antivape messaging (eg, TWEET All these anti-vape adds make me want to snort meth). Thus, such policies and court orders are ineffective in regulating the totality of messages received by underage users, particularly given that nonofficial tweets were more likely to be shared/favorited than official @JUULVapor messages. Antimessaging campaigns of other age-restricting products have also shown to have wide reach but inconclusive results [31], which may suggest that despite the best efforts of antivape advocates, their behavior change attempts may fail.

**Implications for Social Media Messaging About Vaping**

Together, these findings further demonstrate the overall lack of control the official @JUULVapor account has in directing web-based conversations about vape products. Despite JUUL presenting a “clean image,” their brand remains associated with a dangerous and addictive product that is naturally appealing to youth. However, it is also clear that more research on who is tweeting about JUUL and vaping, and how hashtags facilitate marketing illicit behavior, is needed. Future research should consider adding deep learning models to partition tweets about vaping by demographic variables to, among other matters, predict the likelihood an account posted about JUUL was that of an underage user.

https://infodemiology.jmir.org/2021/1/e29011
From a public health/medical/interventionist perspective, our findings also compel us to ponder how mining communication patterns (ie, tracking discourse about JUUL) can be further leveraged to identify intervention targets promoting antivaping messaging. In this study, the sharp divide in content between @JUUL and #JUUL suggest that provape messaging did not end after JUUL Lab Inc’s court order to curb marketing efforts. Rather, marketing manifested through shared user content about products that remain popular while not necessarily referencing the elicit product. It is indeed possible that some influencers are paid by manufacturers such as JUUL to surreptitiously market products without seeming association with the brand. This was a strategy used by Big Tobacco to continue marketing indirectly while seemingly complying with antimarking efforts. Additionally, on Twitter, it is difficult to determine which posts from celebrity and other verified accounts are paid advertisements. Other platforms, including Instagram and Facebook, expressly designate ads with a “#ad” notice; however, this is less common with Twitter. Policy efforts should also center on clearer guidelines for designating paid or sponsored posts versus regular posts on Twitter.

Limitations

Our study is subject to limitations we hope to address in future work. First, we acknowledge a likely demographic bias inherent to social media studies. This includes a sample that likely skews younger, male, wealthier, and whiter than the general population [32]. Given that our study was exploratory, we also did not control spatial and geographic patterns in social media data, which affect how and what users post within a given time (ie, rural vs urban settings, or older users posting earlier in the morning than younger users) [33,34]. Regarding data analysis, we acknowledge that we did not perform a formal qualitative analysis with these data. Topic models were used to, instead, consolidate each corpus and allow us to draw inferences about the data from those topics. Because of sample size constraints, we were also unable to draw meaningful comparisons between verified and nonverified users in the #JUUL corpus. However, despite these limitations, we believe gaps in our study present opportunities for future research related to social media discourse on age restricted products. This includes performing other NLP methodologies with similar data (ie, sentiment analysis) to understand polarity in discourse or applying classifiers to accounts tweeting about age-restricted products to predict age and gender among other demographic traits. Dai et al [35] have provided further information about the M3 classifier in a health context. Such studies may provide a deeper and more nuanced landscape of social media discourse related to age-restricted products.

Conclusions

@JUU Vapor may be compliant with web-based marketing restrictions and promoting antivaping messaging. However, JUUL Labs Inc is powerless to control the larger narrative about vaping on social media. Indeed, hashtags about vaping and JUUL contain much of the youth-directed content that led to the initial impositions placed on JUUL by the FDA. Our results underscore the difficulty of regulating social media content despite federal impositions that ban marketing of age-restricted products in web-based spaces. Given the limited ability of social media to restrict what underage users see on their websites, companies can bypass marketing regulations by allowing users to freely share related hashtags or by paying social media influencers to disseminate these hashtags [36]. Although it is impossible to regulate free speech on the internet, perhaps public health advocates could harness the power of hashtags to deliver antivaping messages, though the effectiveness of such campaigns is not guaranteed.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has been accompanied by an infodemic: excess information, including false or misleading information, in digital and physical environments during an acute public health event. This infodemic is leading to confusion and risk-taking behaviors that can be harmful to health, as well as to mistrust in health authorities and public health responses. The World Health Organization (WHO) is working to develop tools to provide an evidence-based response to the infodemic, enabling prioritization of health response activities.

Objective: In this work, we aimed to develop a practical, structured approach to identify narratives in public online conversations on social media platforms where concerns or confusion exist or where narratives are gaining traction, thus providing actionable data to help the WHO prioritize its response efforts to address the COVID-19 infodemic.

Methods: We developed a taxonomy to filter global public conversations in English and French related to COVID-19 on social media into 5 categories with 35 subcategories. The taxonomy and its implementation were validated for retrieval precision and recall, and they were reviewed and adapted as language about the pandemic in online conversations changed over time. The aggregated data for each subcategory were analyzed on a weekly basis by volume, velocity, and presence of questions to detect signals of information voids with potential for confusion or where mis- or disinformation may thrive. A human analyst reviewed and identified potential information voids and sources of confusion, and quantitative data were used to provide insights on emerging narratives, influencers, and public reactions to COVID-19–related topics.

Results: A COVID-19 public health social listening taxonomy was developed, validated, and applied to filter relevant content for more focused analysis. A weekly analysis of public online conversations since March 23, 2020, enabled quantification of shifting interests in public health–related topics concerning the pandemic, and the analysis demonstrated recurring voids of verified health information. This approach therefore focuses on the detection of infodemic signals to generate actionable insights to rapidly inform decision-making for a more targeted and adaptive response, including risk communication.
Conclusions: This approach has been successfully applied to identify and analyze infodemic signals, particularly information voids, to inform the COVID-19 pandemic response. More broadly, the results have demonstrated the importance of ongoing monitoring and analysis of public online conversations, as information voids frequently recur and narratives shift over time. The approach is being piloted in individual countries and WHO regions to generate localized insights and actions; meanwhile, a pilot of an artificial intelligence–based social listening platform is using this taxonomy to aggregate and compare online conversations across 20 countries. Beyond the COVID-19 pandemic, the taxonomy and methodology may be adapted for fast deployment in future public health events, and they could form the basis of a routine social listening program for health preparedness and response planning.

(JMIR Infodemiology 2021;1(1):e30971) doi:10.2196/30971
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Introduction

Background

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, digital communication and social networking have supported the rapid growth of real-time information sharing about the virus that causes COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2) and the disease in the public domain and across borders. The breadth of conversation, diversity of sources, and polarity of opinions have sometimes resulted in excessive information, including false or misleading information, in digital and physical environments during an acute public health event: this can lead to confusion and risk-taking behaviors that can harm health, trust in health authorities, and the public health response [1]. The excess of information can amplify and protract outbreaks, and it can reduce the effectiveness of pandemic response efforts and interventions.

To address this challenge, the World Health Organization (WHO) Information Network for Epidemics (EPI-WIN), in collaboration with digital research partners, developed a methodology for weekly analysis of digital social media data to identify, categorize, and understand the key concerns expressed in online conversations [2]. The application of this methodology provided the WHO with week-on-week analysis for the prioritization of actions to address online information voids and sources of confusion using verified health information as part of ongoing emergency response planning. When there is a lack of quality information about topics of concern for online users, these topics can be quickly filled with conjecture, low-quality health information, and viral misleading content [3,4], thus potentially causing harm to communities. This approach therefore focuses on the detection of infodemic signals—identifying or predicting rising areas of concern and information voids in the online information ecosystem on a weekly basis to generate actionable insights to rapidly inform decision-making for a more effective response, including adapting risk communication [5].

Infodemic Management During a Health Emergency

Previous research has explored the use of data produced and consumed on the web to inform public health officials, agencies, and policy—a concept known as infodemiology [6]. Initially, the concept of infodemiology aimed to identify the gap between expert knowledge and public practice [7], and it has since evolved to detect and analyze health information on the web through publicly shared search queries, blogs, websites, and social media posts.

The design of interventions for infodemic response must account for an ecosystem where information flow online can cause public health harm offline. Metrics and frameworks related to digital information flows and online behavior are most useful to practitioners when they can be coupled with other online and offline sources of public health data that inform public health decision-making. The WHO has therefore expanded the concept of infodemiology into a multidisciplinary scientific field that amalgamates cross-disciplinary and mixed methods approaches designed to inform the health emergency response [8].

Health emergencies give rise to information overload, which has been shown to influence people’s risk perceptions and protective actions during health emergencies [9]. Overload of information of variable quality, timeliness, and relevance is strongly associated with people’s experience of information anxiety, which in turn can give rise to information avoidance. Recent examples, from HIV to Ebola virus to Zika virus to polio, have demonstrated the high cost to public health and health systems when misinformation sows distrust, exacerbated by ineffective public health communication and community engagement [3,10]. A lack of active community collaboration in the health response early on deepened distrust, especially as these epidemics unfolded. Currently, most emergency and outbreak recommendations emphasize the value of listening to communities, involving them early in the response, and communicating clearly with them in a timely manner [11,12].

Health authorities therefore not only face the challenge of providing relevant, high-quality health information but also must provide it at the right time, in the right format, and with collaborative engagement of communities [13]. Social listening can help overcome barriers to acceptance of high-quality health information and enactment of healthy behaviors by enabling better understanding of community questions, confusion, information seeking, or intensified attention for given topics. Critical information voids can be identified and characterized in both the online and offline information ecosystems. Our research focuses on the identification and characterization of points of confusion, harmful narratives, and key questions that can reveal information voids in the online social media space.
during a health emergency, thereby adding analytical methods to the field of infodemiology that are practical and can directly inform the public health response during a health emergency.

**Analytical Approaches and Metrics To Date**

The rise of social media platforms has generated a readily available source of real-time data related to what people express and share in online communities. The 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic was the first pandemic to occur in the era of social media and was one of the earliest outbreaks informed by analysis of online conversations and information-seeking behaviors. The previous pandemic offers a case study that evidences how online social listening has been used to follow rapidly evolving public sentiment, track actual disease activity, and monitor the emergence of misinformation [14-16]. Although social media platforms have been used to quantify public concerns and sentiment and to monitor real-time pandemic data, they have also been identified as a medium that can enable the spread of low-quality information. For example, within health emergencies, false information has been shown to be posted twice as frequently as evidence-based information, although it is retweeted less frequently [17]. Provision of targeted, relevant, timely, understandable, and resonant health information can therefore benefit from upstream infodemic management activities of public health authorities, including more robust social listening programs.

The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated concerns about misinformation. Throughout the pandemic, there has been a demand for information; at first, this demand was for information about the origin of the virus, and now it is focused mainly on the response to the virus, particularly vaccination and wider public health and social measures. Similar to information voids [5], COVID-19 misinformation trackers have defined the concept of _data deficits_ in the online space when there are “high levels of demand for information about a topic, but credible information is in low supply” [3]. The issue with a lack of quality information is that the conversation space can be much more readily filled by misinformation, which may be faster to create and share, more emotive (resonant), and better promoted by content promotion algorithms than factual health information.

Despite the influx of studies as to how information is being spread and shared in the era of COVID-19 and how information is influencing people’s health practices, major gaps in knowledge remain as to how best to monitor, understand, and respond to it [8]. Among many possible solutions, social listening, content pretesting, and other computational social science methods have been identified as ways to detect and analyze information voids and viral misinformation narratives [13]. Misinformation research has focused on social media platforms with easier access to data, such as Twitter and YouTube [18,19]; however, misinformation is prevalent across the digital ecosystem (as well as offline). Culture and access to the internet can also affect the nature of misinformation and how it spreads [20]. Beyond identifying what misinformation looks like, studies have also attempted to identify how it emerges [21], aligning with the concept of information voids. Although social listening has tended to focus on spotting myths and rumors, as well as content items with high engagement and reshare rates, the methodology introduced in this paper expands the scope of social listening and positions it as a core practice of emergency response. This includes prioritizing detection of information voids for more proactive infodemic management before these gaps in understanding are filled with more speculation, misleading information, and counterproductive narratives.

Detecting viral misinformation narratives and information voids in real-time data is crucial to a rapid, comprehensive response by authorities for effective delivery of health information to populations during a health emergency, although this does not ensure that people will necessarily act in accordance with that health information. Previous research has evaluated the correction of misinformation and the role of individuals versus organizations in using real-time data [22-24]. The pathway from receiving information, to intent, to action is understudied and a priority area for future research [8]. Evaluation of intervention impact is challenging [4], but evaluation of interventions must be integrated as part of adaptive infodemic management, including social listening.

Interventions need to address the different aspects of the information ecosystem that influence the spread and health impact of an infodemic. For platforms, content moderation policies, modification of content promotion algorithms, and designing for friction can discourage sharing of misinformation and unverified information [25], while supporting literacies such as health, media, information, digital, and data literacies can promote resilience [26]. The literature highlights the value of a multipronged approach for addressing infodemics at various levels in the digital information ecosystem. However, although public health authorities can influence and interact with the other participants in this space, there is a need to suggest immediate and practical tools that public health authorities can deploy within their mandate in a health emergency context in support of their health operations and communication activities [8].

**A Need for Practical Tools for Health Authorities**

Research is ongoing to assist policy makers in understanding public concerns and sentiment around the pandemic as well as in tracking information outbreaks and the emergence of misinformation. However, there is little to no empirical evidence on how this research can be used to develop practical tools for an outbreak response by public health authorities. More collaborations between researchers and public health practitioners are needed to fill this gap. As a contribution to the infodemic response toolbox, the taxonomy and methodology in this study offer a practical, structured approach for identifying information voids and narratives of concern that warrant attention and action. This approach has already provided actionable data to help the WHO focus its efforts for the COVID-19 pandemic response.
Methods

Development of a Public Health Taxonomy for Social Listening

A social listening taxonomy for COVID-19 conversations was developed specifically for this analysis. It was designed to filter digital content referring to COVID-19 (and synonyms) for items of relevance in a public health context and to classify that content into categories. The taxonomy consisted of 35 keyword-based searches (one set of searches for each of two languages, namely English and French) which were grouped into 5 overarching topic categories representing thematic areas in which people were engaging, writing, or searching for information.

The 5 top-level categories and corresponding 35 subcategories of this social listening taxonomy for COVID-19 conversations were defined based on established epidemic management and public health practices during an outbreak of infectious disease [27] (Figure 1). The first 4 categories refer to the focus of epidemic management activities during the pandemic: (1) the cause of the disease—what do we know about the virus, and how is it spreading? (2) the illness—what are the symptoms, and how is it transmitted? (3) the treatment—how can it be cured? and (4) the interventions—what is being done by authorities and institutions? In addition, a fifth category was included to examine public perceptions on circulating information (ie, metaconversations about evidence and statistics, mis- and disinformation, successful and harmful content, or key influencers who have been actively amplifying information on COVID-19). This category was designed because misinformation, rumors, and polarization of factual versus misleading narratives are common challenges in epidemic management.

Figure 1. Structure of the social listening taxonomy for COVID-19 conversations.

Each of these 5 categories were segmented into subcategory levels that are familiar to the epidemiologist’s investigation and management of the outbreak, resulting in a total of 35 taxonomy subcategory levels (Figure 1). For example, the taxonomy category about the illness was further defined by subcategories to identify conversations, questions, or confusion about the symptoms of the illness, how it transmits, and what populations may be affected by it (across demographics, vulnerable populations, and people with underlying conditions). By defining the social listening taxonomy across the investigation areas of epidemic management [27], the resulting infodemic insights can be more quickly evaluated by public health professionals and turned into actionable recommendations to inform the epidemic response.

Each of the 35 taxonomy subcategories encompassed a list of topics that captured different aspects of that segment of the online conversation on COVID-19. Keywords for the 35 subcategory searches were generated based on expert knowledge from the WHO EPI-WIN team and translated into Boolean search strings to identify topic-related language for review of relevant social media posts and news content. The keywords of the taxonomy are available on request at the contact address listed in the Acknowledgments section.
In addition to the taxonomy subcategory levels, the keyword-based Boolean search string was created to also identify posts containing a question; this enabled analysis of categories for which people were seeking information and, therefore, potential information voids. The question search string was designed to be paired with each of the 35 taxonomy Boolean search strings to identify posts referring to the topic and containing question words, verb-subject inversions, and auxiliaries.

Finally, the sum of the total volume of the social media conversation (on all topics) was estimated by monitoring the number of posts mentioning at least one of the most commonly used words in English (eg, the, and, or, I) and French (eg, le, la, ou, et). The data were collected via a Boolean search string comprised of these most commonly used words.

**Data Sources and Data Collection**

The analysis was based on the weekly aggregation of publicly available social media data in English and French using Meltwater Explore. Institutional Review Board review was not sought, as the analysis used large bodies of text written by humans on the internet and on some social media platforms. The analysis and resulting reports focused on the identification of conversation narratives and thematic questions instead of on individual statements and users.

The Meltwater social listening platform was configured to collect verbatim mentions of keywords associated with the 35 predefined taxonomy category Boolean searches from 9 open data sources and fora (Twitter, blog entries, Facebook, Reddit posts and comments, other unspecified message boards or fora, comments under news articles and blog entries, Instagram posts, product reviews, and YouTube video titles and comments). A total of 87.02% of the resulting analysis data set was sourced from Twitter. Blogs (5.34%) and, specifically, the Reddit platform (4.34%) were the next most prominent sources in the data set. These were followed by message boards (2.14%), comments under news articles (0.89%), online review websites (0.13%), Instagram (0.12%), and Facebook (0.03%).

For each of the 35 taxonomy subcategories, the global daily total volume of posts, and the volume of posts posing a question, were recorded on a weekly basis. Tracking changes in volume from week to week also enabled determination of the velocity for a given subcategory.

**Testing and Validation of the Taxonomy**

The methodology used to test and validate the retrieval and classification in this study used both retrieval precision and retrieval recall, which are related to how much retrieved data is relevant and how much relevant data is retrieved, respectively [28,29]. These validation metrics are useful for assessing the performance of machine learning models in information retrieval and have been used for metrics on content retrieved and classified via Boolean searches for news media content [28] and Twitter data [29].

To test whether the taxonomy categories captured the intended information (retrieval precision), a random sample of content captured by each of the 35 Boolean searches was human-coded for relevance (10,500 posts in total) by a single reviewer, with a second reviewer validating the coding. The post was coded as either relevant to the search subcategory (1) or not relevant (0).

The aim of the coding was to determine the proportion of relevant (R; also, “true positive” [TP]) results as a percentage of the retrieved sample. The coders judged whether a post was relevant according to the intended definition of the specific subcategory search for which the post was returned. For example, if a post had been returned for the “The Illness – Confirmed Symptoms” search, the coder would check if the post referred to a confirmed symptom of COVID-19 (TP) or whether the matched keywords were mentioned in a different context (irrelevant [I]; also, false positive [FP]). For instance, if a post had been returned by the Boolean search for COVID-19 vaccines, did the post refer to COVID-19 vaccines? If yes, the post was coded as a TP. If the post in question mentioned COVID-19, but the part of the post mentioning vaccines was about the influenza vaccine, the post would be coded as an FP.

The initial retrieval precision testing showed an average result of 82% for the 35 taxonomy subcategory searches. The retrieval precision rate was calculated as precision = [TP / (TP + FP)] × 100%.

A total of 7 searches returned content below the target minimum retrieval precision rate of 70%, with a range of 42% to 100% (Table 1). To reduce the rate of false positives, the keywords for the 7 searches that performed below the target minimum rate were subsequently reviewed and updated to exclude keywords and phrases returning irrelevant content. On retesting, the average retrieval precision rate for the 35 searches was 87%, with a range of 72% to 100%. The full results of the retrieval precision testing and subsequent retesting can be seen in Table 1.

To spot-check the coding for reliability, we deployed a second reviewer to analyze 10% of the posts (30 per taxonomy category search, 1500 in total). We calculated the Cohen kappa to determine intercoder reliability, which was found to be high (κ=0.81, observed agreement [p_o]=0.95, expected agreement [p_e]=0.76).

A further test was performed to assess retrieval recall: whether content of relevance to the research aims failed to be retrieved by the taxonomy searches. To test this, a random sample of 1000 items of content, mentioning COVID-19 (and synonyms) but excluding the taxonomy category keywords (the “not retrieved” sample in Table 2), was human-coded for relevance from a public health perspective. Posts in this sample were determined by the coder to be relevant (R) to the aims of the public health research (false negative [FN]), or irrelevant (I) to the research aims (true negative [TN]). Coding was performed by the same reviewer and was binary; content was irrelevant (I, and therefore also TN) or was relevant (R, and therefore also TP) or was relevant (R, and therefore also TP).
Table 1. Results of retrieval precision testing and retesting with a sample size of 300 posts analyzed per subcategory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>Posts retrieved by the taxonomy category search human-coded as true positives and retrieval precision rate, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Cause – The Cause</td>
<td>217 (72.3)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cause – Further Spread – Stigma</td>
<td>260 (86.7)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cause – Further Spread – Immunity</td>
<td>245 (81.7)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Confirmed Symptoms</td>
<td>189(^a) (63)/239(^b) (79.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Other Discussed Symptoms</td>
<td>141(^a) (47)/218(^b) (72.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Asymptomatic</td>
<td>300 (100)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Presymptomatic</td>
<td>300 (100)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Means of Transmission</td>
<td>295 (98.3)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Protection From Transmission</td>
<td>299 (99.7)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Underlying Conditions</td>
<td>238 (79.3)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Demographics – Sex</td>
<td>215 (71.7)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Demographics – Age</td>
<td>215 (71.7)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Vulnerable People</td>
<td>287 (95.7)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Vulnerable Communities</td>
<td>269 (89.7)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment – Vaccines</td>
<td>300 (100)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment – Current Treatment</td>
<td>144(^a) (48)/224(^b) (74.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment – Research &amp; Development</td>
<td>290 (96.7)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment – Nonproven Treatment (Nutrition)</td>
<td>245 (81.7)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment – Myths</td>
<td>126(^a) (42)/221(^b) (73.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Measures in Public Settings</td>
<td>243 (81)-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Testing</td>
<td>280 (93.3)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Supportive Care – Equipment</td>
<td>204(^a) (68)/257(^b) (85.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Supportive Care – Health Care</td>
<td>289 (96.3)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Personal Measures</td>
<td>298 (99.3)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Reduction of Movement</td>
<td>256 (85.3)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Protection</td>
<td>276 (92)-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Technology</td>
<td>278 (92.7)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Travel</td>
<td>250 (83.3)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Faith</td>
<td>201(^a) (67)/269(^b) (89.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Unions and Industry</td>
<td>223 (74.3)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – The Environment</td>
<td>183(^a) (61)/290(^b) (96.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Inequalities</td>
<td>280 (93.3)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Civil Unrest</td>
<td>280 (93.3)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information – Misinformation</td>
<td>273 (91)-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information – Statistics</td>
<td>244 (81.3)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Indicates a taxonomy subcategory search that performed below minimum requirements and was subsequently updated and retested to yield better performance.

\(^b\)Number and percentage of posts in the sample coded as true positives in the retesting of the taxonomy subcategory search following the update.
and that the true positives are classified into the correct categories. This is because in this study, it is more important that we consider it a positive result to achieve a higher F0.5 score than to collect every potentially relevant post. Therefore, we set the aims of this project to correctly classify the retrieved posts so that the included and/or with high levels of engagement, were identified as topics that were not retrieved but was judged to be of potential relevance to the research aims (false negatives, FNs), 3 topics were identified that will be added to the taxonomy in a pending update: mutations/variants of the COVID-19 virus; “long covid” (long-term symptoms of COVID-19); and the impact of the pandemic on mental health and well-being. The results of the coding of the “not retrieved” sample indicated the proportion of TN results as a proportion of the sample; 70% of content was judged not to be relevant to the research aims, and therefore it was deemed correct that this content was not retrieved by our taxonomy. From the data, we also calculated the retrieval recall rate as recall = [TP ÷ (TP + FN)] × 100%.

The overall retrieval recall rate was 74%. This coding process enabled identification of areas where the existing Boolean string could be expanded to include more relevant keywords to retrieve more relevant content, or where the taxonomy could be expanded to include new and emerging issues. From the content that was not retrieved but was judged to be of potential relevance to the research aims (false negatives, FNs), 3 topics were identified that will be added to the taxonomy in a pending update: mutations/variants of the COVID-19 virus; “long covid” (long-term symptoms of COVID-19); and the impact of the pandemic on mental health and well-being.

To validate the coding of the sample of “not retrieved” content for reliability, we deployed a second reviewer to analyze 10% of the posts (100 posts). We calculated the Cohen kappa to determine intercoder reliability, which was found to be high (κ=0.86, p<0.001, p<0.50).

From the results of the coding of the retrieved and unretrieved samples, we calculated an F1 score and an F0.5 score with the following formulas: \( F_1 = \left(\frac{2 \times \text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}\right) \) and \( F_{0.5} = \left(\frac{1.25 \times \text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{0.25 \times \text{precision} + \text{recall}}\right) \).

The F1 score (harmonic mean of precision and recall) for the searches was 0.80, and the F0.5 score was 0.84. F1 and F0.5 scores range from 0 to 1, with 1 representing perfect performance. A higher F1 or F0.5 score is considered reasonable, with a score closer to 1 indicating stronger performance of a retrieval and classification approach. The inclusion of the F0.5 measure reflects the greater importance of retrieval precision in this study: given the vast number of potentially relevant pieces of content, it is more important to the aims of this project to correctly classify the retrieved posts than to collect every possibly relevant post. Therefore, we consider it a positive result to achieve a higher F0.5 score than F1 score. This is because in this study, it is more important that the results are not impacted by a high number of false positives and that the true positives are classified into the correct subcategory. The retrieval recall testing is also helpful because it enables identification of new or changing pandemic issues, such as new terminology being used that can be added to the taxonomy category search language over time.

### Quantitative Data Analysis

Potential information voids were identified based on 3 parameters within the weekly data set: the volume (ie, how many social media items referred to topic X?), the velocity (ie, the rate of increase of the number of social media items that have engaged with topic X over the course of the past week), and the presence of questions about the topic. The volume was the sum of the online items that mentioned COVID-19 together with a keyword related to each tracked topic. Velocity was determined as the percentage increase of the volume of social media items aggregated under each topic from week to week, where \( \text{velocity} = \left[\left(\frac{\text{current week’s total number of mentions – previous week’s total number of mentions}}{\text{previous week’s total number of mentions}}\right)\times 100\%\right] \).

Starting in late March 2020, weekly global analysis reports were produced that supplied the EPI-WIN team with early warnings of points of concern expressed in public comments by online users [2,4]. By May 4, 2021, the data sample consisted of a sum of 1.02 billion unique social media posts. This was a subset of the larger pool of 1.3 billion total public social media posts in English and French mentioning COVID-19 gathered by the data aggregator. The sample of 1.02 billion posts consisted of approximately 3% of the pool of all public social media posts written in English and French that had been gathered by the data aggregator since March 2020. The data set of total public social media posts gathered by the aggregator was verified through the automated search of mention of the most common words in English and French (eg, the, le, and, et).

Each week, social media conversations were segmented based on levels of velocity and quantitatively examined for public engagement (eg, likes, shares, poll votes, reactions), hashtags, and most-used keywords and phrases. From this weekly quantitative data, up to 10 topics with high velocity and/or a large proportion of social media posts expressing a question, and/or with high levels of engagement, were identified as potential priority information voids or sources of confusion or concern.

The identified issues on social media were then further evaluated using engagement data and Google search trends to determine whether a significant number of online users had also been looking for information on these topics to help determine whether the information void was more widespread.
Qualitative Analysis

Each week, we used the quantitative analysis to identify up to 10 topics reflecting potential information voids and areas of concern. These topics were then examined in more detail via qualitative analysis to understand the context and identify where action may need to be taken in line with a sequential explanatory design approach [30]. The qualitative analysis involved ad hoc human-led review of the key narratives, influencers, and public reactions as reflected in the content.

This analysis prioritized the flagging of widespread confusion or frequently asked questions, the rapid amplification of misinformation, or ad hoc aspects of the conversation that were particularly relevant to public health, such as vaccine questioning ahead of and during a vaccination campaign.

Reporting

The quantitative data were compiled in a web-based dashboard accessible to the emergency responders in the EPI-WIN team, and insights were discussed with EPI-WIN emergency responders on a weekly basis. The dashboard was updated weekly to allow investigation of short- and long-term trends in volumes, changes in velocity, and the volume of questions for each topic.

Weekly written reports outlined quantitative and qualitative findings about the 5 to 10 topics of concern, included visualizations from the dashboard, and summarized recommendations for action when needed [31].

Results

Quantitative analysis of the volume changes indicated that the narratives and questions in the online conversations shifted as the pandemic evolved over the course of 2020 and into 2021 (Table 3). Based on the average weekly rises of the topics within each of the 5 taxonomy categories in the yearly quarters between March 23, 2020, and March 31, 2021, it was observed that the second quarter (Q2) and third quarter (Q3) of 2020 were characterized by a steady increase in conversations about “the interventions.” Although discussion of “the illness” decreased in 2020, it surged again in the first quarter (Q1) of 2021. In the fourth quarter (Q4) of 2020, “the treatment” had the highest velocity in digital conversations, while the metaconversation on COVID-19 information experienced the greatest velocity in Q1 of 2021.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year and month</th>
<th>Most discussed topic</th>
<th>Volume (millions of social media mentions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2020 March</td>
<td>Interventions – Testing</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>April</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>June</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>August</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>September</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>October</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021 January</td>
<td>Treatment – Vaccines</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>Treatment – Vaccines</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>Treatment – Vaccines</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>Treatment – Vaccines</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the same time, topics re-emerged periodically in terms of popularity. All 35 categories of topics that were tracked resumed a higher velocity throughout the reporting period for an average of 18 weeks combined (Table 4). The 2 topics that attracted increasing interest most frequently were “myths” and “risk based on age demographics” (rising for 26 and 24 weeks, respectively) followed by “the cause” of the virus and “reduction of movement” (both 23 weeks) “vaccines” and “stigma” (both 22 weeks), and “other discussed symptoms” (21 weeks). Digital conversations on “the cause” of the epidemic, “misinformation” as a phenomenon, and “immunity” had the longest continuous periods of surge in volume of social media posts discussing these topics in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic; the conversation on “the cause” increased in both the first and second half of the analysis period for 7 continuous weeks during the first half of the reporting period, while the metaconversation about misinformation increased for 6 consecutive weeks. Conversations about “immunity” increased for 5 consecutive weeks in June-July 2020 and in November-December 2020.
Table 4. Frequency of weekly velocity growth (number of weeks in which a topic experienced positive velocity) and average weekly increase rate (or decrease, when a negative value is returned) by topic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Number of weeks in which a topic experienced positive velocity (increase of social media mentions since previous week)</th>
<th>Average weekly increase in number of social media mentions (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment – Myths</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Demographics – Age</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Reduction of Movement</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cause – The Cause</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccines</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cause – Further Spread: Stigma</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Faith</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Other Discussed Symptoms</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment – Current Treatment</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Travel</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – The Environment</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Confirmed Symptoms</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Asymptomatic transmission</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Means of Transmission</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Measures in Public Settings</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cause – Further Spread: Immunity</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment – Nonproven Treatment (Nutrition)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information – Statistics and Data</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Technology</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information – Misinformation</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Vulnerable Communities</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Testing</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Supportive Care – Health Care</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Protection</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Presymptomatic</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Underlying Conditions</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Supportive Care – Equipment</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Protection From Transmission</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Personal Measures</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Demographics – Sex</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment – Research &amp; Development</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Unions and Industry</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Inequalities</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illness – Vulnerable People</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions – Civil Unrest</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of the peaks in discussion of 2 of the leading recurring topics, “risk related to age demographics” and “the cause,” provided insight into how narratives around these topics were fueled by real-life events. The conversation on “risk related to age demographics” increased in velocity 24 times throughout the period studied. A total of 3 million public social media posts engaged with the topic: 64% of these posts were focused on children, whereas 30% focused on older people. The volume of conversation on children and COVID-19 risk increased above the yearly average for 133 days. Speculation about the severity of COVID-19 infection in children was raised consistently throughout the evaluation period, and it represented fertile
ground for confusion and potential misinformation. Major triggers included news reports of child deaths (560,000 public posts discussed children and mortality), reports of symptoms observed in children in particular (300,000 public posts discussed children and symptoms), the debate over school reopenings, particularly with regard to transmission (818,000 public posts) and, most recently, COVID-19 immunization (656,000 public posts). In relation to this topic, doubts resurfaced repeatedly about the threat of COVID-19 to children; however, there was a diversity of narrative foci for these doubts, linked to changing events during the pandemic.

By contrast, public discussion on the possible origins of the pandemic (“the cause”) had a persistent narrative throughout the evaluation period. “The cause” of the epidemic was a focus of 3.26 million public social media posts throughout the period monitored. The size of the conversation was most prominent at the beginning of the pandemic and diminished as of June 2020, but with periodically recurring peaks in the number of posts. Conspiracy theories suggesting the artificial origin of the virus as a bioweapon were persistent in online discussion, and prominent influencers operating in the conspiracy theory space were often linked to resurgent peaks in public online discussion. The phrase “biological weapon” was mentioned 326,000 times in the public social media space (cf. 141 million mentions of COVID-19 vaccines in the same period). The rate of mentions decreased by 65% from Q2 to Q3 2020 (as it decreased to 34,000 mentions globally), but it surged to 110,000 in Q4 as the theory regained prominence in the public discourse, in part driven by the release of a preprint paper claiming that the virus was an “unrestricted bioweapon” [31,32]. In Q4 2020, 16% of posts referring to the virus as a bioweapon referenced the authors of that paper. Although the nature of the narrative around COVID-19 as a “bioweapon” was relatively constant, our findings indicate that existing conspiracy theories can be fueled with new details in debates about science [32], underscoring a need to improve science literacy and communication.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

The insights obtained in this study have afforded public health experts the opportunity to develop a more rapid and targeted assessment of a subsample of narratives across the English and French languages using public digital sources. These insights can be combined with others to better understand whether and how people are understanding public health and social measures and putting them into practice to protect themselves and their communities.

The application of this taxonomy to successive weekly online social listening analysis has resulted in a better understanding of the evolution and dynamics of high-velocity conversations about COVID-19 worldwide in English and French during the pandemic. The taxonomy also provides a quantifiable approach to support more adaptive and targeted planning and prioritization of health response activities. For example, monitoring and characterizing re-emerging topics can guide re-evaluation and updating of risk communication and community engagement initiatives to improve understandability and resonance, or highlight where adjustments in technical guidance, public health policy, and social measures may be needed. In addition, the fact that narratives discussed online often overlap across different categories reveals the breadth of this taxonomy, and this overlap enables emerging narratives and potential information voids to be picked up through velocity alerts raised in different elements of the taxonomy.

The testing process described in this article forms the basis of the taxonomy review and maintenance process. Updates to the taxonomy are also informed by observations from the weekly analysis and reporting of the data, and public health expert knowledge via WHO, the wider news agenda, and epidemic management context of the pandemic. The taxonomy has been updated twice since its creation in March 2020, with a third update forthcoming in 2021. The aim of the taxonomy updates is to ensure that important new and emerging topics are captured as the pandemic evolves (as in the examples of variants/mutations and “long covid” above) and that the taxonomy includes the latest language and terms being used by the public [29]. For example, as the pandemic progressed, members of the public increasingly dropped the use of formal terms, such as referring to the virus as “Covid” rather than “COVID-19”; therefore, the taxonomy keywords were expanded to reflect this change. When the taxonomy was updated and validated, the database was also updated back to the start date of the research to ensure consistency in the analysis data set and to allow for analysis of long-term trends.

There is added value in using a common social listening taxonomy for integration of insights from a variety of data sources and research methods in online and offline communities. This can provide a more systematic way to integrate analysis of different data sources and facilitate complementarity of digital social listening data with other data such as knowledge, attitudes, and practices research to help uncover drivers of online discussion, and to support social listening in vulnerable or more marginalized communities, including those with limited access to online platforms.

A challenge of this analysis approach is the need for human analysts to continuously monitor and evolve the taxonomy in line with the developing narratives and emerging topics as well as the changing language used in discussions of the COVID-19 pandemic. Ideally, taxonomies would be tested, reviewed, and updated frequently, particularly when a new stage of the pandemic begins (eg, when the vaccine rollout started), as such events in the pandemic timeline can generate new topics of discussion and new terminology (eg, “Covid passports”). However, the benefit of more frequent updates is balanced by the need for comparability of data across time as well as by the fact that this analytical method needs to be rapidly reproducible, including in more resource-constrained environments, to have real, practical use week-on-week during the pandemic to inform the immediate needs of the health authority response, including risk communication and community engagement in any country context.

To help identify actionable insights, the weekly analysis was focused less on exact counts of mentions and more on relative changes, narratives, and topic signals to evaluate and
contextualize infodemic signals. When rapidly identifying up to 10 information voids in large weekly data sets, absolute precision was less important than the early detection of an actionable signal to help trigger a timely response. For example, if there was a sudden rise in online narratives expressing concern over a treatment, coupled with other information available from the emergency response, the exact number of mentions was less important than signal detection, analysis, and recommendations for possible action. Despite this, more research is needed to refine and streamline the process for rapidly updating and publishing such taxonomies, especially in protracted epidemics, where shifts in concerns and conversations are bound to occur.

A key takeaway from the analysis that can be applied during the current pandemic is the frequent recurrence of topics of concern and its implications for communication. Public health authorities, governments, and nongovernmental organizations must be prepared to communicate repeatedly on the same issue, adapting frames, approaches, and content as public perceptions of issues and topics shift. Our analysis shows that areas of concern wax and wane, with confusion disappearing and re-emerging as new information comes to light or new events occur. Monitoring the changing narratives on a weekly basis and over time using a taxonomy, such as the one used in this study, can enable health authorities to assess longer-term trends and to be more nimble in adapting approaches to respond effectively to topics of concern and to counter misinformation. Further research can help to adapt these digital social listening approaches to provide metrics for evaluation of infodemic management interventions.

The taxonomy has been adapted, translated, and applied in a number of country-level studies in Mali, the Philippines, and Malaysia [33-35]. Applying the approach at the country level included the localization of keywords and their validation. Once this work was completed, the taxonomy and methodological approach proved to be a useful tool for generating insights into narratives in public discourse and potential information voids at the national level. Furthermore, the research framework is now being applied in Canada by the National Institute of Public Health of Québec as an input into the public health response and risk communication in that province, showing that the taxonomy is also applicable at the subnational level [36]; Institut national de santé publique du Québec [forthcoming].

A pilot project by WHO EPI-WIN and research partners, Early Artificial intelligence–supported Response with Social Listening (EARS) [37], also built on the taxonomy from this research and applied it to an automated classification of content and analysis of publicly shared opinions and concerns in 20 countries. The EARS project is enabling both country-level analysis and cross-country comparisons of themes in online conversations, although obtaining in-depth contextual insights still requires human-led analysis of potential information voids and sources of confusion. Therefore, more investment in analytical capacities in social listening at the country level is needed to provide more contextual analysis, interpretation of infodemic insights, and formulation of recommendations for action, as well as to build capacities for using social listening for health response evaluation and adaptation.

There is an opportunity to apply the taxonomy and methodology described in this paper to detect information voids during future, as yet unknown, pandemics and other public health crises. The 5 top-level categories and some of the 35 sub-categories are relevant to social listening in any outbreak but would need to be adapted to the type of pathogen. If, for example, the HIV/AIDS epidemic had started in the digital, connected world of 2020 rather than in the 1980s, the online social listening taxonomy structure would have needed some adjustment to filter and segment public discourse related to the epidemic and identify information voids. For example, a “Demographics – Men Who Have Sex With Men” topic could be added under the category “the illness” to better hear questions and concerns from this particular demographic group. This approach could also include adjustments to subcategories under “the intervention” to remove irrelevant subcategories of “Reduction of Movement” and “Unions and Industry.” After such a taxonomy review and adjustment, the keywords used to capture content related to each category and subcategory would also need to be systematically reviewed to ensure they were appropriate to the narratives in relation to specific illness in question. For example, terms relating to injected drug use, sex between men, sex between a man and woman, and mother-to-child transmission could be added under “The Illness – Modes of Transmission”. Having a taxonomy structure and methodology already in place as a starting point would enable faster deployment of digital social listening activities in a future outbreak.

Limitations

Interpretation of the analysis must account for the limitations of the data sources included in the content aggregator. During health emergencies, health authorities require surge support in social listening, response, and evaluation functions. Analysis services from a central analytics unit or from commercial or academic institutions need to be set up quickly to use a systematic approach to detect and understand people’s changing concerns, questions, and possible areas of confusion shared publicly online. The overload in management of data from open sources can be high, and in settings where the social listening analytics capacity is not yet in place for routine analysis, content aggregators can be used to rapidly set up an analysis workflow. The media content aggregation platform used for this study offers firewall access to Twitter, ensuring a complete set of data for analysis, subject to privacy limitations. Other sources in the platform are either sampled from or limited to public posts only [38]. This is a limitation that applies to most analytics of this type, as Facebook and other social media platforms set limitations on the data they make available due to their privacy policies and commercial interests. As a result, there is an overrepresentation of Twitter content in this analysis [39,40]. The use of private data aggregators may lead to the use of unconventional, uncontrolled samples whose breadth and comprehensiveness are constrained by practical and legal limitations. Other methods would be required to characterize conversations in hidden online communities, closed groups, and closed messaging apps, and thorough consideration of the ethics of social listening would be warranted in such contexts.

This research is global and is limited to two major languages (English and French). As a result, only major online narrative
themes and information voids were identified, and the resulting interpretations may not be representative of trends and patterns that could be observed in digital communities for other languages. Moreover, in a global weekly analysis, smaller or more localized conversations may go undetected. One of the aims of this work is to apply and advance the methods to develop taxonomies that can be rapidly applied to any linguistic context for different geographies and public health events.

It has also been observed that the global English-language data set is prone to overrepresent the voice of social media in geographic regions or communities that are more digitally active than others. A key challenge in this study was the digital amplification of discourse pertaining to US politics, the elections, and the digital prominence of US civil society thereof [41]. In such situations, exclusion keywords may be used to exclude major events or large-scale media coverage from analysis so that they do not mask citizens’ publicly shared narratives that are more relevant for public health authorities. This can also be addressed when presenting the analysis results. For example, the weekly reports presented analysis of the narratives from the United States and the United Kingdom separately from the analysis of data from other countries where English was the language of online conversation. This helped to uncover previously undetected narratives outside the United States and the United Kingdom. Future research is needed to assess how results may vary in different linguistic communities and to evaluate the effects of geographies that may be superinfluencers of global discourse.

Another limitation of this research is the start date of the project, March 23, 2020, which is several weeks after COVID-19 was declared a public health emergency of international concern; however, data prior to this date (back to January 2020) have been retrieved and stored for future analysis, ensuring that it is possible to analyze a longer timeline.

Adaptation and application of the taxonomy structure in future outbreaks must also take into account validation of information retrieval and recall. The test scores referenced in the taxonomy testing and validation section should be taken as estimates of the accuracy of the retrieval process by the taxonomy category searches, and function most effectively as a tool for identifying areas for improvement. A key limitation of the test results is that human coders can make errors [29]. The human coders involved in the testing and validation were highly experienced in coding and highly familiar with the topic in question, which can help minimize the incidence of coding errors. Future applications of this validation approach could also deploy more coders in an effort to remove potential bias introduced by reliance on a small number of coders.

Conclusions

This research focuses on the identification of potential information voids and sources of confusion in online social conversations to provide actionable insights for risk communication and community engagement and other health response activities. While it can provide insight into the opinions expressed online, integration with other analyses, including from listening to offline communities is needed. Applying this methodology globally has provided the added and needed insight, inspiring new ways of thinking and use of information in support of risk communication during health emergencies. Much of the value of the taxonomy we developed is in the capacity to rapidly deploy and provide ongoing insights about information voids during an outbreak, which then allows a health authority to take evidence-informed action and course-correct risk communication during an epidemic. The application of the taxonomy and methodology for social listening at regional, country, and subnational levels in the COVID-19 pandemic—which is already being tested—offers possibilities for more actionable insights that must increasingly support a localized response. Moreover, this method offers an approach for monitoring of concerns, questions, and information voids in future outbreaks, enabling a faster response by the health authorities in affected countries during the next acute health event.

Data Availability

The listing of keywords and search terms per taxonomy subcategory is available upon request by contacting enquiry@mediameasurement.com.
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COVID-19 Information Sources and Health Behaviors During Pregnancy: Results From a Prenatal App-Embedded Survey

James Bohnhoff, MD; Alexander Davis, PhD; Wändi Bruine de Bruin, PhD; Tamar Krishnamurti, PhD

Background: Pregnancy is a time of heightened COVID-19 risk. Pregnant individuals’ choice of specific protective health behaviors during pregnancy may be affected by information sources.

Objective: This study examined the association between COVID-19 information sources and engagement in protective health behaviors among a pregnant population in a large academic medical system.

Methods: Pregnant patients completed an app-based questionnaire about their sources of COVID-19 information and engagement in protective health behaviors. The voluntary questionnaire was made available to patients using a pregnancy app as part of their routine prenatal care between April 21 and November 27, 2020.

Results: In total, 637 pregnant responders routinely accessed a median of 5 sources for COVID-19 information. The most cited source (79%) was the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Self-reporting evidence-based protective actions was relatively common, although 14% self-reported potentially harmful behaviors to avoid COVID-19 infection. The CDC and other sources were positively associated with engaging in protective behaviors while others (eg, US president Donald Trump) were negatively associated with protective behaviors. Participation in protective behaviors was not associated with refraining from potentially harmful behaviors ($P=.93$). Moreover, participation in protective behaviors decreased ($P=.03$) and participation in potentially harmful actions increased ($P=.001$) over the course of the pandemic.

Conclusions: Pregnant patients were highly engaged in COVID-19–related information-seeking and health behaviors. Clear, targeted, and regular communication from commonly accessed health organizations about which actions may be harmful, in addition to which actions offer protection, may offer needed support to the pregnant population.
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Background: Pregnancy is a time of heightened COVID-19 risk. Pregnant individuals’ choice of specific protective health behaviors during pregnancy may be affected by information sources.
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Results: In total, 637 pregnant responders routinely accessed a median of 5 sources for COVID-19 information. The most cited source (79%) was the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Self-reporting evidence-based protective actions was relatively common, although 14% self-reported potentially harmful behaviors to avoid COVID-19 infection. The CDC and other sources were positively associated with engaging in protective behaviors while others (eg, US president Donald Trump) were negatively associated with protective behaviors. Participation in protective behaviors was not associated with refraining from potentially harmful behaviors ($P=.93$). Moreover, participation in protective behaviors decreased ($P=.03$) and participation in potentially harmful actions increased ($P=.001$) over the course of the pandemic.

Conclusions: Pregnant patients were highly engaged in COVID-19–related information-seeking and health behaviors. Clear, targeted, and regular communication from commonly accessed health organizations about which actions may be harmful, in addition to which actions offer protection, may offer needed support to the pregnant population.

Introduction

Pregnant people are at higher risk for severe COVID-19 illness and adverse pregnancy outcomes such as hypertensive disorders, preterm birth, and cesarean delivery [1,2]. However, the risk of vertical transmission of COVID-19 is still being studied [3], and data on efficacy and safety of COVID-19 vaccination for pregnant women lag behind those for other populations [4].
furthermore, recommendations on appropriate health action differ by information source, including conflicting advice by professional health organizations [5,6]. Thus, pregnant people are faced with heightened risk and less certain information when seeking knowledge of appropriate COVID-19-related health choices. Even if highly motivated to engage in positive health behaviors, pregnant people have not always known what actions would offer them appropriate protection, with many doubting the benefits of protective behaviors such as vaccination [7,8].

In the broader US population, adoption of protective behaviors continues to be uneven, despite a growing scientific consensus on effective protective behaviors to decrease the transmission and contraction of COVID-19 [9,10]. Individuals’ information sources may be an important determinant of health beliefs, behaviors, and the acceptance of health guidance [11]. Use of news sources such as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has been associated with COVID-19 knowledge [12] and protective action such as social distancing [13]. People have also sought COVID-19 information from other sources including social media [12], where evidence-based guidelines were often drowned out by misinformation [14] and “echo chambers” [15]. The sources that pregnant people access may, therefore, inform their willingness to implement protective behaviors.

Here, we used data collected through a pregnancy health tracking app with the aim of examining the relationship between the sources from which pregnant people seek COVID-19-related health information and their engagement in protective health behaviors. Specifically, we examined whether the information source chosen for learning about COVID-19 was associated with (1) engagement in evidence-based protective health behaviors, such as hand-washing and social distancing, and (2) potentially harmful behaviors that have been perpetuated through misinformation, such as personal use of UV radiation to treat or prevent infection [16,17] while accounting for demographic and clinical covariates. We also examined (3) whether participation in evidence-based behaviors was associated with refraining from harmful actions. We hypothesized that pregnant individuals’ COVID-19 information sources are associated with their effective and potentially harmful behaviors, and that higher levels of effective health behaviors would be associated with lower levels of harmful behaviors.

Methods

Data Collection Tool

Providers at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center health system prescribed the MyHealthyPregnancy (MHP) app (iOS version 1.4.7, Android version 1.8) to pregnant patients at their first prenatal appointment as part of routine prenatal care. All content was developed in conjunction with a clinical education team employed by the health care system. MHP applies machine learning algorithms to patient-entered data to model an individual patient’s likelihood of adverse pregnancy events. The app offers relevant resources (eg, local health services) or actions (eg, prompts to call their provider), depending on the information that is entered into the app, as well as notifying their provider if critical health risks are documented. From April 2020, MHP added questions about COVID-19 symptoms (COVID-19 screening tool), responding to symptom reports with care-seeking guidance, and a separate COVID-19 behaviors questionnaire that included questions about COVID-19 information sources and engagement in specific protective behaviors. App users were then also offered some additional education about appropriate protective behaviors. Surveys were checked against the Checklist for Reporting the Results of E-Surveys (CHERRIES), focusing on items relevant to an app-based survey [18].

The internal protocol for prescribing MHP was to send a weblink to the patient’s phone. App users electronically consented to share identifiable data with their health care provider and anonymized aggregate data for research. Participants did not receive any financial compensation for app use.

During the patient’s first use of MHP (onboarding), they were prompted with 26 multiple-choice questions, over 4 screens of questioning, which included questions on demographics and pregnancy history. During the study period (April 21 to November 27, 2020), participants were invited via an SMS text message and in-app notification to voluntarily complete the COVID-19 screening tool (4 questions) and COVID-19 behaviors questionnaire (8 questions). The app’s “Learning Center” was then updated for all app users, regardless of use of the screening tool or participation in the COVID-19 behaviors questionnaire. The COVID-19 screening tool remained available for use at any time.

COVID-19–Related Information Sources and Protective Actions

As part of the COVID-19 behaviors questionnaire, participants indicated where they received their coronavirus-related information from a list of choices composed of government entities, media sources, the internet and social media, and personal contacts, with the option to list additional sources through free text. Participants were also asked to select actions that they had taken in the last month to keep themselves safe from COVID-19. These actions are enumerated in the Results section. The research team reviewed the first behaviors questionnaire completed by each participant. We categorized actions on their evidence base and potential health risk. Three actions, including (1) avoiding public spaces, gatherings, or crowds, (2) washing hands with soap or using hand sanitizer several times per day, and (3) wearing a face mask, were categorized as “most effective” in accordance with CDC recommendations [19]. Other actions, such as “cance[ll] or postp[on] air travel for work” were categorized as “protective actions” on the basis that they were of known benefit but overlapped with the “most effective” actions or were not applicable to every individual. Actions related to scheduling or canceling medical appointments were categorized as indeterminate. Actions identified by the CDC and the World Health Organization (WHO) as commonly reported misconceptions were categorized as “Other unnecessary or ineffective” for preventing COVID-19 (eg, “Stockpiled food or water”) or “Ineffective and potentially harmful” (eg, “Used antibiotics”) [20,21]. For each participant, we recorded the number of “most effective” actions selected as well as the
selection of any “potentially harmful” actions, focusing on these 2 categories as the most likely to be of interest to organizations hoping to reduce COVID-19 spread and prevent harm. This categorization system was developed during analysis in late 2020 but attempted to describe recommendations which had been relatively consistent throughout the pandemic. In particular, wearing a face mask, though initially discouraged by the CDC, was recommended as a voluntary, protective health measure beginning early April 2020 [22].

Other Health Information
Respondents were designated as having a high-risk pregnancy history if they reported any of the following at baseline: use of in vitro fertilization or ovulation-inducing medications, prior pregnancy loss, prior premature birth (<37 weeks) or newborn with an extended hospital stay, prior premature rupture of membranes, or diagnosis of autoimmune disease, hypertension, chronic kidney disease, or diabetes. Respondents were designated as having COVID-19–relevant symptoms during the time of survey response if they reported current fever, cough, or shortness of breath in the COVID-19 screening tool. They were also asked, “Are you experiencing financial or other personal difficulties as a result of this pandemic?”

Statistical Power
Most of our analyses are comparisons of proportions or odds ratios of respondents reporting protective or harmful actions depending on their reported information sources. With 637 respondents, we detected a statistical difference of 10 percentage points (0.6 vs 0.5) with 80% power and a Cronbach $\alpha$ of .05 using a 2-sample test of proportions.

Analysis
All analyses were performed using STATA (version 15.1; StataCorp, LLC). Missing data were imputed on the basis of median and mode responses. To test the association between information sources and health behaviors, we performed 2 regression analyses. First, we used linear regression analysis to assess the association between the use of individual sources and the number of “most effective” protective actions engaged in, also factoring in the model demographics (age, race, education, number of children, and COVID-19–related distress), health characteristics (high-risk pregnancy history and COVID-19 symptoms), and survey date, which we included to measure population-level changes over the course of the pandemic. Second, we performed logistic regression analysis to test the association between the use of individual information sources and engagement in any “potentially harmful” actions. Finally, we tested the association between engagement in any “potentially harmful” factors and number of “most effective” actions undertaken using logistic regression analysis.

Ethics Approval and Consent to Participate
The health care system’s quality improvement review board approved the research. Informed consent was obtained from all study participants.

Results
Results Overview
In total, 637 women (22% of the 2906 active app users during the study period) completed the app-based COVID-19 survey, at a median gestational age of 15 weeks (IQR 10-24 weeks). Table 1 shows respondent demographics. The demographic characteristics of survey respondents were similar to those of all active app users. Respondents reported receiving information about COVID-19 from a median of 5 sources (IQR 3-7 sources). From the least to the most used source, 49 (8%) participants indicated receiving information from MSNBC, ranging to 505 (79%) participants who received information from the CDC. The most frequently cited free-text source was Dr Anthony Fauci (6 participants, 1%).

Table 2 shows the rates of respondent-reported COVID-19 protective actions, ranging from 2% (n=11, for each of “Used antibiotics” and “Used an ultraviolet disinfection lamp”) to 98% (n=626, for “Washed your hands with soap or used hand sanitizer several times per day”). Regarding the actions categorized as most effective, only 1% (n=7) of those surveyed reported practicing none of these actions and 80% (n=512) had practiced all three. In total, 89 (14%) individuals reported at least one misguided/potentially harmful action.
Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the surveyed women (N=637).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>30.4 (7.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>517 (81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>63 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>57 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Children, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>367 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>167 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥2</td>
<td>33 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Income</strong>(^a) (US $), mean (SD)</td>
<td>66,656 (33,356)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong>(^b), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or less</td>
<td>164 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 or 4 years of college</td>
<td>263 (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
<td>203 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to answer</td>
<td>7 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Income was collected as a categorical variable but treated as a continuous variable in analysis.

\(^b\)In the United States, “High School” is a general education intended to be universal and to continue till the age of 18 years, followed by college and postgraduate training for some individuals. For reference, according to the most recently released educational data from the US Census bureau, 39% of the population aged ≥18 years had completed high school or had a lower education, 49% had completed some college but no postgraduate degree, and 12% had completed a postgraduate degree [23].
Table 2. Actions taken by study participants to decrease COVID-19 infection risk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-reported protective actions</th>
<th>Participants, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Most effective actions</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washed hands with soap or used hand sanitizer several times per day</td>
<td>626 (98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wore a face mask</td>
<td>614 (97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoided public spaces, gatherings, or crowds</td>
<td>525 (82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other effective actions</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoided contact with people who could be at high risk</td>
<td>503 (79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoided eating at restaurants</td>
<td>479 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canceled or postponed personal or social activities</td>
<td>460 (72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worked or studied at home</td>
<td>345 (54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordered meals or groceries to be delivered</td>
<td>340 (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoided your place of worship</td>
<td>285 (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canceled or postponed work or school activities</td>
<td>243 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canceled or postponed air travel for pleasure</td>
<td>201 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canceled or postponed air travel for work</td>
<td>109 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indeterminate effectiveness actions</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visited a doctor</td>
<td>270 (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canceled a doctor’s appointment</td>
<td>97 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other unnecessary or ineffective actions</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiped down items from the grocery store</td>
<td>294 (46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiped down packages with disinfectant</td>
<td>262 (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockpiled food or water</td>
<td>217 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Took a hot bath</td>
<td>139 (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ate garlic</td>
<td>84 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ineffective and potentially harmful actions</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used a hand dryer instead of hand washing to kill the virus with heat</td>
<td>32 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rinsed nose with saline</td>
<td>22 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprayed self with alcohol or chlorine</td>
<td>26 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used other medicines or supplements not prescribed by a doctor</td>
<td>17 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used an ultraviolet disinfection lamp</td>
<td>11 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used antibiotics</td>
<td>11 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Information Source and Most Effective Actions**

In regression analysis, those who were more likely to seek information from the CDC ($P=.002$), the WHO ($P=.01$), local health departments ($P=.006$), health care workers ($P=.03$), and public media ($P=.04$) practiced more of the most effective protective actions (Table 3). Those who were less likely to obtain information from the US president (Donald Trump) or Vice-President (Mike Pence) at the time ($P=.02$) also practiced more of the most effective actions. The number of most effective actions engaged in was also positively associated with older age ($P=.006$) and negatively associated with later date of surveying ($P=.003$), higher number of children ($P=.02$), and the presence of COVID-19 symptoms ($P=.04$).
Table 3. COVID-19 information sources and most effective and potentially harmful actions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>News source</th>
<th>Respondents citing this source or trait, n (%)</th>
<th>Regression coefficient for the most effective actions (95% CI)</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Log odds ratio for potentially harmful actions (95% CI)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention</td>
<td>505 (79)</td>
<td>0.18 (0.07 to 0.29)</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>-0.82 (-1.52 to -0.11)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Department of Health</td>
<td>425 (67)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.04 to 0.21)</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>-0.17 (-0.76 to 0.41)</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Health Organization</td>
<td>313 (49)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.02 to 0.20)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>0.29 (-0.31 to 0.90)</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Department of Health</td>
<td>208 (33)</td>
<td>0.01 (-0.08 to 0.10)</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>0.74 (0.14 to 1.34)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President Donald Trump or Vice-President Mike Pence</td>
<td>75 (12)</td>
<td>-0.16 (-0.29 to -0.03)</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>0.04 (-0.79 to 0.87)</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care workers</td>
<td>405 (64)</td>
<td>0.09 (0.01 to 0.17)</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>0.59 (0.03 to 1.16)</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends and family</td>
<td>206 (32)</td>
<td>0.03 (-0.06 to 0.13)</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>1.04 (0.44 to 1.64)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet or social media</td>
<td>137 (22)</td>
<td>0.08 (-0.02 to 0.19)</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>-0.17 (-0.86 to 0.51)</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coworkers</td>
<td>123 (19)</td>
<td>0.01 (-0.09 to 0.12)</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>0.06 (-0.62 to 0.74)</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local news</td>
<td>192 (30)</td>
<td>0 (-0.1 to 0.09)</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>0.57 (-0.03 to 1.16)</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public media</td>
<td>161 (25)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.00 to 0.19)</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-0.63 (-1.34 to 0.03)</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National newspapers</td>
<td>120 (19)</td>
<td>0.04 (-0.07 to 0.15)</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>-0.70 (-1.48 to 0.09)</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>112 (18)</td>
<td>0.07 (-0.05 to 0.19)</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>-0.2 (-1.03 to 0.62)</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBC news</td>
<td>72 (11)</td>
<td>-0.04 (-0.2 to 0.11)</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>-1.39 (-2.73 to 0.04)</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox News</td>
<td>65 (10)</td>
<td>0.01 (-0.14 to 0.16)</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>0.76 (-0.13 to 1.65)</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC news</td>
<td>61 (10)</td>
<td>-0.05 (-0.23 to 0.13)</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>-0.13 (-1.31 to 1.05)</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSN BC</td>
<td>49 (8)</td>
<td>0.05 (-0.13 to 0.23)</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>0.26 (-0.90 to 1.43)</td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBS news</td>
<td>52 (8)</td>
<td>-0.07 (-0.28 to 0.14)</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>1.48 (0.21 to 2.76)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other covariates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (per 10 years)</td>
<td>N/A b</td>
<td>0.08 (0.02 to 0.14)</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>0.24 (-0.17 to 0.66)</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.12 (-0.03 to 0.26)</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>0.25 (-0.55 to 1.06)</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.11 (-0.02 to 0.24)</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>1.15 (0.40 to 1.90)</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income (per US $10,000)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-0.00 (-0.02 to 0.01)</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>-0.04 (-0.14 to 0.06)</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or less</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-0.07 (-0.20 to 0.07)</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>0.16 (-0.69 to 1.01)</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collegiate</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.02 (-0.08 to 0.11)</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>0.39 (-0.27 to 1.04)</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to answer</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-0.25 (-0.62 to 0.12)</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>-0.30 (-2.82 to 2.23)</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-0.05 (-0.09 to -0.01)</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>-0.01 (-0.27 to 0.28)</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19-related distress</td>
<td>193 (30)</td>
<td>0.01 (-0.08 to 0.09)</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>-0.23 (-0.80 to 0.34)</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19 symptoms</td>
<td>14 (2)</td>
<td>-0.26 (-0.52 to -0.01)</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-0.10 (-1.90 to 1.71)</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk pregnancy history</td>
<td>276 (43)</td>
<td>0.01 (-0.07 to 0.09)</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>-0.44 (-1.00 to 0.12)</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of survey completion</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-0.026 (-0.04 to -0.01)</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>0.15 (0.03 to 0.26)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aItalicized values are statistically significant. Regression coefficients for the most effective actions were generated through linear regression predicting each additional “most effective” action. Log-transformed odds ratios for harmful actions were generated through logistic regression analysis predicting any “misguided and potentially harmful” action. For “date of survey completion,” an increase in the regressor of 1 corresponds to a 30-day (1-month) change.

bN/A: not applicable.
**Information Source and Potentially Harmful Actions**

Citing the following information sources was positively associated with engagement in any potentially harmful actions: the US Department of Health (P=.02), health care workers (P=.04), friends and family (P=.001), and CBS news (P=.02) (Table 3). Citing the CDC (P=.02) was negatively associated with engaging in harmful actions. Potentially harmful actions were positively associated with a later date (P=.01) and being of race other than White or Black (P=.003).

**Most Effective Actions and Potentially Harmful Actions**

On logistic regression analysis, the number of most effective actions engaged in was not associated with participation in any potentially harmful actions (P=.93) (Table 3).

Regression analyses showing associations between information sources and both “other effective” and “other unnecessary or ineffective” actions are shown in Multimedia Appendix 1.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

In this local sample, pregnant people surveyed in the first 10 months of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States reported multiple, varied COVID-19 information sources. These information sources were associated with individuals’ actions in several cases. Most significantly, we found that using the CDC as an information source was associated with most effective actions and negatively associated with harmful actions. The associations we found may have resulted from traits in the individuals we studied. For example, reporting the US president Donald Trump and Vice-President Mike Pence as an information source was associated with engaging in less protective actions, resonating with prior evidence that individuals’ political affiliations often influence their information source [24] and are associated with multiple COVID-19 protective actions [25-28]. Alternatively, sources may have been actively providing different information [14] or may have communicated similar information but with different levels of clarity or different degrees of targeting information specifically to pregnant audiences [29]. While trust in the CDC has repeatedly been shown to be associated with protective actions during the COVID-19 pandemic [13,30], other associations, including those of individual networks, are more difficult to explain. It is notable that professional pregnancy and maternal health organizations were not listed as sources in open-ended responses since these may be the most reliable sources of targeted up-to-date scientific information for this population.

Overall, we found that participation in the most effective protective actions was relatively high, with more than 90% of our pregnant sample reporting mask-wearing and frequent hand-washing. However, a nontrivial minority reported participating in at least one misguided or potentially harmful action, and we did not detect an association between participating in effective actions and abstaining from harmful actions. Trusted public health sources may need to directly address which actions are not helpful, particularly for populations for whom there may be additional uncertainty around the risk that is posed to them. Indeed, it is possible that an excess of fear and uncertainty, rather than lack of information, drives engagement in behaviors without an evidence base. This echoes a prior research finding that COVID-19 conspiracy theorists showed increased rates of protective behaviors, both those that were and those that were not recommended by governmental bodies [31].

In regression analysis controlling for information source, respondents’ reports of participation in effective actions were lower, and reports of participation in potentially harmful actions was higher, over the time course of the pandemic. This finding suggests that pregnant people, although often more likely than nonpregnant people to participate in evidence-based health behaviors [32,33], may have experienced flagging motivation to adhere to guidelines—that is, “pandemic fatigue” [34,35]—over time. Alternatively, given our findings suggesting the importance of information sources, it is also possible that as pregnant people encountered more sources of information and disinformation, they had decreasing clarity over which of their actions were evidence-based, leading to a perverse use of harmful actions in pursuit of greater protection. Our survey was launched early in the pandemic, when the pregnant population may have had to rely largely on their own “mental models” of safe behavior when engaging in proactive actions. It is possible that these intuitions about safe behavior, earlier during the pandemic, were clearer to pregnant people than the conflicting or unclear recommendations they may have received from other channels over the course of the survey time period.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to report that a decline in effective actions over the course of a pandemic may be associated with a rise in spurious or dangerous actions [12]. This finding requires confirmation, ideally through longitudinal surveys that can track individual rather than population-level changes in participation in recommended and spurious, potentially harmful actions over time during a public health emergency. While we would expect time-related behavioral changes attributable or related to pandemic fatigue to be replicated in other populations, at other times, and in other public health crises, this might not be true for changes related to unclear recommendations from information sources.

The data analyzed here, which were collected through a health app integrated into routine care, also demonstrates the potential role that health apps may play in alerting clinicians to health behaviors of patients at the individual or population level. We have previously reported how the MyHealthyPregnancy app collects user-reported risk information, such as violence toward intimate partners or drug adherence, directly providing resources and alerting clinicians when critical risks are identified [36,37]. Such tools could also serve as a platform to deliver responsive information campaigns to counter health misconceptions or misinformation.

**Limitations**

This study has several limitations. These cross-sectional data can demonstrate associations between information sources and behaviors but cannot prove causality, and can determine changes within a population but not within individuals, as might be achieved through repeat sampling [34]. We focus here on a
select population of pregnant people who engaged with a health-tracking app, which may limit the generalizability of our findings to other populations. In addition, the continuously changing dynamics of the COVID-19 pandemic were both informative and limiting. We were able to comment on changes in actions as the pandemic progressed. However, as the pandemic continues to evolve, information sources may shift owing to elections and changing media landscapes, and pregnant people will face new decisions around health behaviors as well.

Conclusions
Pregnant people are now faced with the need to make decisions regarding COVID-19 vaccination and booster vaccination [38,39] and are adjusting their health behaviors as those around them are vaccinated. Pregnant people may further adjust their health behaviors in response to SARS-CoV-2 variants and other developments. As they continue to face additional contexts with uncertainty, dissemination of and adherence to health guidance will continue to be an important determinant of health at the population level. We found that our respondents accessed health information from several sources and that health behaviors may shift over time from effective to potentially harmful behaviors, regardless of information source. As pregnancy-relevant data continues to be gathered across agencies and institutions, it is critical that it be made widely publicly available and disseminated in accordance with best practices in health communication [14]. Most strikingly, perhaps, our findings show that even those individuals motivated to engage in “best-practice” behaviors were not necessarily less likely to also practice ineffective or harmful behaviors. Moving forward, key health organizations that are routinely viewed as sources of reliable health information, such as the CDC, should make a concerted effort to offer structured guidance on what should and should not be practiced in terms of protective behaviors for this population specifically.
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Abstract

Background: The emergency authorization of COVID-19 vaccines has offered the first means of long-term protection against COVID-19–related illness since the pandemic began. It is important for health care professionals to understand commonly held COVID-19 vaccine concerns and to be equipped with quality information that can be used to assist in medical decision-making.

Objective: Using Google’s RankBrain machine learning algorithm, we sought to characterize the content of the most frequently asked questions (FAQs) about COVID-19 vaccines evidenced by internet searches. Secondarily, we sought to examine the information transparency and quality of sources used by Google to answer FAQs on COVID-19 vaccines.

Methods: We searched COVID-19 vaccine terms on Google and used the “People also ask” box to obtain FAQs generated by Google’s machine learning algorithms. FAQs are assigned an “answer” source by Google. We extracted FAQs and answer sources related to COVID-19 vaccines. We used the Rothwell Classification of Questions to categorize questions on the basis of content. We classified answer sources as either academic, commercial, government, media outlet, or medical practice. We used the Journal of the American Medical Association’s (JAMA’s) benchmark criteria to assess information transparency and Brief DISCERN to assess information quality for answer sources. FAQ and answer source type frequencies were calculated. Chi-square tests were used to determine associations between information transparency by source type. One-way analysis of variance was used to assess differences in mean Brief DISCERN scores by source type.

Results: Our search yielded 28 unique FAQs about COVID-19 vaccines. Most COVID-19 vaccine–related FAQs were seeking factual information (22/28, 78.6%), specifically about safety and efficacy (9/22, 40.9%). The most common source type was media outlets (12/28, 42.9%), followed by government sources (11/28, 39.3%). Nineteen sources met 3 or more JAMA benchmark criteria with government sources as the majority (10/19, 52.6%). JAMA benchmark criteria performance did not significantly
differ among source types ($\chi^2=7.40; P=.12$). One-way analysis of variance revealed a significant difference in mean Brief DISCERN scores by source type ($F_{4,23}=10.27; P<.001$).

Conclusions: The most frequently asked COVID-19 vaccine–related questions pertained to vaccine safety and efficacy. We found that government sources provided the most transparent and highest-quality web-based COVID-19 vaccine–related information. Recognizing common questions and concerns about COVID-19 vaccines may assist in improving vaccination efforts.

(JMIR Infodemiology 2021;1(1):e28740) doi:10.2196/28740
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Introduction

As of August 01, 2021, COVID-19 has affected over 198 million people and has been responsible for over 4.2 million deaths worldwide [1,2]. In response to the pandemic, the US Food and Drug Administration issued emergency use authorizations for 2 COVID-19 vaccines in late 2020, 1 manufactured by Pfizer-BioNTech and the second by Moderna [3,4]. Overcoming logistical barriers will be crucial for enabling successful vaccine campaigns. Additionally, addressing the public’s perception of COVID-19 vaccines and the quality of available information is vital for promoting positive public reception and reducing vaccine hesitancy. Vaccine hesitancy, which refers to reluctance or refusal to receive vaccines, is complex and is determined by numerous factors such as trust in vaccine safety and efficacy, perceived risk of receiving or refusing a vaccine, and accessibility to and affordability of vaccines [5]. Hesitancy toward COVID-19 vaccines may hinder successful vaccination efforts.

The pace of vaccine development, misinformation, and overall growth in vaccine hesitancy are factors potentially contributing to COVID-19 vaccine refusal [5,6]. Identifying factors associated with COVID-19 vaccine refusal may assist in developing strategies to reduce vaccine hesitancy. To identify demographic factors associated with COVID-19 vaccine acceptance, Lazarus et al [7] surveyed individuals in 19 countries and reported that individuals who reported a high degree of trust in the government were more likely to report vaccine acceptance than those with low trust. In the United States, a survey study by the US Census Bureau showed that 49% of respondents were reluctant to receive a COVID-19 vaccine. Of those reluctant to receive COVID-19 vaccines, the most common reason for reluctance was concern for side effects. The second most common reason was planning to wait and see if the vaccines were safe [8]. A US survey conducted early in the pandemic sought to predict COVID-19 vaccine acceptance in the United States and found that several vulnerable populations reported low willingness [9]. The growing prevalence of vaccine hesitancy highlights the importance of clinician preparedness to address patients’ concerns as access to COVID-19 vaccines grows. Health care professionals should serve as reliable sources of vaccine information, instilling confidence in patients and potentially enhancing vaccine acceptance [10], especially for COVID-19 vaccines [11].

Apart from consulting health care professionals, individuals frequently use the internet when seeking health care information; some use the internet as their primary source for health information [12]. In the United States, 61% of adults have searched the internet for medical information [13]. Searching the internet for medical information simultaneously presents benefits and challenges regarding patient-provider interactions [14]. The increasingly common practice of using the internet to obtain health care information makes it possible to study commonly held medical concerns by examining searching patterns and behaviors. Previous studies have documented the prevalence of COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy in the United States [8,15] and globally [7], but none of these studies explored the content of COVID-19 vaccine concerns evidenced by internet searching. Moreover, the quality of COVID-19 vaccine information resulting from internet searching has yet to be investigated. Thus, the primary objective of this study was to use Google’s RankBrain machine learning algorithm to characterize the content of the most frequently asked questions (FAQs) about COVID-19 vaccines in the United States. Secondarily, we sought to grade the transparency and quality of suggested information regarding COVID-19 vaccines. We aim to equip health care professionals and researchers with information about the common concerns regarding COVID-19 vaccines, possibly supporting more successful vaccination efforts. We hypothesize that most COVID-19 vaccine–related FAQs in the United States will pertain to safety and efficacy, as survey studies have indicated these concerns as the most important driver of COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy in the United States.

Methods

Background

We used Google to perform our search as it is the most frequently used search engine globally as of 2015 [16]. Moreover, Google’s search engine uses a powerful machine learning system called RankBrain [17] alongside the natural language processing technology known as Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers [18] to detect patterns from large volumes of search queries. Google assesses the intent of a search query using rigorous language processing algorithms to sort through billions of indexed webpages and to suggest the ones most relevant to the search [19]. The resulting patterns and data are used to formulate lists of FAQs related to the original search contents. FAQs are found in boxes labeled...
“People also ask” or “Common questions.” Google assigns each FAQ a link to information that “answers” the question [20]. Google uses its webmaster guidelines to remove low-quality spam websites from search results and prioritize high-quality sources using a system called PageRank [19]. Taken together, these FAQs represent millions of common inquiries regarding medical information. Linked answers to each FAQ reveal which information sources individuals are likely to encounter when searching Google for medical information. Our methodology was adapted from a study by Shen et al [21], who used Google FAQs to reliably reveal common concerns about orthopedic procedures and to assess the transparency of the suggested information.

**Systematic Search**

On January 23, 2021, using a newly installed web browser to minimize personalized advertisement algorithms, we separately searched Google [22] for the following three terms: “covid 19 vaccine,” “pfizer covid vaccine,” and “moderna covid vaccine.” We selected these terms to capture the most likely general inquiries concerning the only 2 COVID-19 vaccines available at the time of our search. For each inquiry, we refreshed the list of FAQs found in the “Common questions” or “People also ask” box generated by Google. By expanding the tab on a FAQ, additional FAQs appear. We repeated this process until reaching a minimum of 150 FAQs for each search, as studies using similar methodology have recommended using 50-150 sources [21]. We used the high end of the recommended number of sources (150) for two reasons: to increase the likelihood of encountering an FAQ that would be pertinent to the current study and to reflect the precedent set in the literature. Since query results are tailored to the user’s location, search history, and search settings, we used clean browsers to minimize any influence of history and settings while allowing results to reflect queries from the United States [19].

**Data Extraction**

Of the resultant FAQs, we extracted only those directly pertaining to or mentioning COVID-19 vaccines along with their answer links. In a masked duplicated fashion, investigators NS and SS extracted these data using a Google Form on January 23, 2021. FAQ data extraction was completed on January 23, 2021. After extraction, any duplicate FAQs from the individual searches were removed, followed by the removal of any duplicate FAQs among the 3 searches. After the screening and reduction process, our searches resulted in a compilation of unique FAQs regarding COVID-19 vaccines.

**Question Classification and Answer Source Type**

Applying methodology adapted from previous studies [16,21], we first used the Rothwell Classification of Questions [23] to categorize FAQs under three broad categories: fact, policy, and value. Fact questions were further subclassified into four groups: safety and efficacy, vaccine administration schedule, cost, and technical details. Policy questions were subclassified into two groups: indications and complications. Value questions were subclassified into two groups: evaluation of credibility and appraisal of risk or benefit. Next, we categorized answer sources as either commercial, academic, medical practice, government, or media outlet according to previously established classification schemes [21,24]. Table 1 shows the Question Classification and Answer Source Type definitions. For each answer source, we extracted the country of origin.
Table 1. The Rothwell Classification of Questions, Question Classification by Topic, and Answer Source Type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rothwell classification</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Asks objective, factual information regarding COVID-19 vaccines (ie, “How long does it take the vaccine to work?”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Asks information on a specific course of action under given circumstances related to COVID-19 (ie, should people on immunosuppressants get the vaccine?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Asks to conceptually evaluate COVID-19 vaccines (ie, “Will the COVID-19 vaccine work better than masks?”)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Question subclassification by topic**

- **Fact**
  - Safety and efficacy: Questions about vaccine safety including side effects and how well the vaccine works
  - Vaccine administration schedule: Specific questions about the vaccine schedule, number of shots, and vaccine distribution
  - Cost: Cost of the vaccine, whether it is free, or who is paying for it
  - Technical Details: Mechanism by which the vaccine works, including specific questions about immunologic responses

- **Policy**
  - Indications: Who should or should not receive a COVID-19 vaccine
  - Complications: Questions about specific complications after being vaccinated

- **Value**
  - Evaluation of Credibility: Seeking authoritative approval from a trustworthy source; seeking ethos
  - Appraisal of Risk or Benefit: Necessity of preventive measures after vaccination (ie, “Is getting vaccinated worth it?”)

**Answer source type**

- **Commercial**
  - Organizations that publish medical information that is not otherwise associated with an academic institution, government agency, health care system, or nonmedical news outlet such as WebMD and Healthline

- **Academic**
  - Institution with clear academic affiliations, as evidenced by information on the website that did not better meet criteria for another classification or website ending in “.edu,” such as Mayo Clinic and Harvard University

- **Medical practice**
  - Affiliation with a health care system or individual health care professional who did not explicitly state a commercial, academic, or government affiliation, such as private practice and a hospital system

- **Government**
  - Websites hosted by government organizations or sources from websites ending in “.gov,” such as the Centers for Disease Control and the US Food and Drug Administration

- **Media outlet**
  - Nonmedical organizations or social media pages claiming to publish news-related stories for the purpose of information-sharing in the form of interviews, blog posts, or articles, such as the National Public Radio, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today

### Information Transparency and Quality

The Journal of the American Medical Association’s (JAMA’s) benchmark criteria [25] was then used to assess information transparency for each answer source. JAMA benchmark criteria have been used to effectively screen web-based information for fundamental aspects of information transparency [21,26-28]. JAMA benchmark criteria were also used to characterize web-based misinformation regarding COVID-19 in early 2020 [29]. Sources meeting 3 more criteria are considered to have high transparency, while sources meeting less than 3 criteria have poor transparency. Table 2 lists the JAMA benchmark criteria definitions.

Table 2. Journal of the American Medical Association’s benchmark criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authorship</td>
<td>Clearly identifiable author and contributors with affiliations and relevant credentials present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribution</td>
<td>References and sources clearly listed with any copyright information disclosed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currency</td>
<td>Clearly identifiable posting date of any content as well as the date of any revisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure</td>
<td>Website ownership clearly disclosed along with any sponsorship, advertising, underwriting, and financial support.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The information quality was assessed using the Brief DISCERN information quality assessment tool. DISCERN is a series of questions originally developed by Charnock et al [30] as a means for patients and providers to quickly and reliably ascertain the
quality of written health care information regarding medical treatments. The DISCERN quality assessment tool has been used to assess the quality of internet sources in a variety of medical fields [31-33]. Khazaal et al [34] developed an abbreviated 6-item version (Brief DISCERN) with comparable reliability and validity, which preserves the advantages of the original tool while affording a potentially more user-friendly format. Thus, we used the Brief DISCERN quality assessment tool, which has been previously used [35,36]. Sources are scored from 1 to 5 based on the criteria listed in Table 3.

Authors NS and SS applied the JAMA benchmark criteria and the Brief DISCERN tool in a masked duplicate fashion, and author MH resolved any discrepancies. This protocol was submitted to the institutional review board of Oklahoma State University Center for Health Sciences and was determined to be non–Human Subjects Research.

Table 3. Brief DISCERN questions and scoring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Moderate (2-4) “Partially”</th>
<th>High (5) “Yes”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is it clear what sources of information were used to compile the publication (other than the author or producer)?</td>
<td>No sources of evidence for the information are mentioned</td>
<td>The sources are clear to some extent and are referenced in the text or in a bibliography</td>
<td>The sources are very clear and are referenced in text and in a bibliography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it clear when the information used or reported in the publication was produced?</td>
<td>No dates have been given</td>
<td>Only the date of the publication itself is clear, or dates for some of but not all acknowledged sources are given</td>
<td>Dates for all acknowledged sources are clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does it describe how each treatment works?</td>
<td>None of the descriptions about treatments include details of how it works</td>
<td>Descriptions of some but not all treatments are given or the details provided are unclear or incomplete</td>
<td>The description of treatment includes details of how it works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does it describe the benefits of each treatment?</td>
<td>No benefits are described</td>
<td>A benefit is described for some but not all treatments</td>
<td>A benefit is described for each treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does it describe the risk of each treatment?</td>
<td>No risks are described for any of the treatments.</td>
<td>A risk is described for some but not all treatments.</td>
<td>A risk is described for each treatment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does it describe how the treatment choices affect overall quality of life?</td>
<td>There is no reference to overall quality of life in relation to treatment choices.</td>
<td>The publication includes a reference to overall quality of life in relation to treatment choices, but the information is unclear or incomplete.</td>
<td>The publication includes a clear reference to overall quality of life in relation to any of the treatment choices mentioned.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyses

Frequencies and percentages were reported for each FAQ’s classification. Chi-square tests were used to determine associations between JAMA benchmark criteria by source type. One-way analysis of variance was used to determine whether the mean Brief DISCERN score differed by source type. Post hoc comparisons, performed using t tests with Bonferroni correction, were used to identify mean differences between source type categories. Inter-rater agreement for each assessment was determined using intraclass correlation coefficients.

Results

A total of 467 FAQs were generated from all 3 searches: 161 from “covid 19 vaccine,” 155 from “moderna covid vaccine,” and 151 from “pfizer covid vaccine.” Of these, “covid 19 vaccine” yielded 5 vaccine-related FAQs, “moderna covid vaccine” yielded 22, and “pfizer covid vaccine” yielded 14. After removing duplicates, our searches yielded a total of 28 unique FAQs regarding COVID-19 vaccines (Table 4).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequently asked questions</th>
<th>Rothwell classification</th>
<th>Subclassification</th>
<th>Answer source</th>
<th>JAMA benchmark criteria (≥3)</th>
<th>Brief DISCERN score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are both Covid vaccines 2 doses?</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Vaccine administration schedule</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are you immune to Covid after vaccine?</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Safety and efficacy</td>
<td>Media outlet</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can I get COVID-19 right after being vaccinated?</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Technical details</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the COVID-19 vaccine make you sick?</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Safety and efficacy</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can you still get Covid after first vaccine?</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Technical details</td>
<td>Media outlet</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can you test positive for Covid after vaccine?</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Technical details</td>
<td>Media outlet</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do COVID-19 vaccines require more than one shot?</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Vaccine administration schedule</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have to wait 90 days after Covid to get the vaccine?</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Vaccine administration schedule</td>
<td>Media outlet</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have to wear mask after Covid vaccine?</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Risk/benefit appraisal</td>
<td>Media outlet</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does Covid vaccine Stop Spread?</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Risk/benefit appraisal</td>
<td>Media outlet</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine been authorized by the FDA?</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Safety and efficacy</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How does the COVID-19 mRNA vaccine work?</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Technical details</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How effective is the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine?</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Safety and efficacy</td>
<td>Media outlet</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How long do you have to wait between Covid vaccines?</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Vaccine administration schedule</td>
<td>Media outlet</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many shots of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine should I get?</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Vaccine administration schedule</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it safe to take the COVID-19 vaccine?</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Safety and efficacy</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the Moderna vaccine for COVID-19 approved by the FDA?</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Safety and efficacy</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should you get the Covid vaccine if you were previously infected with Covid?</td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>Indications</td>
<td>Media outlet</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are some common side effects of the COVID-19 vaccine?</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Safety and efficacy</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Question Classification**

Using the Rothwell classification system, the majority of FAQs were seeking factual information (22/28; 78.6%). Among these factual questions, the most common topic was safety and efficacy (9/22, 40.9%) followed by technical details (6/22, 27.3%), vaccine administration schedule (6/22, 27.3%), and cost (1/22, 4.5%) (Table 4).

**Answer Sources**

The most common answer source type overall was media outlets (12/28, 42.9%), followed by government sources (11/28, 39.3%), commercial sources (3/28, 10.7%), academic sources (1/28, 3.5%), and medical practice (1/28, 3.5%). FAQs classified as technical details were most frequently answered by a media outlet (4/6, 66.7%). Of FAQs classified as fact, most were answered by government sources (11/22, 50%). Government sources also most commonly answered FAQs related to safety and efficacy (5/9, 55.6%), cost (1/1, 100%), and vaccine administration schedule (3/6, 50%) (Table 4). In total, 26 of 28 (92.8%) answer sources were from the United States, 1 was from the United Kingdom (3.6%), and 1 was from Australia (3.6%).

**Information Transparency**

In total, 19 sources met 3 or more JAMA benchmark criteria, of which government sources were the majority (10/19, 52.6%), followed by media outlets (7/19, 36.8%), commercial sources (1/19, 5.3%), and academic sources (1/19, 5.3%). Among sources meeting less than 3 criteria, media outlets were the most common (5/9, 55.6%), followed by commercial sources (2/9, 22.2%), medical practice (1/9, 11.1%), and government sources (1/9, 11.1%). Approximately 92.7% (11/12) of government sources met 3 or more JAMA benchmark criteria, whereas 58.3% (7/12) of media outlets met 3 or more criteria. The overall JAMA Benchmark Criteria performance did not significantly
differ among source types ($\chi^2=7.40; P=.12$); however, we found significant associations between individual source’s performance on meeting JAMA benchmark criteria for authorship and the source type ($\chi^2=18.03, P<.001$), with 11/28 (39.3%) media outlet sources meeting authorship criteria compared to 10/28 (35.7%) government sources not meeting the authorship criteria. We also found a similar but negative relationship with JAMA benchmark criteria’s disclosure criteria and source type ($\chi^2=15.36; P=.004$) with 10/28 (35.7%) government sources meeting these criteria compared to 9/28 (32.1%) media outlets not meeting these criteria (Tables 5 and 6).

Table 5. Journal of the American Medical Association’s benchmark criteria and by source type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source type, n (%)</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Chi-square (df)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of the American Medical Association’s benchmark criteria (3+)</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
<td>10 (35.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;3</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>2 (7.1)</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorship (No)</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
<td>2 (7.1)</td>
<td>10 (35.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribution (No)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>2 (7.1)</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
<td>10 (35.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currency (No)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
<td>3 (10.7)</td>
<td>10 (35.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure (No)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>3 (10.7)</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1 (3.6)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>10 (35.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Brief DISCERN scores by source type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source type</th>
<th>Average (SD)</th>
<th>F value (df)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief DISCERN score, mean (SD)</td>
<td>30.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>17 (2.6)</td>
<td>28.6 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information Quality

ANOVA revealed significant differences in mean Brief DISCERN scores by source type ($F_{4,23}=10.27; P<.001$), suggesting important differences in quality among the different source types. Post hoc analysis with Bonferroni correction revealed significant differences in Brief DISCERN scores between government and commercial sources ($P=.027$) and between government sources and media outlets ($P=.002$) and between government sources and media outlets ($P<.001$). Mean (SD) values of Brief DISCERN scores by source are provided in Table 6. Interrater agreement for our analyses was high (interclass correlation=0.96; 95% CI 0.95-0.97).

Discussion

Principal Findings

Using Google and its search analytics, we were able to identify the most frequently asked questions regarding COVID-19 vaccines in the United States. Google generated these FAQs by using millions of search queries nationwide. Additionally, we evaluated the assigned “answer” source for each FAQ, assessing each source’s information transparency and quality. To our knowledge, this study is the first of its kind to evaluate the public’s most frequently asked questions concerning the COVID-19 vaccines in the United States using Google search analytics. Our study is also the first of its kind to identify common answer sources used to address COVID-19 vaccine–related concerns and to assess their transparency and quality. In the following discourse, we discuss the importance of knowing COVID-19 FAQs in the context of the current COVID-19 vaccination campaigns while also providing recommendations for improving the public’s confidence and willingness to be vaccinated.
FAQs
The most popular COVID-19 vaccine–related questions sought factual information regarding safety and efficacy, indicating greater public concern regarding these topics. Consistent with our findings, survey studies found that safety and efficacy were among the most common COVID-19 vaccine concerns reported by the public and health care workers [37-40]. Additionally, studies have identified safety concerns as being one of the most common reasons for COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy [8,38-42]

In the United States, surveys indicate that 10% to 20% of adults and an estimated 8% of health care workers will refuse COVID-19 vaccines [8,37,39,43]. While the willingness to receive the COVID-19 vaccines has increased, the alarmingly high percentage of adults refusing vaccination creates a significant barrier to protecting our most vulnerable populations [43-45]. The potential cost of vaccine hesitancy and refusal in the United States is not exclusive to the COVID-19 pandemic. For example, an outbreak of measles virus, a pathogen for which vaccines effectively control outbreaks, occurred in Clark County, Washington, in 2019 [46]. Of 71 individuals involved, 61 (86%) were unvaccinated and 52 (73%) were children [46,47]. Moreover, vaccination rates in Clark County have been 10%-14% below the national average (88%) since 2013. The measles outbreak in 2019 was estimated to cost US $3.3 million to $3.5 million in labor, direct medical costs, and productivity losses [48]. It is likely that the cost of the Clark County measles outbreak could have been mitigated or reduced with adequate vaccination [47]. Thus, to prevent similar, but likely far worse, outcomes with COVID-19, effectively educating the public on the safety of COVID-19 vaccines is paramount for enhancing COVID-19 vaccine acceptance [49].

Answer Sources
Overall, COVID-19 vaccine FAQs were most often answered by media outlets, followed by government sources. FAQs about safety and efficacy were answered more often by government sources, while media outlets frequently answered FAQs about technical details. The answer sources linked to each FAQ are found in “People also ask” or “Common concerns” boxes and are direct answers generated by Google [50]. These direct answers are supplied from Google’s “trusted entities” database and are based on relational topics and machine learning [50]. While “trusted entities” seems rather vague, it appears that Google considers direct answers to be “trusted” based on clarity, completeness, and the lack of excessive promotional jargon. With the public’s trust and willingness to accept the vaccine being a key element in a successful vaccination campaign [44,51-53], it may be more appropriate for direct answers addressing COVID-19 vaccine FAQs to be based on scientific integrity, objectivity, and transparency.

Transparency and Quality of the Answer Source
The FAQs with direct answers from government sources were more likely to meet 3 or more JAMA benchmark criteria, indicating that government answers were more transparent. Additionally, government and academic sources were found to be of significantly higher quality. While media outlets are unquestionably an important source of health information to the public, these findings suggest that government sources may be better for addressing the public’s COVID-19 vaccine concerns. Although media outlets had moderate transparency and quality, there are notable reasons to use more reliable and objective sources. Generally, COVID-19 misinformation is rampant and the public opinion can be easily manipulated [29,45]. Indeed, media outlets are a frequent source of COVID-19 misinformation, and false claims are amplified by widespread news coverage [29,54]. For example, news stories early in the pandemic touting hydroxychloroquine as a “cure” perpetuated this misinformation in the absence of evidence [55]. More recently and more specifically related to the COVID-19 vaccines, rumors that COVID-19 vaccines cause infertility in women have circulated on social media [56]. Lastly, the politicization and polarization of news coverage surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic heavily influenced the public’s attitude to COVID-19 response policies [55,57-60]. Taken together, trouble with media outlets as trustworthy sources further supports the use of unbiased answer sources such as government agencies.

Recommendations
Above all, we recommend that individuals consider health care professionals as the primary source of information regarding COVID-19 vaccines. However, in cases where access to a health care professional is limited, web-based sources unquestionably present opportunities to quickly provide high-quality and accurate information regarding COVID-19 vaccines. We agree with Mills and Sivelä [61] that a successful COVID-19 vaccination campaign depends on gaining the public’s trust in health care systems and government agencies, such as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the World Health Organization, while also minimizing vaccine misinformation. Additionally, government sources must strive to translate scientifically dense literature into easily understandable information that answers widespread concerns. Therefore, the dissemination of this study’s findings may promote the public’s trust in these institutions as we have shown that government and academic sources provided the most transparent and highest-quality information addressing COVID-19 vaccine–related concerns.

Google recently demonstrated their willingness to support these COVID-19 vaccination campaigns by collaborating with Ohio State University to combat COVID-19 misinformation [62]. This partnership aims to ensure that people receive accurate information about COVID-19 vaccines to increase the public’s confidence and willingness to be vaccinated. Thus, in alignment with Google’s current intentions, we recommend that all COVID-19 vaccine FAQs be linked to government and academic answer sources; this would provide people with transparent and quality vaccine information. At a minimum, FAQs on safety and efficacy should be answered by government sources, as safety and efficacy concerns are among the primary drivers of COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy [39-42].

Strength and Limitations
Our study’s primary strength is the incorporation of Google FAQs as a novel source of insight regarding millions of individual inquiries about COVID-19 vaccines, which is an application of methodology adapted from the published literature.
[21,26-28,34,35] and improved upon herein. Using FAQs generated by Google to explore the content of concerns regarding COVID-19 vaccine safety and efficacy may prevent common limitations of survey studies such as low response rates, reporting biases, and selection bias. Additionally, Google’s large data set is continuously analyzed in real time and may offer improved and more specific targets when approaching the public’s medical concerns. All classifications and assessments were performed in a masked duplicate fashion in accordance with standards set by the Cochrane Review and experts in the meta-research field [63,64] with high interrater reliability between investigators.

Our study is not without limitations though, such as those due to the dynamic nature of Google’s search outputs. As searching for COVID-19 vaccine–related information continues, new and updated FAQs will be generated, limiting the generalizability of our study to the time when our search was performed. Additionally, the transparency and quality assessments we used do not check for information accuracy, as this would require source-by-source comparison to generally accepted truths regarding COVID-19 vaccines, rendering our assessments as gauges of information transparency and not of information accuracy. Lastly, the categorizing of FAQs and answer sources was limited owing to their subjectivity. Although the categories were developed in line with previous reports and had high interobserver reliability, there is still potential for overlap between categories.

Conclusions
The expedient development and approval of COVID-19 vaccines is the culmination of the world’s greatest scientific achievements; however, without positive public reception and adequate counseling and education, COVID-19 vaccination efforts may be hindered. Using Google allowed us to obtain a list of FAQs based on millions of searches for content related to COVID-19 vaccines, which reflected widespread and common concerns. We found that the most common COVID-19 vaccine–related questions pertained to vaccine safety and efficacy, which is supported by the findings of survey studies. We found that government and academic sources provided the most transparent and highest-quality web-based information for answering the public’s most frequently asked questions about COVID-19 vaccines. Recognizing common concerns about COVID-19 vaccines may better assist health care professionals, researchers, and government agencies in improving vaccination efforts. Ensuring a successful vaccination campaign requires the public’s trust, which may be enhanced through the availability of high-quality and transparent COVID-19 vaccine information, such as that provided by government sources.
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Abstract

Background: COVID-19 has caused the worst international crisis since World War II. Italy was one of the countries most affected by both the pandemic and the related infodemic. The success of anti–COVID-19 strategies and future public health policies in Italy cannot separate itself from the containment of fake news and the divulgation of correct information.

Objective: The aim of this paper was to analyze the impact of COVID-19 on web interest in conspiracy hypotheses and risk perception of Italian web users.

Methods: Google Trends was used to monitor users’ web interest in specific topics, such as conspiracy hypotheses, vaccine side effects, and pollution and climate change. The keywords adopted to represent these topics were mined from Bufale.net—an Italian website specializing in detecting online hoaxes—and Google Trends suggestions (ie, related topics and related queries). Relative search volumes (RSVs) of the time-lapse periods of 2016-2020 (pre–COVID-19) and 2020-2021 (post–COVID-19) were compared through percentage difference ($\Delta\%$) and the Welch $t$ test ($t$). When data series were not stationary, other ad hoc criteria were used. The trend slopes were assessed through Sen slope (SS).

Results: The COVID-19 pandemic drastically increased Italian netizens’ interest in conspiracies ($\Delta\% \in [60, 288], t \in [6, 12]$). Web interest in conspiracy-related queries across Italian regions increased and became more homogeneous compared to the pre–COVID-19 period (average RSV=$80 \pm 2.8$, $t_{\text{min}}=1.8$, $\Delta_{\text{min}}\%=+12.4$, $\min\Delta_{\text{SD}}\%=-25.8$). In addition, a growing trend in web interest in the infodemic YouTube channel ByoBlu has been highlighted. Web interest in hoaxes has increased more than interest in antihoax services ($t_1=11.3$ vs $t_2=4.5$; $\Delta_{1\%}=+157.6$ vs $\Delta_{2\%}=+84.7$). Equivalently, web interest in vaccine side effects exceeded interest in pollution and climate change (SS$_\text{vaccines}=0.22$, $P<.001$ vs SS$_\text{pollution}=0.05$, $P<.001$; $\Delta_{\text{vaccines}}=+296.4$). To date, a significant amount of fake news related to COVID-19 vaccines, unproven remedies, and origin has continued to circulate. In particular, the creation of SARS-CoV-2 in a Chinese laboratory constituted about 0.04% of the entire web interest in the pandemic.

Conclusions: COVID-19 has given a significant boost to web interest in conspiracy hypotheses and has made it more uniform across regions in Italy. The pandemic accelerated an already-growing trend in users’ interest toward some fake news sources, including the 500,000-subscriber YouTube channel ByoBlu, which was removed from the platform by YouTube for disinformation in March 2021. The risk perception related to COVID-19 vaccines has been so distorted that vaccine side effect–related queries outweighed those relating to pollution and climate change, which are much more urgent issues. Moreover, a large amount of fake news has circulated about COVID-19 vaccines, remedies, and origin. Based on these findings, it is recommended that the Italian authorities implement more effective infodveillance systems, and that communication by the mass media be less sensationalistic and more consistent with the available scientific evidence. In this context, Google Trends can be used to monitor users’ response to specific infodemiological countermeasures. Further research is needed to understand the psychological mechanisms that regulate risk perception.

(JMIR Infodemiology 2021;1(1):e29929) doi:10.2196/29929
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Introduction

COVID-19 was responsible for one of the most dramatic global crises after World War II. As of April 24, 2021, the official global toll was 144 million cases and 3.1 million deaths [1]. Such a pandemic has also triggered a vast infodemic, capable of seriously damaging the economic and health systems of many countries as well as enabling the spread of the novel coronavirus itself [2]. Specifically, an infodemic is defined as an excessive amount of unfiltered information concerning a problem, such that the solution is made more difficult [3]. However, it is not the first time that the world has been forced to face a vast infodemic; for example, during the HCoV-EMC/2012 (human coronavirus–Erasmus Medical Center/2012) epidemic generated by a previous coronavirus, some flawed denominations, such as “Middle East respiratory syndrome” and “swine flu,” have caused unintentional adverse social and economic impacts by stigmatizing industries and communities [4]. In addition, the adoption of improper names has also led to medical and nursing errors concerning drug administration [5]. To deal with this growing problem, fomented by increasingly rapid mass media and (3) carry out assessments in the field of public health (eg, using web searches to obtain information about symptoms and spread of a disease).

As reported by the World Health Organization (WHO), the COVID-19 infodemic can intensify or lengthen outbreaks. For this reason, a huge infodemiological effort has been made to study the information circulating on the web and contain the spread of fake news [6]. In this context, 132 nations worldwide signed a document to guarantee their commitment to the battle against disinformation and misinformation [7]. On the operational level, infodemic management takes place through four key steps: (1) listening to community concerns and questions, (2) promoting understanding of risk and health expert advice, (3) building resilience to misinformation, and (4) engaging and empowering communities to take positive action [2]. This paper focuses on points 2 and 3 as concerns Italy, one of the nations most affected by COVID-19 [1]. The objective is to analyze and quantify the impact of COVID-19 on Italian netizens’ risk perception and new and pre-existing conspiracy hypotheses through Google Trends, an infodemic management tool provided by Google that returns users’ web interest in specific topics in the form of normalized values called relative search volumes (RSVs) [8]. In this regard, pre-existing conspiracies are defined as those conspiracies that existed even before COVID-19 and are not directly related to it. The denomination “conspiracy hypotheses” aims to underline the absence of the scientific background necessary to call them theories. Google Trends has been exploited extensively in the scientific community to conduct infodemiological, medical, psychological, economic, and even epidemiological studies [9-14]. Indeed, although the media can influence users’ web searches [15], Google Trends provides valuable details on the dynamics of users’ online interests, including the influence of the media on collective thinking [16,17].

As of April 2021, the success of the vaccination campaign has been crucial in the fight against COVID-19 [18,19]. Conspiracy hypotheses, inadequate risk perception, and unjustified fears have already undermined nonpharmacological containment measures and can reduce the effectiveness of pharmacological ones [20]. Furthermore, these factors can compromise the management of equally serious problems such as pollution and climate change, which are often linked to COVID-19 incidence and mortality [21-23]. Therefore, such a scenario requires careful surveillance of the online information flow as well as thoughtful communication. As we will show in this research, Google Trends can help achieve this goal.

Methods

Data Collection

Overview

For each topic, appropriate keywords were selected according to the methods explained in the following subsections. Each keyword was searched on Google Trends under the category “all categories.” The time-lapse period was set to 5 years (April 21, 2016, to April 21, 2021). Only the most relevant queries were included in the results (ie, Fig. 3). The selection of the queries with the highest RSVs was conducted by consulting related topics and related queries provided by Google Trends. In this way, it was possible to select the most relevant queries, including those containing typos. All keywords were collected for at least 7 consecutive days in order to highlight potential anomalies and significant variations [24].

Pre-existing Fake News

Pre-existing fake news and disinformation channels were mined from the specialized antidisinfo website Bufale.net [25]. The selection of the keywords to search on Google Trends took place through the following steps: (1) consultation of the blacklisted infodemic sources drawn up by the authors of the Bufale.net website, (2) search of all the aforementioned infodemic sources on Google Trends, and (3) selection of infodemic sources with only the highest RSVs. By doing so, four keywords that represent the main conspiracy-related web interests on Google Trends were identified: “cospirazione + nuovo ordine mondiale + complotto” (conspiracy + new world order + plot), “byoblu” (a 500,000-subscriber YouTube channel removed in March 2021 for disinformation), “Maurizio Blondet” (an Italian journalist who supports conspiracy hypotheses), and “luogocomune” (a
Facebook page sharing conspiracy hypotheses). All of these keywords have been independently searched on the web to verify the actual presence of hoaxes and fake news, understood as information that conflicts with current scientific literature. The details of this examination are reported in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Risk Perception
RSVs of the query “fake news + bufale + notizie false” (fake news + hoaxes + false news) and the previous queries (ie, pre-existing fake news) were compared. By doing so, it was possible to observe the impact of the pandemic on web interest in antihox services and the hoaxes themselves. The same procedure was carried out for the queries “vaccini effetti collaterali + vaccino effetti collaterali” (vaccine side effects + vaccines side effects) and “inquinamento + cambiamento climatico” (pollution + climate change) queries. In this way, it was possible to evaluate web interest in two very distant topics in terms of health risk and incidence [26-28].

COVID-19–Related Fake News
To monitor the trend of fake news in Italy after more than a year of the pandemic, we referred to the following: (1) previous studies conducted during both the first and second waves of COVID-19 in Italy [20,29], (2) the Bufale.net website [25], and (3) the official website of the Italian Ministry of Health [30].

The keywords that reached an interest concerning the following topics: the creation of COVID-19 in a Chinese laboratory (“coronavirus laboratorio + covid laboratorio – analisi – tampone – tamponi”), vaccine plot (“vaccino calamita + vaccino chip + vaccino microchip + vaccino bill gates”), 5G plot (“coronavirus 5g + covid 5g + corona 5g + virus 5g”), COVID-19 plot (“complotto coronavirus + complotto covid + complotto pandemia + grande reset”), and unproven remedies (“coronavirus vitamina + covid vitamina + coronavirus aglio + covid aglio”).

Statistical Analysis
Welch t Test
The Welch t test was used independently of the data set distribution, thanks to the central limit theorem (N>30, where N is the number of measures). Nevertheless, a qualitative graphic control was performed to confirm the absence of too-pronounced skewness. The difference between the two mean values was considered significant indicatively when r>1.9.

Percentage Change
The percentage change, Δt, was calculated through the formula \[\frac{y(t_2) - x(t_1)}{x(t_1)} \times 100\], where \(t_i\) is a specific time-lapse period.

Shapiro-Wilk Test
The Shapiro-Wilk test was used, together with a qualitative graphic control, to evaluate the distributive normality of the data set in question.

Mean Values
All mean values were calculated using the standard arithmetic mean and are presented as mean (SEM [standard error of the mean]). When N<30, the Shapiro-Wilk test was performed to assess the goodness of the mean value as a statistical measure.

Data Series Analysis
All data series were graphed. To signal the presence or absence of trends, augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF), Mann-Kendall (MK), and Sen slope (SS) tests were adopted. The same tests were used to evaluate the data sets’ stationarity. Calculations were performed with Microsoft Excel 2021 software through the Real-Statistics 2021 package (Multimedia Appendix 2). The optimal lag was determined using the Schwert criterion.

Data Series Comparison
To estimate the effect of COVID-19 on web queries, RSV trends over the last 5 years (April 21, 2016, to April 21, 2021) were analyzed. As shown in a previous paper, Italian netizens showed a marked interest in the COVID-19 pandemic only when it became a direct national problem [31]. Therefore, the time-lapse periods of “April 21, 2016, to February 16, 2020” (period 1) and “February 16, 2020, to April 21, 2021” (period 2) were compared. When period 1 turned out to be stationary or contained a negative trend, t and Δt were calculated. When period 1 contained a stationary positive trend, the trend slopes of period 1 and a specific subperiod of “February 16, 2020, to x,” of period 2 were compared by Δt; such a subperiod was selected by observing the region of the graph in which a possible positive level-shift occurred. Period 1 data were then linearly, quadratically, or sigmoidally interpolated, depending on which monotone function minimized the statistical errors. Period 2 data were interpolated through a polynomial function of the 9th degree. Finally, Δt was calculated between the areas subtended by the two curves after February 16, 2020 (Δt). These were calculated using a definite integral between weeks 201 and 264. When period 1 contained a positive level-shift but was piecewise quasi-stationary, \(t\) and Δt were calculated considering only the last quasi-stationary subperiod.

Pearson Correlation
Pearson correlation (r) was used only after verifying the distributive normality of the data set through the Shapiro-Wilk test plus a graphical check. No strength thresholds have been adopted. Since all of the samples in which the Pearson correlation was calculated were sufficiently Gaussian, nonparametric correlations were not exploited.

P Values
Two-tailed P values were used as graded measures of the strength of evidence against the null hypothesis. An indicative threshold has been set at P=.05; however, exact P values for the ADF and MK+SS tests are reported in Multimedia Appendix 2. The remaining P values are reported in full in this manuscript.

Results
Web Interest in Pre-existing Fake News
The impact of COVID-19 on the RSVs of conspiracy-related queries was evident (Figure 1); in particular, all considered infodemic queries underwent a significant level-shift during the Codogno, Italy, outbreak at the end of February 2020, signaling
an immediate increase in fake news with the arrival of the pandemic in Italy ($\Delta_1 = +102.5, t_1 = 6.3; \Delta_2 = +288.2, t_2 = 11.5; \Delta_3 = +10.2; \Delta_4 = +60.6, t_4 = 6.2$).

It is relevant that the COVID-19 national outbreak has influenced the RSV trend even after the end of the first lockdown (May 2020). Indeed, Figure 1 shows a permanent level-shift for all of the investigated web queries.

**Figure 1.** Relative search volumes of conspiracy-related web search queries from April 21, 2016, to April 21, 2021, in Italy.

Regional interest in conspiracy-related keyword 1 decreased, on average, during the 2016-2020 time-lapse period, from 71 (SEM 4.2) to 52 (SEM 4.1) (Table 1). From 2020 to 2021, the increase in RSV was manifest and common to all regions ($\Delta_{\text{min}} = 80 \pm 2.8, t_{\text{min}} = 1.8, \Delta_{\text{min}} = +12.4; t_{\text{max}} = 5.7, \Delta_{\text{max}} = +54.6$). Over the 2016-2020 period, the percentage standard deviation ranged from 22.1 to 32.6, while it reached an absolute minimum of 14.4 during the COVID-19 pandemic. This fact shows that web interest in conspiracies has also become more homogeneous across regions. No correlation was sought, as data were subject to a strong dependence on the day of collection [24]; however, the mean values and standard deviations never changed significantly ($t_{\text{max}} = 0.4$).
Table 1. Relative search volumes (RSVs) on the web of the keyword “conspiracy + new world order + plot” from 2016 to 2021.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abruzzo</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilicata</td>
<td>N/A(^a)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calabria</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campania</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emilia-Romagna</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friuli-Venezia Giulia</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazio</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liguria</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lombardia</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marche</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molise</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piemonte</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puglia</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sardegna</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicilia</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toscana</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trentino-Alto Adige</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umbria</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valle d’Aosta</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veneto</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>71.4 (17.2)</td>
<td>70.0 (15.5)</td>
<td>65.0 (20.3)</td>
<td>51.9 (16.9)</td>
<td>80.2 (11.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD%</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM (standard error of the mean)</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM%</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapiro-Wilk P value</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)N/A: not applicable due to Google Trends detection anomalies.

On the contrary, web interest in the ByoBlu disinformation channel has always been compatible during the 2016-2021 period (\(t \in [-1.3, 1.1]\), \(\Delta_t \in [-16.3, 21.8]\); \(t_{20-21}=-0.1, \Delta_{20-21}=-1.0\); Multimedia Appendix 2).

Figure 1 shows a substantial increase in national searches, and it is evident that the query “byoblu” was searched more in some regions than others. By analyzing the regional trends one by one, it can be observed that web interest in “byoblu” has increased over time, except for in Basilicata and Molise (Figure 2). Although a growing trend was already present, the novel coronavirus seems to have strongly impacted RSVs in Campania (\(\Delta_{20-21}=+93.3 vs \Delta_{19-20}=+63.8\)), Friuli-Venezia Giulia (\(\Delta_{20-21}=+187.6 vs \Delta_{19-20}=+59.0\), Lazio (\(\Delta_{20-21}=+95.7 vs \Delta_{19-20}=+15.8\), Trentino-Alto Adige (\(\Delta_{20-21}=+173.2 vs \Delta_{19-20}=+4.5\), and Valle d’Aosta (\(\Delta_{20-21}=+199.2 vs \Delta_{19-20}=+86.2\)).
Risk Perception

A fraction of the users seemed aware of the danger inherent in COVID-19 fake news circulating on the web and tried to limit its effects by relying on antihoax websites (Figure 3). Nevertheless, the impact of COVID-19 was more incisive for conspiracy hypotheses ($t_1=11.3$ vs $t_2=4.5$; $\Delta_{1\%}=-157.6$ vs $\Delta_{2\%}=+84.7$), so much so that it is possible to observe a greater level-shift in the trend of infodemic web queries. This worsening was homogeneous on a national scale (Figure 4).

With the announcement of the discovery of COVID-19 vaccines, web interest in side effects immediately soared ($t_{27.1}=10.3$, $\Delta_{3\%}=+905.2$ from October 2020 to April 2021). Although health authorities reported rare side effects of adenoviral vector vaccines only, web interest in this topic exceeded interest in pollution and climate change ($SS_{\text{vaccines}}=1.2$, $P<.001$ vs $SS_{\text{pollution}}=0.81$, $P<.001$; $\Delta_{4\%}=+44.0$; Figure 5), which are much more urgent issues. Queries related to the effects of pollution and climate change returned negligible RSVs.

When considering queries related to vaccine names, the gap between the RSVs further widened; specifically, the discrepancy between the SS values of the two graphs was substantial, which underlines the unjustified disproportion in risk perception between these two topics ($SS_{\text{vaccines}}=0.22$, $P<.001$ vs $SS_{\text{pollution}}=0.05$, $P<.001$; $\Delta_{5\%}=+296.4$). As observable in Figure 6, the risk perception in vaccines has surpassed that in pollution and climate change in a homogeneous way throughout Italy.
Figure 3. Comparison between web interest in conspiracy hypotheses and antihox services, by keyword search, from 2016 to 2021.

Figure 4. Heat maps comparing web interest in conspiracy hypotheses and antihox services for each time period in the Italian regions. The index shows the percentage of infodemic queries (e.g., 70 means 70% conspiracy-related queries vs 30% antihox-related queries).
COVID-19–Related Fake News

By temporarily excluding vaccines, web interest in COVID-19–related fake news reached its peak during the first wave of the pandemic and then declined, as of April 2021 ($\Delta_\% \in [-86.1, -73.7], t \in [-5.7, -2.3]$). However, as observable in Figure 7, the trend of keywords related to the engineered novel coronavirus and unproven COVID-19 remedies had stabilized at values significantly far from 0 ($\Delta_\% = 4.8 \pm 0.4, \Delta_\% = 3.8 \pm 0.4$, respectively). By restricting the domain from January to June 2021—so as to obtain daily RSVs instead of weekly RSVs—a level-shift of web interest in the manufactured origin of SARS-CoV-2 was evident (comparison between May 1 to 22 and May 23 to June 1; $\Delta_\% = +119.1, t_{10.3} = 2.5$). Through the iterative comparison of RSVs, it was possible to estimate that, in the last 12 months, this query represented about 0.04% of COVID-19–related web searches. Regarding vaccines, the highest RSV peak was reached in the week of May 16 to 22, 2021. Such a surge was mainly due to the query “vaccino calamita” (vaccine magnet). By comparing the time-lapse periods of January 1 to May 22, 2021, and May 22 to 31, 2021, a 761% increase in infodemic searches on vaccines was found ($t_{9.5} = 6.1$).
At the regional level (Table 2), from the beginning of the pandemic, web interest in COVID-19–related fake news was not equally distributed (SD% ∈ [21.4, 33.2]), as opposed to that of generic news (SD%≈9.4). Furthermore, Tables 2 and 3 testify to the absence of a regional predisposition for fake news in general and, at the same time, prove a diffused interest in specific topics. Indeed, all of the keywords were low or noncorrelated to each other (|r| ∈ [0.01, 0.39], P ∈ [.13, .97]).
**Table 2.** Relative search volumes (RSVs) on the web of COVID-19–related fake news from January 2020 to June 2021.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laboratory origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSV for each Italian region</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abruzzo</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aosta</td>
<td>N/A&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apulia</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilicata</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calabria</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campania</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emilia-Romagna</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friuli-Venezia Giulia</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazio</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liguria</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lombardy</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marche</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molise</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piedmont</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sardinia</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trentino-Alto Adige</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuscany</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umbria</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veneto</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other statistics

| | Mean (SD) | SD% | SEM (standard error of the mean) | Shapiro-Wilk P value |
| | 70.1 (15.0) | 21.4 | 3.6 | .86 |
| | 56.8 (18.9) | 33.2 | 4.3 | .78 |
| | 69.7 (17.3) | 24.7 | 4.0 | .59 |
| | 71.7 (15.8) | 22.0 | 3.7 | .92 |
| | 73.3 (21.5) | 29.4 | 7.6 | .09 |
| | 83.8 (7.9) | 9.4 | 1.8 | .76 |

<sup>a</sup>N/A: not applicable due to Google Trends detection anomalies.
Table 3. Correlation analysis (relative search volume Pearson $r$ and two-tailed $P$ value) among topics regarding COVID-19–related fake news in the Italian regions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Laboratory origin</th>
<th>Plot</th>
<th>5G</th>
<th>Unproven remedies</th>
<th>Vaccines$^a$</th>
<th>General news</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>$P$ value</td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>$P$ value</td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>$P$ value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory origin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>_b</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$ value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plot</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>_b</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5G</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>_b</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unproven remedies</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$ value</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>_b</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccines$^a$</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$ value</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>_b</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>_b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General news</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$ value</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>_b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Only 15 Italian regions were included in this analysis.

$^b$Not applicable.

Discussion

Principal Findings

To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the impact of COVID-19 on pre-existing fake news and the risk perception of Italian web users. These findings show that the pandemic—understood as a set of different situations, such as a health crisis, an economic crisis, lockdowns, disease, and an infodemic—has significantly increased the phenomenon of conspiracies and interest in them. This influence not only caused a marked initial growth of RSV during the first lockdown (March to May 2020) but also generated a pronounced level-shift in web interest that has persisted until at least April 2021. Regional web interest in conspiracy hypotheses during the pre–COVID-19 2016-2020 period had assumed a clear negative trend and was more noticeable in some areas than in others. However, with the advent of the novel coronavirus, interest has increased to reach the highest level in the last 5 years, becoming even more homogeneous across regions. Due to the high dependence of the RSV on the day of gathering, it was not possible to search for correlations with the regional numbers of COVID-19 cases; nevertheless, the mean values and the sample variances have always remained similar. On the contrary, when analyzing the data year by year, no change in average interest in the infodemic YouTube channel ByoBlu, which had over 500,000 subscribers, was observed between the regions. Since a strong increase was highlighted nationwide, some regions must have contributed far more than others to the jump in total RSV. Specifically, as shown in Figure 2, Campania, Lazio, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Trentino-Alto Adige, and Valle d’Aosta experienced a much higher increase than the other regions. Moreover, a growing trend in RSV during the last 5 years involved all regions except Basilicata and Molise. Finally, web interest in fake news sources has increased more than interest in ant hoax services. These results are not to be underestimated; indeed, the Ministry of Health, various online platforms such as YouTube and Twitter, and social networks such as Facebook and Instagram have declared war without borders against the rampant infodemic. Specifically, under each video relating to the pandemic, YouTube has affixed a warning bar that offers users the opportunity to read the latest COVID-19 news on the Ministry of Health official website, complete with a button to access it. A similar procedure has been adopted by Facebook and Instagram. All of these companies have banned accounts and channels that are protagonists of the spread of fake news, including ByoBlu [32-36]. This approach is partly consistent with the procedure proposed by the WHO to deal with the infodemic but was not enough to contain disinformation in Italy. Among the problems that have undermined the effectiveness of these strategies, there is the resonance given by newspapers and television channels to unreliable or misleading information [37-40]. Beyond the mere disinformation contribution, this can foster distrust toward mass media, making the information campaign even more complex during times of crisis [41]. Furthermore, despite all of the countermeasures
adopted, social networks and messaging apps, such as WhatsApp, are fake news vehicles [37,38,41].

Alongside this, the influence of newspapers and television news on the risk perception related to COVID-19 vaccines was evident. Although the trend has been on the rise since early October 2020, the headlines of online, printed, and television news publications have often been the subject of criticism from the scientific community as sensationalistic and far from the scientific evidence [42-44]. Distrust of vaccines is a growing issue that raises a serious public health question [45-47]. Although most vaccine-related fake news circulates on social networks, the national mass media must attend to the evidence presented in the scientific literature with appropriate and thoughtful language. In particular, the effect of deliberately misleading titles linked to secondary aspects of the article can have serious consequences [48]. In such an intricate scenario, web interest in vaccine side effects has overtaken interest in pollution and climate change. Notwithstanding that the author of this paper loudly supports the pharmacovigilance process and is aware of the existence of numerous studies on the possible causal link between adenoviral vector COVID-19 vaccines and thrombotic events [49-51], it is necessary to consider that pollution and climate change constitute one of the major global threats today, claiming millions of victims every year [27,52]. Since Janssen and Vaxzevria vaccines have very rare side effects [28,52-55], it is reasonable to conclude that the risk perception of Italian users is distorted and disconnected from the real dangers that menace them. This is even more true when considering the incidence of COVID-19 itself in this type of event [56,57].

Finally, COVID-19 and the crisis it caused have generated fertile ground for new conspiracy hypotheses. While some of these, such as the link between 5G and the spread of the epidemic, have waned over time, others, including the human engineering of the virus in a Wuhan laboratory, phantom infection remedies with no scientific basis, and intentionally altered vaccines, have persisted until today. To further complicate the scenario, the spread of COVID-19–related fake news has not been uniform among the regions; indeed, the RSV groups showed low multicollinearity and vast discrepancies (eg, Abruzzo, Puglia, Calabria, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, and Veneto showed a high interest in the vaccine infodemic and a significantly lower interest in unproven remedies). As a conclusive consideration, the author of this paper emphasizes that it is correct to use the term “infodemic” to describe news that supports any hypotheses without supporting evidence [58]. At the same time, science needs to continue to investigate any possible leads [59].

**Limitations**

There are no guarantees that Google Trends is sufficient for investigating the totality of the interests of the Italian public. In particular, internet penetration in Italy is equal to about 74% of the population [60]. Of this fraction, almost 96% use Google as their default online search engine [61]. Therefore, 29% of the Italian population is not considered in this survey. Furthermore, it is not certain that the keywords used in this research included all the terms related to the topics investigated. Indeed, the algorithm with which Google selects the most relevant related queries is unknown (ie, it may not consider web searches pertinent to the discussion). Finally, some relevant keywords may not have been selected for the analysis. Future research could rely on machine learning algorithms for textual analysis to derive the topics of interest to search for on Google Trends.

**Conclusions**

COVID-19 has given a significant boost to web interest in conspiracy hypotheses and has made it more uniform across regions. The pandemic accelerated an already-growing trend in users’ interest toward some fake news sources, including the 500,000-subscriber YouTube channel ByoBlu, which was removed from the platform by YouTube for disinformation in March 2021. The risk perception related to COVID-19 vaccines has been so distorted that vaccine side effect–related queries outweighed those relating to pollution and climate change, which are much more urgent issues. Moreover, a large amount of fake news circulated about COVID-19 vaccines, remedies, and origin. Based on these findings, it is recommended that the Italian authorities implement more effective infoveillance systems, and that communication by the mass media be less sensationalistic and more consistent with the available scientific evidence. In this context, Google Trends can be used to monitor the users’ response to specific infodemiological countermeasures. Further research is needed to understand the psychological mechanisms that regulate risk perception.
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Abstract

Background: Colorectal cancer (CRC) has the third highest cancer mortality rate in the United States. Enhanced screening has reduced mortality rates; however, certain populations remain at high risk, notably African Americans. Raising awareness among at-risk populations may lead to improved CRC outcomes. The influence of celebrity death and illness is an important driver of public awareness. As such, the death of actor Chadwick Boseman from CRC may have influenced CRC awareness.

Objective: We sought to assess the influence of Chadwick Boseman’s death on public interest in CRC in the United States, evidenced by internet searches, website traffic, and donations to prominent cancer organizations.

Methods: We used an auto-regressive integrated moving average model to forecast Google searching trends for the topic “colorectal cancer” in the United States. We performed bivariate and multivariable regressions on state-wise CRC incidence rate and percent Black population. We obtained data from the American Cancer Society (ACS) and the Colon Cancer Foundation (CCF) for information regarding changes in website traffic and donations.

Results: The expected national relative search volume (RSV) for colorectal cancer was 2.71 (95% CI 1.76-3.66), reflecting a 3590% (95% CI 2632%-5582%) increase compared to the expected values. With multivariable regression, the statewise RSV increased for each percent Black population by 1.09 (SE 0.18, \(P<.001\)), with 42% of the variance explained (\(P<.001\)). The American Cancer Society reported a 58,000% increase in CRC-related website traffic the weekend following Chadwick Boseman’s death compared to the weekend before. The Colon Cancer Foundation reported a 331\% increase in donations and a 144% increase in revenue in the month following Boseman’s death compared to the month prior.

Conclusions: Our results suggest that Chadwick Boseman’s death was associated with substantial increases in awareness of CRC. Increased awareness of CRC may support earlier detection and better prognoses.

\textit{(JMIR Infodemiology 2021;1(1):e29387)} doi:10.2196/29387
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**Introduction**

Colorectal cancer (CRC) currently has the third highest mortality rate among cancers in the United States [1]. Implementing enhanced screening, namely by colonoscopy, has led to a significant decline in CRC mortality rates in the older population; [2] however, some populations remain at disproportionately high risk. African Americans have the highest incidence and mortality rates for CRC of any ethnic group; however, they are less likely to receive appropriate screening [3]. Additionally, in 2020, Rogers et al [4] identified regions in the United States that are associated with higher rates of early onset CRC, specifically among African American males, highlighting the need to focus on improving outcomes in this population. Raising awareness of CRC disparity among stakeholders and those at increased risk is a necessary component for achieving improved outcomes.

Infodemiology is the scientific study of distributions, determinants, and characteristics of information in an electronic medium, specifically the internet, or in a population, with the ultimate goal of informing public health and public policy [5]. Infodemiologic frameworks have provided a methodological means of analyzing public interest and awareness of medical conditions [6]. A few established infodemiologic metrics include aggregated data sets revealing patterns of information-seeking or information utility on websites and social media [7], the discourse and discussion found in web-based forums or blogs, and a population’s activities on search engines over time [5,8]. Using infodemiologic metrics for medical research provides a real-time data stream reflecting the dynamics of information prevalence and utility that may be difficult to capture with traditional methodologies. Using infodemiologic methods may allow researchers to gauge the public interest in and awareness of CRC in at-risk populations.

As efforts are needed to raise CRC awareness, the entertainment industry may be well positioned to exert a positive influence on public awareness. The role of celebrity influence in health communications has been well studied by communications researchers, and communications scholarship is a useful source for understanding web-based searching and engagement behaviors related to publicized celebrity health information [9,10]. The influence of celebrity health on the public’s awareness of medical conditions has been expanded upon by medical infodemiology research. In one infodemiologic study, media coverage of public figures disclosing a cancer diagnosis was shown to generate substantial public interest in various types of cancer. For example, large spikes in internet searches for pancreatic cancer were associated with actor Patrick Swayze’s public announcement of his pancreatic cancer diagnosis. Similar spikes were observed when Steve Jobs took medical leave from Apple after being diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. Additional large spikes in searches for pancreatic cancer were observed following both of their deaths. In some cases, this coverage led to greater measurable increases in awareness than that of traditional awareness campaigns [11]. Although the study by Kaleem et al [11] examined numerous spikes in interest for many cancers, it did not show isolated peaks for CRC due to paucity of public figures announcing they had colon cancer.

The influence of celebrity illness and death from CRC may have important implications for increasing awareness of CRC.

On August 28, 2020, Chadwick Boseman, star of the Marvel movie Black Panther, died at age 43 of colorectal cancer [12]. Boseman’s role in this film helped to normalize African heritage and culture in the United States and is considered to have significant cultural importance in the African American community [13-15]. As Boseman was a prominent figure in the United States and in the African American community, his death presents a unique opportunity to study the influence prominent public figures have on public awareness and behaviors concerning CRC in the United States. Thus, we examined internet searching data before and after Boseman’s death to examine the potential influence on public interest regarding CRC, nationally and in states containing regions at high risk for CRC. Additionally, we contacted the American Cancer Society (ACS) and the Colon Cancer Foundation (CCF) to inquire about differences in website traffic and donation revenue around the time Boseman’s death was disclosed to the public. Findings from this study may strengthen our understanding of the influence that public figures have on public health and may help to raise awareness of CRC among at-risk communities.

**Methods**

**Data Sources**

Three data sources were used for gauging public interest in CRC surrounding Boseman’s death: Google Trends (GT), Wikipedia, and Twitter. We used Google Trends [16] because it is useful for identifying regional population interests and behaviors regarding medical information [8]. GT is an open database that presents population-based Google search trends over specified time periods, allowing for nearly real-time observation. GT reports regional search volumes for selected topics over time. The relative search volume (RSV) for a topic or search term is represented as a value ranging from 0 to 100, with 100 indicating peak popularity during the designated time frame. As such, GT data may serve as a proxy for the relative interest in or awareness of a given topic in a specific region over a specific time [11]. GT data is a particularly useful tool in the field of oncology, as internet searching for cancer-related topics over time has been shown to significantly correspond with the statewide incidence and mortality rates of certain cancers in the United States, including CRC [17]. On September 13, 2020, we collected national RSV data for the topic colorectal cancer in the United States. We used the date range of June 13 through September 11, 2020, to observe trends prior to, during, and shortly after Boseman’s death, aiming to minimize confounding from any related events.

Additionally, we collected statewide RSV data for the topic colorectal cancer in the United States during the peak interest time. The peak interest time was designated as 1 week before Boseman’s death to 1 week after (August 21 through September 4, 2020) to capture the immediate public response associated with Chadwick Boseman’s death. Data were collected on September 13, 2020, under the “subregion” category for the United States. Each state’s RSV was then paired with its most recently reported CRC incidence rate [18] as well as its percent...
Black population [19]. Pairing these data allowed us to explore associations between a state’s RSV for colorectal cancer during peak interest with its CRC incidence rate and its percent Black population.

Wikipedia is the most frequently used source for seeking medical information on the internet, and it is therefore a valuable source for assessing public interest in medical topics [20]. We used the Pageviews Analysis [21] tool to acquire the number of visits to the Wikipedia pages for “Colorectal cancer” and “Chadwick Boseman” over the same time period. Pageviews Analysis was used by Brigo et al [22] to provide evidence of associations with celebrity appearances and increased Wikipedia searching that suggested increased public knowledge of multiple sclerosis. Twitter is also a useful source for infodemiologic studies, and it has been used to assess the impact of awareness campaigns and analyze public engagement with medical information [23-26]. Sprout Social [27] was used to acquire the number of tweets containing the text “colon cancer” and “chadwick boseman”. We selected similar terms for Wikipedia and Twitter data to ensure content uniformity across platforms. The temporal trends for Wikipedia and Twitter were worldwide trends and were observed over the same time period as the US national GT data.

Analyses
With the national GT data, we used an autoregressive integrated moving average [28] (ARIMA) model to forecast the expected relative search volume for colorectal cancer had Boseman’s death from CRC not been publicly disclosed, comparing expected values to observed values. Using the statewide RSV data from the peak interest time, we employed bivariate regression models on the statewide CRC incidence rate and on the percent Black population. We then used multivariable models considering both parameters. We performed statewide regression analysis on all 50 states and the District of Columbia. We then performed a subanalysis on the 19 states shown by Rogers et al [4] to contain so-called CRC hot spots—regions with disproportionately high rates of CRC among African Americans, particularly young African American males.

To explore the behavior change associated with Boseman’s death, we obtained data from the ACS regarding the percent increase in colon cancer–related traffic on their website the weekend following Boseman’s death compared to the weekend prior. We also obtained the number of daily donations received by the CCF and the percent increase in revenue seen 1 month following Boseman’s death compared to the month prior. Additionally, both organizations provided estimates of percent increases in total revenue 1 month following Boseman’s death compared to the same time period in 2019.

All statistical analyses were performed using R, version 4.0.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing) [29]. Statistical significance was defined as $P<.05$. The Oklahoma State University Center for Health Science Institutional Review Board determined that this project did not qualify as human subject research as defined in 45 CFR 46.102(d) and (f); therefore, it was not subject to further oversight.

Results
The auto.arima function in R established parameters for the ARIMA model to forecast values based on the historical mean RSV. The expected national RSV for colorectal cancer was 2.71 (95% CI 1.76-3.66). The observed peak RSV (100) occurring on August 29, 2020, reflects a 3590% (95% CI 2632%-5582%) increase in national RSV compared to expected values. Large spikes in Wikipedia searches and Twitter keywords were observed during the peak interest time. The GT forecast comparison and temporal trends for Wikipedia and Twitter can be found in Figure 1.

The statewide bivariate regression models for all 50 states and the District of Columbia showed that for each 1 point increase in incidence rate, the RSV would decrease by 0.25 (SE=0.4, $P=.53$), a nonsignificant finding; however, for each 1% increase in the Black population, the RSV increased by 1.06 (SE=0.18, $P<.001$). With the multivariable model, the statewide RSV further decreased per point of incidence to –0.47 (SE=0.3, $P=.13$) and increased for each percent Black population to 1.09 (SE=0.18, $P<.001$), with 42% of variance explained by the model ($R^2<.001$). The coefficients in the subanalysis adjusted model for the 19 states containing hot spot regions were in the same direction, but to a lesser degree, and they accounted for 33% of the variability in RSV ($P=.01$). Full results of the regression models are displayed in Table 1.

The American Cancer Society reported a 58,000% increase in colon cancer–related website traffic the weekend following Boseman’s death compared to the weekend before. The CCF reported receiving 595 donations from July 29 to August 28, 2020, and 2565 donations from August 28 to September 30, 2020, representing a 331% increase in the number of donations the month following Boseman’s death. The ACS reported a 35.4% increase in total revenue the week following Boseman’s death compared to the same time in 2019, and the CCF reported a nearly 500% increase in total revenue the week following Boseman’s death compared to the same time period in 2019. Additionally, the CCF reported a 144% increase in total revenue the month following Boseman’s death compared to the same time period in 2019. They anticipated additional daily revenue influx as companies continued to run campaigns on the CCF’s behalf following Boseman’s death.
Figure 1. (A) Relative search volumes for colorectal cancer in the United States before and after Chadwick Boseman’s death on August 28, 2020 (indicated by the asterisk). The expected forecast from the autoregressive integrated moving average model is shown by the red line. (B) The total number of visits (worldwide) to the “Colorectal cancer” and “Chadwick Boseman” Wikipedia pages before and after Chadwick Boseman’s death. The vertical axis is on a logarithmic scale, with each large tick mark representing an order of magnitude. (C) The number of tweets containing the text “colon cancer” or “chadwick boseman”. The vertical axis is on a logarithmic scale.
Table 1. Correlation of relative search volume (RSV) with colorectal cancer (CRC) incidence and percent Black population.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All 50 US states and DC&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>CRC hot spot states&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (n=19)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bivariate model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidence of CRC</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Black population</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariable model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidence of CRC</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Black population</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>DC: District of Columbia.

<sup>b</sup>States with hot spot counties: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia.

<sup>c</sup>Italic text indicates statistical significance.

Discussion

Principal Findings

Our results suggest that Chadwick Boseman’s death was associated with substantial increases in the national interest in and awareness of CRC in the United States. Although a state’s RSV for colorectal cancer during the peak interest time was not statistically associated with its CRC incidence rate, our results suggest that the RSV for colorectal cancer during peak interest time was significantly associated with a state’s percentage of Black residents. Significant increases in searches for CRC-related topics in states with higher percentages of African American residents suggest that Boseman’s death effectively increased awareness among at-risk populations. This is an important finding given that Rogers et al [4] found young (ages 20-49) non-Hispanic Black men to have the lowest early onset CRC survival rates among all ethnic groups in 232 hot spot counties—one of which is Anderson County, South Carolina, Boseman’s birthplace and home county. Numerous studies have shown that raising awareness of factors for heightened risk of CRC corresponds with increased willingness to undergo CRC screening procedures and improved attitudes toward CRC [30-32]. Increased interest in and awareness of CRC among at-risk populations, namely African Americans, may lead to earlier detections and better prognoses. The RSVs for colorectal cancer can be visualized in Figure 2. For comparison, we have included a US map showing the African American population density by state population for comparison [33].
The spikes in Wikipedia searches for colorectal cancer and in tweets containing “colorectal cancer” coinciding with Boseman’s death were the all-time largest recorded volumes for their respective platforms, putting into perspective the massive magnitude of increased searching for CRC topics following Boseman’s death. Boseman’s death was announced on his personal Twitter account shortly after his death from CRC, and the announcement is now the single most “liked” tweet in Twitter history [34]. Our findings support the use of Wikipedia and Twitter data as reliable indicators of public interest resulting from public disclosure of celebrity illness and necessitate further exploration of these platforms as research tools.

We found substantial increases in website traffic and donations to two prominent cancer organizations following Boseman’s death, suggesting increased public financial support of CRC research and awareness campaigns. Although these findings represent website traffic and donation behavior over a short period of time, they are compelling and promising. Chadwick Boseman’s death may serve as a catalyst toward increasing public awareness of CRC, leading to increased financial support for CRC research and awareness campaigns. Increasing CRC research funding is necessary, as it is disproportionately underfunded [35]. In 2015, CRC caused 50,620 deaths and received US $18 million in funding from non-profits, whereas breast cancer caused 41,070 deaths and received US $460 million [36]. Funding from the National Cancer Institute was similarly distributed [35,37]. Long-term improvements in health outcomes are best supported by policy, evidence-based medicine, and public health initiatives; however, events such
as Boseman’s death have the potential to overcome cultural and societal barriers to positive health behavior in ways that the aforementioned factors cannot.

As mentioned previously, communications research [9,10] and infodemiologic GT studies have demonstrated the significant impact public figures can have on the public’s awareness of various medical conditions. Importantly, we assert that increased awareness not resulting in measurable positive behavior change is, while still admirable and necessary, only a partial victory. Until recently, the impact of a public figure’s disclosure of illness regarding CRC was unknown. In line with our own findings, one recently published study by Naik et al [38] examined internet search interests in CRC-related topics following Chadwick Boseman’s death and found increases in searches on Google and Wikipedia comparable to our own. Moreover, the study found proportionally higher increases among areas with higher proportions of Black Americans, a novel and important finding that should be used to increase CRC education among this at-risk community. Further, novel components within our study include additional infodemiologic parameters (Twitter) to measure increased interest and awareness, showing significant increases in activity and the inclusion of data from the ACS and the CCF demonstrating increased donations following Boseman’s death. Our study complements that by Naik et al [38] and suggests positive behavior changes regarding CRC following Boseman’s death. Together, these findings contribute to the international literature base by providing evidence of positive associated behavior change that goes beyond increased internet searching, awareness, or interest following the death of the actor. Further research regarding the direct impact of Chadwick Boseman’s death on CRC screenings and attitudes toward CRC screening among African Americans is warranted, as it cannot be assessed herein.

**Strengths and Limitations**

Our study has several strengths. To our knowledge, our study is the first of its kind to provide evidence of positive behavior change in the form of donations associated with Chadwick Boseman’s death. Our methodology was adapted from published literature that used GT and ARIMA models to provide evidence for increased awareness of suicide prevention resources following a nationally publicized event [39]. The data provided by the ACS and CCF reflect increases in public interest and support for CRC research, possibly related to Boseman’s death, and these data are unique to our study. Limitations of this study include the limited time frame for observing RSV, website traffic and donations, use of few search terms, and lack of access to donation data entailing actual dollar amounts. The limited observation period limits the generalizability of our findings to the time periods in which we searched, and the long-term influence of Boseman’s death cannot be ascertained from our findings. It is also not possible to make causal claims based on our data, and our results should be interpreted accordingly. Other events could have influenced our outcomes; thus, the potential for confounding factors is present.

**Conclusion**

National public interest in colorectal cancer substantially increased relative to predicted values following Chadwick Boseman’s death. A state’s RSV for colorectal cancer immediately surrounding Boseman’s death was significantly associated with its percentage of Black residents, possibly suggesting increased CRC awareness among this population. Increased interest among at-risk populations associated with Chadwick Boseman’s death may lead to improved health outcomes and attitudes regarding CRC. Website traffic and revenue to prominent cancer organizations increased following Chadwick Boseman’s death. Increased public awareness of CRC associated with Chadwick Boseman’s death may lead to increased support for CRC research and awareness campaigns.
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Abstract

Background: Vaccination against COVID-19 is an important public health strategy to address the ongoing pandemic. Examination of online search behavior related to COVID-19 vaccines can provide insights into the public's awareness, concerns, and interest regarding COVID-19 vaccination.

Objective: The aim of this study is to describe online search behavior related to COVID-19 vaccines during the start of public vaccination efforts in the United States.

Methods: We examined Google Trends data from January 1, 2021, through March 16, 2021, to determine the relative search volume for vaccine-related searches on the internet. We also examined search query log data for COVID-19 vaccine-related searches and identified 5 categories of searches: (1) general or other information, (2) vaccine availability, (3) vaccine manufacturer, (4) vaccine side-effects and safety, and (5) vaccine myths and conspiracy beliefs. In this paper, we report on the proportion and trends for these different categories of vaccine-related searches.

Results: In the first quarter of 2021, the proportion of all web-based search queries related to COVID-19 vaccines increased from approximately 10% to nearly 50% of all COVID-19–related queries (P<.001). A majority of COVID-19 vaccine queries addressed vaccine availability, and there was a particularly notable increase in the proportion of queries that included the name of a specific pharmacy (from 6% to 27%; P=.01). Queries related to vaccine safety and side-effects (<5% of total queries) or specific vaccine-related myths (<1% of total queries) were uncommon, and the relative frequency of both types of searches decreased during the study period.

Conclusions: This study demonstrates an increase in online search behavior related to COVID-19 vaccination in early 2021 along with an increase in the proportion of searches related to vaccine availability at pharmacies. These findings are consistent with an increase in public interest and intention to get vaccinated during the initial phase of public COVID-19 vaccination efforts.

(JMIR Infodemiology 2021;1(1):e32127) doi:10.2196/32127
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Introduction

We are currently in the midst of a global pandemic caused by COVID-19. At all times, and particularly during a pandemic, it is critical for the public to have access to timely and accurate health information [1-3]. The internet is a major source of such health information [4-7]. Analysis of health-related web search behavior can provide critical insight into the public’s awareness and interest in specific health issues and their health concerns and information needs, health experiences, and health-related intentions and behaviors [8-11].

Infodemiology is the scientific study of the “distribution and determinants of information in an electronic medium, specifically the internet, or in a population, with the ultimate aim to inform public health and health policy” [8]. To date, a number of infodemiology studies related to the COVID-19 pandemic have been published. Many of these studies identified an association between general COVID-19–related or symptom-specific search trends and COVID-19 case incidence and associated deaths [12-18]. In several cases, search behavior appeared to be an effective predictor of disease trends. Several studies have examined the occurrence and spread of COVID-19–related misinformation, which has been a public health challenge during the pandemic [19-25]. Another group of studies has examined search behavior to gain insights into public awareness, interest, attitudes, and behaviors related to COVID-19 [21,26-28]. Husain et al [27] found that countries that demonstrated a more rapid increase in public search interest regarding COVID-19 also tended to be more effective in their control of the pandemic.

Vaccination against COVID-19 is a major public health strategy in the effort to end the pandemic [29]. As of Spring 2021, a number of effective COVID-19 vaccines have been available that substantially reduce the risk of COVID-19–related illness, hospitalizations, and death [30]. Understanding public awareness and interest in COVID-19 vaccines and willingness to vaccinate are critical to help guide vaccination efforts. Unfortunately, vaccine hesitancy is common and poses a major barrier to successful vaccination efforts [31]. Infodemiologic approaches can provide potentially important insights into the public’s awareness, interests, concerns, and intentions related to COVID-19 vaccination. Thus far, few infodemiological studies have focused on COVID-19 vaccines [32,33]. To address this critical gap, we examined the relative search volume using Google Trends data and also search query logs capturing users’ online search behaviors related to COVID-19 vaccines in the first quarter of 2021.

Methods

Study Design

This study describes users’ online search behavior via Google search engine for searches related to COVID-19 vaccines in the first quarter of 2021. Google is the dominant search engine in the United States, accounting for approximately 89% of the total search volume in the country as of January 2021 [34]. We focused on the time period from January 1, 2021, through March 16, 2021, which follows the initial emergency-use authorization by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the Pfizer and Moderna COVID-19 vaccines and the start of public vaccination efforts.

Data Sources

Google Trends

Google Trends provides open access to time-series data related to Google search engine search volumes for specific terms [35]. Search query volume was normalized to a percentage scale (0% to 100%) to provide a measure of relative search volume (RSV), with 100% corresponding to the peak in search volume in any given time frame for that specific topic. By searching for multiple terms simultaneously, we were able to compare the RSV for different terms. For this report, we focus on Google Trends data for COVID-19 vaccine-related searches in the United States.

Search Query Logs

Search engine query logs record the specific language that users employ when conducting online searches and can provide insight into the users’ information needs and interests and how these change over time [36-38]. To examine COVID-19 vaccine-related search behavior in greater detail, we compiled anonymized data from Google search query logs. That is, we examined a complete sample of English-language queries conducted in the United States during the search period (January 1, 2021, to March 16, 2021). We collected only queries that contain both the terms “COVID” and “vaccine.” This data set comprises over 45.4 million queries during the sampling period, which suggests that when people search for information about COVID-19 vaccines, they use a fairly limited number of common queries. For example, the top 150 most common queries related to COVID-19 account for approximately half of all queries in the data set. The distribution of search queries by volume is shown in Figure 1. This figure shows that a small number of queries accounts for a large proportion of the overall query volume. This query volume distribution curve essentially becomes asymptotic after the top 1000 most common queries. To create this search query log data set, we collected the top 5000 most common COVID-19 vaccine-related search queries for each day during the study period.

https://infodemiology.jmir.org/2021/1/e32127
Metrics

Overview

Metrics of interest for this study are based upon both Google Trends and the search query log data set. Specific Google Trend metrics include (1) comparison of the RSV for any searches related to COVID-19 and those related to COVID-19 vaccine, (2) general RSV for the term “vaccine” since 2005, and (3) comparison of RSV for specific vaccine myths and conspiracy beliefs identified in the search query logs.

Our main interest with the search query log data set is to examine the distribution and trends of different types of COVID-19 vaccine-related searches. We developed a COVID-19 vaccine search query classifier using the following steps.

Step 1: Identify Search Categories

Two study authors (DMR and LA) performed independent manual review of a random sample of 1000 queries to identify common themes, as well as unique terms associated with each category. The two authors met to review and resolve any discrepancies and reached complete agreement on both categories and associated terms. Based on this review, we identified the following categories of search queries: (1) vaccine availability, (2) vaccine maker or manufacturer, (3) vaccine side effects or safety, (4) vaccine myth or conspiracy beliefs, and (5) general or other vaccine-related searches. A definition of each of these categories of searches, associated search terms, and examples is shown in Table 1. Because pharmacies were a major channel for distribution of COVID-19 vaccines, we also created a subcategory of vaccine availability queries that asked about COVID-19 vaccines in relation to pharmacies (eg, included the name of specific pharmacy chains).
Step 2: Identify Terms Associated With Each Search Category

One study author (LA) then manually reviewed an additional random sample of 5000 queries to identify any additional terms that might be associated with each search category. The results of this review were discussed with additional authors (DMR, KR, and RM) to create a final list of unique search query terms associated with each search category.

Step 3: Create and Apply Search Query Classifier

We created a rules-based classifier that assigned a query to one or more of the 5 categories based on the presence of a unique set of associated terms while accounting for common variations in spelling. Some search queries contained terms associated with multiple categories, and these queries were counted separately in each appropriate category. For example, a search for “Pfizer covid vaccine CVS” would be counted as a query related to vaccine availability (given the presence of the name of a specific pharmacy) and also as a query related to vaccine manufacturer H (given the presence of the name of a specific vaccine manufacturer).

Step 4: Evaluate Performance of the Search Query Classifier

This classifier was able to classify 90% of all queries in the entire COVID-19 vaccine search query log dataset. The remaining 10% of unclassified queries represented searches for additional vaccine-related information (e.g., “covid vaccination rates,” or “how long does the covid vaccine last”) and are labeled as “other” and included as part of the category of “general or other” searches. After application of the classifier, an additional random sample of 1000 search queries with classifier results was reviewed separately by 2 authors (DMR and LA) to assess the accuracy of the classifier. These authors met to resolve any discrepancies in manual review and the results of this review were used to calculate the classifier’s precision and recall for each of the search categories. The classifier performed well with precision of 99.8% to 100% and recall over 99.5% across all search query categories.

Analysis

Based on the search query log data set, we employed linear regression to examine the time trends for the proportion of different types of COVID-19 vaccine-related searches over time. For each week during the study period, we calculated a proportion corresponding to each of our categories of interest. The proportions examined in these analyses correspond to the above-described categories. The proportion of COVID-19 vaccine-related searches in each of these categories serves as the dependent variable in separate linear regression models. In each of these models, time (ie, week number since start of the study period) serves as the independent variable to examine the significance of trends over time.

Ethics Review

This was reviewed by the University of Michigan Institutional Review Board and judged to be exempt based upon its use of open access and anonymized aggregate data.

Results

Overview

The relative search volumes for any searches related to COVID-19 and those related to COVID-19 vaccines are shown in Figure 2. This figure shows a clear increase in the relative volume of COVID-19 vaccine–related searches over the study period.

Table 1. Types of COVID-19 vaccine–related search queries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Associated terms</th>
<th>Examples of specific queries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Query that included a term or phrase identifying locations where or time when COVID-19 vaccines might be available</td>
<td>Names of US states, counties, or cities, names of organizations or specific locations that provide COVID-19 vaccines (eg, pharmacies, hospitals or health systems, vaccination sites), where or when to get COVID-19 vaccines</td>
<td>“ny covid vaccine”, “covid vaccine california”, “florida covid vaccine”, “covid vaccine near me”, “where to get covid vaccine”, “cvs covid vaccine”, “covid vaccine rite-aid”, “covid vaccine appointment”, “when can I get covid vaccine”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maker or manufacturer</td>
<td>Query that included the name of a COVID-19 vaccine maker or manufacturer</td>
<td>Names of different COVID-19 vaccines, names of companies or organizations that developed or manufactured different vaccines</td>
<td>“pfizer vaccine”, “moderna vaccine”, “johnson vaccine”, “[j&amp;j] vaccine”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side effects or safety</td>
<td>Query that included general or specific terms associated with side effects or safety of COVID-19 vaccines</td>
<td>Side effects, safety, specific vaccine-related worries and concerns</td>
<td>“covid vaccine side effects”, “covid vaccine safety”, “reaction to covid vaccine”, “pregnant women covid vaccine”, “covid vaccine blood clot”, “problems with covid vaccine”, “covid vaccine fever”, “covid vaccine allergy”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myths or conspiracies</td>
<td>Query that included general or specific terms associated with COVID-19 vaccine myths or conspiracy beliefs</td>
<td>Specific myths or conspiracy beliefs</td>
<td>“covid vaccine infertility”, “does covid vaccine change dna”, “covid vaccine microchip”, “can I get covid from vaccine”, “covid vaccine 5G”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General or other</td>
<td>Query related to COVID-19 vaccine that included no additional terms or terms not associated with any of the above categories</td>
<td>COVID-19 vaccine or vaccination or other topics other than identified above</td>
<td>“covid vaccine”, “covid-19 vaccine”, “coronavirus vaccine”, “covid vaccine update”, “covid vaccination rates”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the beginning of January 2021, approximately 10% of all COVID-19–related queries were about vaccines. By March 2021, nearly 50% of all COVID-19–related searches were vaccine related. A linear regression was calculated to predict the fraction of queries about COVID-19 vaccines based on daily change during the sample period. A significant linear regression model was found ($df=103; R^2=0.76; \beta$ coefficient for time=.31; $P<.001$), indicating that the RSV for COVID-19 vaccine queries increased over the study period.

Figure 2. Relative search volume (RSV) for the terms “COVID” (blue) and “COVID vaccine” (red) from September 2020 through March 2021.

Figure 3. Relative search volume for the term “vaccine” from January 2005 through March 2021.

Figure 4. Trends for different categories of COVID-19 vaccine search queries: (A) overall availability and pharmacy, (B) vaccine manufacturer, (C) side effects and safety, and (D) myths and conspiracy beliefs.
Vaccine Availability

During the study period, a majority of searches were classified as related to vaccine availability, with the specific proportion ranging from 55% to 69% each week (Figure 4A). The high proportion of vaccine availability searches was consistent over the study period. Linear regression showed that the time trend for the proportion of searches related to vaccine availability during the study period was not significant (df=8; $R^2=0.19$; beta coefficient for time=.81; $P=.20$).

During the study period, there was a substantial increase in the subcategory of searches related to pharmacies. The proportion of COVID-19 vaccine-related queries that included a specific pharmacy name increased from 5.9% at the start of the study period to 27.2% at the end of the study period (Figure 4A). Linear regression showed the time trend for this change was positive and significant (df=8; $R^2=0.56$; beta coefficient for time=.51; $P=.01$).

Vaccine Manufacturers

Over the same period, the proportion of vaccine manufacturer-related searches (eg, Pfizer, Moderna, Janssen or Johnson & Johnson) averaged 10.4%. Linear regression shows that the time trend for the proportion of vaccine manufacturer-related searches during the study period was not significant (df=8; $R^2=0.38$; beta coefficient for time=.61; $P=.06$).

Side Effects and Safety

The proportion of searches related to side effects or safety of COVID-19 vaccines was quite small, and the proportion actually decreased slightly (from 5.7% to 4.2%) over the study period. Linear regression showed a negative time trend for the proportion of searches related to vaccine side effects or safety during the study period (df=8; $R^2=0.51$; beta coefficient for time=-0.23; $P=.02$).

Myths

During the study period, the overall proportion of COVID-19 vaccine-related queries that included mention of myths or conspiracies related to COVID-19 vaccines was quite low. This proportion actually decreased slightly (from 0.4% to 0.1%) over the study period. Linear regression showed a negative time trend for the proportion of queries related to vaccine myths or conspiracy beliefs during the study period (df=8; $R^2=0.58$; beta coefficient for time=-0.01; $P=.01$). Searches related to specific myths or conspiracy beliefs included searches related to the COVID-19 vaccine and (1) infertility, (2) potential to cause change in DNA, (3) 5G and the vaccine, (4) microchips, and (5) contracting COVID-19 from the vaccine itself. The Google Trends RSV for searches related to these specific myths and conspiracy topics is presented in Figure 5. This figure reveals that searches related to COVID-19 vaccine and “infertility” and “DNA” were the most common vaccine myth-related searches.

Discussion

Principal Findings

This study reports on online search behavior related to COVID-19 vaccines in the United States, from the first quarter of 2021. During this period, there was a clear increase in the volume of online searches for information about COVID-19 vaccines with a consistently high proportion of searches related to vaccine availability. Online search behavior is influenced strongly by external events and associated media coverage [40,41]. Critical events that are likely drivers of the observed patterns in online search behavior include emergency-use authorizations by the US FDA for 3 different vaccines (ie, Pfizer on December 11, 2020, Moderna on December 18, 2020, Johnson & Johnson on February 26, 2021) and the beginning of public vaccination efforts. During this time, web-based registration was also one of the major means to obtain a vaccine appointment. A particularly notable rise in the proportion of COVID-19 vaccine searches that include the names of specific pharmacies is consistent with the US national strategy that featured pharmacies as vaccination sites.

We interpret these patterns of online search behavior related to COVID-19 vaccines, particularly the rise in pharmacy-related searches, as a sign of increased readiness and intentions to vaccinate among the US population during the study period. This interpretation is consistent with the findings of national tracking surveys in the United States that demonstrate a similar increase in intentions to vaccinate over the study period. Specifically, the Kaiser Family Foundation COVID-19 Tracking Survey shows that the proportion of US adults that either had been vaccinated or would want to get vaccinated as soon as possible increased from under 40% to over 60% during the study period [42]. The increase in online searches related to COVID-19 vaccines is also consistent with national survey
findings that reported an increase in the proportion of US adults who reported they had “enough information about when or where to get the vaccine” also over the same period [42].

It is interesting to consider how to interpret our findings regarding online search behavior related to information about COVID-19 vaccine side effects and safety. National surveys conducted during the study period show that among the majority of adults who had not yet been vaccinated, a substantial proportion were concerned about the long-term effects of COVID-19 vaccines (68%), the potential for serious side effects from COVID-19 (59%), or that the vaccines may not be safe (55%) [43]. Given the prevalence of these concerns about COVID-19 vaccine side effects and safety, the relatively low proportion and decreasing time trend for vaccine-related searches that addressed these topics is somewhat surprising. The low proportion of COVID-19 vaccine-related searches pertaining to side effects or safety could be due to a relatively low rate of active information seeking about these aspects among those who are hesitant to get the vaccine, active searching on the web for vaccine appointments among those individuals highly motivated to obtain the vaccine, or some combination of these factors. In such a situation (where some segments of the population are highly motivated to search actively for information while others are not), the relative frequency of searches related to different topics does not appear to provide a good representation of the level of public concern or interest in these topics.

Our findings regarding the frequency of online searches related to COVID-19 vaccine myths or conspiracy theories can be similarly interpreted. Belief, or at least uncertainty, regarding COVID-19 vaccine myths is unfortunately common. During the same time period as this study, national surveys show that 34% of adults in the United States who had not been vaccinated either believed or were unsure about one or more common COVID-19 vaccine-related myths [43]. Nevertheless, at the same time, we found less than 1% of online searches related to COVID-19 vaccines addressed these topics and that this proportion actually decreased over the study period. These findings suggest that many individuals who either believe or are unsure about COVID-19 vaccine myths are not actively seeking additional information online to help clarify their understanding. Although making inferences regarding the population prevalence of a particular COVID-19 vaccine myth may be difficult based upon analysis of search behavior, it is possible that relative search volume might be useful in helping to assess which particular myths are more or less common. For example, the results of our RSV comparison for specific vaccine myths, direct evaluation of COVID-19 vaccine misinformation on the web, and national population surveys identify concerns about infertility related to COVID-19 vaccines as among the most common [33,43].

Limitations

Several limitations need to be considered while interpreting the results of this study. First, it is important to acknowledge these findings are based on an analysis of search behavior in the United States and are likely to be influenced by specific vaccine approvals and distribution plans in this country. Future work is needed to determine how COVID-19–related vaccine search behavior might differ across countries. Second, these results apply only to search queries conducted using the Google search engine. Although Google is the dominant search engine in the United States, future work is needed to understand how search behavior described here is similar or different for other search engines or on other platforms. For example, social media has been identified as a major source of exposure to COVID-19–related misinformation. Our finding of relatively low rates of active searching for COVID-19 vaccine myths and conspiracy beliefs might or might not apply to search behavior within social media platforms. Third, it is important to acknowledge the subjective nature of our approach for identifying and defining search themes and categories. Other teams could have certainly chosen to identify or define search categories (or subcategories) in other ways. Fourth, of relevance, we also acknowledge the uncertainty regarding our interpretation of the observed patterns of online search behavior representing an increase in interest or intention among the study population to take the COVID-19 vaccine. Although we believe the major study finding that a large increase specifically in pharmacy-related COVID-19 vaccine queries strongly suggests active searching on the web for the vaccine, future work that directly assesses users' information needs (eg, near-time or real-time surveys) would be needed to confirm this interpretation. Finally, it is important to note that the results presented here are based on the aggregate search volume measured at the population level. We, therefore, are not able to determine the degree to which changing patterns in online search behavior are due to changes in the number of individuals performing a specific search, or due to an increase in the number of searches performed by specific individuals, or some combination of these factors.

Conclusions

Despite these limitations, the findings presented here provide important information about the use of an infodemiologic approach to assess COVID-19 vaccine-related interest and intentions. During the study period, online search behavior related to COVID-19 vaccines suggested a possible historic high in public interest of vaccines. Furthermore, the specific type of vaccine related searches (eg, increased searches related to specific pharmacies and decreased searches related to vaccine side effects) is consistent with reduced vaccine hesitancy and greater intention to vaccinate. The relatively low occurrence of some types of searches (eg, COVID-19 vaccine myths and conspiracy beliefs) suggests that many individuals who lack or are uncertain about critical vaccine-related information are not engaged in active online search to address their information needs. Encouraging more active information-seeking, along with critical appraisal of health information on the web, could be an important strategy to combat misinformation about COVID-19 vaccines and increase vaccine confidence and intention to vaccinate among the general population.
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Abstract
Background: During the COVID-19 pandemic, US public health authorities and county, state, and federal governments recommended or ordered certain preventative practices, such as wearing masks, to reduce the spread of the disease. However, individuals had divergent reactions to these preventive practices.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to understand the variations in public sentiment toward COVID-19 and the recommended or ordered preventive practices from the temporal and spatial perspectives, as well as how the variations in public sentiment are related to geographical and socioeconomic factors.

Methods: The authors leveraged machine learning methods to investigate public sentiment polarity in COVID-19–related tweets from January 21, 2020 to June 12, 2020. The study measured the temporal variations and spatial disparities in public sentiment toward both general COVID-19 topics and preventive practices in the United States.

Results: In the temporal analysis, we found a 4-stage pattern from high negative sentiment in the initial stage to decreasing and low negative sentiment in the second and third stages, to the rebound and increase in negative sentiment in the last stage. We also identified that public sentiment to preventive practices was significantly different in urban and rural areas, while poverty rate and unemployment rate were positively associated with negative sentiment to COVID-19 issues.

Conclusions: The differences between public sentiment toward COVID-19 and the preventive practices imply that actions need to be taken to manage the initial and rebound stages in future pandemics. The urban and rural differences should be considered in terms of the communication strategies and decision making during a pandemic. This research also presents a framework to investigate time-sensitive public sentiment at the county and state levels, which could guide local and state governments and regional communities in making decisions and developing policies in crises.

Introduction
Background
The COVID-19 pandemic has had worldwide economic and mortality impacts, with more than 118 million confirmed cases and over 2.6 million deaths globally as of March 12, 2021 [1]. Since the initial outbreak of COVID-19, many public health professionals and authoritative organizations, such as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the World Health Organization, have recommended that people change their fundamental behaviors of daily life to prevent the virus from spreading, for example, wearing masks, social distancing, and restricting travel [2]. However, the effectiveness of these
measures in reducing the spread hinges on compliance by the public. The level of compliance varies among citizens in following the suggested practices. In the United States, there are divergent opinions about the preventive practices, which have existed from the onset of the CDC guidelines.

Prior Work

It is critical to gauge public sentiment and responses to the preventive practices for effective communication strategies, decisions, and policies, as disparities in practices may affect the spread of the disease and delay society’s recovery from the pandemic. Social media has been widely adopted by people to acquire information and share opinions in crises, which provides time-sensitive opportunities for governments and public institutions to understand public opinions. Social media data have been used as crowd sources of information to understand citizens’ issues of concern [3,4], response to policies [5,6], and emotional consequences [7] in crises. Several recent studies have used Twitter and Facebook data for closer-to-real-time infodemiology studies, for example, to analyze emotions concerning the lockdown [8] and reopening [9] and to understand COVID-19 discussions and the associated sentiments [10]. However, these studies usually rely on an implicit assumption that strategies based on the understanding of the whole society at a time or during a time range work for all. Some studies have investigated the evolvement of public responses as the crisis unfolded, for example, the content analysis of crisis-related tweets before, during, and after the crisis [11]; temporal variations of public sentiment toward COVID-19 in China [12]; and changes in risk perception of COVID-19 in the United States in the early stage of the pandemic [13]. Several studies have examined the spatial differences. For example, Ntompras et al [14] conducted comparisons of the content of Twitter posts related to the COVID-19 pandemic across nations. They found several topics were triggered by local events, which implies that social media data can act as political, economic, and social monitoring in pandemics. Cuomo et al [15] performed a more granular analysis and investigated the longitudinal and geospatial relationships between volumes of self-reporting COVID-19 cases and elevated risks of virus spreading in the United States at the county level. Similar studies have found geolocated tweets on COVID-19 symptoms, concerns, and experiences are indicative of officially reported COVID-19 cases at the county level in the United States [16] and volumes of misinformation are related to increased COVID-19 cases at the state and county level in the United States [17]. Currently, few have investigated the temporal variations in public sentiment in a high geospatial resolution. Hou et al [18] found that mobility behaviors differ in communities during COVID-19, which could be related to various socioeconomic and cultural factors. Schmelz [19] conducted a survey study in Germany and found that people with different levels of trust in the government or with different political identities may have varying reactions in their response to government policies during COVID-19. These studies suggest it is important to consider the heterogeneity of the population in public health decision making. Methods on the time-sensitive understanding of a crisis with social media data have seldomly considered the geographical disparities and the associated socioeconomic factors. This study aimed to address this gap by proposing a social media data analysis framework for a longitudinal investigation of US public sentiment about COVID-19 and the preventive practices on different spatial scales.

Goal of This Study

The focus of the study was to identify the variations in public sentiment toward COVID-19 and the preventive practices from the temporal and spatial perspectives and to investigate how the variations are related to geographical and socioeconomic factors in the United States. Specifically, we analyzed discussions of COVID-19 on Twitter in the United States to answer the following questions:

1. Research question 1: Are there temporal variations in public sentiment toward overall COVID-19 issues and preventive practices?
2. Research question 2: Are there spatial disparities in public sentiment toward overall COVID-19 issues and preventive practices?
3. Research question 3: What geographic factors may be related to the differences in public sentiment toward COVID-19 issues and preventive practices?
4. Research question 4: What socioeconomic factors may be related to the differences in public sentiment toward COVID-19 issues and preventive practices?

Exploring these 4 questions could offer rich insight into public sentiment about COVID-19 issues and preventive practices, with fine temporal and spatial granularity. This allows policy makers to explicitly consider these variations in developing communication strategies or adjusting enforcement policies for efficient coordination in pandemics or crises like COVID-19. This study sets the groundwork for analyzing, comparing, and potentially predicting public sentiment in future crises.

Methods

The method was composed of 3 parts (Figure 1): data collection, data preparation, and data analysis. In this study, we collected and analyzed Twitter data on COVID-19 and the preventive practices.
COVID-19 cases were first reported in Wuhan, China in late December 2019. The disease was fast-spreading and led to increasing infections and deaths globally. Starting in January 2020, other countries started to report confirmed cases of COVID-19. To retrieve online discussions on COVID-19, we collected a Twitter data set with about 160,000,000 tweets containing COVID-19–related keywords starting from January 21, 2020. The list of keywords includes “Coronavirus,” “Corona,” “CDC,” “Covid19,” “Covid19,” “Sarscov2,” “pandemic,” “epidemic,” and their variants [20]. The data were collected using Python through the Twitter’s streaming application programming interface (API). The Twitter streaming API returns 1% of the total Twitter volume, with multilingual tweets posted from around the world. As we were focused on the public sentiment in the United States, only tweets in English were kept.

Ethics Statement
In compliance with Twitter policy, we removed identifiers from the data before analysis to avoid potential profiling or targeting of individuals. We only present aggregated analyses. To support reproducibility, the tweet IDs, processing code, and intermediate results will be available upon request to the corresponding author.

Data Preparation
Data preparation was composed of 4 parts (Figure 1): the geographical projection of tweets, the identification of posts from individual users, the subsetting of topics on preventative practices, and sentiment detection. All the data preparation was implemented with Python.

Geographical Projection
The collected tweets only satisfied the condition of semantic relevance to COVID-19, of which some had embedded geolocations, such as a point location, a bounding box defined with geographical coordinates, or user-entered location tags. Although many tweets contain location tags, such tags often vary in geographical scale or do not refer to real locations. Therefore, only tweets with geographical coordinates, either as a point location or a bounding box, were used. We used the GeoPandas package in Python for all geographical data processing. After calculating the center of the bounding box, they were projected to the coordinate system of the Shapefile map of the United States [21] and then matched with the geographical units at the county and state levels. If the location of a tweet fell in a county, we assigned the tweet with the associated county and state, together with the aggregated socioeconomic information from the US Census Bureau [22]. In addition, we used the urban/rural map Shapefile to identify whether a tweet was posted from an urban or rural area [23]. Urban areas included “Urbanized Areas of 50,000 or more people and Urban Clusters of at least 2,500 and less than 50,000 people” [24]. Other areas were classified as rural. After geographical projection and filtering for tweets only posted in the English language that were located within the United States, there was a total of 344,227 tweets.

Identification of Posts From Individual Users
Different types of users are on Twitter, including media outlets, accounts of government authorities and organizations, social bots, and individual accounts. The quality of data and the generated insights may be impacted by the activities of bots and official accounts [7]. The first step of geographical projection left tweets that were highly probable to be from individual users. To assure that the tweets used for analysis were mainly from individual users, we applied the traditional approach by checking the social relations of the authors, assuming that media outlets and bots usually have a high ratio between their followers and friends:

Specifically, we identified users whose numbers of followers and followees were 2 SDs larger than the average values as nonpersons [25]. We found 9 tweets by media outlets or bots. The result confirmed the filtered geolocated tweets to be mainly from individual users. After filtering for individual users, the COVID-19 data set included 344,218 tweets.

Tweets on COVID-19 Preventive Practices
We were specifically interested in the public sentiment toward COVID-19 prevention practices, as people's compliance to these practices highly affect the spread of the disease. To identify the potential keywords that describe COVID-19 prevention practices, we collected all the guidelines released by the CDC.
Three graduate research assistants read through the documents and identified keywords and phrases that were relevant to the preventive behaviors for reducing the spread of the disease. Specifically, 4 categories of practices were collected, including physical or social distancing, personal protective equipment (PPE), disinfection, and other. Physical or social distancing included social distancing, social distance, physical distance, 6-feet, stay-at-home, school isolation, isolation, stay home, avoid touching. PPE included mask, covering, face shield, wear a mask, surgical mask, N95 respirator, wearing gloves, face shields, facial covering, skin protection, eye protection, PPE. Disinfection included wash hands, hand sanitizer, disinfect, clean, detergent, handwash, hand hygiene, prevention hygiene, sprays, concentrates, wipes, routine cleaning, bleach solution. Others included test, business closure.

These keywords and phrases were used to identify if a tweet was about COVID-19 preventive practices and the category of preventive practices. As the language used in social media posts may have syntax or typographical errors, using the formal keywords and phrases from CDC guidelines may affect the recall of tweets on preventive practices. Therefore, we applied token normalization for both tweets and the keywords and phrases. After the normalization of each tweet, we checked if any tokens in a tweet matched the normalized keywords or phrases. Tweets containing these keywords or phrases were aggregated to form the subset on preventive practices (shortened to CDC subset in the following analysis), which had a total of 53,272 tweets. Based on the tokens, the tweets were further categorized as discussions on 1 of the 4 categories. The top keywords found in the COVID-19 data set were mask, stay home, social distancing, test, and PPE. These individual keywords had more than 8000 occurrences.

Figure 2. The daily proportion of sentiment in the COVID-19 data set when neutral tweets were detected with different confidence thresholds: (A) 0.8, (B) 0.9, (C) 0.95.

Summary of the Data Set
Table 1 shows the summary statistics of the COVID-19 data set and the CDC subset for analysis. Both data sets have tweets from 50 states plus Washington DC and other territories of the United States in the time range from January 21, 2020 to June 12, 2020.

Sentiment Detection
We used a pretrained deep learning model, FLAIR, to detect the sentiment contained in each tweet [26]. The model was constructed with the recurrent neural network architecture, which enables the capture of semantic and syntactic information of words and the surrounding context for the prediction of the sentiment of input text. As the model was designed to capture different meanings for polysemous words and handle rare and misspelled words with ease, it works well for a Twitter corpus, where words are often misspelled and have ambiguous meanings. The model had state-of-the-art performance in sentiment classification, with an accuracy of 89.5% and an F1 score of 0.89 on a separate data set [27].

For each input tweet, the output was a sentiment of 1 of 2 categories: positive or negative with the associated confidence of the model’s prediction. However, not all tweets include the expression of sentiment. In fact, about 25% of crisis-related Twitter data do not contain subjective information [28]. Tweets with a low confidence to a sentiment category are probable to be neutral or objective. As each sentiment category has a confidence between 0 and 1, we explored 3 thresholds (0.8, 0.9, and 0.95) to understand whether the choice of thresholds would affect the temporal variations of sentiment. Figure 2 shows the ratio of COVID-19 tweets that are positive, negative, and neutral on a daily level, when the confidence thresholds of 0.8, 0.9, and 0.95 were used to define neutral tweets. We found that the choice of threshold would not significantly impact the temporal patterns of positive or negative sentiment in the COVID-19 data set. To obtain more samples for analysis, we chose the confidence level of 0.8 and considered tweets with a confidence level of positive or negative less than 0.8 as neutral.
Table 1. Descriptive summary of the COVID-19 data set and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) subset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>COVID-19</th>
<th>CDC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tweets, n</td>
<td>344,218</td>
<td>53,272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative sentiment, n (%)</td>
<td>195,166 (56.7)</td>
<td>32,408 (60.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive sentiment, n (%)</td>
<td>103,698 (30.1)</td>
<td>13,411 (25.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral sentiment, n (%)</td>
<td>45,354 (13.2)</td>
<td>7453 (14.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweets per day, mean (SD)</td>
<td>2424 (1488.96)</td>
<td>375 (294.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweets per week, mean (SD)</td>
<td>16,391 (6935.53)</td>
<td>6935 (1529.67)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of Temporal Variations and Spatial Disparities

We conducted temporal analysis to answer research question 1. First, we computed the ratio of tweets with positive, negative, or neutral sentiment separately in the granularity of a day for the COVID-19 data set and the CDC subset and weekly for each category of the preventive practices (ie, physical or social distancing, PPE, disinfection, and others). The time series of public sentiment were analyzed with an algorithm that helped to detect the turning points when the sentiment patterns started to change. The turning points and the nearby dates were investigated to explore what events might be related to the significant changes in public sentiment polarity.

The enforcement policies issued by state and local governments and the dates of intervention could be different in the United States. The enforcement may trigger changes in public sentiment to preventive practices [29]. We conducted county- and state-level analyses to examine the spatial disparities. We aggregated the tweets by states and generated sentiment polarity maps for the COVID-19 data set and CDC subset. Further, 4 representative states were analyzed to investigate the dynamics of public sentiment at a finer spatial granularity, which enabled analysis of whether the changes in public sentiment related to state-level events or policies.

The variations in public sentiment in different regions could be related to the heterogeneity of the population, as existing studies have shown the response behaviors in COVID-19 are related to cultural, socioeconomic, and political factors [19,29,30]. Two types of analysis were implemented to answer research questions 3 and 4. The analysis was conducted at the aggregated county level. We did not investigate aggregation at a finer spatial granularity, such as by census tracts or census block groups, due to the sparsity of tweets with geolocations. Using a smaller geographical unit means fewer tweet samples in each unit, which could be easily affected by sentiment detection errors.

First, we compared the public sentiment polarity in the urban and rural areas of counties to answer research question 3. For each county, we obtained the ratio of tweets with positive, negative, and neutral sentiments separately for urban and rural areas. We ran a t test between the sentiment polarity in the urban and rural areas of counties to find out if the urban/rural factor would explain the variances in the public sentiment to COVID-19 and preventive practices. Second, we examined if the sentiment polarity to COVID-19 and preventive practices were statistically related to the socioeconomic factors for research question 4. The socioeconomic information was obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau Indicators of the 2017 American Community Survey 5-year Estimate [22].

Results

Temporal Variations in Public Sentiment Toward COVID-19 and Preventive Practices

Figure 3 presents the visualization of volumes and sentiment polarity separately for tweets in the COVID-19 data set and the CDC subset. Tweets on preventive practices represented about 15.5% (53,272/344,218) of COVID-19 tweets. The 2 timelines on volumes showed a common pattern and had 2 large spikes at similar time points: one in the beginning of March 2020 and another in the middle of June 2020. The timing of these 2 spikes corresponded to the turning points when public sentiment polarity started to change. Since the beginning of March 2020, the negative sentiment about COVID-19 issues and preventive practices started to decrease, although the second spike in June 2020 was associated with increasing negative sentiment in both data sets.

Figure 3. The numbers of tweets and proportions of sentiment per day in (A) and (B), respectively, the COVID-19 data set and (C) and (D), respectively, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) subset.
The daily proportion of neutral tweets had little variation over the studied time range: the time series of positive sentiment was almost mirrored to that of the negative sentiment. Therefore, we focused on the analysis of the negative sentiment. Figure 4 presents the visualization of the 4 stages indicated by 4 different colors. The turning points about COVID-19 were March 6, 2020; March 29, 2020; and April 30, 2020. Table 2 and Table 3 show the summary statistics of the 4 stages for the COVID-19 data set and the CDC subset.

The dynamics of negative sentiment in the COVID-19 data set and CDC subset shared similar patterns, except that the timing of turning points varied. The COVID-19 data set and the CDC subset both had a high proportion of negative sentiment in Stage 1. The mean daily proportions of negative tweets were 66.6% (59,805/89,757) in the COVID-19 data set and 70.7% (8107/11,475) in the CDC subset. In Stage 2, there was a consistent decline in the negative sentiment in both the COVID-19 data set and the CDC subset, although the turning point of the COVID-19 time series (March 5, 2020) came earlier than that of the CDC subset (March 15, 2020). After a certain amount of time, the decreasing trend stopped and reached another turning point. In Stage 3, the negative proportion remained stable in the COVID-19 data set. The average negative proportion (37,350/72,849, 51.3%) was lower than in Stage 1 (59,805/89,757, 66.6%) and Stage 2 (32,062/58,010, 55.3%) in the COVID-19 data set. Comparatively, there were more variations in the negative sentiment in the CDC subset. People showed increasing negative sentiment toward preventive practices in Stage 3 (4945/8610, 57.4%) and Stage 4 (9937/16,328, 60.9%) after Stage 2 (9419/16,859, 55.9%). There was also an increasing trend in negative sentiment toward general COVID-19 issues in Stage 4 (65,954/123,602, 53.4%). In all stages, the sentiment polarities in the CDC subset were higher than those in the COVID-19 data set.

There were similar trends by categories. The negative sentiment polarities were the highest at the beginning of COVID-19 from January. Then, the proportion of negative tweets decreased until later May 2020 when negative sentiment started to rebound. There were also noticeable differences. For example, the sentiment for the disinfection topic had a small spike in April 2020, which could be related to the criticism of “disinfectant injection.” Overall, public sentiment to the PPE topic (11,157/19,640, 56.8%) was more negative than to physical or social distancing (10,684/19,466, 54.9%) and disinfection (1706/3061, 55.8%).

To further investigate public sentiment toward different categories of preventive practices, we generated the timelines of public sentiment polarity separately for tweets in the 4 categories (ie, 19,640 tweets on PPE, 19,466 tweets on physical or social distancing, 3061 tweets on disinfection, and 16,425 tweets on other measurements). As we investigated more detailed granularity, there were fewer representative samples at the daily level, which led us to adjust the aggregation from the daily level to the weekly level. Figure 5 shows the visualization of weekly volumes and sentiment polarity of tweets in the 4 categories of preventive practices.

Figure 4. Stage splitting for the (A) COVID-19 data set and (B) Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) subset.

![Stage splitting for the (A) COVID-19 data set and (B) Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) subset.](image)

Table 2. Summary statistics for the 4 stages of the COVID-19 data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Date range</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Negative sentiment</th>
<th>Positive sentiment</th>
<th>Neutral sentiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>January 21, 2020 to March 5, 2020</td>
<td>89,757</td>
<td>0.6663</td>
<td>0.2140</td>
<td>0.1197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>March 6, 2020 to March 28, 2020</td>
<td>58,010</td>
<td>0.5527</td>
<td>0.3102</td>
<td>0.1371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>March 29, 2020 to April 29, 2020</td>
<td>72,849</td>
<td>0.5127</td>
<td>0.3521</td>
<td>0.1352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>April 30, 2020 to June 12, 2020</td>
<td>123,602</td>
<td>0.5336</td>
<td>0.3304</td>
<td>0.1360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>January 21, 2020 to June 12, 2020</td>
<td>344,218</td>
<td>0.5669</td>
<td>0.3013</td>
<td>0.1318</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Summary statistics for the 4 stages of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) subset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Date range</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Negative sentiment</th>
<th>Positive sentiment</th>
<th>Neutral sentiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>January 21, 2020 to March 5, 2020</td>
<td>11,475</td>
<td>0.7065</td>
<td>0.1780</td>
<td>0.1155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>March 6, 2020 to March 28, 2020</td>
<td>16,859</td>
<td>0.5587</td>
<td>0.2895</td>
<td>0.1518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>March 29, 2020 to April 29, 2020</td>
<td>8610</td>
<td>0.5743</td>
<td>0.2825</td>
<td>0.1432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>April 30, 2020 to June 12, 2020</td>
<td>16,328</td>
<td>0.6086</td>
<td>0.2484</td>
<td>0.1430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>January 21, 2020 to June 12, 2020</td>
<td>53,272</td>
<td>0.6084</td>
<td>0.2517</td>
<td>0.1399</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. The number of tweets and proportion of sentiment per week in the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) subset, split by themes: (A) and (B), respectively, physical or social distancing; (C) and (D), respectively, disinfection; (E) and (F), respectively, personal protective equipment; (G) and (H), respectively, others.

Spatial Disparities at the State Level

Figure 6 shows the number of tweets on COVID-19 and preventive practices at the state level in the United States; 4 states had the largest number of tweets on COVID-19 and preventive practices: California, New York, Texas, and Florida. These 4 states are the most populated states in the United States according to the US Census Bureau [22]. The counts of tweets, per state, were proportionally similar between the COVID-19 and CDC data sets, ensuring that changes in sentiment between the 2 data sets were not due to geographical sampling differences. The sentiment polarity map of the COVID-19 data set showed that negative sentiment was highest in Maine and some of the states in the Pacific Western area including Arizona, Nevada, Wyoming, Oregon, and Idaho. More research needs to be done to investigate why the negative sentiment presented such a geographic pattern. On the other hand, states with the most negative sentiment on CDC were geographically dispersed. The top 3 states included Maine, New Hampshire, and Mississippi.

Figure 6. The number of tweets and proportion of sentiment for each state across the entire timeline: (A) count of tweets in the COVID-19 data set; (B) proportion of negative sentiment in the COVID-19 data set; (C) proportion of positive sentiment in the COVID-19 data set; (D) proportion of neutral sentiment in the COVID-19 data set; (E) count of tweets in the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) subset; (F) proportion of negative sentiment in the CDC subset; (G) proportion of positive sentiment in the CDC subset; (H) proportion of neutral sentiment in the CDC subset.

Further, we chose 4 states with the highest volumes of tweets (ie, California, n=56,188; Texas, n=32,890; New York, n=31,178; and Florida, n=19,965) for temporal analysis. Figure 7 shows the volumes and sentiment polarity toward COVID-19 issues and preventive practices at the weekly level for the 4 states. The timelines of the 4 states demonstrated similar patterns and were close to the general trend in the United States. We observed state differences in many places. Florida
(11,554/19,965, 57.9%) showed more negative sentiment to COVID-19 issues than the other 3 states: California (31,926/56,188, 56.8%), Texas (18,682/32,890, 56.8%), and New York (17,020/31,178, 54.6%). The starting point of Stage 4, when negative sentiment started to increase, came early in Florida (approximately late April 2020), while for New York and California, Stage 4 started in the middle of May 2020.

There were more variations in public sentiment toward preventive practices among the 4 states. Overall, there was a higher proportion of negative tweets in Florida (1916/3087, 62.1%) than in California (5284/8588, 61.5%), Texas (2991/4949, 60.4%), and New York (2850/4865, 58.6%) in the CDC subset. California and Florida shared similar trends, where the timeline started with high ratios of negative tweets, which lasted until the middle of March 2020 and stayed relatively low and increased at the later stage. New York was different in that the public sentiment to preventive practices seemed to vary greatly in the timeline. The proportion of negative sentiment decreased to almost 40% in the middle of March 2020 and started to increase to about 60%, then decreased to converge to almost 40% and increased at the later stage. There was a spike in negative sentiment in the middle of April 2020. After checking the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TFIDF) of keywords, we found keywords related to political figures, the Black Lives Matter movement, and various current events. This shows that topics were not solely related to COVID-19 nor preventative practices and tweets’ sentiments may have additional influence from other topics. In Texas, there was decreasing negative sentiment until the middle of April 2020, when there was a spike in negative sentiment. Following that, the negative sentiment increased gradually.

Figure 7. The number of tweets and proportion of sentiment, respectively, per week in the COVID-19 data set in (A) and (B) California, (C) and (D) Florida, (E) and (F) New York, (G) and (H) Texas and in the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) subset split in (I) and (J) California, (K) and (L) Florida, (M) and (N) New York, (O) and (P) Texas.

Sentiment Polarity in Urban and Rural Areas

We conducted t tests to compare the public sentiment toward COVID-19 and preventive practices in the urban and rural areas of counties. The results are shown in Table 4. Counties were split into their respective urban and rural areas. After filtering urban and rural counties that did not have at least 15 tweets, 830 counties with urban areas and 182 counties with rural areas remained in the COVID-19 data set, and 355 urban and 52 rural counties remained in the CDC subset.

The t tests showed that there were no significant differences toward COVID-19–related issues. However, public discussions on preventive practices (CDC subset) were significantly more negative in rural areas (mean 0.6543, SD 0.0785) than in urban areas (mean 0.6112, SD 0.0891; $t_{405} = -3.6332$, $P < .001$). Additionally, we observed more positive sentiment for people in urban (mean 0.2454, SD 0.0822) than in rural areas (mean 0.2173, SD 0.0716; $t_{405} = 2.5976$, $P = .01$) and a higher proportion of neutral posts in urban areas (mean 0.1433, SD 0.0565) than in rural areas (mean 0.1283, SD 0.0411; $t_{405} = 2.313$, $P = .02$).
Table 4. Comparison of sentiment polarity between urban and rural areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentiment</th>
<th>COVID-19 data set</th>
<th>CDC subset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rural, mean (SD)</td>
<td>Rural, mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urban, mean (SD)</td>
<td>Urban, mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>0.5768 (0.0897)</td>
<td>0.6112 (0.0891)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5833 (0.1064)</td>
<td>0.6543 (0.0785)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>0.2921 (0.0827)</td>
<td>0.2454 (0.0822)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2918 (0.0995)</td>
<td>0.2173 (0.0716)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0.1310 (0.0505)</td>
<td>0.1433 (0.0565)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1248 (0.0588)</td>
<td>0.1283 (0.0411)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aCDC: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Sentiment Polarity and Socioeconomic Factors

The variances in public sentiment toward COVID-19 and preventive practices were then examined with the socioeconomic indicators of poverty and unemployment rates, as well as the median household income. The normality of these 3 variables and sentiment polarity was checked. Table 5 presents the distributions of all socioeconomic factors, the sentiment values, and the average tweet populations for counties.

Table 5 presents the Pearson correlation results. The unemployment rate was positively correlated with the proportion of negative sentiment ($r_{907}=-0.1407, P<.001$) and negatively correlated with the proportion of positive sentiment ($r_{907}=-0.0836, P=.01$). Finally, median household income was negatively correlated with the proportion of negative sentiment ($r_{907}=-0.1322, P<.001$) and positively correlated with the proportion of positive sentiment ($r_{907}=0.1554, P<.001$) in the COVID-19 data set. No significant correlations were found between any socioeconomic factors and public sentiment toward preventive practices.

Table 5. Mean (SD) for all socioeconomic and sentiment variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>COVID-19 data set (909 counties), mean (SD)</th>
<th>CDC subset (413 counties), mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of tweets</td>
<td>371.9417 (1052.9472)</td>
<td>119.2421 (229.7825)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty rate</td>
<td>12.4608 (4.6809)</td>
<td>11.8521 (4.5293)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rate</td>
<td>3.7809 (1.2576)</td>
<td>3.6608 (1.2024)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income (US $)</td>
<td>61489.36 (16394.21)</td>
<td>66516.33 (17888.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of negative sentiment</td>
<td>0.5769 (0.0877)</td>
<td>0.6118 (0.0886)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of positive sentiment</td>
<td>0.2922 (0.0823)</td>
<td>0.2446 (0.0817)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of neutral sentiment</td>
<td>0.1309 (0.0494)</td>
<td>0.1436 (0.0571)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aCDC: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Discussion

Principal Findings

We conducted 4 types of analysis to answer the 4 research questions. The time series analysis revealed the 4 stages of change in public sentiment toward COVID-19 and the preventive practices for research question 1. People showed high negativity in the initial stage from late January 2020 to the beginning of March 2020, when the COVID-19 risks were not widely recognized in the United States. Wise et al [13] identified that the first week of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States was March 11, 2020 to March 16, 2020. The first stage mainly reflected how the US population viewed COVID-19 in other countries. Starting from the week of March 11, 2020, when COVID-19 was identified as affecting the United States, people demonstrated growing awareness of the risks associated with COVID-19 and were more engaged in preventative behaviors [13]. Our findings, based on Twitter data, showed similar patterns in that people started to have fewer negative discussions on COVID-19 issues and showed more positive attitudes toward preventive practices in Stage 2. However, the decreasing trend in negative sentiment did not persist. In Stage 3, the proportion of negative sentiment remained stable and lasted for a month. After that, people started to show increasing negative sentiment to both COVID-19 issues and preventive practices, which was not a good sign at a time when the pandemic was far from over. These findings illustrated several challenges in the communication strategies of public health authorities and in government policy making. The first challenge is how to inform people about the disease and its potential risks as well as to convince people to take actions to prevent the spread of the virus in the initial stage when the risks are not geographically close. The second challenge is that people may change their attitudes toward preventive practices after they have experienced the pandemic and obtained information about the disease. It is important to understand what led to the change in their attitudes and behaviors and how long it takes for people to adapt to or get tired of the changing behaviors.

We analyzed the dynamics of public sentiment at the state level and presented the results from 4 states—California, Florida, New York, and Texas—which showed similar patterns but differed in the timing of the turning points and sentiment polarity to answer research question 2. Our findings were consistent with some existing studies. For example, Hung et al [31] found that Florida was one of the states that expressed the most negative sentiment in COVID-19–related discussions, and our study showed that Floridians were generally more negative in their discussions on general COVID-19 topics and preventive practices.

For research question 3, our study further revealed that people in rural areas generally have more negative sentiment toward COVID-19 issues and preventive practices suggested by the CDC. Czeisler et al [30] conducted representative panel surveys and found that people in New York City and Los Angeles, which are large urban clusters, had more agreement on the stay-at-home orders, business closures, self-isolation, and wearing facial masks in public than the general US population. These findings could be helpful in guiding public authorities in decision making and policy development, for example, to consider the urban and rural differences in communication strategies and guidance.

Further, median household income, as well as poverty and unemployment rates, were not associated with differences in public sentiment to preventive practices; however, higher unemployment rate was positively correlated with negative polarity to COVID-19–related topics, which addresses research question 4. The finding was different from that in the survey study by Czeisler et al [30], which showed people who were unemployed had more agreement on social distancing, wearing masks, stay-at-home orders, and business closures and were less likely to accept the reopening of the United States. The
differences might be caused by the sampling method used in the survey. Combined with the results of the urban/rural analysis, we suggest that different policies or communication strategies may be considered more from the urban/rural perspective than based on socioeconomic differences in pandemics similar to COVID-19.

**Limitations**

This study relied on geolocated Twitter data to estimate sentiment polarity at different levels of temporal and spatial granularity. We used the followers-to-followees ratio to remove accounts that were potentially nonindividual users such as bots, which may not be fully accurate. For future work, we believe a bot detection algorithm incorporating more user information may provide more accurate user filtering. Twitter users who have geolocated posts are profiled to be of the younger generation with higher socioeconomic levels who may not represent the whole population in the United States. Considering that the proportion of such users in the population is similar across counties or states, the comparative directions with sampled Twitter users can be representative. To avoid biased interpretation, our findings focused more on the directions and significant level of relationships rather than how large the differences or the correlation coefficients were. Studies with social media data are valuable as they could provide time-sensitive knowledge at different spatial scales, which are difficult to achieve with survey studies in a cost-effective way. Notably, survey methods are irreplaceable to collect attitudes of people who do not go online.

Another limitation came from the algorithm we used for the detection of sentiment. Although the pretrained deep learning model has state-of-the-art sentiment classification accuracy, it may generate wrong sentiment classifications for posts. When the data are scarce, the errors caused by the detection algorithm may lead to large variances in the aggregated sentiment polarity. That is why we adjusted the temporal granularity in the computation of public sentiment for preventive practices and for states. Given more scarce data in the study of other topics, the choice of aggregation level should be more coarsely grained.

Finally, we focused on the sentiment and classified posts as positive, negative, or neutral. There is a need for a deeper understanding and assessment of Twitter content to accurately characterize reaction in multiple dimensions, such as support, hope, and happy that belong to the positive sentiment and fear, despair, and hate that belong to the negative sentiment [32].

**Comparison With Prior Work**

Many researchers have studied online discussions, specifically public sentiment, and popular topics, during COVID-19 for timely situational awareness. For example, Xiang et al [33] examined discussions related to older adults on Twitter between January 23, 2020, and May 20, 2020. They identified the lockdown theme as the most popular one where “fear” and “sadness” were the prevalent sentiments. Wang et al [12] analyzed the topics and associated sentiment of social media posts about COVID-19 in China. There were increasing negative emotions expressed from January 20, 2020. Worries about production activity, such as “go to work” and “resume work,” started to grow from January 26, 2020. In our study, we focused on topics related to preventative COVID-19 practices. Although they have been studied locally with survey methods [13,30], few have systematically investigated the topics through social media analysis.

Studies have been done to analyze public sentiment from the perspectives of temporal variations and spatial disparities in COVID-19. Xi et al [34] used Weibo data to understand concerns of the elderly during COVID-19 in China. They identified 3 temporal stages from January 20, 2020 to April 28, 2020, with “older adults contributing to the community” in the first stage and “older patients in hospital” in the second and third stages. Zhou et al [6] tracked the sentiment dynamics of tweets on COVID-19 in Australia regarding topics such as lockdown and social distancing. The overall sentiment polarity toward these policies changed at different stages. Positive sentiment played a dominant role initially but decreased over time. Li et al [8] analyzed English tweets from March 25, 2020 to April 7, 2020. Their results showed a high variation in sadness, anger, and anticipation in tweets containing the term “mask” and disgust and sadness in tweets containing the term “lockdown.” A temporal analysis on COVID-19 tweets from January 2020 to June 2020 in 4 countries showed that negative sentiment increased following the lockdown policy enforced by the government of these countries [35].

Several studies have leveraged the geolocation information in social media data to examine public sentiment in different administrative units. Han et al [36] analyzed microblogs in China and showed that the topic “Government response” was the most prominent in Beijing, Sichuan, and Xi’an, while in the surrounding areas of Wuhan, negative sentiment and the topic “Seeking help” were trending in early 2020. Nilima et al [37] investigated the psychosocial factors associated with COVID-19 and the lockdown in India. They detected a clustering of places with similar reaction patterns and found people in different states have different concerns. Imran et al [38] found people’s reactions to COVID-19 were culturally different, as people in Pakistan and India showed different sentiment patterns from people in the United States and Canada. Not many studies have specifically examined the discussions in the United States. Van et al [29] investigated public attitudes to social distancing in the United States and found there were geographical variances, which can be partially explained by political ideologies. Chun et al [4] collected tweets in one week of March about government enforcement for the spreading of COVID-19 and calculated the citizens’ concern index for different measures. It showed that school closing–related tweets contained the highest levels of concern. Our findings contribute to the knowledge of public sentiment and public opinions related to COVID-19 on social media platforms in the United States. We conducted a comprehensive study to analyze temporal changes from the initial stage when COVID-19 was yet to spread in the United States to the stage when people started to show rebound in negative sentiment or resistance to preventive practices.

Additionally, we explored the association between public sentiment polarity and other geographical and socioeconomic factors to identify factors that were related to the spatial disparities. The findings could be helpful to guide public health
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authors in decision making and policy development in a similar pandemic in the future.

In this study, we applied a data analysis framework to investigate public sentiment toward COVID-19 and the preventive practices suggested by public health authorities in the United States. The data processing framework can be applied to the analysis of discussions on other topics such as vaccination and reopening evaluation in COVID-19 or provide useful solutions for future crises.

Conclusions
This study used a data-driven method to understand public sentiment to the COVID-19 issues and preventive practices with geolocated Twitter data. We first used a deep learning model to acquire the sentiment of each tweet. These tweets were then aggregated into different temporal and geographical units to measure the polarity of public sentiment.

In the temporal analysis, we discovered 4 stages of change that were evident in discussions on both COVID-19 issues and preventive practices, demonstrating a common pattern between the 2 topics. Based on the examination of our sample of 4 states with the largest volume of tweets across the time period studied, Florida had more negative sentiment to COVID-19 issues and CDC preventive practices than California, Texas, and New York. We analyzed the spatial disparities and explored whether the variations in public sentiment were associated with geographical factors and discovered that there were significant differences in sentiment polarity to preventive practices between urban and rural areas. Socioeconomic factors such as median household income, as well as poverty and unemployment rates, were significantly related to sentiment polarity to COVID-19 issues but not to preventive practices.

The insight gained from the study could be helpful for public health authorities and governments to adjust and differentiate the communication strategies and policies throughout the stages of a pandemic. Communication strategies and policies should be considered based on urban and rural differences more than socioeconomic differences.
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Abstract

Background: As of May 9, 2021, the United States had 32.7 million confirmed cases of COVID-19 (20.7% of confirmed cases worldwide) and 580,000 deaths (17.7% of deaths worldwide). Early on in the pandemic, widespread social, financial, and mental insecurities led to extreme and irrational coping behaviors, such as panic buying. However, despite the consistent spread of COVID-19 transmission, the public began to violate public safety measures as the pandemic got worse.

Objective: In this work, we examine the effect of fear-inducing news articles on people’s expression of anxiety on Twitter. Additionally, we investigate desensitization to fear-inducing health news over time, despite the steadily rising COVID-19 death toll.

Methods: This study examined the anxiety levels in news articles (n=1465) and corresponding user tweets containing “COVID,” “COVID-19,” “pandemic,” and “coronavirus” over 11 months, then correlated that information with the death toll of COVID-19 in the United States.

Results: Overall, tweets that shared links to anxious articles were more likely to be anxious (odds ratio [OR] 2.65, 95% CI 1.58-4.43, P<.001). These odds decreased (OR 0.41, 95% CI 0.2-0.83, P=.01) when the death toll reached the third quartile and fourth quartile (OR 0.42, 95% CI 0.21-0.85, P=.01). However, user tweet anxiety rose rapidly with articles when the death toll was low and then decreased in the third quartile of deaths (OR 0.61, 95% CI 0.37-1.01, P=.06). As predicted, in addition to the increasing death toll being matched by a lower level of article anxiety, the extent to which article anxiety elicited user tweet anxiety decreased when the death count reached the second quartile.

Conclusions: The level of anxiety in users’ tweets increased sharply in response to article anxiety early on in the COVID-19 pandemic, but as the casualty count climbed, news articles seemingly lost their ability to elicit anxiety among readers. Desensitization offers an explanation for why the increased threat is not eliciting widespread behavioral compliance with guidance from public health officials. This work investigated how individuals’ emotional reactions to news of the COVID-19 pandemic manifest as the death toll increases. Findings suggest individuals became desensitized to the increased COVID-19 threat and their emotional responses were blunted over time.

(JMIR Infodemiology 2021;1(1):e26876) doi:10.2196/26876
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Introduction

Background

The COVID-19 outbreak has spread worldwide, affecting most countries. Since the outbreak of COVID-19, the number of confirmed cases and the death toll have steadily risen. According to Johns Hopkins University, as of May 9, 2021, more than 157.9 million cases of COVID-19 and 3.2 million deaths have been reported worldwide [1]. Among the countries affected by COVID-19, the United States has had 32.7 million cases (23.5% of confirmed cases worldwide) and 580,000 deaths (17.7% of deaths worldwide). The overabundance of information, misinformation, and disinformation surrounding COVID-19 on social media in the United States has fueled a COVID-19 infodemic, which has jeopardized public health policy aimed at mitigating the pandemic [2], raising questions about the cognitive processes underlying public responses to COVID-19 health information.

Extreme safety precautions (eg, statewide lockdowns, travel bans) have impacted individuals’ physical and mental health in the United States. People experienced intense psychological frustration and anxiety regarding the virus and strict safety measures (eg, stay-at-home measures), especially during the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic [3-5]. Social, financial, and mental insecurities have even led to extreme and irrational coping behaviors, such as panic buying from January to March 2020 [5]. However, throughout the pandemic, the public became desensitized to reports of COVID-19’s health threat, and the rising number of confirmed cases and death toll began to lose impact [6,7]. As a result, segments of the public began violating public safety measures as the pandemic progressed, despite the consistent spread of COVID-19 [8-10].

From such observations, two key considerations arise. First, fear-eliciting health messages have a significant effect on eliciting motivation to take action to control the threat. However, repeated exposure to these messages over long periods results in desensitization to those stimuli. In this work, we examine the effect of fear-inducing news articles on people’s expression of anxiety on Twitter. Additionally, we investigate how people are desensitized by fear-inducing news articles over time, despite the steadily rising COVID-19 death toll.

Effect of Fear-Inducing Messages on Public Anxiety

The current pandemic has fueled rapidly evolving news cycles and shaped public sentiment [11,12]. Public health experts’ recommendations to mitigate the COVID-19 threat, including widespread business shutdowns and physical distancing guidelines, have proven psychologically and emotionally taxing [13], inducing intense psychological frustration and anxiety among the public [3-5]. Previous literature suggests that fear-inducing messages influence emotions and behaviors when individuals perceive the message to be relevant (ie, they feel susceptible to the threat) and serious (ie, the threat is severe). That is, the heightened threat induces fear and anxiety that, in turn, motivate people to take action [14-17].

In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the efficacy of fear-inducing messages on behavioral compliance with public health officials is consequential. Reports of increased COVID-19 transmission and the rising death toll may elicit anxiety about the virus, consequently motivating behaviors intended to manage the problem. For instance, a national survey examining the mental health consequences of COVID-19 fear among US adults during March 2020 found that respondents generally expressed moderate to high COVID-19 fear and anxiety (7 on a scale of 10), and increased anxiety was most prevalent in areas with the highest reported COVID-19 cases [3]. Subsequently, the fear and anxiety induced by COVID-19–related threats can lead people to seek more health-related protective strategies. For example, one study found that as the threat of COVID-19 increased, people expressed more fear-related emotions and they were subsequently increasingly motivated to search for preventative behaviors and information online [5].

Desensitization to Fear-Inducing Messages

Although fear-based health messages have been shown to motivate changes in behavior, repeated exposure to even highly arousing stimuli—such as news of the rising death toll from COVID-19—may eventually result in desensitization to those stimuli [6,18]. Desensitization refers to the process by which cognitive, emotional, and physiological responses to a stimulus are reduced or eliminated over protracted or repeated exposure [19]. It can play an important adaptive role in allowing individuals to function in difficult circumstances that might otherwise result in overwhelming and persistent anxiety or fear. For example, one analysis of Twitter messages from a region of Mexico with then-rising violence found the expressions of negative emotions declined [20]. Although increasing anxiety and fear might prompt security-seeking behavior, these emotions may also be paralyzing; some measure of desensitization can facilitate continuing with necessary everyday tasks.

Numerous studies have demonstrated desensitization to media content. Research has often focused on fictional depictions of violence [21,22]; however, desensitization has also been demonstrated in response to repeated exposure to violent news stories [23], hate speech [24], and sexually explicit internet content [25], although this last finding has mixed support [26]. Researchers studying social media data have explored the possibility that news messages can result in desensitization. Li and colleagues [27] analyzed a large sample of Twitter data, examining posts linked to guns and shootings for emotional language. They observed that across 3 years of mass shootings and school shootings in the United States, the frequency of negative emotional words used in shooting-related tweets declined; they argued that this reflected desensitization to gun violence.

In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, news audiences have been repeatedly exposed to highly arousing messages related to COVID-19–related deaths—messages that inherently communicate explicit and implicit threats of serious illness and death to readers. Fundamentally, the biological response to threat communicated through text is similar to threats communicated in other ways [28]. Over time, as the death toll has increased, the cognitive, emotional, and physiological responses to threatening COVID-19 news may have been blunted. Individuals may have become desensitized to
threatening COVID-19 information and experienced diminished anxiety over time, even in the face of an increasing threat.

**Rationale and Aims**

The public relies heavily on news disseminated through social media for information about the spread of the virus [29]. Twitter, in particular, is a popular outlet for sharing news [30] and has become a forum for individuals to communicate their feelings about COVID-19 [11]. Social media text analysis has emerged as a particularly effective way to assess sentiment dynamics surrounding public health crises; consider, for example, the Zika outbreak [31]. This study uses social media text analysis to examine the anxiety levels in news articles and related tweets over 11 months, then considers those levels in the context of deaths from COVID-19 on the day the post was shared [32].

The general hypothesis guiding this research is that audiences will have become desensitized to COVID-19 deaths over the course of the pandemic, decreasing the level of anxiety elicited by fearful COVID-19 health information reported in the news. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first study to investigate whether, as the objective threat and harm of COVID-19 has increased, individuals have become desensitized to news reports of cautionary COVID-19 health information.

**Methods**

**Overview**

This study examined how anxiety levels in news articles predicted users’ tweet anxiety levels over 11 months, then correlated that information with the total death toll of COVID-19 in the United States as reported to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) on the day the post was shared [32]. Employing semantic analysis procedures to analyze anxiety in the full news articles and their corresponding user tweets allowed us to examine how fear elicited by COVID-19 health news manifests as individuals become desensitized to news of COVID-19–related deaths.

**Data Collection**

The sample comprises content shared to Twitter, a popular social media platform used for sharing news [30]. The text of 1465 news articles and corresponding posts by users were collected from tweets containing the terms “COVID-19,” “COVID,” “pandemic,” and “coronavirus” from January 1 to December 2, 2020. For an overview of the data collection process, see Figure 1.

The Python programming language was used to extract posts sharing news reports of COVID-19 health information. We collected a quota sample of 32,000 US tweets containing one of four key terms (ie, COVID, COVID-19, coronavirus, pandemic) each week from January 1 to December 2, 2020. The GetOldTweets3 Python3 library was used to scrape tweets for the months of January-July 2020 [33]. Twitter’s application programming interface (version 2) was used to collect tweets from August-December 2020 [34].

Human coders then filtered through the sample of 1,410,901 tweets to randomly extract a quota of 8 original tweets per key term from each week sharing a news report about COVID-19. Data collection resulted in thousands of tweets containing links per week. To facilitate the representativeness of the news articles, 32 tweets were drawn from each week from a shuffled list of tweets containing hyperlinks. Since we aimed to assess users’ reactions to the text of the article they read, without the confounding textual framing of other peoples’ commentary about an article, retweets were excluded from the analysis. If a quota of 32 tweets each week (8 per key term) was not met, additional tweets were sampled for that week. Notably, the disease and pandemic were not commonly referred to as COVID-19 in early January; accordingly, three weeks did not have 8 tweets with the terms “COVID” and “COVID-19” per week.

The news articles were collected from links shared by Twitter users in general, regardless of who posted the tweet. We only included users sharing links to news articles regarding COVID-19 in the United States; all other content was excluded (eg, news about the rock band Pandemic Fever). If all posts for that week were excluded, another sample from that week was drawn. If a tweet linked to a news article that had been taken down, a replacement post was sampled from the same week. We then extracted the text from the news articles and their corresponding tweets. The final sample was comprised of n=1465 news-sharing tweets.
Once the final sample was collected (n=1465), we analyzed articles and tweets using the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) program [35]. The body text of the news articles was analyzed to measure article anxiety, while the tweet text was analyzed to measure tweet anxiety. LIWC is a natural language processing text analysis program that classifies texts by counting the percentage of words in a given text that fall into prespecified categories, such as a linguistic category (eg, prepositions) or psychological processes (eg, anxiety, sadness). In this study, we focused on the percentage of LIWC anxiety lexicon words in news articles and tweets because this psychological process is germane to the efficacy of fear-based news messaging [14,36]. LIWC calculates the percentage of anxiety words relative to all words contained in a text to account for long versus short text classification. For example, we might discover that 15/745 (2.04%) words in a given article were anxiety lexicon words. The LIWC output would then assign that particular article an anxiety score of 2.04 (see Figure 2 for an example).

**Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count Sentiment Analysis**

Figure 1. Flowchart of data collection process.
Figure 2. Sample text from a COVID-19 news article shared to Twitter [37]. The words highlighted in red are LIWC anxiety words. Since this article contains 15 anxiety words out of 745 words total (2.4%), this article is assigned a LIWC anxiety score of 2.4. LIWC: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count.
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As Ebola began to rage across the Democratic Republic of the Congo in 2018, the disease had a powerful accomplice: corruption. The country’s health minister and his financial adviser embezzled $400,000 in relief funds—crimes for which they were recently sentenced to five years of forced labor. Yet the systemic vulnerabilities that enable this type of fraud persist around the world. How is the U.S. government assisting partners in Africa, Latin America, and South Asia in addressing corruption vulnerabilities before they are hit by full-blown outbreaks of the new coronavirus?

IGNORING CORRUPTION IS RISKY

Corruption is like gasoline poured on the flames of a pandemic. Healthcare systems already debilitated by graft will struggle to address the most basic of needs during the crisis. Citizens who can’t afford to pay bribes may be locked out of access to testing and treatment, a problem that would accelerate the virus’s spread. Those who can bribe their way out of quarantines will probably do so, as has been reported already in Cameroon and Uganda. And government attempts to convey public health messages are likely to fall flat in places where decades of corruption have deeply undermined trust in the state.

At the elite level, the pandemic is setting off a flurry of public procurement spending, which faces serious risks for diversion, especially since traditional watchdog groups are also scrambling to adapt. Foreign assistance pouring in from the United States and other countries is also vulnerable to leakage. In normal times, various sources estimate that more than 10 percent of global healthcare spending is siphoned off by corruption, amounting to losses of more than $500 billion annually—and these risks are only heightened during a disaster. Meanwhile, oligarchs may be using the proceeds of corruption to buy up ventilators and arrange for private healthcare, as seen in Russia, a practice that drains resources from the public health system.

The pandemic’s further spread around the globe, fueled by corruption, could cause serious harm to U.S. interests and foreign policy objectives. Public anger at government malfeasance could topple regimes, embolden antiestablishment populists, and provide openings for terrorist recruitment. Long-standing allies may turn away from the United States and toward China, desperately applying authoritarian measures in hopes of containing the virus. If corruption becomes more entrenched overseas, U.S. businesses will struggle to compete.

CHARTING A DIFFERENT COURSE

The good news is that the U.S. government can take action to avoid this dark prognosis. The biggest near-term step would be inclusion of the Countering Russian and Other Kleptocratic CROOK Act (H.R. 3843/S. 3026) in Congress’s planned fourth coronavirus-related spending package. The bill would form an Anti-Corruption Action Fund to surge support to countries eager to take rapid action against corruption, as the current crisis demands. The proposal, which is budget-neutral and enjoys bipartisan support, has already passed the House Foreign Affairs Committee and has been introduced in the Senate.

The next step would be for relevant committee leaders and the bill’s bipartisan sponsors—Representatives Bill Keating and Brian Fitzpatrick alongside Senators Roger Wicker and Ben Cardin—to fold the measure into upcoming legislation. This would fill a glaring gap in congressional action to date on the coronavirus and signal that U.S. decisionmakers recognize the links between international corruption, public health, and U.S. national security.

Alongside congressional leadership, the State Department and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) could take important steps to address the corruption-coronavirus nexus. Global health assistance should include strong anticorruption safeguards and support for emergency procurement mechanisms that are rigorous and transparent—in both U.S. and multilateral assistance. Diplomats should reinforce the need to maintain anticorruption law enforcement to deter crime during the pandemic. The United States can also celebrate local officials who act with integrity and urge civil society, media outlets, and whistleblowers to keep playing their vital roles in spite of rising repression.

The virus has yet to become a full-scale disaster in the most corruption-prone parts of the world—but time is running short. If the United States seeks to avoid a replay of the Ebola epidemic—on a far graver scale—it must act now to address global corruption risks.

Statistical Analysis

We paired the final sample with the CDC’s aggregate death toll on the day the tweet was posted. Contextualizing the articles and tweets allowed us to examine how fear elicited by COVID-19 health news manifests as individuals become desensitized to news of COVID-19–related deaths.

The outcome of interest was tweet anxiety. Note that the distribution of count data outcome variables (in our case, LIWC tweet anxiety) often contains excess zeros; this result is known as zero inflation. The positive values are skewed, and a considerable “clumping at zero” is trailed by a bump representing positive values [38]. In our specific distribution, the “clumping at zero” represents texts containing zero anxiety.
lexicon terms. Generalized linear models are not appropriate for zero-inflation data. As all observed zeros are unambiguous, they are best analyzed separately from the nonzeros.

Two distinct distributions generally characterize zero-inflation data; thus, a zero-inflated model, which separates the zero and nonzero counts, is appropriate [39,40]. In zero-inflated models, the distribution of positive count values depends on the probability of exceeding the hurdle and reaching the distribution of positive values. In other words, it considers the odds of having any anxiety in a tweet versus none at all. For tweets that clear the hurdle, it then considers how much anxiety will be in a tweet on a continuous distribution.

We employed a zero-inflated model using a gamma distribution with a log link to examine any association between article anxiety and death toll, along with their interaction with subsequent tweet anxiety for all values of tweet anxiety greater than zero. We paired that with a model that used a binomial distribution with a logit link to determine zero anxiety versus nonzero anxiety in tweets. We recoded the death toll into categories reflecting the death count at the second quartile, the third quartile, and the fourth quartile relative to the first quartile of the total death count (see Figure 3 for a breakdown). This was necessitated by the skewed and logarithmic character of the distribution. These values were then used in place of the continuous variable to model the interaction. We used R statistical software for data analysis (version 3.6.2; The R Foundation for Statistical Computing).

![Figure 3. Distribution of death toll quartiles over time.](image)
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**Results**

Results suggest that as the death toll increased over time, the baseline level of anxiety lexicon words in articles decreased; this was evidenced by our finding that when the pandemic’s severity and threat increased, individuals shared less news coverage containing COVID-19 anxiety words (eg, “risk,” “worried,” “threatens”). When assessing the odds of a tweet having no anxiety versus anxiety, we found that the baseline odds of not having anxiety in a tweet were 0.11; the odds of having anxiety in a tweet increased (odds ratio [OR] 2.65, 95% CI 1.58-4.43, \(P<.001\)) with each unit increase in anxiety within an article. The odds of tweet anxiety decreased as paired with CDC total deaths in the third quartile (OR 0.41, 95% CI 0.2-0.83, \(P=.01\)) and fourth quartile (OR 0.42, 95% CI 0.21-0.85, \(P=.01\)), respectively (see Table 1 and Figure 4).
Table 1. The odds of a tweet containing anxiety language versus no anxiety language, as determined using a zero-inflated model with categorical deatha.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.11 (0.07-0.16)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety in article</td>
<td>2.65 (1.58-4.43)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second quartile (22,253-133,665 deaths)</td>
<td>0.76 (0.41-1.41)</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third quartile (133,666-193,321 deaths)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.2-0.83)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth quartile (≥193,322 deaths)</td>
<td>0.42 (0.21-0.85)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction anxiety in article by second quartile deaths (22,253-133,665 deaths)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.34-1.48)</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction anxiety in article by third quartile deaths (133,666-193,321 deaths)</td>
<td>1.32 (0.54-3.24)</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction anxiety in article by fourth quartile deaths (≥193,322 deaths)</td>
<td>1.9 (0.75-4.83)</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aThis table reports the odds of no tweet anxiety versus tweet anxiety. Deaths were categorized based on the second, third, and fourth quartiles relative to the first quartile.

Figure 4. Article anxiety predicting the odds of tweet anxiety versus no tweet anxiety at the first, second, third, and fourth quartiles of the COVID-19 death toll.

We then examined the actual estimated linguistic anxiety of tweets, looking only at all of the values in a continuous distribution, excluding those values with zero anxiety (ie, the tweet did not contain any anxiety lexicon words). Although not statistically significant at P<.05, the results illuminate an emerging yet meaningful trend. The baseline level of anxiety in a tweet was 3.45. The tweet anxiety level trend increased (OR 1.25, 95% CI 0.99-1.59, P=.068) with each unit increase of article anxiety. Overall, tweets that shared links to more anxious articles expressed more anxious terms (eg, “avoid,” “uncertain,” “paranoid”). Notably, the interaction between article anxiety and deaths was not found to be a significant predictor of tweet anxiety level. Tweet anxiety rose rapidly with articles when the death toll was low and then decreased in the third quartile of deaths (OR 0.61, 95% CI 0.37-1.01, P=.06). As predicted, in addition to the increasing death toll being matched by a lower level of article anxiety, the extent to which article anxiety elicited tweet anxiety decreased when the death count reached the second quartile (see Table 2 and Figure 5).
Table 2. Actual anxiety expressed in tweets, as predicted by article anxiety and COVID-19 death toll: gamma regression model with categorical death\textsuperscript{a}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient (95% CI)</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>3.45 (2.77-4.28)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety in article</td>
<td>1.25 (0.99-1.59)</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second quartile (22,253-133,665 deaths)</td>
<td>1.53 (1.1-2.15)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third quartile (133,666-193,321 deaths)</td>
<td>1.47 (0.97-2.22)</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth quartile (≥193,322 deaths)</td>
<td>1.21 (0.83-1.75)</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction anxiety in article by second quartile deaths (22,253-133,665 deaths)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.56-1.08)</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction anxiety in article by third quartile deaths (133,666-193,321 deaths)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.37-1.01)</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction anxiety in article by fourth quartile deaths (≥193,322 deaths)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.5-1.22)</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Deaths were categorized based on the second, third, and fourth quartiles relative to the first quartile. This table reports the actual estimated anxiety in the tweet, looking only at all of the values in a continuous distribution, excluding those with zero anxiety.

Figure 5. Article anxiety predicting nonzero tweet anxiety at the first, second, third, and fourth quartiles of the COVID-19 death toll.

Discussion

Principal Findings

This study reports exploratory findings on the effects of fear-inducing news messages during a pandemic. Most importantly, we demonstrated a link between the anxiety expressed in news articles and the odds of anxiety being expressed by those who shared the articles to Twitter. This likely reflects the ability of pandemic-related news messages to elicit a measure of fear in their readers, consonant with public health goals. However, likely as a function of the rising COVID-19 threat over time (as indicated by LIWC news article anxiety) and a low perceived ability to prevent the rapid spread of the virus, anxiety did not increase in response to climbing death tolls over time. Instead, anxiety in tweets increased sharply in response to article anxiety early on in the pandemic, but as the death toll climbed, it flattened out, and news articles seemingly lost their ability to elicit anxiety among readers.

Such findings from this study provide several insights and directions for future research. Our findings reveal that responses to COVID-19 news as well as the rising death toll are increasingly bland. Growing desensitization in the face of threatening pandemic information impedes public health experts’ efforts to mitigate the COVID-19 crisis [41]. Therefore, future research should investigate how to “resensitize” the public and motivate them to take active roles in COVID-19–related responses (eg, wearing masks, washing hands, vaccination). Here, literature on behavioral theories may be helpful in implementing effective resensitization tactics. For instance, the transtheoretical model [42,43], which explains behavior change...
through stages of change, suggests that to initiate and maintain health behaviors, it is important to have supportive relationships and motivate someone else to share successes and experiences related to engaging in certain behaviors. In addition, it is suggested that reinforcement management—such as getting rewards from behavioral engagement—can be effective. In the context of COVID-19, health care providers can apply these tactics (ie, social support, reward) to motivate people to adhere to public health measures such as vaccination.

Second, since extant research shows that both statistics (eg, percentage of deaths) and cognitive dissonance can elicit desensitization [44,45], scholars should investigate the role of additional psychological processes in desensitization to the COVID-19 threat. Third, as self-disclosure varies by platform [46], more work is needed to explore how anxiety manifests on other platforms for discussing COVID-19 news. Finally, our findings suggest that health care practitioners should be prepared for public desensitization to future global pandemic scenarios. More specifically, it would be important to carefully monitor the public’s level of desensitization to health news and implement appropriate resensitization strategies based on different stages in the pandemic.

Limitations

Our findings illuminate desensitization to fear-inducing health messages during the pandemic; however, this study is not without limitations. By focusing on Twitter, we neglected to explore how anxiety manifests on other platforms for sharing news (eg, the comments section of digital news sites). As different platforms have different community norms [46], it is reasonable to expect manifestations of anxiety to vary by platform. Furthermore, Twitter users are younger, more democratic, and wealthier than the general population of Americans [47]. Acknowledging the biases associated with using computational social media data [48], our findings should be interpreted as representing a subset of the US population (ie, Twitter users), not all US residents. Second, among 1.4 million tweets collected, only a small number of tweets were sampled in this study. Therefore, our study may lack generalizability. Additionally, the LIWC computerized coding tool does not allow for the nuanced coding that could be achieved with human coders. Although we have attempted to minimize this potential bias using a well-validated sentiment analysis procedure, LIWC [35], this study is limited in its use of anxiety in text as a measure of user anxiety.

Conclusions

This work investigates how individuals’ emotional reactions to news of the COVID-19 pandemic manifest as the death toll increases. Individuals become desensitized to an increased health threat and their emotional responses are blunted over time. Our results suggest desensitized public health reactions to threatening COVID-19 news, which could affect the propensity of individuals to adopt recommended health behaviors.

Public health agencies made recommendations to slow the pandemic’s spread, including physically distancing from others when appropriate, wearing masks, engaging in frequent handwashing, and disinfecting frequently touched surfaces. The consequences of ignoring these guidelines initially incited widespread fear and anxiety around contracting the virus or having family and friends contract it and fall ill. Social scientists have tried to inform interventions aimed at promoting compliance with public health experts [49]. The results of this study suggest the increased threat conveyed in COVID-19 news has, however, diminished public anxiety, despite an increase in COVID-19–related deaths. Desensitization offers one way to explain why the increased threat is not eliciting widespread compliance with guidance from public health officials. This work sheds light on both the effectiveness and shortcomings of fear-based health messages during the pandemic, as well as the utility of natural language processing to gain an understanding of public responses to emerging health crises.
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Abstract

Background: Beginning as a local epidemic, COVID-19 has since rapidly evolved into a pandemic. As countries around the world battle this outbreak, mass media has played an active role in disseminating public health information.

Objective: The aim of this study was to get a better understanding of the role that the Canadian media played during the pandemic and to investigate the patterns of topics covered by media news reporting.

Methods: We used a data set consisting of news articles published on the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) website between December 2019 and May 2020. We then used Python software to analyze the data using Latent Dirichlet Allocation topic modelling. Subsequently, we used the pyLDAvis tool to plot these topics on a 2D plane through multidimensional scaling and divided these topics into different themes.

Results: After removing articles that were published before the year 2019, we identified 6771 relevant news articles. According to the CV coherence value, we divided these articles into 15 topics, which were categorized into 6 themes. The three most popular themes were case reporting and testing (n=1738), Canadian response to the pandemic (n=1259), and changes to social life (n=1171), which accounted for 25.67%, 18.59%, and 17.29% of the total articles, respectively.

Conclusions: Understanding the Canadian media’s reporting on the COVID-19 pandemic shows that the Canadian pandemic response is a product of consistent government communication, as well as the public’s understanding of and adherence to protocols.

(Keywords: COVID-19; topic modelling; LDA; health communication; mass media; coronavirus; media; dissemination; online health information; public health)

Introduction

COVID-19, which started as a local epidemic, evolved into a pandemic in a matter of months [1]. Countries around the world are battling the spread of this disease and the unfortunate consequences of COVID-19-related mortality and morbidity, resource limitations, and severe economic burden [1,2]. Canada is no different and continues to observe a rising number of COVID-19 cases [3].

Due to the initial lack of vaccines and knowledge about the disease and its treatment, countries were forced to take unique approaches to combat the spread of the virus. Canada’s response has been widely reported as being adequate, though much more could have been and remains to be done in tackling the spread...
of COVID-19 [4]. The Canadian government website for its COVID-19 response highlights the measures Canada has taken, including the creation of the COVID Alert app, an ethics framework for policy makers, and economic support for Canadians. Support involves both financial measures and safety, including for Canadians abroad and vulnerable populations in Canada [3]. Additionally, there has been an emphasis on public education, collaboration, and guidance for researchers and frontline health workers [3].

With the uncertainty surrounding this novel coronavirus, the media—especially online news sources—have played a key role in informing the public about events related to the pandemic. Mass media has been successfully used for decades to increase public health awareness. News media outlets have been used across the globe for addressing public health issues like reducing tobacco use, participating in screening for cancer, and cardiovascular disease prevention [5]. The Eat Well campaign, which was advertised through a combination of news and commercial media outlets, increased awareness about meal prepping and healthy food choices in the Canadian population [6]. A postcampaign evaluation showed that low-resource communities had a greater uptake of information, thus highlighting the need to better understand the impact of different information dissemination campaigns to better cater to the target population [6].

The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) is a daily source of local and national information for many Canadians [7]. The CBC’s digital offering sees an average of 16.1 million new monthly visits [7] and continues to grow every month. Assessing the content of CBC articles can therefore provide insights into the information delivered to Canadians about the pandemic. Given that success in the fight against the pandemic greatly depends on the support of the public (eg, maintaining appropriate social distance and taking proper precautions), the information that media outlets report is important as it provides the public with up-to-date guidance.

The aim of this study was to better understand the role that news articles played in disseminating public health information, by specifically focusing on the topics reported and frequency of each topic reported regarding the COVID-19 pandemic. The methods used and results from this study could be relevant when reporting future events related to health care and national safety, which rely heavily on public support and awareness.

### Methods

#### Data Collection

The data set was collected from the CBC website using a Python programming language script [8]. The script was used to extract information from over 6700 news articles, including the title, article summary, and main text for each article, using the term “coronavirus” as the search word. The extracted news articles were published between December 2012 and May 2020; however, only the articles published in 2019 and 2020 were included in this study.

We used Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to analyze these news articles. LDA is a three-level hierarchical Bayesian model, in which each item of a collection is modelled as a finite mixture over an underlying set of topics. The basic idea behind LDA is that documents can be represented as arbitrary mixtures over latent topics, which in turn are characterized by a distribution over words [9]. LDA has been extensively used and evaluated for its applicability in topic modelling research [10,11]. Moreover, Lancichinetti [12] showed that LDA has high reproducibility and accuracy for topic classification.

According to LDA, there are diverse topics in each news article, and the words in these articles can be allotted to one of these topics. However, LDA only groups inputs (ie, news articles in this case) based on the abovementioned distribution over words and it is subjective how these groups are interpreted as topics. To facilitate accurate representation, randomly selected articles from each topic were manually checked to make sure they were consistent with the interpreted topic.

#### Data Processing

There were a total of 6771 news articles remaining after removing the articles published before 2019. These remaining articles were dated between December 22, 2019, and May 3, 2020.

Before moving forward with topic modelling, we used Python along with libraries, including the Pandas and Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) libraries [13], to clean the data. The detailed process for this is displayed in Figure 1. We used the English language stop words provided by NLTK to remove common words such as “an,” “all,” “and,” “for,” and “from” as they hold no semantic value for our analysis. URLs and social media mentions consisting of “@” were also removed. The two primary inputs to the LDA model are the dictionary and the corpus, which were created using the Gensim library [14].
We used the CV coherence score to evaluate models with different numbers of topics and selected the one with the highest CV score. This approach mitigates one of LDA's limitations—the need to know the number of topics ahead of time. According to Röder et al [15], the CV coherence score is one of the fastest measures of coherence, and the most accurate. Henri Trenquier defines coherence as the human's semantic appreciation of a topic represented by its N top words [16]. We chose the top 15 (N) words in each topic to calculate the coherence.

As evident from Figure 2, the highest CV coherence score was achieved at 15 topics. This means that the top words in each topic were most closely related semantically when the news article data set was divided into 15 different topics using LDA.
We then used the pyLDAvis tool [17] and Python to further analyze the 15 topics to extract valuable insights from the articles. The 15 topics were represented on an intertopic distance map, which is an interactive representation offered by the pyLDAvis tool (Figure 3). The topics are plotted as circles in a 2D plane whose centers are determined by computing the distance between topics [16].

Figure 2. Coherence score for number of topics.

Figure 3. Intertopic distance map.
The weight parameter $\lambda$ was adjusted to find the theme for each topic based on the top words in the topic. Setting $\lambda=1$ ranks the words in a topic by frequency, while setting $\lambda=0$ ranks the words based on uniqueness to that topic [17]. We used the interactive bar provided by the pyLDAvis tool to adjust $\lambda$ and understand the theme for each of the 15 topics. To use topic 9 as an example, Figure 4 shows the top 30 most frequently occurring words in topic 9. As multiple topics might have similar words that occur frequently, we need to adjust the $\lambda$ value to better gauge what topic an article might be about. For instance, when we set $\lambda$ to 0.04, the terms most unique to topic 9 are captured, and presented in descending order in Figure 5. This analysis identifies words like “test,” “positive,” and “spread” as being unique to topic 9. Using the keywords, we identified that the general theme of articles in topic 9 is “testing.” This process was repeated for each topic (Table 1).

**Figure 4.** Top 30 most relevant terms ($\lambda=1.0$).
Figure 5. Top 30 most relevant terms ($\lambda=0.4$).
Table 1. Themes and topics (N=6771).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes and topics</th>
<th>Number of news articles, n (%)</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme 1: Case reporting and testing</strong> (n=1738)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 9: Testing</td>
<td>876 (12.97)</td>
<td>Coronavirus, spread, public, positive, novel, official, people, health, test, covid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 14: Case reporting</td>
<td>862 (12.73)</td>
<td>Province, number, confirm, total, people, report, health, death, case, covid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme 2: Canadian response to pandemic</strong> (n=1259)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 5: General response</td>
<td>295 (4.37)</td>
<td>Pandemic, nation, member, Windsor, covid, community, family, first, local, want</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 6: Health care/hospital response</td>
<td>267 (3.93)</td>
<td>Emergency, temporary, staff, state, hospital, Sudbury, worker, declare, general, covid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 10: Vaccine research</td>
<td>399 (5.88)</td>
<td>Ottawa, world, around, Canada, global, point, latest, covid, coronavirus, point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 1: Medical supplies and resources</td>
<td>298 (4.40)</td>
<td>Canadian, ventilator, doctor, could, Canada, happening, mask, province, available, covid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme 3: Changes to everyday life</strong> (n=1171)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 2: Social gathering cancellations</td>
<td>322 (4.76)</td>
<td>Summer, pandemic, coronavirus, cancel, festival, university, event, season, covid, plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 8: School closure/virtual learning</td>
<td>397 (5.88)</td>
<td>Parent, school, family, child, learning, student, covid, equipment, worker, pandemic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 12: General lifestyle changes</td>
<td>452 (6.68)</td>
<td>People, avoid, coming, together, change, normal, covid, province, pandemic, government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme 4: Communication from the government</strong> (n=1002)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 11: Public health announcements</td>
<td>481 (7.04)</td>
<td>Medical, chief, public, officer, health, people, province, covid, Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 3: Prime Minister’s addresses</td>
<td>521 (7.68)</td>
<td>Minister, prime, Justin, Trudeau, worker, pandemic, essential, coronavirus, health, covid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme 5: International news</strong> (n=826)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 4: Articles related to news in the United States</td>
<td>388 (5.73)</td>
<td>Trump, unite, outbreak, state, president, country, cruise, coronavirus, Canada, Canadian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 7: Articles related to news in China</td>
<td>438 (6.48)</td>
<td>Chinese, china, outbreak, answer, Canadian, flight, morning, expert, question, expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme 6: Government initiatives</strong> (n=775)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 13: Initiatives for vulnerable populations</td>
<td>343 (5.08)</td>
<td>Shelter, homeless, social, distance, encourage, people, pandemic, covid, measure, physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 15: Economy and business</td>
<td>432 (6.39)</td>
<td>Business, economy, government, federal, pandemic, support, covid, million, premier Canada</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aThe percentages have been calculated using the N value (ie, 6771).

Results

Using the pyLDAvis tool, we grouped the 15 topics into 6 themes as shown in Table 1. Theme 1 (case reporting and testing) had the greatest number of articles (n=1738), while theme 6 (government initiatives) represented the lowest number of news reports (n=775). The trend in the total frequency of articles related to COVID-19 over our study time period is shown in Figure 6.
The most frequent theme, theme 1 (case reporting and testing), consisted primarily of topics that covered articles related to information about testing (12.97%) and case reporting (12.73%). The information in the articles related to testing focused on information regarding the tests being conducted to assess the spread of the virus, whereas the articles related to case reporting primarily focused on reporting the number of confirmed cases and deaths around the country, with words like “number,” “report,” “confirm,” and “death” being frequently used. Similar to the trend in frequency of total articles about COVID-19, Theme 1 saw a sudden increase in the number of articles published, starting from the month of February and increasing throughout March and April (Figure 7).

The Canadian media’s focus in relation to the outbreak and Canada’s response is highlighted in themes 2 and 3. Theme 2 (Canadian response to pandemic) includes topics like general response (topic 5, n=295, 4.37%), health care/hospital response (topic 6, n=267, 3.93%), vaccine research (topic 10, n=399, 5.88%), and medical supplies and resources (topic 1, n=298, 4.40%). Theme 3 (changes to everyday life) discusses the changes resulting from the pandemic and includes topics like social gathering cancellations (topic 2, n=322, 4.76%), school closure/virtual learning (topic 8, n=397, 5.88%), and general
lifestyle changes (topic 12, n=452, 6.68%). Both these themes saw a steep increase in the number of reported articles after the month of February.

Theme 5 (international news) consisted primarily of topics related to the United States (n=388, 5.73%) and China (n=438, 6.48%). The information in articles related to the United States, Canada's geographic neighbor and largest trading partner, focused more on political relations, with frequently used words like “president,” “Trump,” and “state.” On the contrary, the articles about China, the place of origin of the coronavirus, primarily focused on information that would enable a better understanding of the outbreak, with words like “outbreak,” “question,” and “answer” used more frequently.

Themes 4 and 6, although not high in frequency, focused on important themes like communication from the government and government initiatives. Communication from the government included both public health announcements as well as the Prime Minister's addresses to the public. The government initiatives theme included topics that discussed initiatives for vulnerable populations, specifically people experiencing homelessness (topic 13, n=343, 5.008%), as well as the economy and business (topic 15, n=432, 6.39%). The articles about government announcements had a steep increase leading to the declaration of pandemic in March 2020 but the slope reduced from March to April. Contrastingly, theme 6 saw a steep, consistent increase from February to April 2020.

**Discussion**

**Principal Results**

The COVID-19 pandemic has been a steep learning curve for all countries worldwide. Dissemination of information in a timely manner across communities and countries was crucial to limit the spread of COVID-19 and determine the efficacy of different treatment and management interventions. With the ensuing social isolation, online media took over as an important source of information available to the public; thus, understanding the role that the media played highlights key aspects of the challenges faced by Canada and its response to the pandemic. We used topic modelling using articles collected from the CBC's online platform and identified different themes reported through the articles.

Even though some reports about a fatal pneumonia of unknown cause had started coming out from China in early January, it was not until after the World Health Organization declared COVID-19 as a global health emergency that articles about the virus started increasing in Canada. The number of articles about COVID-19 showed a sharp increase starting February 2020 for most themes, after the World Health Organization declared it a global health emergency on January 30. Resource shortages and panic buying have been an issue in many countries battling COVID-19 [18]. Our study identified that there were about 300 articles focused on resources. It is postulated that anxiety around sudden lockdowns and uncertainty about the duration of the pandemic might have contributed to the response of preservation of self and family [18]. Retrospectively, it would be beneficial for health care professionals, the government, and the media to work closely together to provide better guidelines and policies for the public, both to reduce anxiety and ensure more equitable distribution of resources.

Additionally, our topic modelling showed that a considerable proportion of news articles in the study focused on the conditions of marginalized populations, such as people experiencing homelessness. Many people experiencing homelessness did not receive timely shelter and space to self-isolate, putting their lives and the lives of others at risk. Thus, our study results highlight the importance of creating an equitable response strategy during future pandemics.

Throughout the course of the pandemic, the most reported information was regarding testing and case reporting. This is consistent with any communicable disease, wherein proper testing, contact tracing, and case reporting are crucial to control the spread of the disease [19]. This information can contribute to increased anxiety, as witnessed by people’s fear of acquiring the disease from health care facilities, and thus being reluctant to access care for other acute illnesses, including heart attacks and strokes [20]. On the other hand, having this information could make people feel more accountable for their actions and encourage them to be more socially responsible. Although the neglect of other conditions was an unintended, unfortunate consequence of pandemic-related public health measures, for future events, more holistic communication from health care professionals (ie, about considering other acute illnesses in times of crisis) and reporting from the media on this topic could aid in better management of people with acute and chronic illnesses.

**Limitations**

This study only contains news articles published on CBC's online platform that were tagged with the term “coronavirus.” There are several other sources of media available in Canada and future studies can focus on including multiple different sources of both digital and print media. The pandemic is ongoing and Canada’s response and policies are constantly changing. Thus, doing a long-term study and constantly monitoring multiple media outlets’ efforts will be helpful for future studies. This study nonetheless provides a glimpse of the Canadian media’s role in the communication and dissemination of information. The LDA model has certain limitations; for example, the different topics need to be manually interpreted and are open to misinterpretation or overinterpretation. Some of its other limitations include the inability to capture correlations between topics and the use of a fixed number of topics, which must be known ahead of time.

**Comparison With Prior Work**

Our study identified several similar and unique themes compared to the themes identified by another similar study on Chinese media reporting [21]. Topics like case reporting, disease spread, medical supplies and resources, and research and development were similarly observed in media in both studies. However, the Chinese study did not identify any themes related to communication from the government or the country’s response regarding vulnerable populations. In contrast, although lower in frequency compared to other topics, Canada’s media and response focused on ensuring proper communication from the
government and support for vulnerable populations. The government actively communicated with the public, not only through public health officials but also via regular addresses from the country’s prime minister during the pandemic. Studies have shown that a leader’s address to the public is very effective in reassuring people during times of crisis [22] and the media reports suggest that it played a big part in Canada’s response to the pandemic.

Compared to initial communication during the H1N1 pandemic in 2009, which involved the dissemination of misinformation, leading to widespread panic, the slow dissemination of public health information by media outlets initially led to panic early in the COVID-19 pandemic. After the H1N1 pandemic, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention conducted an audit on public health information dissemination and provided several guidelines for communications in future pandemics [23]. In line with the guidelines, our study topics found that the Canadian response had consistent messaging from federal government and public health officials; however, Canada’s response still fell short with regard to prioritizing marginalized populations and reducing the public’s initial stress stemming from widespread misinformation.

Conclusions
Our study highlights that, based on the topical analysis of CBC news articles, the Canadian response to the COVID-19 pandemic was a joint effort guided by government policies and communications in conjunction with people’s response and adherence to protocol.

One of the most important factors in preventing the spread of COVID-19 is to empower the public with accurate information [24]. The media plays an important bridging role by relaying information from the government to the public. Thus, by understanding and analyzing the extent to which certain events and policies affect public sentiment and response, policy makers can proactively improve communication for any similar future events, including pandemics, natural disasters, or issues related to national safety.
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Abstract

Background: An infodemic is an overflow of information of varying quality that surges across digital and physical environments during an acute public health event. It leads to confusion, risk-taking, and behaviors that can harm health and lead to erosion of trust in health authorities and public health responses. Owing to the global scale and high stakes of the health emergency, responding to the infodemic related to the pandemic is particularly urgent. Building on diverse research disciplines and expanding the discipline of infodemiology, more evidence-based interventions are needed to design infodemic management interventions and tools and implement them by health emergency responders.
**Objective:** The World Health Organization organized the first global infodemiology conference, entirely online, during June and July 2020, with a follow-up process from August to October 2020, to review current multidisciplinary evidence, interventions, and practices that can be applied to the COVID-19 infodemic response. This resulted in the creation of a public health research agenda for managing infodemics.

**Methods:** As part of the conference, a structured expert judgment synthesis method was used to formulate a public health research agenda. A total of 110 participants represented diverse scientific disciplines from over 35 countries and global public health implementing partners. The conference used a laddered discussion sprint methodology by rotating participant teams, and a managed follow-up process was used to assemble a research agenda based on the discussion and structured expert feedback. This resulted in a five-workstream frame of the research agenda for infodemic management and 166 suggested research questions. The participants then ranked the questions for feasibility and expected public health impact. The expert consensus was summarized in a public health research agenda that included a list of priority research questions.

**Results:** The public health research agenda for infodemic management has five workstreams: (1) measuring and continuously monitoring the impact of infodemics during health emergencies; (2) detecting signals and understanding the spread and risk of infodemics; (3) responding and deploying interventions that mitigate and protect against infodemics and their harmful effects; (4) evaluating infodemic interventions and strengthening the resilience of individuals and communities to infodemics; and (5) promoting the development, adaptation, and application of interventions and toolkits for infodemic management. Each workstream identifies research questions and highlights 49 high priority research questions.

**Conclusions:** Public health authorities need to develop, validate, implement, and adapt tools and interventions for managing infodemics in acute public health events in ways that are appropriate for their countries and contexts. Infodemiology provides a scientific foundation to make this possible. This research agenda proposes a structured framework for targeted investment for the scientific community, policy makers, implementing organizations, and other stakeholders to consider.
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**Introduction**

A pneumonia of unknown cause detected in Wuhan, China, was first reported to the World Health Organization (WHO) Country Office in China on December 31, 2019. The disease, caused by a novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2), was subsequently named COVID-19, and it was declared a Public Health Emergency of International Concern on January 30, 2020. On March 11, 2020, the WHO characterized the outbreak as a pandemic. Globally, as of August 23, 2021, 211,373,303 confirmed cases of COVID-19, including 4,424,341 deaths, had been reported to the WHO [1].

On February 15, 2020, WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus raised the concern that the epidemic was accompanied by an infodemic [2]. An infodemic is an overflow of information of varying quality that surges across digital and physical environments during an acute public health event and makes it difficult for people to find information to better protect themselves and their communities [3]. An infodemic can lead to confusion, misunderstanding of health information, risk-taking, and behaviors that can harm health, hinder the public health response, and lead to mistrust in health authorities. [4]. Therefore, people need timely, accurate, and accessible information in the right format and amount during epidemics to adopt health-promoting behavior to protect themselves, their families, and their communities against the infection.

The International Health Regulations (2005) list risk communication as one of eight core capacities that WHO Member States need to build and sustain as part of a global agreement to strengthen national and global systems to detect and respond to public health threats [5]. Risk communication and community engagement (RCCE) is an important approach for developing and disseminating accurate information, and it has been associated with more successful empowerment of affected local communities in disease outbreaks [6]. Experiences from the HIV, Ebola, Zika, and polio epidemics have demonstrated the cost to public health and health systems when rumors and misinformation are amplified in an environment where there is already a high level of distrust, which is aggravated by a poor public health communications response [7]. In a public health emergency or outbreak, existing service delivery may be disrupted and health authorities may not yet know the facts and have adequate evidence; this can lead to an information void, causing confusion and anxiety in the affected population [8]. If information voids are not responded to with high-quality health information, they can quickly be filled with misinformation and disinformation. Pieces of information of unknown validity can be benign and transient, or they can be false, causing damage if they affect individual and community decision-making. Rumors can be detrimental to health, especially in emergencies and crisis situations [4]. Rumors, unlike misinformation or disinformation, may be found to be true, and they can be either persistent and long-standing or evolve quickly after an acute event [4].

Overall, health emergencies give rise to information overload, which has been shown to influence people’s behavior, risk perception, and protective actions during health emergencies.
[9] and subsequently give rise to information avoidance. In emergencies, affected individuals and populations may have difficulty processing complex information and may retain only some of the early information they receive. In such circumstances, rumors can propagate quickly, challenging emergency responses that rely on the affected population to follow accurate health advice and enacting behaviors to protect individual and community health [8].

Although rumors and health misinformation have been around for as long as diseases, today’s environment is different. The COVID-19 infodemic has been an unprecedented challenge because we are experiencing an epidemic in a digitized globalized society. Digital tools and technologies have not only changed the way we communicate but have also changed our lives, altering the way we live, work, interact, and build our social identities and sense of community. For example, rumors and information have travelled across borders very quickly and influenced traditional media news cycles and coverage, emotive misinformation travels much more quickly across the digital media than fact-based health information, and epidemic control decisions or controversy in one country can cause debate and comparison with responses in other countries [9].

This infodemic has placed strain not just on how to communicate the evolving scientific knowledge but also on how public health authorities can implement a nimble pandemic response that addresses the needs and concerns of local communities. During the COVID-19 response, health authorities have faced full-on the changed information and communication ecosystem [10] and its challenges, such as:

- Computational amplification of polarizing messages over factual ones, and use of bots and cyborgs to manipulate the outcome of online petitions, change search engine results, and boost certain messages on social media;
- Widespread microtargeting of social media users that is enabled by the social media and search engine platform business models, putting individuals into their own personalized “information bubbles”;
- Changed practices in TV and radio newsrooms that enable dissemination and amplification of poor-quality information that originates online;
- Weakened local media and collapse of local journalism, which have enabled dis- and disinformation to take hold.

In response to the infodemic, health authorities have needed to build partnerships beyond their usual networks—with fact-checkers; broader groups of media and journalists; social media, search engines, and digital interaction platforms; community organizations; civil society; and others. However, there is still room for improvement based on experience from the COVID-19 response. For example, although fact-checking organizations are relatively mature worldwide, half of them do not work with health professionals when fact-checking and debunking health-related claims, leaving room for better collaboration with health authorities and medical associations [11]. Moreover, whereas communication campaigns can raise the visibility of a set of messages, they are often not effective at debunking false claims, which require more quantitative and qualitative pretesting of messages; also, they must respond to questions, concerns, and narratives that are currently capturing people’s attention in a specific geographical area or a vulnerable community [12]. Mis-, dis-, and malinformation (also referred to as information disorder) are major and growing challenges, not only for emergency response but also for other societal actions [10].

Because of these challenges, the COVID-19 infodemic is not only a communication challenge but a challenge for the whole information ecosystem. Already at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic in April 2020, the WHO had crowdsourced a framework for managing infodemics that calls for whole-of-society involvement and response [3]. This framework recognized that in digitized society, the harmful effects of the infodemic cannot be managed through the prevailing approaches to communication, community engagement, and messaging alone. Infodemic response must take into account the information ecosystem, the ways we interact within the information ecosystem, and how information affects our health behavior. Consequently, this dynamic environment requires interventions across multiple levels, such as individual, community, medium, platform, policy, and others.

The WHO infodemic management framework called for a multidisciplinary research agenda that informs the use of evidence-based interventions and surveillance across all phases of an epidemic [13], which led to the convening of this technical conference.

Between June and October 2020, the WHO Information Network for Epidemics (EPI-WIN) organized a global online technical conference followed by an asynchronous expert review exercise to develop a public health research agenda for infodemic management [3,13-17]. This transdisciplinary scientific consultation and review gathered infodemic insights and approaches from a wide range of relevant fields to inform and expand frameworks in infodemiology. Along with strengthening the foundations of an expanding infodemiology discipline [18] and creating the research agenda to direct focus and investment toward this emerging field, other aims of the conference were to improve understanding of the multidisciplinary nature of infodemic management; identify current examples and tools to understand, measure, and control infodemics; and establish a community of practice and research, preparing the ground for sustainable, long-term practices for responding to infodemics.

The full conference report is available on the WHO website [17]. This paper summarizes the methods and results of the research agenda and the development of the research questions.

Methods

Overview

The research question prioritization exercise was designed in line with the WHO research agenda development guide for staff [19]. Held in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic and with travel restrictions in place, the consultation necessarily took place online via videoconference. The virtual discussions took place over 8 meeting days during 4 weeks in June and July 2020, and they resulted in a research agenda frame and a list of priority research questions. This was followed by asynchronous email communication from August to October 2020, during which
participants were led through a structured expert opinion exercise to review and prioritize research questions within the set research agenda frame. Institutional Review Board review was not sought because the work described in this paper was based on observation of discussions at the conference, and it focused on the synthesis of expert opinion following the Chatham House Rule [20]. No personal information was collected from the participating experts.

**Format of the Virtual Conference**

The 110 invited participants represented over 35 countries across 19 time zones, with a 56% to 44% gender split in favor of women (62 female, 48 male). They were academics selected by the organizers for the relevance of their publication record in the past two years for the purpose of this consultation, or practitioners who were working in pandemic response. A total of 60 additional invited academics were not available to participate. The conference participants represented 20 different academic and professional fields, such as digital health, computer science, communications and graphic design, media studies and journalism, history, applied mathematics, information science, data science and computational social sciences, complexity science, social and behavioral sciences, ethics, governance, marketing, and user experience and design; they were joined by colleagues from the fields of risk communication and community engagement, epidemiology, and public health, as well as by global public health implementing partners. Conflicts of interest were reviewed in accordance with WHO procedures for the management of declaration of interest for expert consultations [21]. The conference and follow-up communication were supported by a team of 49 organizers.

The meetings took the format of plenary sessions at the beginning and end of the conference and an in-between working session with four discussion sprints. Each participant was engaged in the meeting process for 18 hours (10 hours in plenary and 8 hours in topic discussions). Participants were split into four teams, grouping by similar time zone location but ensuring academic and practitioner diversity of the teams. Each team met four times for 2-hour “sprint sessions” of intense discussion on one of four topics, led by dedicated “topic masters” (scientific facilitators). The topic masters were scientists established in their scientific disciplines; 7 were academics employed by universities, and 1 was a WHO staff member with an academic affiliation. As the teams rotated from topic to topic, the topic masters facilitated discussions to collect insights from the discussion and validate expert opinion they had collected from discussion with preceding teams. By the end of the process, each team had discussed each topic, and each topic was discussed with four teams in an additive fashion—a total of 32 sprint hours of expert discussion.

The discussion sprints were oriented around four topics that mirror the epidemiological method for outbreak detection and management across the phases of the epidemic curve, enabling the actions of “preparing, monitoring, detecting, intervening, strengthening, and enabling” infodemic management. The topics were (1) how to measure and monitor digital and physical information environments; (2) how information originates and spreads; (3) how information affects individuals and populations; and (4) what interventions work to protect and mitigate against mis- and disinformation. By the end of the working session, a frame for a research agenda emerged based on the feedback from all the team discussions, seeded with draft research questions that were identified by the discussion facilitators.

In addition, the facilitator leaders of each of the four discussion streams at the conference summarized the discussions they had with all four teams of participants. Their reports summarized discussions about the main suggested research questions for the research agenda as well as enablers and challenges to researching them. This initial collected set of research questions became the basis for the follow-up process after the conference.

**Asynchronous Expert Ideation and Prioritization Exercise**

After the virtual conference, the same participants were led through a 3-month asynchronous structured exercise that aimed to collect and rank research questions and to guide the participants toward a refined research agenda. In the exercise, structured expert judgment was collected through an adapted Delphi consultation using the Investigate Discuss Estimate Aggregate (IDEA) protocol [22]. The method involved asking the participants to devise and submit research questions that were relevant to the topic, answerable in the short or medium term, ideally capable of producing knowledge that could be put to use in the short or medium term, and focused on scope (ie, an answer to the research question should be provided in a single academic paper). They were also asked to focus on what would be scientifically feasible to answer and what had an expected public health benefit. To improve the reach beyond the pool of conference participants, each expert could invite up to two additional experts, based on their expertise and the value of their potential contributions. In total, 38 experts submitted additional research questions to the pool of candidate research questions and the following ranking survey. To maximize transparency in the categorization, experts could themselves choose which category or subcategory to submit a research question to. To identify potential gaps in the overall research agenda, the survey included open-ended questions.

A list of candidate research questions was built by combining the questions that were proposed by the topic facilitators based on the discussions at the conference and those that were collected through the survey round after the conference. The collected candidate research questions were assessed for topic overlap and scope, and they were edited and merged for clarity by three reviewers. The three experts were present in the discussions during the conference and are coauthors of this paper. Two are staff members of health authorities, and one is an academic. This reduced the questions to a consolidated list that was used in the research question ranking exercise.

The questions in the consolidated list were then anonymously scored and ranked through another exercise using the LimeSurvey platform [23]. There, participating experts were asked to rank the research questions based on two dimensions: public health impact and feasibility. These two ranking indicators were selected to point the agenda to evidence that can inform COVID-19 infodemic response quickly or with high
impact, anticipating its importance in light of pandemic fatigue and the protracted use of public health and social measures to manage the pandemic, as well as ahead of the eventual introduction of COVID-19 vaccines. Public health impact was assessed through the question: Can this research lead individuals or communities to take healthy actions or help them understand why and how they do not take healthy actions? Research questions that could lead to meaningful change or adaptation of behaviors would be considered more impactful. Experts were asked to rate each question on a 5-point Likert scale (1, very low impact; 2, minor impact; 3, moderate impact; 4, high impact; 5, very high impact). Feasibility was assessed through answering the question “Can you think of a research project that would answer this specific question in a set number of months?” The faster the research project could be initiated and deliver results, the higher its feasibility and usefulness for the COVID-19 pandemic response. Experts were asked to rate this question on a 5-point Likert scale (1, 3 months; 2, 6 months; 3, 12 months; 4, 18 months; 5, 24+ months, based on emergency response planning time periods). A research question was considered high priority when it scored above 3 on impact and below 3 on feasibility.

To reduce potential survey fatigue and to avoid systematic missingness in the rankings (ie, due to respondents ranking only the first few questions within each stream), the order of the research questions to rank was randomized within each research stream. The randomization was conducted via the LimeSurvey platform. Following the ranking exercise, four experts reviewed the questions that fell outside the prioritization area—below the 3.5 consensus impact rank and with feasibility of >1 year. The four experts were three researchers that had previously reviewed the submitted research questions, with an additional staff member of a health authority who was not a coauthor on this paper. The fourth health authority staff member was added because the research agenda questions were meant to be feasible in a short time frame or highly important to the health authority response to the infodemic. The experts reviewed the questions outside the cutoff and, on consensus, they identified prerequisites or parts of these research questions that could be delivered with quicker feasibility and high public health impact. These research components were added to the research agenda as research questions.

This exercise reduced the number of questions to a shortlist of top priority and second tier priority questions per work steam, totaling 49 priority research questions. The remaining questions that were part of the exercise and did not make the prioritization cutoff were retained for reference, and they can be used for future reviews. The results of the recursive refinement of research questions through structured expert judgment exercise are summarized in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Refinement of the research questions through the structured expert judgment process.
Results

Themes That Emerged During the Discussion Sprints

The discussion at the virtual conference reflected the complexity of the information ecosystem and the way it influences the strategies for managing the COVID-19 infodemic and other infodemics to support health behaviors and the management of epidemic risk. Several themes surfaced in the topic discussion sprints, as follows:

A common theme across discussions was that it is necessary to identify reproducible patterns and crossdisciplinary metrics for the science of infodemiology. Because access to full data sets from social media is rare and they do not represent the engagement of all populations, and because metrics vary from platform to platform, it is difficult to produce generalizable or comparable results. Mathematical modeling, such as epidemiological modeling, does not necessarily take human behavior into account, which can limit its efficacy to predict future human behavior and the impact thereof on an outbreak; however, modeling can aid the development of hypotheses for how information/infection flows, how networks might respond, and how interventions should be designed to test them. There are also limits to applying the epidemiological framework as a way to monitor and measure spread, especially if we assume that the unit we are working with is information instead of a virus, because viruses do not have an agenda and they infect opportunistically. Detangling the differences between rumors, misinformation, and disinformation requires a common taxonomy of information classification, some of which may be labelled as more harmful or less harmful. This could inform identification of the “tipping points” or when action needs to be taken to address more harmful misinformation by offering a more tailored and effective response.

Although it is important to describe the flow of health information, there needs to be a balance between a system-level understanding that “washes over” details and a case-study understanding that captures details but may miss the “bigger picture.” Substantial amounts of social and behavioral and health data are available; however, determining which data sources and types of analyses would improve a response needs a clearer definition. The degree of detail is needed to understand the infodemic while balancing privacy and ethical concerns, and managing limited analytic capacity in short time frames should be discussed. Amid a pandemic, speed is of the essence, and balancing rapid data collection and analysis methods with the desire for rigor may mean prioritizing specific kinds of data for short-term operational use versus longer-term, longitudinal trend analysis and use. Understanding the diffusion of information through certain networks may require other data collection approaches and discussion of how closed messaging apps and offline networks challenge this.

One area of research that needs further study is the extent to which offline behavior is being influenced by online behavior (and vice versa). There is limited research on how exposure to information or misinformation affects behavior because behavioral processes can be quite complex. Amid a crisis, people might use cognitive shortcuts and rely on the first information they hear; also, they may be less adept at processing more complex information. At the same time, there is little known about the longitudinal effects of the exposure to false claims that may not seem harmful at any one point in time but could have a cumulative harmful effect over time. In addition, when misinformation is easy to spread, this can create a harmful mixture. Anecdotal evidence suggests that people can exhibit negative health behaviors because of misinformation they heard during the COVID-19 outbreak; however, we need better measures of how knowledge connects to intent and behavior, both online and offline. For example, does increased exposure to misinformation make it more likely that someone will exhibit a behavior that is detrimental to their health? Further research is needed to develop better monitoring metrics, in addition to consolidated and validated indicators that predict behaviors or serve as proxies for specific behaviors.

The participants also emphasized that there is an interplay between information ecosystem actors and the resilience of communities and individuals. It was agreed that trust is a key element of building resilient communities. This leads to the need to establish and maintain trustworthy information sources. Some work must be done to identify these sources of information and to ensure easy and equal access. The discussions also highlighted the urgent need to empower communities to manage infodemics and build resilient communities through co-designed interventions. This would be made possible by understanding the context in which infodemics occur and spray. Community engagement goes along with building self-efficacy and self-capability through practice. It should focus on the “middle ground,” as in, the majority of “silent lurkers”—those who have not yet formed strong opinions. Besides individuals, communities, and states, members of the private sector should be regarded as actors. Internet platforms can be active vectors or targets of campaigns and can also be influential members of communities.

When considering long-term interventions, critical thinking and literacy (eg, health, information, digital, and media literacies) play important roles as a basis for interventions to address infodemics. Health literacy is a major topic in health communication research and practice. It includes critical literacy as the ability to evaluate and apply health information, and it is considered a major asset in managing an infodemic. Similarly, information, news, digital, and media literacies contribute to individuals’ ability to distinguish high- from low-quality information, especially online, and to the ability to improve their offline lives through digital technology use. Research into each type of literacy has developed in isolation, and questions remain on how to empower populations to think critically; what normative models of thinking are most appropriate for an infodemic; who is responsible for building literacy; and how literacy efforts can be integrated into existing societal systems (eg, school education) and be adapted to reach populations outside of the traditional educational settings.

To help prioritize interventions and actions, it is also necessary to identify priority populations based on key vulnerabilities. Population studies need to be conducted to identify specific individuals and groups of individuals who are at the greatest risk of not being able to critically assess misinformation and of
spreading it. This approach should include studying people’s perceptions, beliefs, and knowledge, as well as the barriers and facilitators that can affect the access to and evaluation of credible health information as well as its use in offline life. Additionally, the alignment of information vulnerabilities with disease vulnerabilities should be considered.

**Public Health Research Agenda for Managing Infodemics**

In addition to reviewing the current evidence and research gaps across different scientific fields, the conference participants sought to identify a research frame that could structure a public health research agenda for infodemic management. The aforementioned themes that emerged converged to broader landscaping of research gaps (eg, the need for better monitoring and metrics; localized and system-level characterization of infodemics; and understanding the components of the information ecosystem, individuals, communities, states, and private social media platforms). The themes also focused on some specific areas of knowledge gaps or promising interventions (eg, understanding the linkage between online and offline behavior; the roles of critical thinking and health literacy; and identification of priority populations). An agenda for future research should not only aim to fill gaps in the existing evidence base but, at high priority, also to link research evidence to public health practice. Therefore, the conference participants agreed to establish the research agenda frame analogous to the lens of epidemic management and to fit the identified themes, issues, and gaps to this epidemiological frame (see Figure 2). The framework’s streams were built on the activities of a health authority that supports outbreak response along the phases of an epidemic curve [24]—prepare and monitor, detect, intervene, strengthen, and enable infodemic response, as outlined below and in Table 1:

- **Stream 1** supports the preparedness and monitoring of infodemics through measurement and monitoring of impact of infodemics. Standardized metrics and measurement tools can help characterize infodemics online and offline, identify absence of information where misinformation can gain more traction, and help recognize tipping points when detailed investigations need to take place. Last, evaluation of infodemic management interventions needs more elaboration.
- **Stream 2** addresses the need to detect and understand the spread and impact of infodemics. In the context of infodemics, communities and vulnerable groups are no longer defined only in terms of geographies but can also be formed through shared values, goals, or motivations. Development of interventions therefore needs localized contextualized understanding of the infodemic, how misinformation affects behaviors in vulnerable groups, and understanding of the ethical and regulatory approaches needed to mitigate the spread of misinformation.
- **Stream 3** addresses the response and deployment of interventions that protect and mitigate the infodemic and its harmful effects. Thinking about implementation of interventions needs to be built into the infodemic management activities and research so that the research is linked to what health authorities need to respond. To achieve this, behavior/change models relevant to infodemic management need to be developed, and interventions need to be designed.
- **Stream 4** aims at research that strengthens infodemic management by development of common frames to improve intervention development and programmatic response to infodemics. Using the continuum of community engagement, local cultural context, and building resilience to infodemics and misinformation at individual, community, platform, and societal levels are addressed.
- **Stream 5** supports the overarching aim to strengthen infodemic management practice by enhancing transferability of lessons learned and evidence-based interventions between contexts, countries, and infodemics. The information ecosystem and socioeconomic determinants of access and use of health information differ across countries; we therefore need to understand how interventions can be successfully transferred across countries and what impact they will have in other settings.
Table 1. Framework of the public health research agenda for managing infodemics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stream</th>
<th>Subtopics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Stream 1: Measure and monitor the impact of infodemics during health emergencies | 1.1. Standardize taxonomies and classifications  
1.2. Develop new metrics to measure and quantify infodemics  
1.3. Analyze and triangulate data from multiple sources  
1.4. Improve evaluation approaches for infodemic interventions |
| Stream 2: Detect and understand the spread and impact of infodemics | 2.1. Understand how information originates, evolves, and spreads on different platforms and channels  
2.2. Assess the role of actors, influencers, platforms, and channels  
2.3. Understand how misinformation affects behavior in different populations  
2.4. Develop regulatory and ethical principles to mitigate the spread and propagation of harmful health information |
| Stream 3: Respond and deploy interventions that mitigate and protect against the infodemic and its harmful effects | 3.1 Design a behavioral/change model applicable to infodemic management  
3.2. Design interventions for different levels of action to mitigate the infodemics |
| Stream 4: Evaluate infodemic interventions and strengthen the resilience of individuals and communities to infodemics | 4.1. Develop interventions that address individual, community, cultural and societal-level factors affecting trust and resilience to misinformation  
4.2. Understand and learn from how misinformation has affected behavior among different populations and in different contexts for specific infodemics  
4.3. Identify factors associated with successful infodemic management by health authorities, the media, civil society, the private sector, and other stakeholders |
| Stream 5: Promote the development, adaptation, and application of tools for managing infodemics | 5.1. Use implementation research evidence in program improvement and policy development  
5.2. Promote evidence-based interventions and approaches among countries  
5.3. Improve effectiveness and response times to the infodemic during acute health events |

At the conclusion of the conference, 42 research questions were collected from the topic discussions, as curated by the scientific topic facilitators. During the follow-up research question generation exercise, 38 experts submitted an additional 124 research questions across 5 research streams and 16 subcategories. This added up to 166 candidate research questions. These research questions were reviewed and merged for repetition, overlap, and scope; they were then edited for clarity by three reviewers. Suggestions that were not formulated as research questions were excluded. This review identified a high degree of overlap and repetition, pointing to a saturation of topics submitted for the ranking exercise. It resulted in a consolidated list of 65 questions that were subjected to the ranking exercise.
The research questions to be ranked were evenly distributed, with at least 10 questions included for ranking in each of the five research streams (18 in stream 1, 16 in stream 2, 10 each in streams 3 and 4, and 11 in stream 5). The ranking exercise results for these questions are depicted in Figure 3.

Following the ranking exercise, four experts reviewed the results. Based on the ranking exercise, only 8 research questions covering streams 1, 2, and 3 were prioritized with a consensus rank greater than 3.5 and feasibility of <1 year. Therefore, the experts reviewed the 8 ranked questions and the remaining 57 questions that fell outside the cutoff limit. Based on their expert judgment and guidance from the reports of topic discussions during the conference, they identified precursor questions or components of these research questions that could be delivered with quicker feasibility or higher public health impact. The experts worked with the goal to use the questions and the feedback collected in the ranking exercise and used them as a guide to formulate research questions that could be their precursors. They worked on consensus and formulated the final list of 49 research questions, and they retained the additional 65 questions for future reference.

Expert review of the results of the ranking exercise identified 3 top research questions per work stream, resulting in a list of 15 top priority research questions for the public health research agenda for infodemic management (Table 2). Further, a second tier of important research questions was set for each subtopic, totaling 34 questions. Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the prioritized research questions and agenda in more detail, as well as the additional 65 research questions that were not identified as a high priority in the short term. These can be used to map further evidence gaps on the topics and for reference and guidance in subsequent research agenda reviews [17].

**Figure 3.** Ranking of the surveyed research questions across two indicators: public health impact and feasibility. Research questions that were within the cutoff limit of minimum 3.5 impact and less than 12 months feasibility are marked in yellow. Questions that were ranked outside the cutoff limits were reviewed and broken into additional smaller component questions that were of high value.
Table 2. Top 15 research questions across five streams of the research agenda.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stream</th>
<th>Top 3 questions per stream</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Stream 1: Measure and monitor the impact of infodemics during health emergencies | - What are ways to score health-related misinformation according to its potential for harm (to people’s health and behaviors; social cohesion; trust in health service delivery, government, communities, media; etc)?  
- How do the infodemic curve and measures of spread and impact change over time during the phases of a disease outbreak?  
- What are the potential indicators or their proxies for measuring trust, resilience, behavior change, exposure to misinformation, susceptibility to misinformation, social cohesion, depth of community engagement, etc? |
| Stream 2: Detect and understand the spread and impact of infodemics     | - How does misinformation mutate, adapt, or become remixed between infodemics and within infodemics?  
- What are the strategies used to reduce misinformation’s potential harmfulness in closed networks (online and offline)?  
- How do different types of health misinformation affect online and offline behavior, and what are some measures that can help forecast the impact of the health misinformation types on behavior? |
| Stream 3: Respond and deploy interventions that mitigate and protect against the infodemic and its harmful effects | - What behavioral or process models can inform the development of an infodemic strategy and measure its impact at the individual, community, platform, or societal level?  
- What are the promising interventions at the societal/community/individual/health system levels to address and mitigate health misinformation?  
- What types of participatory or human-centered design approaches can be used to produce more tailored and effective infodemic management interventions? |
| Stream 4: Evaluate infodemic interventions and strengthen the resilience of individuals and communities to infodemics | - How might we define and measure the gradient of community engagement, trust, and empowerment at the individual and community levels as they relate to infodemic management and reduction of harm from health misinformation?  
- What are the sociobehavioral, mental heuristics, and design hierarchies that need to be considered when developing an intervention at the individual and community level?  
- What are the “best buy interventions” to be used by different types of actors in society to maximize the impact on the infodemic at a lower marginal cost? |
| Stream 5: Promote the development, adaptation, and application of tools for managing infodemics | - What considerations should be included in the assessment of risk, harms, and opportunities during the design and implementation of research and infodemic management interventions?  
- What would a readiness assessment look like for infodemic preparedness for a new COVID-19 health intervention?  
- What recommendations can be made to update the International Health Regulations to incorporate infodemic management more strongly as a core capacity of Member States? |

Discussion

Principal Findings

Throughout the consultation, the discussions built progressively; participants shared a wealth of experience, discussed the challenges and benefits of various approaches, clarified the initial topics, and ultimately achieved a high degree of consensus about the needs that the research agenda would have to meet. The overarching conclusion was the need to complete and implement the research agenda along with the framework for action [3,13]. The takeaway action points from the conference are as follows.

Information, misinformation, and public health are intertwined by nature: the WHO has dealt with issues at the intersection of misinformation, trust, and demand for health services since it was founded. Lessons from this experience have led to evolved epidemic response methods, tools, and the global response community over time. The WHO and other partners who work in the fields of public health communication, risk communication, and community engagement have been challenged by the scale of the COVID-19 infodemic, which has been amplified by the global digitized information ecosystem.

In a new century, addressing new types of outbreaks requires innovative and precise public health tools [25]. Different populations have different information needs, channels, and barriers. Evidence-based interventions are needed at all levels—for individuals, communities, platforms, health systems, and societies—to reduce the transmission and impact of the disease. Coordination, connection, and integration across disciplines and sectors must be central to expanding the scientific discipline of infodemiology. Rapid application of the science during the COVID-19 pandemic needs (1) sustained integration across the various disciplines of research; (2) integration between research, practice, and lived experience; and (3) inclusion of representation and voices from different sociocultural contexts in practice and lived experience.

At the same time, infodemic management must broaden its tools beyond communication and consider all components of the information ecosystem [7,26,27]. Because the information ecosystem spans both online and offline environments, it is more difficult to detect and respond to the infodemic in communities as well as to work proactively to build resilience and a healthier information ecosystem overall. Media, policy makers, and the private sector influence the information ecosystem where individuals, interest groups, civil society,
academia, fact-checkers, and others also interact. Partnerships between health authorities, fact-checkers, media organizations, and other global public health partners, such as the Africa Infodemic Response Alliance [28] are critical to effectively promoting high quality health information and countering health misinformation at local level. The RCCE collective service [29] was started in June 2020 to concentrate the RCCE capacities across global RCCE partners. Strengthened partnerships at local levels are also needed to focus on community engagement in offline communities. On the other hand, regulatory interventions could help standardize access to social platform data, ensuring that the data we do have access to is comprehensive and regular. Access to regular and better data/metadata would increase accountability for how a healthier online information ecosystem is built. Based on data availability, this access could also facilitate the design of research and interventions to give us a better understanding of which interventions work online and the conducting of independent analyses of information provided by the platforms.

Addressing the harms of infodemics is important because they impact health behaviors and are barriers to healthy life and well-being. It is important to better understand proactive strategies that apply social inoculation theory or literacies theory in building resilience. Developing health literacy is critical and includes access to health services literacy, and it is dependent on digital nativity/technological skills, access to information, and media literacy/interrogative skills. The reasons why misinformation and disinformation spread are complex; therefore, it is important not to reduce that complexity by framing infodemic management as simply a battle against misinformation [7,30-34]. It is equally important to reinforce and accelerate health-enhancing behaviors and generate information to help people develop resilience to information disorder. In the long term, this will help people build trust, make informed decisions, and access essential health services, and it will have impact far beyond the COVID-19 pandemic.

Given the urgency of pandemic response, the new transdisciplinary practice will have to learn from practice and iteration even as it develops, reporting experience gained through implementation to provide more evidence on what works and what does not [35]. Ultimately, health authorities need to identify and allocate the necessary capacity to manage infodemics. This is a programmatic and process issue. Once that capacity is in place, decision-makers and the private sector need to develop, validate, implement, and adapt tools for infodemic management during acute public health events in culturally and contextually appropriate ways. The issue of connecting this evolving practice and research is not trivial: the community that implements the research agenda must be, and must remain, a community of practice and research that prioritizes questions to inform operations and improve contemporary practice, foregrounding the pragmatic needs of people in the field and on the ground.

We also need to think about how to build systems for social listening, signal detection, and the analysis of infodemics and misinformation. For example, investment is needed to develop a shared, open reference database for characterizing misinformation (including examples) to identify appropriate interventions and when and how to deploy them [36]. Effectively, the content would be re-contextualized to enable characterization and use in the analysis. This database could include different types and sources of misinformation, the intent of those creating or sharing misinformation, the degree of inaccuracy (based on the level of expert consensus and scientific evidence that exists), its impact on attitudes or behaviors, the likely audience, its virality, or its alignment with politics. This reference database could be populated with specific examples of misinformation that fall into each domain, which could then be aligned with interventions based on best practices shown to be effective for that type of misinformation. Such a reference database would help to answer questions about the differences between the content people will merely share online and the content that will affect their decision-making and offline behavior. It would also aid the investigation of whether we can use content characteristics to predict the likelihood of spreading a piece of content in different ways.

The community of research and practice could also develop and use a shared “living systematic review” for interventions measured in terms of effectiveness on a set range of criteria, strength of evidence, generalizability, and likely contexts for application. Interventions across disciplines could be collected, with a rubric describing the outcomes against which the intervention has been tested, its generalizability or application to specific populations, the contexts in which it has been tested, its feasibility and costs, and the confidence in the findings. This could include determining the consistent metrics appropriate to evaluating the success of an intervention to prioritize efforts. However, it is unlikely that only one intervention will be successful; a toolkit of different approaches will likely be appropriate. This living systematic review could be aligned with the misinformation reference database to identify gaps where good evidence-based research does not exist to address certain types of misinformation.

Conclusions

The resulting public health research agenda for infodemic management will be maintained on the WHO website as a living document; its implementation and priorities will be reviewed and adjusted regularly.

Infodemics impact people, including health professionals, globally. Although infodemics are not new, addressing them in the new digitized society is a different and centrally important challenge in responding to the COVID-19 pandemic as well as future pandemics. The research agenda that emerged from this consultation crystallizes themes that can inform initiatives to build the foundations of effective infodemic management in all countries. The main target audience for these research questions are researchers and practitioners. They will also be of interest to public health experts, nongovernmental organizations, the media, and other stakeholders.

There is a large gap between infodemiology research and evidence that has been generated by the academic disciplines and the response to the infodemics. Tools and interventions that are grounded in this evidence are sorely needed by health authorities worldwide. This is partially because scientific disciplines have worked in a mostly disconnected fashion on
addressing the challenge of information overload, communication, design, media studies, sociobehavioral factors, misinformation, and the ethics and regulation of the information ecosystem. The WHO and its Member States and partners must close this gap by developing and adopting evidence-based tools that are appropriate for their local contexts. This consultation and the previous infodemic management meeting [3,13] may have been among the first opportunities for many people working toward this goal to hear about the expertise and activities of others, and to frame the entirety of this activity within the problems of disease control and public health.

Following the conference, the WHO partnered with five scientific journals in a joint call for papers for special issues on infodemiology [37], two of which have already been published [38,39]. The WHO EPI-WIN team has used the outcomes of this conference as the input in the third and fourth WHO infodemic management conferences [40,41] and the upcoming fifth WHO infodemic management conference, which will focus on the development of measurements and metrics for infodemic management. The research gaps that were identified have also guided the WHO in the review of the COVID-19 research blueprint [42] and in the development of partnerships that foster filling of research gaps and for translation of evidence into use by health authorities and other partners [28,43]. The WHO has also applied evidence and infoveillance methods to inform its own work and contribute to the development of metrics for health authorities [18,44,45].

The challenge of a novel pandemic pathogen intertwined with an infodemic is a double burden that demands action-oriented research to inform public health response. The new research agenda will strengthen the scientific understanding of how infodemics impact populations and their health, but it will also serve as a basis for action and learning for future preparedness, strengthened through cross-sectoral pilot projects and continuous after-action reviews to build capacity. After the acute phase of the COVID-19 pandemic, we need to shift the focus to strengthening longer-term capacities and advocating for the inclusion of new tools and indicators. When applied to acute health events, the evolving research discipline of infodemiology can provide crucial evidence and facilitate multidisciplinary expertise and coordination.
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Abstract

Background: During the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, developing safe and effective coronavirus vaccines was considered critical to arresting the spread of the disease. News and social media discussions have extensively covered the issue of coronavirus vaccines, with a mixture of vaccine advocacies, concerns, and oppositions.

Objective: This study aimed to uncover the emerging themes in Twitter users’ perceptions and attitudes toward vaccines during the early stages of the COVID-19 outbreak.

Methods: This study employed topic modeling to analyze tweets related to coronavirus vaccines at the start of the COVID-19 outbreak in the United States (February 21 to March 20, 2020). We created a predefined query (eg, “COVID” AND “vaccine”) to extract the tweet text and metadata (number of followers of the Twitter account and engagement metrics based on likes, comments, and retweeting) from the Meltwater database. After preprocessing the data, we tested Latent Dirichlet Allocation models to identify topics associated with these tweets. The model specifying 20 topics provided the best overall coherence, and each topic was interpreted based on its top associated terms.

Results: In total, we analyzed 100,209 tweets containing keywords related to coronavirus and vaccines. The 20 topics were further collapsed based on shared similarities, thereby generating 7 major themes. Our analysis characterized 26.3% (26,234/100,209) of the tweets as News Related to Coronavirus and Vaccine Development, 25.4% (25,425/100,209) as General Discussion and Seeking of Information on Coronavirus, 12.9% (12,882/100,209) as Financial Concerns, 12.7% (12,696/100,209) as Venting Negative Emotions, 9.9% (9908/100,209) as Prayers and Calls for Positivity, 8.1% (8155/100,209) as Efficacy of Vaccine and Treatment, and 4.9% (4909/100,209) as Conspiracies about Coronavirus and Its Vaccines. Different themes demonstrated some changes over time, mostly in close association with news or events related to vaccine developments. Twitter users who discussed conspiracy theories, the efficacy of vaccines and treatments, and financial concerns had more followers than those focused on other vaccine themes. The engagement level—the extent to which a tweet being retweeted, quoted, liked, or replied by other users—was similar among different themes, but tweets venting negative emotions yielded the lowest engagement.

Conclusions: This study enriches our understanding of public concerns over new vaccines or vaccine development at early stages of the outbreak, bearing implications for influencing vaccine attitudes and guiding public health efforts to cope with infectious disease outbreaks in the future. This study concluded that public concerns centered on general policy issues related to coronavirus vaccines and that the discussions were considerably mixed with political views when vaccines were not made available. Only a small proportion of tweets focused on conspiracy theories, but these tweets demonstrated high engagement levels and were often contributed by Twitter users with more influence.

(JMIR Infodemiology 2021;1(1):e25636) doi:10.2196/25636
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Introduction

Background

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected more than 200 countries and territories, killed more than 1.2 million people, devastated the global economy, and disrupted the daily life of billions of people [1]. Owing to the lack of effective containment measures during the early stages of the COVID-19 outbreak, many of those heavily affected placed their hope on the development of coronavirus vaccines. Ever since the early stages of the outbreak, extensive news coverage followed the progress of vaccine developments, while web users engaged in heated discussions about coronavirus vaccines or vaccines in general on various social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram [2-4]. It is crucial to understand media portrayals and public discussions of coronavirus vaccines during the early stages of the outbreak because they influenced policy-making in public health and public perceptions of and attitudes toward vaccination in the later stage [5-11]. A comprehensive understanding of the public opinion during the initial phase of infectious outbreaks will inform how public health professionals and policymakers make decisions in addressing public concerns in future outbreaks of infectious diseases [12].

Infodemic and Early Stages of Outbreaks

Frequent infectious outbreaks are an ongoing reality for globalized societies, and the early stage of an outbreak is always challenging. The beginning of an outbreak is typically characterized by a lack of accuracy, widespread misinformation, as well as heightened uncertainty and fear among the general public [13,14]. In the first couple of months of the COVID-19 pandemic, policymakers had limited knowledge about coronavirus and largely relied on data modeling for predictions and decisions. Similarly, owing to the lack of knowledge, there was little consensus among media professionals, public health professionals, and politicians over containment measures [15]. Instead, geopolitical discourses, conspiracy theories, and racial bigotry created significant amounts of noise for officials trying to manage the pandemic [16-19]. All of these issues brought intensified fear and anxiety to the public.

Social media platforms shape public experience and opinions, while also serving as platforms for public health. During the initial phase of the pandemic, social media became the hotspot of all sorts of issues for the pandemic. Previous studies have shown that social media content about COVID-19 is mixed with a deluge of stigmas, rumors, and misinformation [16-18] and is highly biased by political and social ideologies [19-21]. On February 15, 2020, the World Health Organization officially coined a phenomenon “infodemic,” which refers to the rapid spread of misinformation through social media platforms and other outlets on a global scale [22-25]. An infodemic is a serious threat to public health as it greatly advocates hostile attitudes toward preventive measures and complicates our fight with the COVID-19 pandemic [26].

COVID-19, Vaccines, and Social Media

Despite the scientific consensus that vaccination is a safe and effective approach to prevent infectious diseases, there is more controversy over the use of vaccines than over other preventive measures (eg, hand hygiene, social distancing). These concerns include fear of side effects, uncertainty about vaccine efficacy, and general mistrust of the sciences and the government. These contentions have resulted in vaccine hesitancy, declines in immunization, and even small outbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases [27-29]. Controversies over vaccination have often manifested in social media communities, leading to increasing research investigating the spread of information and opinions about vaccines on various social media platforms. This inquiry mainly focuses on the intensified competition between pro-vaccination and antivaccination views on social media in recent years [30]. Both manual coding and computational methods have identified similar proportions of pro-vaccination and antivaccination content on YouTube and Twitter [31-33], but antivaccination content—produced by closely connected communities and employing sophisticated antivaccination advocacy strategies—often outweigh the pro-vaccination content [34,35]. There is some variation across specific types of vaccines. For example, influenza-related videos contain more anti-immunization content compared to videos on measles, presumably because influenza vaccination is normally perceived as new and less efficacious [32].

Scholars propose several strategies for tackling the vaccine controversy and addressing antivaccination information on social media [23,24], such as infoveillance. Infoveillance is an emerging approach that tracks what people do and write on the internet to reflect public opinions, behaviors, knowledge, and attitudes related to health issues [36]. Major applications of infoveillance include but are not limited to monitoring health-relevant messages on the internet (eg, vaccination sites), outlining web-based health information availability (eg, vaccine advocacies), and analyzing search engine queries to predict disease outbreaks (eg, syndromic inquiry). By analyzing social media posts related to public health issues, previous studies have successfully performed surveillance on public opinions and public sentiments [36-40], predicted prevalence and mortality across time and space [41,42], and explained how intended or unintended behavioral responses are shaped by social networks and other information features [43-45]. In the case of analyzing vaccine-related social media messages, infoveillance can provide key stakeholders (eg, health organizations, governments) the benefits of revealing public concerns over vaccines and monitoring public sentiments in real-time. It also helps identify influencers and advocates, directly engages with the vaccine targets (ie, people who are at high risk of infection), and manage misinformation and hostile messages efficiently. Infoveillance is particularly powered by big data and computational techniques as they offer very useful tools for understanding social media content in an unstructured, bottom-up manner. Previous studies have successfully used computational methods to examine public perceptions on
influenza vaccine [46], human papilloma virus vaccines [47], and childhood vaccinations [48,49].

This study aims to investigate the discussion related to coronavirus vaccines on Twitter during the early stage of the COVID-19 outbreak in the United States (February 20 to March 31, 2020). This study will contribute to our understanding of coronavirus vaccines and connections to attitudes related to vaccines by tracking back to the initial public concerns. The findings of this study will elucidate the public discussions on new vaccines or vaccines under development, and the concerns and issues revealed in this study can show the implications on public health efforts in coping with infectious disease outbreaks in the future. Provided that the coronavirus vaccines show plenty of uncertainty in efficacy and effectiveness, using unsupervised learning methods, we aim to explore the main themes that emerged from the tweets related to coronavirus vaccines during the initial stage of the pandemic in the United States (RQ1). We also seek to examine how these themes evolved over time (RQ2).

Out of the different types of misinformation, conspiracy theories have merged as a significant concern in the “social media infodemic.” Since the COVID-19 pandemic, several studies have analyzed certain types of conspiracy theories such as the coronavirus as a bioweapon [49], the 5G coronavirus [50], or “Film Your Hospital” [51]. However, few studies have looked at the overall spread of conspiracy theories related to COVID-19. A recent analysis of German tweets indicated that less than 1% of the tweets analyzed were related to conspiracy theories, although partisanship boosted the spread of conspiracy theory tweets [52]. This study examined how conspiracy theories related to coronavirus vaccines were represented in the American tweets at the early stage of the outbreak (RQ3).

Previous studies also indicate that the spread of conspiracy theories and antivaccination messages follow a different pattern compared to that of provocation messages. On social media, antivaccination content, in general, attracts more likes and engages more discussion because content producers are inclined to use a variety of persuasive strategies (eg, health narratives) and present antivaccination in the form of public criticism aggressively [30,53]. Antivaccination messages are normally produced by a small proportion of powerful influencers, but antivaccination supporters perpetuate echo chambers by actively spreading conspiracy theories and misinformation through a more decentralized network [34]. This study also expected some differences in the influences (ie, number of followers) and engagement levels when comparing different themes in Twitter vaccine discussions. Specifically, compared to the tweets discussing other vaccine-related themes, tweets discussing conspiracy theories were likely contributed by Twitter users with more followers (H1a) and produced more tweets discussing conspiracy theories (H1b) compared to the tweets discussing other vaccine-related themes, compared to the tweets discussing other vaccine-related themes, which evolved over time (RQ2).

Methods

Data Source

The study period was set from February 20 to March 31, 2020. We marked this period as the early stage because it corresponded to a sharp increase in the coronavirus case count and death toll in the United States (eg, over 181,000 cases and 3606 deaths by March 31, 2020). At the end of March 2020, the United States became the country with the most number of confirmed cases in the world. Moreover, in March 2020, most state and local governments declared COVID-19 as a public health emergency, issued stay-at-home orders, and mandated closures of schools and public meeting places [54]. We purposely chose this time frame to capture the tweets during the first phase of the COVID-19 outbreak in the United States. Meltwater [55], a commercial web-based media monitoring service, was used for data collection. Meltwater has access to the full Twitter pipelining data hosting service, providing customized reporting options with the last 15 months of Twitter history. Meltwater geotagged each tweet using the user’s Twitter bio-related or other geo-related information, thus ensuring that all tweets included in the sample were posted by American Twitter users.

Using the social media monitoring and data collection platform provided by Meltwater, we collected tweets originating from the United States and written in English that were related to the coronavirus vaccine by using the following Boolean query: (covid OR coronavirus) AND (vaccine OR vaccines OR vaccination OR vaccinations OR vaccine OR vax OR vaxine OR vaxx OR vaccinated). Using this strategy, we identified 117,718 tweets (including original tweets and quote tweets but not replies and retweets). The text of the tweet and relevant metadata, including username, date of the post, and follower count, were stored. We also stored the engagement metric provided by Meltwater, which was a composite score representing how many times a tweet was retweeted, quoted, liked, or prompted a reply by other users. A higher engagement value indicated that the tweet received more attention by other Twitter users.

Topic Modeling

To analyze the obtained data set, we applied topic modeling—an unsupervised machine learning algorithm that allows researchers to uncover hidden thematic structures in a sizable collection of documents [56]. A topic model can “produce a set of interpretable topics (groups of words that are associated under a single theme) and assess the strength with which each document exhibits those topics” [57]. In this study, we used Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), one of the widely used topic models that groups words that frequently co-occur in documents into various topics. By providing the text input and setting the desired number of topics, LDA automatically produces a set of topics, words are allocated to the topics, and the topic proportions are attributed for each document [58]. We decided to use LDA, as findings yielded by prior studies indicate that it performs well with both long and short texts. In addition, it has been previously used to examine COVID-19–related discussions on Twitter [59].

Data Preprocessing

To prepare the corpus for LDA topic modeling, we first removed the quoted content within the quote tweets and the “QT” (meaning a quote tweet) to retain only the original content of the tweet. As the length of document plays a significant role in the topic modeling method [60], tweets with fewer than 5 words...
were removed, leaving a total sample of 100,209 tweets. Following this, all the URLs within the tweets were removed. Next, the tweets were preprocessed using standard natural language processing practice [61]. We converted all the letters to lower case, removed all the stop words (e.g., the, it, that), lemmatized the words, and removed numbers, white space, emoticons, symbols, and punctuation, with the use of Python packages such as NLTK (Apache) [62] and spaCy (Explosion AI) [63]. Bigram and trigram were also created and added. After tokenization, Document-Term-Matrix was built and used for the LDA topic modeling.

**Number of Topics**

To determine the optimal number of topics for this tweet set, we performed 10 sets of topic models with topic numbers ranging from 5 to 50 (with intervals of 5) by implementing the LDA model from the Python package MALLET. The topic coherence—a metric focusing on the interpretability—of the 10 topic models were then calculated and evaluated for selecting the appropriate number of topics [64,65]. We decided to use the topic model with 20 topics in this study because it presented the highest topic coherence as compared with the other candidate models. Figure 1 presents the steps of data processing and creating topic models.

*Figure 1.* Data processing and analysis flowchart. LDA: Latent Dirichlet Allocation; QT: quote tweet.
Topic Interpretation and Further Analyses
The output of the LDA topic model based on 20 topics was reviewed. Although the LDA model presumed that each document contained a mixture of topics and the model produced a probability topic distribution for each topic, we considered only the dominant topic, that is, the topic with the highest probability in that document, and categorized each tweet subject to its dominant topic [66,67]. We then reviewed the 20 top-associated terms, together with the top 5 tweets with the highest topic percentage contribution of each topic, before labeling each topic. These labels were based on the authors’ background knowledge regarding vaccine hesitancy as well as the observation of coronavirus vaccine–related news and user-generated opinions on Twitter during the data collection and analysis [68]. The 3 authors involved in this study independently labeled the topics, and the resulting 3 sets of topic labels were compared. The diverse topic labels were discussed and 100% agreement between the authors was reached. The labeled topics were further grouped into distinct themes deductively following discussion. Lastly, differences between the themes on the number of followers and levels of engagement were examined. Nonparametric tests were used, as the outcome variables were not normally distributed within the current data.

Results

Topic Modeling
We analyzed 100,209 tweets in this study. The average number of followers of each tweet was 19,300.62 (SD 431,794.41), and the average engagement value of the tweets was 29.41 (SD 624.91). To examine themes that have emerged in coronavirus vaccine discourses on social media (RQ1), LDA modeling with 20 topics was performed. During the labeling process, it was noticed that 4 of the topics were related to news concerning human trials and testing of coronavirus vaccines. As the 4 topics were similar and closely related, the 3 authors agreed to merge these discussions into 1 overall topic, that is, News of Vaccine Development. Next, the remaining 17 topics were organized into 7 themes. The themes, topic labels, and associated words for each topic are presented in Table 1. The majority of the tweets were labeled as News Related to the Coronavirus and Vaccine Development (26,234/100,209, 26.2%) and General Discussion and Seeking of Information on the Coronavirus (25,425/100,209, 25.4%), followed by Financial Concerns (12,882/100,209, 12.9%), Venting Negative Emotions (12,696/100,209, 12.7%), Prayers and Calls for Positivity (9908/100,209, 9.9%), Efficacy of Vaccines and Treatments (8155/100,209, 8.1%), and Conspiracies about Coronavirus and Its Vaccines (4909/100,209, 4.9%).
Table 1. Themes and topics from coronavirus vaccine discussions on Twitter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes/topics of discussion</th>
<th>Associated words</th>
<th>Frequency of discussion (N=100,209)</th>
<th>Percentage of discussion</th>
<th>Examples of tweets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>News related to coronavirus and vaccine developments</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News of vaccine developments</td>
<td>human, trial, begin, volunteer, receive</td>
<td>17,435</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>As said by the US authorities, the first clinical trial of COVID-19 vaccine on humans has been planned to begin today. The first human subject is going to get the dose today.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News of US government research funding/plans for the pandemic</td>
<td>research, fund, system, medical, government</td>
<td>4012</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>The White House approved the emergency fund to deal with COVID-19 in the United States and abroad. The fund will support the development of the COVID-19 vaccine by providing money for new equipment as well as supplies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News of research plans for vaccines</td>
<td>pandemic, develop, effort, outbreak, step</td>
<td>4787</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>COVID-19: Mainland China has taken a new step for developing the vaccine. A team from around the world will investigate the initial results on youngsters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General discussion and seeking of information on coronavirus</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeking of information on vaccines</td>
<td>question, understand, information, real, cure</td>
<td>3460</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>I would like to know how the coronavirus vaccine interacts with the flu shot. Although I am not that clever to tell if we should be concerned about it. I want to raise this question out of curiosity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion about coronavirus trend</td>
<td>case, number, low, current, increase</td>
<td>3268</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>This will never work. For example, there is a rising number of confirmed cases in the Republic of Korea and Taiwan after the ease of restrictions. There is going to be nonstop waves of infection if there is no vaccine. The main purpose of isolation is reducing the load on the health care system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion about coronavirus and its vaccines</td>
<td>virus, spread, vaccine, fast, mutate</td>
<td>4860</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>Although the mutation of coronavirus is much slower than that of the flu viruses, it is an RNA virus, which normally mutates nearly 100 times faster than viruses based on DNA. It will be much difficult to control or vaccinate in the future if millions of people are infected by it as it will provide more chance for the coronavirus to mutate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparisons with influenza</td>
<td>flu, kill, deadly season, thousand</td>
<td>10,145</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
<td>First, we have the flu vaccine already. Second, compared with the influenza and the Spanish flu that have caused over 50 million deaths, the coronavirus seems more infectious. Third, compared with that with the Spanish flu, the death rate with the coronavirus is higher. Fourth, while the influenza virus has more impact on individuals older than 65 years, the coronavirus does not discriminate individuals according to age.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventive measures</td>
<td>protect, hand, safe, force, home</td>
<td>3692</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>The following steps can help in defeating COVID-19: stay calm and keep washing your hands with water and soap or use hand sanitizer. Keep social distancing, open doors with your elbow, and do not rub your nose, face, or shake hands with others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Financial concerns</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disparity in income</td>
<td>American, rich, poor, capitalism, afford</td>
<td>5653</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>We, the taxpayers, are going to pay for the research on COVID-19 vaccines, which we deliver to the select few without any compensation. Rich people can acquire billions from tax cuts and chief executive officers can acquire millions from compensation. The capitalism of the Republican Party is socialism for the rich. We all are the targets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Examples of tweets

**Price of vaccine**

The COVID-19 vaccine should be free of charge for people who do not have enough money for copayment for insurance or those who do not have medical insurance. The fee of my vaccination will be covered by my insurance, and I am able to pay for the difference. We have to ensure that the health insurance companies pay their part first.

**Efficacy of vaccines and treatments**

A lot of people don’t know about the COVID-19 vaccines. They are not injecting your body with the dead virus but harmless spikes. Immunity will be built to the spikes after injecting the vaccine. This could ease the worries of those opposing the vaccine.

**Conspiracies about coronavirus and its vaccines**

Is it possible that the Republican Party and Trump manipulated the stock market and profited through insider trading of Moderna’s stock? This biotechnology company, which invented the new vaccine, had its stock increased by 15%.

**Venting negative emotions**

The vaccine makers could create whatever they want. Even if someone got injured or died, we cannot sue them. If someone dies, that’s just bad luck. If some child dies, that’s just bad luck. If someone becomes paralyzed, that’s just bad luck. The profits of the pharmacies grow because we never fight back. We are just the slaves of the big pharmacies.

**Prayers and calls for positivity**

That is some good news! All of us need some optimism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes/topics of discussion</th>
<th>Associated words</th>
<th>Frequency of discussion (N=100,209)</th>
<th>Percentage of discussion</th>
<th>Examples of tweets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price of vaccine</td>
<td>free, affordable, cost, charge, insurance</td>
<td>7229</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>The COVID-19 vaccine should be free of charge for people who do not have enough money for copayment for insurance or those who do not have medical insurance. The fee of my vaccination will be covered by my insurance, and I am able to pay for the difference. We have to ensure that the health insurance companies pay their part first.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficacy of vaccines and treatments</td>
<td>prevent, cancer, infect, immunity, antibody</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>A lot of people don’t know about the COVID-19 vaccines. They are not injecting your body with the dead virus but harmless spikes. Immunity will be built to the spikes after injecting the vaccine. This could ease the worries of those opposing the vaccine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conspiracies about coronavirus and its vaccines</td>
<td>profit, market, stock, government, attempt</td>
<td>4909</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>Is it possible that the Republican Party and Trump manipulated the stock market and profited through insider trading of Moderna’s stock? This biotechnology company, which invented the new vaccine, had its stock increased by 15%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venting negative emotions</td>
<td>wrong, damn, business, stupid, idiot</td>
<td>7019</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>The vaccine makers could create whatever they want. Even if someone got injured or died, we cannot sue them. If someone dies, that’s just bad luck. If some child dies, that’s just bad luck. If someone becomes paralyzed, that’s just bad luck. The profits of the pharmacies grow because we never fight back. We are just the slaves of the big pharmacies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trump-related</td>
<td>trump, lie, truth, blame, reality</td>
<td>5677</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>Agreed. What Trump and his incompetent administration do is to lie about everything: the seriousness of the disease, keeping the disease on a tight rein already, getting a vaccine soon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prayers and calls for positivity</td>
<td>good, hope, happen, pretty, remember</td>
<td>5228</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>That is some good news! All of us need some optimism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>great, love, call, idea, good</td>
<td>4680</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>I enjoy seeing the positivity in the current state.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Themes and Topics From Coronavirus Vaccine Discussions on Twitter**

**News Related to the Coronavirus and Vaccine Development**

During the COVID-19 pandemic, social media users frequently shared news related to coronavirus as well as the development of coronavirus vaccines. There were 3 topics under this theme: News of Vaccine Development, News of US government Research Funding/Plans for the Pandemic, and News of Research Plans for Vaccines. Tweets categorized in this theme included general news on the progress of human trials and vaccine development across different countries (eg, Germany), announcements of US government funding for scientists and companies conducting research, and upcoming prevention plans for the pandemic released by official bodies as well as coronavirus vaccine research across the globe (eg, “The White House has permitted an emergency funding of US $1 billion overall in order to fight the COVID-19 outbreak. The emergency fund will offer resources as well as financial support for COVID-19 vaccine development for the states”).
General Discussion and Seeking of Information on the Coronavirus

A total of 5 topics were grouped under this theme: Seeking of Information on Vaccines, Discussion of the Coronavirus and Its Vaccines, Discussion of Coronavirus Spread and Infection Trends, Comparisons with Influenza, and Preventive Measures. The coronavirus was often compared with the influenza virus in terms of death rate, speed of transmission, and so on (eg, “Up till now, there is no cure for COVID-19 but only treatment for the symptoms. The long-term plan is to invent a new vaccine; yet, there would be no vaccine available in the next couple of months”). The importance of preventive measures, including handwashing and social distancing, was also stressed because there is currently no vaccine nor effective treatment for the coronavirus infection (eg, “We all need to get rid of bad habits. Stop touching your face when you are in public space. Scratch your nose only after washing your hands or scratch it with your sleeve. And remember to wash your hands once you get home”).

Financial Concerns

There were 2 topics under this theme: Disparity over Income and Price of the Vaccines. In the topic Disparity over Income, conversations were related to the gap between the rich and the poor during the pandemic as well as the differences in access to future coronavirus vaccines (eg, “All this is turning into a class war now. Only rich people can get the COVID-19 vaccine as none of us can be sure that the vaccine will be affordable for everyone”). Worries of inequality brought about by capitalism in obtaining vaccination were also expressed (eg, “Capitalism should never get close to health care systems. The operating costs of the traditional Medicare and the administrative costs of the US health spending is extremely high. The new vaccine should be free for everyone”). As for the price of vaccination, “free” instead of “affordable” coronavirus vaccines for all Americans were urged (eg, “Citizens who were not able to pay for the COVID-19 vaccine will just keep spreading the disease. The COVID-19 vaccine should be affordable or free for everyone!”).

Venting Negative Emotions

This theme had 2 topics: Negative Emotions (toward Trump and big pharmaceutical companies) and Trump-related frustrations. Negative emotions, including anger and disappointment, toward Donald Trump or big pharmaceutical companies, were presented, as those Twitter users believed that Trump and Big Pharma were trying to profit from the pandemic. Additionally, negative emotions were expressed toward Trump explicitly owing to claims he made that are believed to have been mistaken, such as the claim that receiving the influenza vaccine would prevent COVID-19 (eg, “He [Trump] actually believed that a flu shot could fight COVID-19. I do not understand how people with brains elected this guy”).

Prayers and Calls for Positivity

The 2 topics under this theme were Emotional Expressions/Prayers and Calls for Positivity. Tweets allocated within these 2 topics included messages that aimed to encourage others during the pandemic, expressed hopes for and needs for effective coronavirus vaccines, and hopes for an end to the pandemic (eg, “Let us hope that the COVID-19 situation will be resolved when we have a vaccine/cure for it!”).

Efficacy of the Vaccine and Treatment

The 2 topics under this theme were Efficacy of Vaccine and Efficacy of Treatment/Prevention. These topics stressed the uncertainties of how well the vaccines for coronavirus work as well as the effectiveness of the current treatment and prevention strategies (eg, “I have learnt from some journals that medicines such as chloroquine, hydroxychloroquine, and azithromycin could be used as treatment or prophylaxis of COVID-19. I hope such treatments can help buying us time while getting a vaccine for COVID-19”).

Conspiracies About Coronavirus and Its Vaccines

There were different conspiracies about coronavirus and its vaccines on social media (RQ3). Many of these were related to the companies developing coronavirus vaccines, stock markets, as well as the government. For example, some tweets were claiming that the coronavirus vaccine would contain a microchip that would allow the government or company to track the vaccine receivers (eg, “Once the COVID-19 vaccines are launched, people will be motivated by fear to receive the vaccines that have microchips in it.”). There were also claims that the US government spread the coronavirus deliberately and withheld the coronavirus vaccines (eg, “I think the US has the cure already because it invented this bioweapon. It does not want other parties to wreck its cautiously crafted plans for devastation and racketeering”).

Themes Across Time

Figure 2 shows the changes in the coronavirus vaccine-related discussions on Twitter based on the themes identified across the data collection period, that is, February 20, 2020 to March 31, 2020 (RQ2). Among the 7 themes identified, News Related to Coronavirus and Vaccine Development and General Discussion and Seeking of Information on Coronavirus were the most frequently presented overall. Coronavirus vaccine-related discourses on Twitter were promoted by breaking news or announcements and speeches made by the governments and political elites. As shown in Figure 2, there were several peaks in the coronavirus vaccine-related discussions at the early stage of the outbreak. The discussions were elevated on March 16, 2020, which corresponded to the trending news that the Trump administration was attempting to offer large sums of money to a German company in exchange for exclusive access to a possible coronavirus vaccine on March 15, 2020. Coronavirus vaccine discourses regarding Financial Concerns reached the peak and exceeded other themes on February 28, 2020 and March 9, 2020. The rising discussions about the prices and affordability of the coronavirus vaccines were related to Health and Human Services Secretary Alex Azar’s refusal of promising affordable coronavirus vaccines for all US citizens on February 27, 2020 and Bernie Sanders’ promises of free coronavirus vaccine for all Americans on March 9, 2020, respectively. We observed some co-occurring patterns across the themes during the same peaks and time periods. General discussions and information on coronavirus highly mirrored the themes of news related to coronavirus and vaccine
developments. The expression of negative emotions also increased when the discussions of these 2 themes reached a spike. There were also some observed differences in the themes across time. The efficacy of the vaccine and treatment, conspiracies about the coronavirus and vaccines, and prayers and calls for positivity appeared more periodically, while other themes (ie, news related to coronavirus and vaccine developments, general discussion and information on coronavirus, financial concerns, venting negative emotions) were more episodic, featured with several peaks instigated by breaking news or events related to vaccine developments.

Figure 2. Frequencies of themes of the tweets over time (February 20, 2020 to March 31, 2020).

Differences in the Follower Numbers and Engagement Level

Analyses of Follower Numbers and Engagement Level

H1a and H1b hypothesized that conspiracy tweets’ contributors had more followers, and conspiracy tweets received higher levels of engagement than tweets with other themes. To examine the differences between themes in the number of followers and levels of engagement, further analyses were performed. First, the results of classification of LDA topic modeling were attached in the original data (which contained the metadata, including the number of followers and engagement metric of each tweet). The data were then entered into the SPSS software (IBM Corp). Next, we created a categorical variable according to the themes and used it as the independent variable to examine the differences in the number of followers and levels of engagement across themes by using the Kruskal-Wallis $H$ test. Post-hoc analysis was also performed using the Bonferroni-corrected Dunn test. As the hypotheses focus on the difference between conspiracy tweets and the other tweets with themes that presented attitudes and concerns toward the coronavirus vaccines, tweets labeled as news or discussion/information seeking were excluded from the analyses. Table 2 presents the median and mean rank of numbers of followers and levels of engagement.

Table 2. Median and mean ranks of the followers and engagement among themes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Followers</th>
<th>Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Mean rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial concerns</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>24,411.87$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficacy of vaccines and treatments</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>24,957.68$^{a,b}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conspiracies about coronavirus and vaccines</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>25,095.54$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venting negative emotions</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>23,615.43$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prayers/calls for positivity</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>23,776.11$^c$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a,b,c$Same superscripts in the same column indicate no significant statistical differences ($P>.05$); different superscripts in the same column indicate significant statistical differences ($P<.05$).
Followers

The results of our study suggested that there were significant differences in the number of followers between different themes ($\chi^2 = 77.8, P < .001$). The post-hoc test further suggested that conspiracy tweets were more likely to be posted by users with a large number of followers than the tweets classified as Venting Negative Emotions ($P < .001$), Prayers and Call for Positivity ($P < .001$), and Financial Concerns ($P = .04$). Tweets that discussed the efficacy of vaccines and treatments were also more likely to be posted by users with a large number of followers than the tweets classified as Venting Negative Emotions ($P < .001$) and Prayers and Call for Positivity ($P < .001$). Similarly, tweets expressing financial concerns were more likely to be posted by users with a large number of followers than the tweets classified as Venting Negative Emotions ($P < .001$) and Financial Concerns ($P < .001$). As conspiracy tweets were more likely to be posted by users with more followers than the tweets identified as Financial Concerns, Venting Negative Emotions, and Prayers and Call for Positivity, H1a was partially supported.

Engagement Levels

The results of our study suggested that there were significant differences in the levels of engagement between different themes ($\chi^2 = 155.8, P < .001$). The post-hoc test further suggested that tweets classified as Venting Negative Emotions significantly received lower levels of engagement than tweets classified as Conspiracies about Coronavirus and Its Vaccines ($P < .001$), Efficacy of Vaccines and Treatments ($P < .001$), Prayers and Call for Positivity ($P < .001$), and Financial Concerns ($P < .001$). As conspiracy tweets only received higher levels of engagement than the tweets classified as Venting Negative Emotions, H1b was partially supported.

Discussion

Principal Findings

This study examined how American Twitter users discussed coronavirus vaccines during the initial stage of the COVID-19 pandemic. Using the technique of topic modeling, this study identified 7 themes in Twitter discussions. While approximately one-fourth of the tweets were about news updates related to coronavirus and vaccine developments, the remaining tweets consisted of general discussion and information seeking on coronavirus, expressions of financial concerns, disclosures of negative emotions, prayers and calling for positivity, discussions of vaccine and treatment efficacy, and conspiracy theories. In a close association with news or events related to vaccine developments, some themes demonstrated episodic changes and high degrees of co-occurrences. However, the themes of conspiracies about coronavirus and vaccines, prayers and calling for positivity, and efficacy of vaccines and treatments appeared in more periodic patterns. This study enriches our understanding of the public concerns related to vaccines during the early stage of the outbreak, and these shared concerns can inform public health organizations and professionals for more tailored health messages and vaccination policies.

Our results suggest that during the early stage of the pandemic, Twitter discussions related to coronavirus vaccines were centered on general policy issues and were largely mixed with political discussions. Two contextual factors presumably contributed to such characteristics. First, because key stakeholders did not quickly achieve a consensus on containment measures in the initial phase of the pandemic, vaccines were often staged in the public discourses as a potential remedy [12]. It is also understandable that when there was no specific vaccine available, individuals and communities addressed the vaccine issues from a policy-related perspective by discussing the investment and cost aspects of vaccination. Second, the discussions on coronavirus vaccines were situated in the political discourses during the presidential election. A topic revealed from this study was negative emotions toward Donald Trump and explicitly for his claim of using influenza shots to prevent coronavirus infections. Other COVID-19 studies also similarly demonstrated that Donald Trump and other politicians deeply influenced the vaccine discussions and even contributed to the spread of misinformation [34]. This was not surprising as vaccination is one of the politicized health controversies [52,69,70], and it was a strategic effort to feature the vaccine in political discourses. However, political disagreement over vaccines could be detrimental because they were often associated with vaccine hesitancy, reduced confidence in scientific and health facts [71], and decreased policy support for immunizations [72]. Recent research suggested that as different vaccines passed phase trials and were made available to the public, the discussions over vaccine efficacy and safety sharply increased in the United States [73].

Consistent with other studies that examined coronavirus vaccine sentiments and attitudes on social media over different periods of the pandemic [34,74,75], our study indicates that the public had mixed opinions and emotions over coronavirus vaccines, which may create significant barriers to reaching the vaccine-induced herd immunity. Antivaccination arguments and conspiracy theories were one of the major sources for vaccination opposition, although they did not constitute a large part of social media discussions. However, this small proportion of tweets was contributed by Twitter users with more influence. They also demonstrated higher engagement levels, thus resulting in echo chamber effects among small-size subnetworks [52]. It is observed that most themes demonstrated peaks and troughs over time but some themes (eg, Conspiracies and Efficacy of Vaccines and Treatments) were more periodic and some themes (eg, Venting Negative Emotions) were more episodic. We speculate that conspiracies and efficacy concerns were largely about unconfirmed but expected issues (eg, pharmacy conspiracies apply for all the vaccines); thus, such discussions were likely to merge periodically. However, unexpected events (eg, Trump’s claim of using influenza shots to prevent coronavirus) will stimulate heated discussions, leading to a peak in the data. When these events were later addressed by the authority’s responses, the discussions gradually vanished.

Practical Implications

This study offers several practical implications for addressing the infodemic at the early stage of outbreaks or health crises. First, public health professionals should timely and appropriately
address the public needs for vaccine-related information. Our analysis revealed that many Twitter discussions were by people seeking more information or expressing concerns on coronavirus and vaccines. Such surges in information demand should be addressed by supplying with appropriate information that is easy to follow.

Second, health communication may differentiate communication strategies for episodic and periodic themes. As indicated by the results, episodic themes (eg, financial concerns, venting negative emotions) tended to emerge when breaking news or unexpected events occurred. Quick and appropriate responses to these events would effectively reassure the public and eliminate “epidemics of fear” [76]. For periodic themes such as conspiracy theories and efficacy concerns, regular surveillance and tailored responses can counterbalance the negative effects of these themes.

Health organizations and health professionals should make more systematic and organized efforts to address antivaccination content and other vaccine-related misinformation. Together with other studies [47-49], this study indicated that antivaccination content and misinformation about vaccines were contributed by closely connected communities and followed several clear and predictable patterns. When coronavirus vaccines were still under development, antivaccination content had been spreading on the internet along with these recurring conspiracy themes, which indicates that the battle with conspiracies and antivaccination messages is a long fight. A prebunking approach could effectively reduce the negative outcomes of conspiracy theories and misinformation about vaccines [77]. For example, recent research shows that attitudinal inoculation (eg, prewarning the audiences with common vaccine-related conspiracy theories) can develop resistance to the influence of vaccine conspiracy theories at a later stage [78].

Last but not the least, social media influencers (ie, accounts with many followers) play an important role in the spread of vaccine-related opinions. Fact-checking the content published by social media influencers may effectively limit the spread of conspiracy theories, which requires efforts from both social media platforms and the influencers themselves [79,80]. Twitter recently made some initial moves by introducing a labeling and striking system to identify and remove COVID-19 misinformation [81]. In a related vein, social media influencers are also encouraged by social media and health organizations to enhance their health literacy and their capacities for fact-checking before they self-proclaim as vaccine activists or public health activists on social media platforms.

**Limitations**

This study has the following limitations. First, the study findings are limited to the Twitter discussions during the first phase of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States. The public’s concerns might have changed over time as the development of vaccines progressed. The recent suspension of a coronavirus vaccine owing to adverse effects has brought a lot of discussions on vaccine safety [9]. The peculiar political environment (eg, presidential election year) may also have contributed to the patterns of the results. Further research is encouraged to look at discussions related to coronavirus vaccines on different social media forms and in different countries. Longitudinal studies and comparisons across countries or regions are particularly preferred to examine the dynamics and heterogeneity in the spread of information and opinions. This study only captured the Twitter discussions during the first stage of the COVID-19 pandemic. Future research could employ larger data sets from Twitter or other social media platforms, especially the latest data sets, to reveal the bigger picture of public concerns over coronavirus vaccines.

There are also some limitations in this analysis. For example, we relied on keyword inquiry to extract vaccine tweets from a database, but we cannot guarantee that all posts were related to coronavirus vaccine conversations. Some outliers might have been included in the data. When interpreting the topic themes, although the 3 authors independently coded the 20 topics, the intercoder reliability was not calculated owing to the small number of topics revealed from the LDA results. The analysis also did not distinguish the nature of Twitter accounts, which may be a mixture of personal, organizational, and bot accounts. Bot accounts may have contributed to a certain portion of the Twitter discussions, but we did not estimate the potential bot traffic. Because Twitter data did not account for users’ demographics, while we had a limited understanding of the types of users engaged in the discussion (ie, the number of followers), we do not know more details about the users who were contributing to the discourse. Provided the difficulty of manual classification, future studies should seek to apply more sophisticated machine learning techniques to identify the types of Twitter accounts—ideally, the characteristics of personal accounts (eg, political ideology). Such knowledge will allow us to go beyond the aggregated data to look at individual users.

**Conclusion**

Overall, the spread of information and opinions on social media platforms during the early stage of the outbreak has profoundly affected individuals’ beliefs and attitudes toward vaccines and, ultimately, their vaccination decisions. During the early stage of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States, Twitter discussions related to coronavirus vaccines were centered on general policy issues and were largely mixed with political discussions. The public discussions demonstrated mixed concerns for coronavirus vaccines even before the vaccines were available, and some concerns appeared periodically. These issues call for more preparatory work to cope with the infodemic challenge and to handle infectious breaks in the future.
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Abstract

Background: Discussions of health issues on social media are a crucial information source reflecting real-world responses regarding events and opinions. They are often important in public health care, since these are influencing pathways that affect vaccination decision-making by hesitant individuals. Artificial intelligence methodologies based on internet search engine queries have been suggested to detect disease outbreaks and population behavior. Among social media, Twitter is a common platform to search and share opinions and (mis)information about health care issues, including vaccination and vaccines.

Objective: Our primary objective was to support the design and implementation of future eHealth strategies and interventions on social media to increase the quality of targeted communication campaigns and therefore increase influenza vaccination rates. Our goal was to define an artificial intelligence–based approach to elucidate how threads in Twitter on influenza vaccination changed during the COVID-19 pandemic. Such findings may support adapted vaccination campaigns and could be generalized to other health-related mass communications.

Methods: The study comprised the following 5 stages: (1) collecting tweets from Twitter related to influenza, vaccines, and vaccination in the United States; (2) data cleansing and storage using machine learning techniques; (3) identifying terms, hashtags, and topics related to influenza, vaccines, and vaccination; (4) building a dynamic folksonomy of the previously defined vocabulary (terms and topics) to support the understanding of its trends; and (5) labeling and evaluating the folksonomy.

Results: We collected and analyzed 2,782,720 tweets of 420,617 unique users between December 30, 2019, and April 30, 2021. These tweets were in English, were from the United States, and included at least one of the following terms: “flu,” “influenza,” “vaccination,” “vaccine,” and “vaxx.” We noticed that the prevalence of the terms vaccine and vaccination increased over 2020, and that “flu” and “covid” occurrences were inversely correlated as “flu” disappeared over time from the tweets. By combining word embedding and clustering, we then identified a folksonomy built around the following 3 topics dominating the content of the collected tweets: “health and medicine (biological and clinical aspects),” “protection and responsibility,” and “politics.” By analyzing terms frequently appearing together, we noticed that the tweets were related mainly to COVID-19 pandemic events.

Conclusions: This study focused initially on vaccination against influenza and moved to vaccination against COVID-19. Infoulellence supported by machine learning on Twitter and other social media about topics related to vaccines and vaccination against communicable diseases and their trends can lead to the design of personalized messages encouraging targeted subpopulations’ engagement in vaccination. A greater likelihood that a targeted population receives a personalized message is associated with higher response, engagement, and proactiveness of the target population for the vaccination process.

(JMIR Infodemiology 2021;1(1):e31983) doi:10.2196/31983
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Introduction

Background
As online-mediated communication environments increase, social media platforms enable individuals to discuss diverse issues, express their thoughts, and debate [1-3]. Twitter is a leading social network that provides microblogging services. Users can publish posts, called tweets, with a limited length of 280 characters. Thereby, users can interact with others by responding, sharing, or showing their interest by "liking" a tweet. These interactive abilities are the fundamental building blocks of the connective nature of social networks and serve as an echo of ideas transferred among users on the platform around the globe [4]. Retrieving information in tweets’ contents is challenging but is more manageable than in other social media platforms with long messages [5]. Indeed, the amount of structured and unstructured data from social media and Twitter has been increasing exponentially over the years [6,7]. Data mining and text mining enable the discovery of potentially new knowledge and contribute to developing efficient evidence-based decision-making tools [8-10] by extracting meaningful summaries, such as statistical ones, or controlled vocabularies (eg, terminology, folksonomy, taxonomy, and ontology) [11-15].

One of the most critical achievements of modern medicine is the development and widespread use of safe and efficacious vaccines. Nevertheless, their partial acceptance due to vaccine hesitancy and refusal is a significant health threat. Regarding influenza, compliance with the vaccine against it is relatively low compared with other vaccines, mainly because vaccination must be repeated annually [16]. Like other vaccines, influenza generates discussions both in the real world and online [17-20]. The COVID-19 vaccine is no exception.

Moreover, the global spread of the COVID-19 epidemic [21], its significant impact on daily life, and the relatively fast development of a vaccine against it have made the COVID-19 vaccine a critical health topic of discussion on social media. Reducing the incidence of transmissible diseases, such as influenza and COVID-19, requires achieving herd immunity [22,23], preferably by vaccination. This public health objective is achievable only with population engagement [18,19].

Social media platforms, such as Twitter, are a place of choice to share opinions and to search for (mis)information [24,25] about health care issues [26,27], including vaccines [17,18,28]. These open forums can influence opinions and vaccination decisions by hesitant individuals [29]. Discussions between provaccine advocates and “anti-vaxx” militants about vaccines’ necessity, effectiveness, and safety are continuous. Moreover, the internet as a whole enables the detection of early warnings of disease outbreaks, their dissemination tracking and resilience [30], and the spread of evidence-based information [31,32]. Artificial intelligence methods and algorithms (ie, data mining, text mining, and natural language processing) have been efficiently used in the last decade to detect outbreaks, such as influenza, based on emerging trends in internet search engine queries and social media threads [33-36]. There is a need for public health interventions [37] to make drastic stands against the spread of misinformation like that disseminated by vaccine opponents [19,38]. Related tools should be based on artificial intelligence to analyze efficiently and in an automated manner the big data generated over social media [39,40].

Understanding the changes happening during some health-related event discussions is crucial to improving health communication efficiency [41,42]. Disease prevention programs need to incorporate methods to make evidence-based information accessible to widespread populations using online resources and to increase control of biased and misleading announcements. The main focus is on advertising policies and campaigns on social media [30,43].

Aims, Objectives, and Hypotheses
Our primary objective was to support the design and implementation of future eHealth strategies and interventions on social media to increase the quality of targeted communication campaigns and therefore increase influenza vaccination rates [18,19,44,45].

Our main aim was to define an artificial intelligence–based approach to analyze tweets, including terms related to vaccination against influenza and COVID-19. We focused on detecting co-occurring terms related to influenza vaccination and highlighting the dominant topics related to these terms. Therefore, these results must be used to build a folksonomy [46-49], which may then support the enhancement of vaccination campaigns. The methodology could be generalized to other health-related mass communications. Our research goal was to build a timely and dynamic vocabulary of the various topics related to influenza, vaccines, and vaccination posted in the English language. This vocabulary can be used as a decision support tool for health communication specialists and health policymakers, facilitating the understanding of the variations over time of different topics, such as those suggested in this study (tweets related to “influenza,” “vaccines,” and “vaccination”).

The following 4 hypotheses guided this research:
1. Tweets are a source of understanding the reasoning to take a vaccine.
2. “Influenza,” “vaccines,” and “vaccination” topics are not linked directly to other topics (such as politics, economics, and fears) but are related to health matters.
3. Activity and news impact tweet content related to vaccines and vaccination.
4. The terms and hashtags of tweets about influenza, vaccines, and vaccination can be organized in a dynamic vocabulary [50]. It can reflect the main topics and their terms discussed over time on the social media platform.

This research was granted ethical approval by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Technology Management of the
Holon Institute of Technology (Israel) (TM/2/2020/AB/004). The information collected on Twitter during this research was stored in a secured encrypted manner, with restricted access provided by the institution to the principal researcher (AB).

**Methods**

**Overview**
This study included the following 5 stages:

1. data sourcing to collect tweets and related data using the Twitter streaming application programming interface (API) [51];
2. data cleansing and storage;
3. identifying the terms, hashtags, and topics related to “influenza,” “vaccines,” and “vaccination;”
4. building a dynamic vocabulary, a folksonomy, to support the understanding of the relations between them; and
5. evaluating the vocabulary clusters.

**Data Sourcing**
We extracted and collected tweets via the Twitter API for 16 months, between December 30, 2019, and April 30, 2021. These tweets were in English, from North America, and included at least one of the following terms: “flu,” “vaccination,” “vaccine,” and “vaxx” (this last term was used to capture messages related to vaccination opponents as these individuals use it). We selected these terms to maximize the chance to retrieve discussions concerning a vaccine as a product, vaccination as an act or a policy, vaccination hesitancy, and influenza. Moreover, since Twitter participants use informal language, for extracting influenza-related content, we used the popular term “flu.” The extraction omitted retweets and likes. The 16-month follow-up period allowed us to capture terms and topics of Twitter threads related to influenza, vaccines, and vaccination. Indeed, in the United States, 2020 involved the COVID-19 pandemic and the presidential elections.

**Data Preprocessing and Cleansing**
To ensure efficient use of machine learning methods [52] on the tweet collection [53], we preprocessed it by cleansing and lemmatizing similar words appearing in posts. Data cleansing consisted of removing punctuation marks [54], mentions of users, glyphs, website addresses, and stop words [55]. Moreover, as the tweets were written in a natural language and concise manner (due to the limitation of 280 characters), a word may be written in several ways due to various reasons (eg, typos and short forms), all of which have the same or similar meaning. Lemmatization is one of the methods for overcoming this issue. It consists of replacing words by their root form (eg, “vaccine” for “vaccines”). [56]. For example, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the tweets retrieved during the collection process contained multiple representations of the term “covid,” such as “COVID19,” “COVID-19,” and “coronavirus.” We used the Python Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) package for lemmatization [55]. Since the nature of tweets is informal, it has been assumed that using a single representation of those words will not significantly change the tweet’s context, thus improving the model’s accuracy. Therefore, the frequent representations of the term “COVID” were replaced with the single form “covid,” and the terms related to “influenza” were lemmatized to “flu” as the popular language used on Twitter. All the lemmas were stored in lowercase.

**Identifying the Terms and Topics Related to Influenza, Vaccines, and Vaccination**
We handled the identification of the terms, hashtags, and topics related to influenza, vaccines, and vaccination by a 3-step process as follows: (1) clustering with word embedding and n-grams, (2) building a folksonomy, and (3) evaluating folksonomy clusters.

**Clustering**
The objective of clustering is to segregate a set of points into groups, with each one as similar as possible and different from the others [57]. For example, in the context of text mining and specifically mining a tweet corpus, clustering can be used to group terms that are semantically similar or frequently appearing in the same message. Each cluster, according to its content, can then be annotated with a topic.

**Word Embedding**
Handling the high volume of collected tweets over time means dealing with the curse of dimensionality [58]. Therefore, a symbolic-numeric reformulation associated with dimension reduction [59] must be used to handle a large amount of data in a reasonable time and reduce the processing complexity. Word embedding is a relevant approach supporting these 2 goals; it consists of a learned numerical representation of text where words having a similar meaning in a specific context have an equal numerical representation in a vector. Globally, word embedding allows the prediction of words in a specific context. Thus, Word2Vec is a word embedding algorithm based on a neural network model learning from a large corpus of text (ie, a context) the association between words or terms. After the first training step, Word2Vec can detect synonymous words or terms, or suggest complete sentences. This is done by searching for vectors and so words with a close semantic similarity represented by cosine or Euclidean distance (ie, the similarity or the relation) between two vectors (ie, words and terms) in a space (ie, corpus) of n dimensions (ie, number of words or terms in the corpus) [60]. As an example, words related to time, such as “day,” “week,” “month,” “season,” and “year,” will be used in similar contexts and will be defined as semantically closed. The preprocessed data were used for creating the Gensim Word2Vec model in Python [61]. In order to see each word in the context it has with other words, we produced clusters, with the K-means algorithm [62,63], to assist decision makers in better understanding the public’s perceptions of vaccines and vaccination against influenza and COVID-19. As discussions constantly evolve, the word embedding and clustering process was repeated monthly on newly collected tweets.

**N-grams**
As a complementary approach to word embedding, we built an n-gram language model predicting the probability of a sequence of words (after stop-word cleaning) to appear in our corpus of tweets. We extracted the most frequent n-grams comprising between 1 and 4 terms (n) for each week. Moreover, this process
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used the Gensim Python library [61]. This approach enables health communication decision makers to learn about new growing or shrinking isolated terms and sets of terms in the discussions related to vaccination and influenza.

**Defining the Numbers of Clusters as Topics**

Clustering is an unsupervised learning task and is challenging due to the need to define $k$ and the number of clusters to build. The “silhouette method” allows assessing the quality of clustering, as it determines the similarity of an object (eg, a word also called a unigram) with the content of its cluster and the likeness with the other clusters. A silhouette shows which objects (eg, words, vectors, and values) lie well within a cluster and which are less related. The graphical combination of the silhouettes of an entire clustering (eg, with $k$ clusters) into a single plot allows the appreciation of each cluster’s relative quality and the overall clustering itself. The overall average silhouette width (ie, the average silhouette width of each cluster) provides an evaluation of clustering validity. A higher value of the overall average silhouette width (ie, silhouette score) is associated with better clustering with $k$, and therefore, it must be selected as the better partitioning. The silhouette method is independent of the partitioning algorithm used [64]. From our research perspective, each term must have a minimum number of occurrences to be included in the analysis. Moreover, 2 terms must have a maximum distance (number of other terms) between them in a tweet to consider their potential semantic link.

**Cluster Visualization**

Cluster visualization is produced by using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE), which is a nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique for embedding high-dimensional data and visualizing it in a low-dimensional (ie, 2 or 3) space [65].

**Evaluation of the Terms in the Clusters and as N-grams**

To evaluate our approach and the results of identifying the terms, hashtags, and topics related to influenza, vaccines, and vaccination, we implemented a validation process built on complementary approaches. One focused on the word embedding results, the second focused on n-grams, and the third focused on the whole by involving social media users. Thus, the terms were grouped once from a semantic perspective with word embedding on the first hand and once from a high coappearance frequency as n-grams describe the content of the explored Twitter threads in summarized ways.

The second evaluation approach consisted of using Google Trends [66] for getting the relative frequency of search terms during a specific period and in a specific geographic area. In this study, the n-grams (n between 1 to 4) were extracted from the tweets, and their weekly frequency was calculated. Next, the n-grams that appeared in the top 150 list continuously for at least 12 weeks were used as an input for a Google Trends query at the time frame they were published on Twitter. Finally, the n-grams (bi-grams) and the Google Trends query results were normalized. Their Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated by considering the weekly tweet-based n-grams and the weekly relative number of queries (comprising the n-gram terms) on the Google search engine.

The third evaluation consisted of computing Pearson correlations between the weekly frequency (between December 2020 and April 2021) of n-grams specific to vaccines, vaccination, influenza, and COVID-19, and the proportion of the population vaccinated against COVID-19.

**Informed Consent Statement**

The social network data were collected in an anonymized way and following Twitter’s rules. The participants of the evaluation survey provided anonymous informed consent in an electronic way on the platform before they could proceed to the completion of the questionnaire.

**Data Availability Statement**

The Twitter data that support the findings of this study are not available owing to Twitter’s rules and regulations. The survey data that support the findings are available from the corresponding author (AB) upon reasonable request, which will need to undergo ethical and legal approvals by the investigators’ institutions. The methodology of this research will be reported in the AIME registry for artificial intelligence in biomedical research [67].

**Results**

**Descriptive Statistics**

A total of 2,782,720 tweets of 420,617 unique users between December 30, 2019, and April 30, 2021, were collected. The graph in Figure 1 shows the number of tweets per month (bar columns) containing at least one of the following terms (or similar after cleansing and lemmatization): (1) “flu,” (2) “vaccination,” (3) “vaccine,” (4) “vaxx,” and (5) “covid.” The lines in Figure 1 show the proportion in percentage of each of these terms in the collected tweets. Although the term “covid” and its synonyms were not part of the initial keywords used for querying tweets, its emergence reflects the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic as an important topic in the discussions regarding vaccination and influenza in 2020 and 2021.

**Figure 1** shows that globally the number of tweets comprising at least one of the terms “flu,” “vaccination,” “vaccine,” “vaxx,” and “covid” has dramatically increased over the period from December 2020 to April 2021 (see also Multimedia Appendix 1). Two peaks were noticed. The first was in March 2020, with the World Health Organization declaring COVID-19 as a pandemic (March 11, 2020) and President Donald Trump promulgating COVID-19 as a national emergency (March 13, 2020). The second peak in December 2020 was related mainly to “vaccines” in response to the approval of COVID-19 vaccines (Food and Drug Administration [FDA] emergency use authorizations for Pfizer BioNTech vaccine on December 11, 2020, and Moderna vaccine on December 18, 2020). Thus, the term “vaccine” increased from approximately 35% in January 2020 to approximately 80% one year later. In contrast, the term “vaxx” (for the terms “antivaxx,” “antivaxxer,” “anti-vaxx,” “anti-vaxxer” and “anti-vaxxer”) was stable at 1% to 3% over the whole data collection period. Nevertheless, it is essential to take into account that vaccination opponents used various tools and communication discourse, not evocating the “anti-vaxx” term itself [68-70]. The terms related to influenza
(“flu”) and COVID-19 (“covid”) showed an inverse correlation ($r=-0.83$, $P<.001$) at the monthly level (Multimedia Appendix 1). The use of “covid” increased linearly, starting in January 2020, with the first cases of COVID-19 spreading from China to Europe and the United States [71], until February 2021, when it was part of approximately 35% of the collected tweets. In parallel, the use of the term “flu” decreased steadily, probably due to the low influenza activity during the 2020-2021 season [72,73].

Figure 1. Distribution of the number of tweets by month comprising at least one of the terms “flu,” “vaccination,” “vaccine,” “vaxx,” and “covid” between December 30, 2019, and April 30, 2021.

Identification of the Terms and Topics Related to Influenza, Vaccines, and Vaccination

Word Embedding

The Word2Vec algorithm was run monthly to find the optimal parameters supporting the finding of the dominant trending topics. Determination of the optimal parameters’ values was performed by creating models using a different value for each parameter and calculating the silhouette score for each iteration with the “silhouette_score” function of sklearn.metrics in Python [74]. Multimedia Appendix 2 shows the parameters’ values and the silhouette scores of the various models of each month. Moreover, each week, only the terms having the highest occurrence regarding the overall number of terms detected in the tweets collected in the same week were investigated. The values of these attributes were changed over time to consider the dynamic changes in social media users’ lexicons impacted by the actuality.

K-means Clustering

Using the monthly word embedding model as an input, word clusters were generated with the NLTK KMeansClusterer [75]. The clustering method groups together a given data set to a $k$ predetermined number of clusters [66,76]. The partition is performed while aiming to minimize the in-cluster variance and maximize the variance between the elements from different clusters. To determine the optimal number of clusters [77], we computed the silhouette scores of k-means clustering runs with $k \in [3;6]$. The silhouette scores of the clustering models were generated on the 2,782,720 tweets of 420,617 unique users between December 30, 2019, and April 30, 2021, related to 141,407 n-grams with $n \in [2;4]$. The highest silhouette score reflects this grouping, wherein the different objects are well affected to their clusters and less linked to neighboring and less relevant clusters. A higher silhouette score ($s=0.72$) was achieved with $k=3$. This score can be considered good as we clustered terms that can relate to different topics and the clusters can overlap partially [78,79]. Furthermore, by computing the Ray-Turi index [80] for $k$ between 2 and 10, and building the curve of the different generated values allowed with the Elbow method, the optimal $k$ was equal to 3 [81].

Indeed, we interpreted the content of the 3 clusters in the tweet collection of the study with consensus of domain experts (public health, infectiology, and informatics). These clusters are the bare bricks of the “vaccination against influenza during the COVID-19 pandemic” folksonomy. We defined the 3 topics dominating the content of the collected tweets as follows:

1. “Health and medicine (biological and clinical aspects)” comprising terms such as “pandemic,” “COVID-19,” “vaccines,” “illness,” “die,” “variant,” “children,” “flu,” “influenza,’’ and “health;”
2. “Protection and responsibility” with terms such as “protection,” “social distancing,” “vaccination,” “fighting COVID-19,” and “responsibility;” and

Figure 2 shows a 2-dimensional graphical representation of the 3 clusters with the 1000 most frequent n-grams for each ($n \in$
Explicitly, this visualization (Figure 2) allows us to see the first 1000 most used terms in the tweets of each one of the previously computed clusters. It is noticeable that overlaps exist between the clusters, which is quite logical when we realize that the tweets relate in many cases to a few topics at the same time (eg, from an account dealing with political issues: “The vaccines offer good protection with more than 80% effectiveness. Most people will not be sick and the ones that will, will not get seriously ill or die”).

Figure 2. A t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding graphical representation of the 3 topic clusters with 1000 most frequent n-grams (n ∈ [1;4]). Orange, seafoam (green-blue facilitating reading of the figure by color-blind individuals), and violet represent “health and medicine (biological and clinical aspects),” “protection and responsibility,” and “politics,” respectively.

N-grams

The preprocessed tweets were used to extract n-grams for each week. Multimedia Appendix 4 shows the 10 most common n-grams for each n ∈ [1;4]. For example, the words “flu” and “bad” were found close to each other in the word embedding model over the months of this study (Multimedia Appendix 3, list of the 1000 most frequent n-grams for cluster 1). Those 2 words were also a common n-gram, whether a bigram or a part of a higher degree of an n-gram. Although included in the word embedding representation, we see the relations between those 2 words in general, as they get closer to each other and in the same semantic cluster.

Following the extraction, each n-gram received its growth value, indicating an increased or decreased n-gram frequency from the previous week. The growth is used to highlight the significant changes in the n-grams and therefore in general discussions. For example, on November 9, 2020, Pfizer BioNTech published the initial results of the COVID-19 vaccine trial, which showed high efficacy against the disease. The n-grams of the same week showed a significant increase as follows: “take, vaccine,” 774.6% (1207/51,553 vs 138/51,553) and “get, vaccine,” 557.9% (1987/149,333 vs 302/149,333) [82].

Moreover, in mid-March 2021, we also noticed a significant increase in n-grams related to vaccination against COVID-19 due to reports on Twitter of individuals being vaccinated or local authorities inviting the population to schedule appointments for taking the vaccine (eg, “vaccine, appointment, available,” +264.9% [748/6264 in the week starting March 15, 2021, vs 205/18,678 in the week starting March 08, 2021] and “code, vaccine, appointment, available,” +251.5% [942/6264 in the week starting March 29, 2021, vs 268/6264 in the week starting March 22, 2021]) [83].

Another example of Twitter’s user response was during the week starting May 11, 2020. The leading n-grams were “social distancing, flattenthecurve, trump, test” and “flattenthecurve, trump, test, vaccine” (wherein “socialdistancing” and “flattenthecurve” were hashtags). Both demonstrated growth of 693.0% from the previous week (43 occurrences during the week starting May 04, 2020, vs 341 out of 516 occurrences in total). In that week, Forbes magazine published an article reporting that hospitals across the United States are “not being overwhelmed,” suggesting that the efforts for flattening the curve have succeeded. The overall results show how the tweet threads about influenza, vaccines, vaccination, and COVID-19 dynamically evolved from the end of 2019 to mid-2021.

Evaluations

Google Trends Validation

As a component of the internet, social media like Twitter are a part of how people get and share information and knowledge. Therefore, looking at queries on search engines like Google allows the evaluation of global interests in terms and topics detected on social media. Thus, we computed Pearson correlations between the weekly occurrences of n-grams in tweets and weekly queries in the Google search engine and those reported on Google Trends [84]. As an example of the consistency of the previously disclosed results, the n-gram of “flu, symptom” on Twitter and the number of queries on Google were highly correlated (r=0.85, P<.001) between January 1, 2020, and March 4, 2021 (Table 1). During these 65 weeks, this n-gram (ie, “flu, symptom”) was also used to search for information about “influenza” and “symptoms.”

Moreover, as we noticed the decreasing popularity of its use on Twitter, we also noticed similar behavior on Google. Additionally, the n-gram “covid, vaccine” also showed a high correlation between Twitter and Google (r=0.85, P<.001), and on the 2 platforms, its occurrence increased between January
2020 and January 2021, and then showed a parallel decrease. Globally, the top topics related to vaccines, vaccination, and COVID-19 were similar on social networks and search engines (Table 1). Thus, internet users’ queries on search engines relate with the timing of topics defined by analysis of the text of our Twitter message data set.

### Table 1. Examples of n-grams having high correlations between their trend frequencies in tweets and Google search queries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N-gram</th>
<th>Period (start date to end date)</th>
<th>Pearson correlation</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>get, second, dose</td>
<td>January 04, 2021, to April 30, 2021</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get, first, vaccine, shot</td>
<td>January 18, 2021, to April 25, 2021</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>second, vaccine</td>
<td>February 01, 2021, to April 30, 2021</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flu, symptom</td>
<td>January 01, 2020, to April 04, 2021</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covid, vaccine</td>
<td>January 20, 2020, to April 30, 2021</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>think, flu</td>
<td>January 01, 2020, to March 30, 2020</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>second, dose, vaccine</td>
<td>January 04, 2021, to April 30, 2021</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get, second, vaccine</td>
<td>February 01, 2021, to April 30, 2021</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get, covid, vaccine</td>
<td>March 30, 2020, to April 30, 2021</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get, vaccine</td>
<td>January 01, 2020, to April 30, 2021</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Real-World Validation

On December 11, 2020, the FDA issued an emergency use authorization for a COVID-19 vaccine. A few days later, on December 20, 2020, vaccination of the population with the Pfizer BioNTech vaccine was started. We downloaded the daily vaccination rate from Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) publications and aggregated them at the weekly level [85]. We noticed that starting in December 2020 and ending on April 30, 2021, Pearson correlations between the weekly occurrences of COVID-19 vaccination n-grams and the weekly vaccination rates (Table 2) were high and significant ($r>0.81$, $P<.001$) [86]. These results demonstrate that the tweets of this study mirror “real-life” significant events during the pandemic.

### Table 2. Correlations of the 5 highest n-gram trends with the vaccination rate trends reported by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention between December 20, 2020, and April 30, 2021.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N-gram</th>
<th>Pearson correlation</th>
<th>Number of occurrences</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>get, first</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>17,133</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vaccine, today</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>9205</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first, vaccine</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>9260</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first, dose</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>11,357</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vaccine, shot</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>11,113</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Discussion

#### Principal Findings

This research was initiated to elucidate online public perceptions regarding vaccination, mainly against seasonal influenza. However, the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 was impressively reflected by major changes in the focus of Twitter-based discussions. The most important aspect of this study is the building of a folksonomy based on tweet text analysis, word embedding, and clustering. The 3 topics that were identified in this folksonomy were as follows:

1. **General issues from the “health and medicine (biological and clinical aspects)” perspective.** The initial terms used for the tweet extraction were “flu,” “vaccination,” “vaccine,” and “vaxx.” These terms are de facto strongly related to health and medicine, and generate a large spectrum of threats (ie, from asking/answering questions about symptoms, reporting health conditions, and sharing positions). The presence of terms related to the COVID-19 pandemic is understandable given the period of the data collection.

2. **“Protection and responsibility”** as a central dimension of the decision to take a vaccine or not. The COVID-19 pandemic showed the need for social distancing and mask wearing to reduce the spread of the virus. For these reasons, tweets related to influenza (“flu”) or immunization (“vaccine” and “vaccination”) and, by extension, to COVID-19 comprise threads discussing protection measures (like vaccination) and the responsibility to use them (such as taking a vaccine). It is important to highlight, based on prior studies [19,87,88], that the intent to take a vaccine is considered by the younger adult US population as an act of collective responsibility.

3. **“Politics”** is a cluster showing the divergence of opinions and messages of US political leaders (ie, Republicans and Democrats) about the severity of the crisis and the efforts to reduce disease transmission [89]. Besides this cluster, it...
is important to remember that in parallel to the first year and first waves of the COVID-19 pandemic, 2020 was an election year. Thus, the local and national management of this global epidemic was a source of political debates, and support or criticism of governments, administrations, and the health care system.

The mechanisms behind the folksonomy rely on a complex set of factors. First, as pointed out above, the reasons for the emergence of each cluster depend on both culture and real-life events. Second, these mechanisms can be quantified by analyzing terms that frequently appear together (n-grams). Thus, in the context of this research, we observed that the main focus of the tweets related mainly to COVID-19 pandemic events (disease, confinement, politician talks, vaccines approval, and vaccination) and increased over time, like the prevalence of the terms “vaccines” and “vaccination,” and this was in contrast with the term “flu,” which disappeared over time from the tweets. This reflects that COVID-19 measures, such as social distancing and mask wearing, significantly reduced the seasonal influenza rates in 2020-2021 [73,90,91]. However, a potential major reason and mechanism of these changes in trends and therefore of the folksonomy content may be associated with the diversion of citizens’ attention to annual influenza spread, caused by the disruptive and menacing COVID-19 pandemic. These distractions induced different behaviors or feelings, such as devastation, fear, worry, and the need to understand [92,93].

**Strengths and Limitations**

Social media and social networks are increasingly being used to disseminate multimodal and multisource-based health-related information in a timely manner. In the context of epidemics and pandemics, such as seasonal influenza and COVID-19, health care organizations and governmental institutions nowadays spread information and run communication campaigns on social media, for example, to increase citizen engagement in vaccination. At the same time, individuals share their positions, even if it is associated with the antivax trend, and sometimes spread misinformation [94]. The strength of our study is its ability to provide health authorities with a weekly, monthly, and long-term folksonomy of the emerging or persisting topics of social media threads related to a health care issue or event, such as vaccination or a virus-related matter. Providing a folksonomy and the co-occurring terms in the same or additional clusters, using these tools, can enhance health-related social media campaigns, focusing on grand public in-time interests and queries, similar to the approaches used in other business fields.

By getting reports in a timely manner, it has been proven possible to point out the various topics, words, and terms frequently used on social media, thereby enabling health communication specialists, and more specifically those dealing with social media, to focus on up-to-date campaigns to increase population engagement, such as that done in other business fields [95], and actions related to health promotion, especially during epidemics and crises [96] (eg, H1N1 [97] and Ebola [98]), as has been suggested in prior research not dealing with terms, topics, and target population discovery or designation [99].

Exploring social media, and more particularly social networks, is limited by the passive exclusion of nonusers of these communication channels or inactive users who only read posts but do not post by themselves or respond to the messages of other users.

Another limitation of this study is that it was based only on tweets in English and posted from North America. This filtering limits the generalization of the results. The diversity of the US population suggests that running this kind of study in the United States in other languages will enable fine-tuning of health communication and increase vaccination compliance in non-English speaking communities (ie, around 22.0% of the US population) [19,100].

In parallel with our study, another study dealing specifically and strictly with vaccination and COVID-19 was performed among Australian Twitter users (versus US Twitter users in our study) between January and October 2020 (versus between December 2019 and April 2021 in our study) and collected 31,100 tweets (versus 2,782,720 tweets collected by us). The analysis was based on latent Dirichlet allocation, which is an unsupervised learning approach that can be large-scale intensively system resource consuming [101]. The Australian tweet analysis revealed the following 3 dominant topics: (1) “COVID-19 and its vaccination,” (2) “advocacy for infection control measures and vaccine trials,” and (3) “conspiracy theories, complaints, and misinformation” [102]. Even though some convergence exists, these results are distinct from ours by focusing more specifically on COVID-19–related issues.

Moreover, the set of words initially used for extracting the tweets (“influenza” OR “vaccine” OR “vaccination” OR “vaxx”) allowed us to capture a larger spectrum of threads related to each of the terms that we were interested in focusing on and not in a strict filtering approach, as in other prior research [101]. Nevertheless, without extending the extraction word set, with terms of the COVID-19 pandemic, tweets potentially interesting but not comprising one of these terms would not have been extracted. For example, the following tweet published in mid-April 2021 that included words detected in the n-gram analysis but not explicitly the words used for the tweet’s extraction failed to be retrieved: “I am excited, I am in my county seat to get my first injection of the Pfizer.” A future perspective for enhancing the dynamic of trend tracking can be considered to update the terms of the tweet extraction query with other disrupting terms due to actuality (eg, “covid,” “dose,” “injection,” and trade names of vaccines). This enhancement can be achieved by a domain expert (ie, human action) or by automatically selecting words emerging as trending in a cluster of the folksonomy and co-occurrence frequency analysis (ie, n-grams) [95].

Additionally, when dealing with the large volume of tweets generated each minute, looking at all tweets in real time is impossible without deploying a high computational infrastructure, which is available in dedicated centers. Accordingly, the objective of this research was to define a framework enabling health system decision makers to focus on specific issues in order to enhance their social media campaigns by understanding the topics discussed in a particular context.
(ie, vaccination and influenza). Furthermore, the tweets are collected daily (due to Twitter constraints, without using a paying platform) and analyzed, with the machine learning flow described in the methodology, at the weekly, monthly, and all-time levels. To deal with others’ terms of interest, changing the terms of the tweet extraction query will allow the expansion of the current data set or the start of new research with the same methodology. This study shows that combining social media data, such as tweets, and artificial intelligence approaches, such as machine learning algorithms for text and data mining, enables an infodemiology and infoveillance study as a whole. More specifically, in this study, we noticed the strength of this combined approach by following the changes in the contents and topics of the tweets over time and the influence of the actual events. Like other Twitter-based public health research, the approach of collecting, analyzing, and assessing in near real time the content of messages provides powerful indications to health decision makers for adapting and enhancing communication as an emergency response and in planning [103]. In other words, these forewarnings must support social media–based health information in targeting advertisements of recommendations, instructions, and directives, according to social media user interests and focuses (ie, terms appearing in the clusters of the folksonomy) disclosed passively in previous posts, shares, or likes. Moreover, social media platforms allow accurate targeting by stratifying advertising campaigns on sociodemographic attributes, such as age, gender, marital status, location, spoken language, and educational and professional background [104]. Thus, social media–based health information is intended to increase population adherence to health policies, such as vaccination against epidemic or pandemic diseases (eg, influenza and COVID-19), by delivering personalized messages taking into account both sociodemographics and domains of interest. For example, a young person playing basketball, living in an area with recurrent high acute influenza incidence in a young population, following social media groups dealing with basketball, and sharing posts related to vaccination hesitancy will get advertisements with personalized content targeting young vaccination-hesitant individuals playing collective sports and emphasizing that vaccination is the best solution to continue this activity during an epidemic [105].

Conclusions

Twitter is one of the leading social network platforms allowing anyone to share positions and information in any domain. Therefore, any kind of information published and spread about influenza and COVID-19, and the vaccines against each, can be perceived as reliable and can influence social media users. Specifically, during the COVID-19 pandemic, world leaders have widely used Twitter to communicate public health information with citizens. These messages had a strong effect on vaccination compliance [106], with the ability to dynamically improve the content and target health communication campaigns on social media.

This study allowed us to validate our initial hypothesis. Tweets are a source of information for understanding why it is recommended to take a vaccine and the public perception about it [107–109]. Indeed, we defined a folksonomy of the 3 main topics coexisting in the collected messages over 16 months. Accordingly, the terms and hashtags of tweets concerning “influenza,” “vaccines,” and “vaccination” can be organized in a dynamic vocabulary, such as a folksonomy, reflecting the main topics and their terms discussed over time on the social media platform. Additionally, the emergence and dominance of terms related to COVID-19 over time, reported in the folksonomy with frequently co-occurring words, shows that although the study did not initially focus on this thematic, the health changes are reflected in the Twitter threads related to vaccines and vaccination.

This study focused initially on vaccination against influenza and moved to vaccination against COVID-19. Infoveillance on Twitter (and other social media) about the topics related to vaccines and vaccination against communicable diseases can create opportunities to design and convey personalized messages encouraging specific targeted subpopulations’ engagement in vaccination. A greater likelihood that a targeted population receives a personalized message is associated with a higher response, engagement, and proactiveness of the target population for vaccination or other public health measures [110].
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Number of tweets by month comprising at least one of the terms "flu," "vaccination," "vaccine," "vaxx," and "covid."
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Multimedia Appendix 2

Optimal number of clusters, the related maximal silhouette score for each month, and the parameters used for creating the topic clustering.
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List of the 1000 most frequent n-grams in the 3 clusters.
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Multimedia Appendix 4

N-grams having the highest increase in occurrence week over week.
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